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Foreword

HE tremendous research and development effort that went into the
development of radar and related techniques during World War II
resulted not only in hundreds of radar sets for military (and some for
possible peacetime) use but also in a great body of information and new
techniques in the electronics and high-frequency fields. Because this
basic material may be of great value to science and engineering, it seemed
most important to publish it as soon as security permitted.
The Radiation Laboratory of MIT, which operated under the supervision of the National Defense Research Committee, undertook the great
The work described herein, however, is
task of preparing these volumes.
the collective result of work done at many laboratories, Army, Navy,
university, and industrial, both in this countxy and in England, Canada,
and other Dominions.
The Radiation Laboratory, once its proposals were approved and
finances provided by the Office of Scientific Research and Development,
chose Louis N. Ridenour as Editor-in-Chief to lead and direct the entire
project. An editorial staff was then selected of those best qualified for
Finally
the authors for the various volumes
or chapters
this type of task.

T

or sections were chosen from among those experts who were intimately
familiar with the various fields, and who were able and willing to write
This entire
staff agreed
to remain
at work at
the summaries of them.
MIT
for six months or more after the work of the Radiation Laboratory
was complete.
These volumes stand as a monument to this group.
These volumes serve as a memorial to the unnamed hundreds and
thousands of other scientists, engineers, and others who actually carried
on the research, development, and engineering work the results of which
are herein
worked

described.
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book has, therefore, been devoted to the theory and properties of the crystal converter.
Other applications are discussed in Part III
as Special Types.
As in every other branch of microwave work, the development of
measuring equipment and techniques has taken place simultaneously
with that of the crystal rectifier itself. We have, therefore, included
detailed discussions of methods of measurement of crystal properties
and a description of standard test equipment for production and routine
testing.
The techniques for manufacturing converter crystals are discussed in
Chap. 10. Special techniques required for the manufacture of other
types are described in the appropriate chapters.
The procedures presented in detail are drawn largely from the work done at the MIT
vii
fraction

of the

...

Vm

PREFACE

Radiation Laboratory and by NDRC contractees, but no attempt has
been made toinclude the details of all of the procedures that have been
successfully employed.
Because of the unique nature of war research and development, it
is impossible to acknowledge adequately individual contributions to
this subject.
Much of the work is a result of the joint efforts of many
individuals.
At the present writing most of the available literature
is in the form of reports that, for reasons of security, have not yet been
Much of the literature referred to
published in scientific journals.
will undoubtedly appear later, however, in journal articles, or will be
declassified and made available by the United States government.
We have therefore given references to some of the more important of
these documents.
In England the chief contributors to crystal research and development were the General Elect ric Company, British Thompson-Houston,
Ltd., Telecommunications
Research Establishment, and Oxford University; in this country they were the Bell Telephone Laboratories,

1
i

Westinghouse Research Laboratory, General Electric Company, Sylvania
Electric Products, Inc., and E. I. duPont de Nemours and Company.
The crystal groups at the University of Pennsylvania and Purdue University, who operated under NDRC contracts, were responsible for much
of the fundamental research and development work reported herein.
DuPont and the Eagle-Picher Company developed manufacturing
processes and produced in quantity highl y purified silicon and germanium
oxide, respectively, without ]vhich much of the improvement in crystal
rectifiers would have been impossible.
We are particularly indebted to our colleagues at the Radiation
Laboratory whose contributions and stimulating discussions have been
invaluable in writing this book.
The preparation of this manuscript would have been impossible,
finally, without the splendid aid of the editorial staff. In addition to
those names listed as editors, we wish particularly to emphasize our
gratitude to Barbara E. Myers, Marjorie S. Tariot, and Natalie C.
“Tucker, editorial assistants.

~

HENRY C. TORREY.
CHARLES A. WHITMER.
MASS.
CAMBIUD~E.
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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION
THE PHENOMENON OF RECTIFICATION
The process of rectification and its applications are well known and
However, within the last five
extensively treated in the literature.
years a wealth of new information on the crystal rectifier has accumulated
as a result of its superior performance in microwave receivers.
In fact,
the use of crystal rectifiers for frequency conversion occurred for the first
time during World War II. The purpose of this book is to give an
account of the present state of our knowledge of the crystal rectifier and
its applications.
The applications with which we are chiefly concerned
have to do with the use of the rectifier as a nonlinear device in the detection and frequency conversion of r-f signals. As a background for the
analysis of the crystal rectifier we shall begin with a brief review of the
process of detection and frequency conversion.
1.1. The Nonlinear Element.—Rectification
may be defined as an
operation on an a-c voltage to produce a unidirectional component.
The
vacuum-tube diode is a familiar example of a device that performs this
function.
The unidirectional component arises from the fact that the
average resistance to current flow is less in one direction than in the other.
In addition to the d-c component in the rectifier output there are also
present harmonics of the input signal which arise because of the nonlinear
character of the rectifying element.
The relative amplitudes of the
harmonics depend on the shape of the current-voltage characteristic
curve in the operating region. The magnitude of the d-c component
also depends on the shape of the characteristic.
For example, it is clear
that a nonlinear element having the characteristic curve of Fig. 1.la,
which is an odd function of the voltage about the origin, will have no
output d-c component at all when operated at zero bias.
However, if a
d-c bias voltage is applied so that the operating point is at A, the application of a small a-c signal will result in a net increase in the direct current
over that produced by the bias alone. This occurs because the average
current will be greater for the positive swings of the a-c signal than for
the negati;e ones.
Rectifiers that are useful for detection purposes have characteristics
similar to that shown in Fig. 1. lb. The shape of the characteristic will
of course depend on the physical nature of the rectifier.
In general, the
1

IN TIK)DUCTION

2

[SEC. 12

important features are a high back resistance and a relatively low forward resistance.
At high frequencies other physical characteristics, such
as capacitance of the rectifying element, transit time, etc., are important
factors.
In the vacuum-tube diode, for example, the resistance in the
back direction is very high. In the forward direction the current is
proportional to the three-halves power of the
applied voltage when the voltages are small.
i
For larger voltages there is a region that is approximately linear. As we shall sce later, the
A
shape of the crystal-rectifier characteristic may
vary widely depending on the nature of the
e
crystal and thewavinw hichit
is constructed.
We shall postpone the discussion of the crystalrectifier characteristic and the consideration of
(a)
+
theother properties that are of importance in
the microwave region.

i

I

/
m

FIG. 1.l.—Nonlinear elem e n ts. (a) Nonrectifying
element at zero bias; (b)
rectifying element,

e

~IG. 1.2.—Ided
mrtifier
characteristic,

1.2. Detection.—In the use of the rectifier for detection there are two
classifications that are of particular interest to us: (1) linear and (2)
square-law detection.
Linear Detection.—In
linear detection, the rectifier functions essentially as a switch. Let us assume that the rectifier characteristic is ideal—
that is, that the resistance in the back direction is infinite, and in the forward direction is small and constant (see Fig. 1.2). It is well known
that when a sinusoidal wave is impressed on the ideal rectifier the average
current through this rectifier will be proportional to the amplitude of
the input wave. The voltage across the rectifier load resistance will
then be composed of a d-c component proportional to the amplitude of
the input signal plus components of the input frequency and its even
harmonics.
Most rectifiers will approximate this ideal performance if the input
signal is large enough to make the region of curvature near the origin
small compared with the substantially straight part of the characteristic
over which the voltage varies. Furthermore, the load resistance is usu-
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ally chosen large compared with the rectifier resistance so that the effect
on the output voltage of variation of the forward resistance of the rectifier
is small.
The efficiency of rectification is defined as the ratio of the d-c voltage
across the output load resistance to the peak amplitude of the input
signal. It depends on the ratio of load resistance to the internal resisance of the rectifier and the amplitude of the input signal as noted above.
In the detection of amplitude-modulated
waves in radio reception a
load consisting of a parallel RC combination is commonly used. With
proper choice of the values of R and C the output voltage will, to a very
close approximation, vary like the envelope of the amplitude-modulated
wave. Under these conditions, the rectification efficiency of vacuumtube diode rectifiers is normally about 70 to 90 per cent. A detailed
analysis of linear detectors used in radio receivers may be found in standard textbooks on radio engineering and will not be given here. We will
return to a discussion of the use of one of the crystal rectifier types as a
linear detector in Chap. 12.
“Square-law Detection.—The
term square-law is applied to a detector
in which the d-c, or rectified, output is proportional to the square of the
amplitude of the input signal. It can readily be seen that such a response
depends on the nonlinearity of the characteristic at the operating point.
Over a limited range the current-voltage characteristic of a rectifier can
be represented by a Taylor expansion terminating in the squared term
(1)
where eOis the bias voltage determining the operating point, and c$eis the
small input signal voltage.
The derivatives are evaluated at the operating point eo. Any rectifier will, therefore, function as a square-law
rectifier when the applied signal is sufficiently small, provided that the
second derivative of the characteristic does not vanish at the operating
point. The linear term is, of course, of no importance as far as rectification is concerned, since it is symmetrical about the operating point.
By means of Eq. (1) we can determine analytically the output of the
rectifier for a given input signal. The analysis can bc summarized briefly
as follows. Let us consider a signal consisting of a single sinusoidal wave,
E sin d. In addition to the frequency of the signal, the output will
contain d-c and second-harmonic components with amplitudes proportional to E2. In general, if the signal is composed of a number of sinusoidal components the output will contain, in addition to the frequency
components of the signal, the d-c component, second harmonics of each
1‘FIX ~xamp[e see F, 1?. Term an, Radio Engineer’s Handbook, McGraw-Hill, New

York, 1943,
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formed

by

every possible combination of frequencies contained in the input signal.
The amplitude of the d-c component will be proportional to the sum of the
The amplitude of
squares of the amplitudes of the signal components.
each second-harmonic component will be proportional to the square of
the amplitude of the corresponding signal component; the amplitude
of the sum and difference frequencies will be proportional to the product
of the amplitude of the input components involved in the combination.
As an example, let us consider the square-law detection of an amplitude-modulated wave given by the expression
e = ~o(l + m sin @t) sin tit.

For purposes of analysis this wave may be represented by three frequency
components, the carrier and two sidebands, with angular frequencies
u, (~ — B), and (u + B), respectively.
These are represented graphically in
Fig. 1.3a. The relative amplitudes of
the additional components in the output of the detector are shown in Fig.
1.3b for the case where m = 0.5.
The square-law detector is a useful
device for the measurement of the
power of an a-c signal because the rectified output is proportional to the
square of the input amplitude.
As we
shall see later, the crystal rectifier is
often employed as a square-law detector in monitoring microwave power.
In fact, such a device is serviceable
33
outside the square-law region provided
~N
it is calibrated.
Frequency
(b)
It is clear that the magnitude of
FIG. 1.3.—Frequencies involved in
the various components arising from
detection. (a) Frequencies in detector
the square term of Eq. (1) will be proinput (modulation percentage = 50);
(b) additional frequencies in the de
portional to the magnitude of the sectector output.
ond derivative of the characteristic at
the operating point.
Maximum sensitivity will then be obtained by
adjusting the d-c bias so that the operating point is also the point of maxOther factors of importance in the
imum curvature on the characteristic.
microwave region, such as capacitance, noise generation, etc., will be discussed in Chap. 11.
1.3. Frequency Conversion.—Heterodyne
reception provides a means
of converting the carrier frequency of a signal to a new value. This is

!L_L
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accomplished by means of a local oscillator and a nonlinear element.
The local oscillator output and the signal are coupled into the nonlinear
device, where they generat~among
other frequencies—a frequency
equal to the difference between the signal andlocal-oscillator
frequencies.
Usually, although not always, the local-oscillator power level is large
compared with the signal level. The local oscillation may have either a
lower or higher frequency than the signal since it is the difference frequency which is usually of interest.
Under these conditions the nonlinear
element in so far as it functions in the linear region, generates a difference
frequency called the intermediate frequency, the amplitude of which is
proportional to the signal amplitude and independent of the amplitude
of the local-oscillator voltage.
The device that contains the nonlinear element and the means for
coupling it to the terminals of the local oscillator and to the input and
output terminals is called a mixer. The input terminals are used for
application of signal power and the output terminals are used for delivery
of power at the intermediate frequency.
The unit consisting of mixer
and local oscillator is called a ‘ frequency converter, ” and the whole
process is referred to as “ mixing” or ‘‘ frequency conversion. ”
If the signal is an amplitude-modulated
wave, the mixer output will
consist of a carrier at intermediate frequency plus sidebands which reproduce the original modulation of the signal. In addition, the nonlinear
element in the mixer will generate harmonics of the local oscillator and
the signal frequencies, sum and difference frequencies of all the applied
signals, and these in turn will beat with each other to create still more
frequencies and so on, ad infinitum.
Fortunately most of these frequencies are so weak that they can be ignored.
However, some of them
are of importance since their existence results in the diversion of power
that otherwise would appear in the i-f signal. An evaluation of the
importance of these components in microwave receivers will be given in
Chap. 5.
The nonlinear device used in frequency conversion may be any type
of detector or demodulator.
In radio reception, mixer or frequencyconverter tubes have been especially designed for the purpose.
In the
heterodyne reception of microwave signals the crystal converter is almost
universally used at the present time.
THE NATURE OF THE CRYSTAL RECTIFIER
104. The Discovery and Early Use of Crystal Rectifiers.-In
the early
days of the development of radio communication the crystal rectifier
was almost universally used as the detector in radio receivers.
A typical
detector was made by soldering or clamping a small piece of the crystal
in a small cup or receptacle.
The rectifying contact was made with a
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flexible wire cat whkker which was held in light contact with the
crystal.
Good rectification was obtained only from “sensitive” spots on
the crystal and frequent adjustments of the contact point were necessary
for good performance.
The development of thermionic tubes made the crystal rectifier
obsolete in radio receivers.
From about 1925 to 1940 the crystal rectifier
was used chiefly as a laboratory device for detecting and monitoring uhf
power. A combination of a silicon crystal and a whisker of tungsten or
molybdenum was found to be among the most sensitive and was commonly used for this work.
A typical application of the crystal rectifier in early microwave work
is described by Southworth and King. 1 A calibrated crystal rectifier
was used by them to measure relative gains in an investigation of metal
horns for directive receivers of microwaves in the region of 10 to 15 cm.
The rectifier was made with a silicon crystal and a whisker of 8-roil
tungsten 2 mm long. The crystal was ground into a cylinder 1 mm in
diameter and 1 mm long and pressed into a hole bored into the end of a
screw. The surface of the crystal was carefully polished so that the
contact could slide freely over the surface in seeking a sensitive point.
The rectifying contact was adjusted by advancing the mounting screw
and tapping the mount until the ratio of back-to-front resistance was in
the range of 2 to 5. It was f ound that with moderate care an adjustment
could be maintained fairly constant for several weeks. The d-c output
current of the crystal was used as a measure of the absorbed r-f power.
1.5. Recent Developments.—Reception
of microwave radar echoes
requires a high-gain receiver in which the limit of sensitivity is determined by the masking of the signal by the noise generated in the receiver
circuits.
The receiver must therefore be designed to introduce a minimum of noise into the input circuit.
One approach to the receiver design problem is to employ low-level
detection of the r-f signal pulse, followed by amplification of the resultant
video pulse. Because of its relative insensitivity as compared to superheterodyne reception, thk method has been used only for beacon receivers
where sensitivity is not of prime import ante.
Another possible approach is the amplification of the received signal
at microwave frequencies.
For thk purpose amplifier tubesz have been
designed and constructed at the Radiation Laboratory for amplification
at a frequency of 3000 Me/see.
The best of these are comparable in
performance to superheterodyne receivers using crystal mixers. However these tubes are difficult to make and have not been manufactured on
1G. C. Scmthworth and A. P. King, “ hletal Horns as Directive Receivers of
Ultra-ShortWaves,” Pro.. I. R.E., 27, 95 (1939),
2H. V. NTeher,
RL Report No. 61-24, July 10, 1943.
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a mass-production

scale. It is unlikely that an r-f amplifier can compete
with crystals at higher frequencies.
The Development of the Mixer Crystal.—The
early microwave receivers’
used. mixer tubes especially designed for high-frequency applications,
such as the Westinghouse 708A and the British CV58 diode.
However,
the best of these were noisy, and the noise output increased with freConsequently attention was turned to the crystal rectifier as a
quency.
possible substitute.
The superior performanceof the crystal mixer led to further research
and development work, which has continued to this time. The broad
general objectives of this work may be put into three general categories,
which obviously are mutually dependent:
1. The development of manufacturing techniques for quantity production of high-quality rectifiers for use in the region from 3,000
to 30,000 Me/see.
2. Fundamental research on semiconductors, point-contact’ rectification, and the theory of frequency conversion and noise generation
at microwave frequencies.
3. The development of methods and equipment for measuring performance and for laboratory and production testing.
The extent to which these objectives have been achieved will be
Discussion here will
indicated in the appropriate following chapters.
be limited to outlining the salient features of current manufacturing
techniques which have produced the crystal rectifier in present use.
The research work has been concerned exclusively with silicon, germanium, or boron, but all of the cartridges manufactured commercially
Extensive research on germanium
for mixers have used silicon crystals.
has resulted, however, in the development of the high-inverse-voltage
rectifier and the welded-contact rectifier mentioned later.
Investigation into the possibility of preparing sintered or melted
pellets of boron f or use as crystal rectifiers begun in 1943, was successful;
pellets of pure boron were prepared as well as pellets to which were added
Some of the “ doped” pellets
selected impurities in varying amounts.
showed sufficient conductivity to be of interest but exhibited no true
rectification.
A typical characteristic curve is S-shaped and symmetrical
1Crystal mixers were used in some early experimental sets. The crystal and
catwhiskerwereindependentlymountedin the mixerand the contact was adjustable.
2It shouldbe pointedout herethat the copperoxiderectifierand seleniumrectifier,
both developed commercially, are not point-contact rectifiers. They are, however,
contactrectifierssincethe rectifyingpropertyis obtainedby the contact of a thin film
of semiconductorwith the metal on which it is deposited. We shall be concernedin
this book only with the point-contact rectifier.
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about the origin. All of the pellets were poor rectifiers and the project
was dropped.
The first mixer crystals made by British Thompson-Houston,
Ltd.
used commercial silicon of about 98 per cent purity.
These crystals
exhibited the usual sensitive spots, and exhibited considerable variation
in sensitivity from lot to lot.
Crystals of commercial silicon were used in the early rectifiers made
at the Radiation Laboratory, and the performance of these units in mixers
was comparable to that of the BTH unit.
Much of the research was aimed at perfecting a design of cartridge
parts and procedures for assembly and adjustment that would achieve
electrical and mechanical stability, uniformity of r-f and i-f impedances,
improved sensitivity, and decreased noise output.
In general it may be
said, however, that the crystals produced at this stage of development left
much to be desired; it was common practice then, as a first step in improving performance of radar systems, to replace the crystal rectifier with a
new one.
Another important advance in the development was high-burnout
crystals of which the British “red-dot” (so-called because of the cartridge
identification marking) crystal developed by the General Electric Ccmpany, Ltd. was an example.
This early high-burnout crystal dissipated
relatively large amounts of power without appreciably impairing its performance as a mixer. The most significant feature of its manufacture
was the preparation of the silicon crystals.
These were obtained from
melts made of highly purified silicon powder to which was added a fraction of a per cent of aluminum and beryllium.
The crystal surface was
then prepared by a carefully controlled process of polishing, etching, and
heat treatment.
Now it was already well known from the theory of semiconduction
that the conductivity and hence the rectifying properties of silicon are
affected by the presence of small amounts of impurities in the crystals.
This fact, together with the success of the red-dot procedure stimulated
the initiation of research along similar lines at various laboratories.
At
these laboratories adequate manufacturing procedures were then developed for large-scale production of high-burnout, high-sensitivity rectifiers.
These units have a mechanical stability comparable to vacuum tubes,
and, under proper operating conditions, a comparable life.
Two important advances in the art will be mentioned here. The first
of these was suggested by Seitzl, who initiated a program in connection
with the Experimental Station of E. I. du Pent de Nemours and Company for the development of a method for the production of high-purity
1F. Seitz, “ Compounds of Siliconand Germanium,” NDRC 14-112,U. of Penn.,
June 1942.
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silicon. They succeeded inproduting siLconwith aspectroscopic pmity
of better than 99.9 percent.
Other impurities notdetectable byspectroscopic analysis, however, such as carbon, were present in larger amounts.
Ingots made with this silicon to which is added an appropriate impurity
are remarkably uniform in conductivity and rectifying property.
Rectifiers using this silicon were high-burnout, low-noise units markedly
superiorl in performance to units made using the same techniques, but
made with commercial silicon from other sources.
The second important advance was the discovery that boron was an
unusually effective impurity agent in increasing the conductivity of highpurity silicon.
In 1943 it was reportedz that the addition of boron in
quantities of the order of 0.001 per cent resulted in a converter of improved
sensitivity compared with those utilizing other impurity agents. This
crystal was also highly resistant to burnout.
As a result, “borondoping” is now widely used in silicon-crystal manufacture.
A considerable amount of exploratory work has been done on the effect
of various impurity agents, but there has as yet been no exhaustive
Moreover it is not yet understood
systematic doping program for silicon.
why certain impurity agents are better than others in improving burnout
and sensitivity, nor is the process of noise generation in crystal fully
understood.
Finally the etching, polishing, and heat treatment of the
rectifying surface have been largely empirical developments.
The net
effect is that the manufacture of high-quality crystals is still something
of an art, attained through long experience and careful control of the
techniques.
The Development
of Special Types.—The term ‘(special types” refers
to crystal rectifiers developed for applications other than frequency
conversion. They are “special”
only in the sense that the principal
interest and effort to date have been on the converter application.
Among these special types there are three on which considerable work
has been done: the video crystal for low-level detection, the high-inversevoltage rectijier, and the welded-contact rectzjier.
The term video crystal commonly means a crystal rectifier that is
used as a low-level square-law detector of microwave pulses. The video
Such a
output voltage of the detector is amplified by a video amplifier.
receiver is commonly called a crystal-video receiver.
The crystal-video receiver was developed somewhat later than the
superheterodyne receiver to meet the need for a wideband beacon receiver
that would respond to pulses over the range of frequencies encountered
I This statementdoes not apply to units made using the technique developed at
the Bell TelephoneLaboratories.
ZH. C. Theuerer, “The Preparationand Rectification Characteristicsof BorosiliconAlloys,” BTL Report MM-43-120-74, Nov. 2, 1943.
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in interrogating transmitters.
The sensitivity of the crystal-video
receiver is low compared with that of a superheterodyne receiver, but
this is not prohibitive in the beacon application since the signal level for
one-way transmission is high compared with the level of echoes at a comparable range. Wideband superheterodyne receivers have been designed
for beacon reception and have been used in some beacon sets. However,
such receivers are difficult to adjust and are not so light and compact as
crystal-video receivers—considerations which are of importance in portable beacons.
The crystal-video receiver has therefore found extensive
use.
The requirements of the video receiver place limits in particular on
(See Vol. 3.) Video crystals for
the video resistance of the detector.
the first beacon receivers were selected from the mixer crystal production,
for not all good mixer crystals are good video crystals.
It was soon found
that special procedures were essential to produce good video detectors for
use in the 3-cm region. These special procedures involved special surface
treatment and adjustment for a very small contact area. Since the latter
required a small contact force mechanical stability has been difficult to
A cartridge of the coaxial type described in the next chapter, is
attain.
somewhat more stable mechanically than a cartridge of the ceramic type.
In addition to its use as a low-level detector in the crystal-video
receiver, the crystal rectifier has also been used extensively in probes and
monitors of microwave power. Special types, however, have not been
developed for this purpose.
Within the range of square-law response the
rectified output current of the crystal rectifier may be used directly as a
relative power indication.
Since, however, the range of square-law
response is limited to a few microwatt of r-f power and since the range
varies from crystal to crystal, it is desirable to calibrate the detector
except for very low-level work. To date no special effort has been made
to develop a type having a square-law response over a wide range of
input power.
The high-inverse-voltage rectifier was discovered during the course of
the research on germanium by the NDRC group at Purdue University.
They conducted a systematic investigation of the effect of a large number
They
of impurity agents on the rectifying property of germanium.
found that rectifiers made with tin-doped germanium maintained a very
high back resistance for inverse voltages of the order of 100 volts and at
the same time exhibited high forward conductance.
Other addition
agents that produce these properties are N, Ni, Sr, Cu, and Bi. However,
the most consistent production of high-inverse-voltage
germanium has
been obtained with tin; such rectifiers arc in general inferior as mixers.
The discovery of the h@l-inverse-voltage
property led to considerable
interest in their usc in many types of circuit applications at intermediate
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frequencies of 30 Me/see or less, such as second detectors in wideband
receivers, d-c restorers, diode modulators, and switching circuits.
As a
consequence development has continued.
The general properties of the high-inverse-voltage germanium units
are:
1. High back resistance, from 10,000 ohms to more than 1 megohm,
for voltages as high as 50 volts.
2. High forward conductance, compared with a diode, in the region of
1 volt, with a sharp break in the characteristic at a few tenths of
a volt.
3. Low capacitance (about 0.5 ~pf).
4. Small size (about that of a half-watt resistor).
An exploratory investigation by the NDRC group at the University
of Pennsylvania has shown that the high-inverse-voltage property can
be obtained with silicon by the use of tin, nickel, bismuth, or germanium
as alloying agent. At the present stage of development, however, silicon
is inferior to germanium for second-detector and d-c-restorer applications.
The welded-contact rectifier was reported by H. Q. North’ of the
General Electric Company during the course of research aimed at the
development of germanium crystal rectifiers for microwave-mixer use. It
was found that rectifiers having very low conversion loss could be made by
using germanium with antimony as a doping agent.
However, these
Nevertheless some units
crystals are noisier than those that use silicon.
have a low noise output, but at present the low-noise units constitute
but a small percentage of the laboratory production, and no one has as
yet discovered how to control this effect properly.
In the course of this research, North found that extremely small
and very stable contacts could be obtained by welding the contact point
to the crystal surface by passing a current of high density (of the order of
107 amp/in2) for a short time through the contact point.
These units
have the unique property of showing a conversion gain greater than unity
when the r-f tuning and d-c bias are suitably adjusted.
However, under
these conditions the noise increases to such an extent that the rectifiers
are no better in over-all mixer performance than the standard type.
Under the conditions of r-f tuning and d-c bias mentioned above, a
resonant circuit connected to the i-f terminals of the mixer can be made to
oscillate when a source of r-f power at frequencies above 3000 Me/see is
connected to the r-f terminals of the mixer. Under these conditions a
negative resistance has been observed in the current-voltage characters tic. The extent of our present knowledge of these effects will be given in
detail in Chap. 13.
1H. Q. North, “Final Report on K-band GermaniumCrystals,” ND RC 14-427,
GE (2a, Mar. 26, 1945.
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THE PRESENT CRYSTAL CARTRIDGES
During the course of the war the Army and Navy set up joint ArmyNavy’ specifications for a number of crystal-rectifier types.
These
specifications standardize the external geometry of the cartridge and
specify test equipment, test conditions, and performance limits for production testing.
Detailed information on the specifications is given ‘in
Appendix D.
For mixer use, specifications have been set up for the microwave
bands in the regions of 1, 3, 10, and 30-cm wavelengths.
The corresponding rectifier types are designated by the type numbers 1N26, 1N23,
1N21, and 1N25 respective y. As manufacturing
techniques were
improved, tighter specifications were written, each with a new type
number. For example, in the 10-cm region the types specified are lN21,
1N21A, 1N28, 1N21B, and 1N21C.
Similarly, the video crystal type
numbers are 1N27, 1N30, 1N31, and 1N32.
With the exception of the 1N26 and the 1N31, all of these types
employ the same external geometry in the cartridge, which shall for
The
convenience be called the “ceramic, ” or lN21-type,
cartridge.
ceramic cartridges of three manufacturers are shown at the top of Fig.
2.1.
or lN26-t ype, cartridge was developed at the Bell
The “coaxial,”
Telephone Laboratories for use in the l-cm region. It is more compact
than the ceramic cartridge and is designed to match a coaxial line having
The coaxial cartridge has also been
a 65-ohm characteristic impedance.
used for the 1N31 type, which is a video crystal for use in the 3-cm band.
The Western Electric and Sylvania coaxial cartridges are shown in the
center of Fig. 2. ~.
The pigtail cartridge shown at the bottom of Fig. 2“1 has been designed
by Bell Telephone Laboratories for the high inverse-voltage rectifier for
second-detector and other diode applications.
2.1. Description of the Cartridges.-The
external geometry of the
cartridges has, except for the pigtail cartridge, been standardized by the
JAN specifications.
Detailed drawings showing the dimensions and
tolerances are given in Appendix D. The details of the cartridge parts
1Hereinafterabbreviated “JAN.”
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vary,
however, subject to the limitations of the specifications on
electrical performance.
The Ceramic Cartridge. —Outlinedrawings showing the parts of the
Western Electric and Sylvania ceramic cartridge are shown in Fig.
2.2. The polarity of the cartridge has been standardized by the JAN
specifications as shown by comparison with an equivalent diode in Fig.
2.3. The polarity of the British unit is the reverse of that indicated in
Fig. 2.3, the position of the silicon and cat whisker being reversed in
the cartridge.
The metals ends are cemented to the ceramic cylinder, and the manufacturer adjusts the rectifying contact once and for all for opt imum performance by means of the adjusting
scrc.ws. The cavity inside the ceramic body is filled with a mixture
Outerconductor
of Paratac and Opal wax, which inPlug
creases the mechanical damping
silicon
and renders the rectifying contact
Whisker
impervious to moisture.
The cartridge is mounted in the mixer or
may

~
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FIG. 2.3.—Cartridge polarity.

FIG. 2.4.—Coaxial cartridge.

crystal holder by means of a spring-finger grip on the pin, and spring fingers
or a screw capon the head. The cartridges are thus as readily replaceable
as a tube.
The size of the cartridge is convenient for coaxial lines and
waveguides normally used for wavelengths greater than about 3 cm.
The Coaxial Cartridge.—The
coaxial cartridge was designed by the
Bell Telephone Laboratories.
A Radiation Laboratory design used
for laboratory production, and later, with minor changes, put into
quantity production by Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., is shown in
Fig. 24.
This cartridge is designed to provide a matched termination for
a 65-ohm line, within the variations of impedance occurring in manufacture (see Sec. 2.7).
In the usual rectifier mount the pin on the center
conductor is held by a spring-finger grip on the center conductor of the
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cartridge receptacle, and the outer conductor is pressed against a shoulder
on the outer conductor of the receptacle. 1
The cat-whisker and center-conductor
assembly is mounted on a
molded insulating bead of polyglas that is pressed into the outer cylinder
The cocficicnt of expanand secured by a crimp in the outer conductor.
sion of the polyglas bead matches that of the brass outer conductor and
thus provides good stability under conditions of changing temperature.
The necessity of rigid construction is clear from the fact that the cylindrical cavity containing whisker and crystal is about 0.050 in. long.
The silicon crystal is soldered to a brass plug pressed into the end of
the cylinder.
Adjustment of the rectifying contact is made by slowly
advancing the plug by means of a jig carrying a micrometer screw. The
cavity containing the whisker and crystal is, as in the ceramic cartridge,
filled with wax.
The Pigtail Cartridge.—The pigtail cartridge is designed to be soldered
in place as a circuit element.
In the present Bell Telephone Laboratories
design the head of the cartridge is replaced by a structure similar to the
pin end. The crystal is mounted, like the whisker, on a sliding rod held
by set screws af ter adjustment.
The pigtail wires are mounted on fittings
pressed onto the pins after assembly and adjustment of the cartridge.
The present form of this cartridge is not necessarily the best one, but it
was adopted because of lack of time to develop a better one. It is likely
that an improved design will soon supersede it.
2.2. Stability and Handling Precautions.—These
crystal cartridges
have a stability comparable to that of other circuit components.
Cartridges stored under tropical as well as normal conditions show no deterioration with time. The JAN specifications provide for a series of rigorous
mechanical-design tests to insure long life under conditions that exist in
actual applications and during handling.
These design tests provide
that the electrical performance shall not be impaired more than a small
specified amount after being subjected to the following treatment:
1. Immersion in a water bath at 40”C for 15 min followed by immersion for 15 tin in water at 25”C.
2. A series of temperature cycles between the limits of –40”C and
+70”C.
(Specifications for some of the video crystal types impose
limits of – 55°C and +85”C.
The number of cycles specified
varies from type to type.)
(Some of the video crystal
3. A 30-in. drop onto a hardwood surface.
types specify a lWln. drop.)
4. Application of a torque of 1.5 in-lb about the cartridge axis.
5. An axial-strain test, consisting of the application of a force of 1 lb
1See Chap. 9 for a more complete discussion.
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applied at the tip of the pin at right angles to the cartridge axis,
the head of the cartridge being held in a clamp.

f

The last two tests are obviously not applicable to a cartridge of the
coaxial type.
The crystal rectifier may be impaired in performance in applications
where it is required to dissipate excessive amounts of power. This
phenomenon is called “burnout.”
In a radar system using the same antenna for transmission and reception, a TR switch’ is used to protect the rectifier from the high-level
power of the transmitted pulse. The TR switch is a resonant cavity with
loops or irises for coupling r-f power in and out and contains a gas-filled
TR tube that is normally nonconducting.
Crystal protection is achieved
by a gaseous discharge in the TR tube initiated by the transmitted pulse.
The ignition takes place in a time that is short compared with the pulse
length and provides an effective short circuit at the input terminals of
the crystal mixer. The r-f power transmitted through the TR switch
during the passage of a transmitted pulse will consist of a “ spike, ” ~vhich
is transmitted during the preignition time, followed by “ leakage power, ”
which lasts for the remainder of the pulse. The TR switch is designed to
minimize both these effects.
During the course of the war improvements in TR tubes and associated circuits and in the resistance to burnout of crystal rectifiers made
possible a satisfactory crystal life in duplexing systems; the life is limited
largely by eventual TR-tube failure or the failure of associated circuits.
To insure adequate resistance to burnout, the JAN specifications on the
mixer types call for burnout proof testsz on each rectifier. Some of the
types, in addition, call for a somewhat more rigorous burnout design test
The tests are sufficiently rigorous
on a small fraction of the production.
to insure a long life, comparable to that of conventional vacuum tubes,
when the rectifier is properly protected by a TR switch.
Experience has shown that crystal rectifiers may be burned out by
The discharge of static electricity
improper handling or storage.
through the rectifier, static electricity that may have accumulated on
ungrounded apparatus or on the operator’s body, is sufficient to impair
Damage may also
seriously the microwave performance of the rectifier.
be incurred by a discharge to ground through the rectifier when it is
inserted in equipment that is operating at other than ground potential.
Damage of this sort may easily be avoided by grounding the apparatus
and by holding the cartridge by the base and making bodily contact with
the equipment just before inserting the cartridge.
1See Ji’tcrounveDuplezers,1’o1.4, RadiationLaboratorySeries,for a full discussion.
i A “proof test” sl]ouldnot be confusedwith a “design test,” The formermerely
culls the units with poor burnout characteristics.
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The crystal rectifier may also be damaged by exposure of the cartridge
to intense r-f fields in the neighborhood of high-power transmitting
systems.
The manufacturers provide metal containers for storing the
cartridges when not in use. One convenient type of container is a lead
capsule which can be slipped over the cartridge.
This precaution is
obviously not necessary for the coaxial cartridge, which is effectively
shielded by the outer conductor; this design also minimizes the danger of
damage by electrostatic discharge.
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES
2.3. The Voltage-current Characteristic.—The static rectifier characteristic is of interest on several counts.
It is obviously of importance in
the theory of point-contact rectification in that an adequate theory must
predict quantitatively the features of the current-voltage characteristic.
In the second place it has already been pointed out that for low-frequency
detection a high back resistance and
+20
high forward conductance, together
with a sharp curvature at the origin,
+15
F
are desirable.
Finally, in the manc
ufacture of rectifiers for microwave
“: +10
:
use, it is common practice to use the
3
~ +5
static characteristic as a criterion or
G_
guide for the adjustment of the rec%?
‘O
tifying contact.
It should be emphasized, hotvcver, that a good
-5
static characteristic is not a suffi-2.0 -1.5 -1.0 -0.5
0 +0.5 +1.0
Appkdvoltage
cient condition for a good microFIG. 25.-A
tj-pical ch:lracteristic cur~-c wave performaucc.
At sufficiently
of a sdicon Icrtilicr.
hl~h frcqucmcics the shunting effect of the capacitance of the barrier a; the r&ifying
contact bcc~mes
important.
For this reason the size of the contact area must be controlled.
Jloreover, in microwave applications other factors, such as noise and impedance, are of importance.
The measllrcmcnt of such high-frequency
properties is therefore also specified in a production test of the standard
types to ensure satisfactory and uniform performance.
A typical characteristic curve of a silicon rectifier unit is shown in
Fig. 2.5. The current increases exponentially in the forlvard direction
for a few tenths of a volt.
As the current increases further, the curve
approaches a straight line whose slope is determined by the spreading
The forlvard
resistance (see Sec. 2.4 and Chap. 4) in the semiconductor.
current at 1 volt is 10 to 20 ma for a good mixer crystal.
In the back direction a high-resistance rc~ion for voltages of a felv
volts is followed by a region where the clu-rent increases rapidl~r ~vith
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further increase in negative voltage, so rapidly in some cases that it
Thestandardrnixer
crystal types
approaches an exponential behavior.
have at 1 volt a back resistance of approximately 5000 to 10,000 ohms.
The characteristic curvesin the forward direction of several typical
rectifiers are shown in larger scale for comparison purposes in Fig. 2.6.
It is to be noted that the’’ break”
8
in the characteristic of the crystal
A Silicon
B Germaniumwelded
rectifiers is much more pronounced
7 contact
than that of thevacuum tube and
C . Germaniumhigh.
inversevoltage
the forward conductance at about
6
D .6AL5vacuum.tube
0.5 volt or more is much larger.
d!ode
?5 The smaller currents obtained with
~
germanium, ascontrasted with siliF
:
con, at a few tenths of a volt is
24
“
typical.
;
=3
Characteristic curve B (Fig. 26)
:
is typical of the welded-contact rec2 tifier developed recently by N’orth’
at the General Electric Company.
1These units use germanium crystals
containing 0.2 atomic per cent anti0
0
0.4
0,5
0.6
0.1
02
03
mony. The whisker is welded to
Voltagein the forward direction in volts
the crystal by the passage of 250 ma
FIG. 26.-A comparison of the characterisof direct current fora short time in
tic curves of several rectifiers.
the forward direction.
The diameter of the weld on a typical whisker is approximately 0.0002 in. The
exponential region of the characteristic is unusually large compared with
other rectifiers, andinthe for\~ard direction ittherefore approaches closely
the idealz d-c characteristic,
~ = ~(e.E – 1),

(1)

where i is the direct current, A and a are constants, and E is the voltage
across the barrier. Thevoltage Eis given by
E=

E’–ir,

(2)

where E’ is the voltage applied to the rectifier and r is the spreading
resistance in the semiconductor at the contact point.
Figure 2.7 shows
the logarithmic characteristic of a typical unit, as observed by Torrey. ?
It should be noted that the coordinates are .semilogarithmic; hence a plot
1H. Q. North, Fiual Report, “VJelded GermaniumCrystals,” Contract OEMsr262, Order No. DIC-178554, Sept. 20, 1945. (This workwm done at the Research
Laboratoryof the GeneralElectric Co.)
2SeeChap. 4 for a discussionof the theory of the ideal d-c characteristic.
*H. C. Torrey, unpublisheddata at RL.
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of Eq. (1) would follow a straight line for appreciable values of E’.
From Torrey’s curve the following values for the constants of Eq. (1)
were obtained:
A = 0.0035
pa
o. = 29.8
per volt
r = 3.2
ohms.
These rectifiers are unique in having an abnormally low value of the
spreading resistance and a charac100,OOC
teristic which is accurately expo-iR8
nential for forward currents as high
/
as 10 ma.
/
The current-voltage characteristic
of a typical germanium high10,OOC
inverse-voltage
rectifier made at
Purdue University is shown in Fig.
2.8. The forward current at 1 volt
m
for this particular unit is 8 ma.
= 1,000
.5
The crystal in this unit ~vas made
z
from an alloy containing 0.25 atomg
~
ic per cent of tin.
u
Outstanding
features of the
*9
.=
characteristic
curve
are the high
g 100
m
value of the peak back voltage and
the negative resistance region exhibited in the back direction for currents exceeding the current at the
10
peak back voltage.
This curve is
cliscussed in much more cletail in
Chap. 12. Recently Thcwerer and
Scaffl have developed a procedure
for the heat treatment of ingots of
1 1I
0.6
0(
0.4
germani urn alloyed with 0.1 pm
cent tin; ingots arc obtained in
l’IG. 27.-Loearithn1ic characteristic of
rect]fier.
vhich all but thcllppcr third of the
a germanium welded-contact
Points on the broken curve are calculated
ingot produces rectifiers ~~ith peak
for a spreading resistance of 3.2 ohms.
inverse voltages \vithin a range
greater than 50~olts andeven approaching 200volts.
Inthcbackdirection at about 30 volts these rectifiers have resistances ranging from 10,000
ohms to more than 1 megohrn.
The forward currents at 1 volt lie in the range from 5 to 10 ma, an~l
lH. C. Theuerer and J. H. Staff, “Heat Treatment of Germanium Rectifier
Nfaterials,” NTDRC 14-506, Contract OEhfsr-1408, Bell Telephone I,aboratories,
Aug 3, 1945.
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currents greater than 100 ma may be passed in the forward direction
without impairing the rectifying contact.
Figure 2.9 presentsa set of characteristic curves fora typical silicon
rectifier that show for a crystal of good quality the d-c current in the for!

1

I
20

15

j

,0

Volta~e in back direction (volts)—

I

120

t

100

S6

I

60

,

1

40

20

(

FIQ.2+3.—Typical characteristic curve of a high-inverse-voltage germanium rectifier,
ward direction as a function of d-c bias voltage for different levels of 3.2cm r-f power. The r-f power levels shown-in Fig. 2.9 are the actual
powers absorbed by the crystal.
2.0
The curves will vary from crystal to
crystal, of course, but in general the
application of r-f power tends to rem 1.5
duce the curvature of the characterE
istic as saturation is approached.
~
Formixer applications ther-f pow.~l,o
er is set at a level forwhichthe d-c
~
current in a load of about 100 ohms
E
is from 0.3 to 1.0 ma. (For further
I 0.5
discussion see Sec. 2.6.)
2.4. The Equivalent Circuit.—
Only the region in the neighborhood
+0.2
+(
0
-00.6 -0.4 -0.2
Bias in volts
of the point contact need be considFIG. 29.-Characteristic
curves of a
ered in interpreting point-contact
typical silicon rectifier for different r-f
rectification.
The other elect rical
powerinputs.
connection to the crystal has such a
large cross section that its resistance is always small compared with the
The simplest equivalent circuit
forward resistance of the point contact.

.-
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for a crystal detector that takes into account the known physical parameters at the metal-semiconductor
contact is shown in Fig. 2.10. The
circuit consists of a nonlinear resistance R shunted by a nonlinear capacitance C, the two in series with a linear resistance r. The term R is the
nonlinear resistance of the barrier at
the rectifying contact, large in the
back direction and small in the forward
smaller as the current m the forward
direction is increased over the expo‘c’rec’iOn”l’becOmesincreasingly
nential part of the d-c characteristic.
FIG. 2.10.—Equivalent circuit of a
The resistance r is the spreadcrystal rectifier.
ing resistance in the semiconductor
resulting from the constriction of current-flow lines in the semiconductor
near the contact.
If a circular area of contact is assumed, it may be
calculated from the known formulas cf potential theory that
(3)
where u is the conductivity of the semiconductor and a is the radius of
the circular area of contact.
As the current is increased in the forward
direction beyond the exponential region, R becomes small compared
with r and the characteristic curve approaches a constant slope with a
value equal to the reciprocal of the spreading resistance.
The bulk resistance of the semiconductor and the resistance of the whisker can be
neglected in comparison with r.
The barrier capacitance C arises from the storage of charge in the
boundary layer.
Since the magnitude of the capacitance depends on
the thickness of the barrier layer, which in turn is a function of the
Measurements of capaciapplied voltage, the capacitance is nonlinear.
tance vs. bias voltage have been madel and indicate this nonlinearity,
but the large forward conductance makes a quantitative determination
of the effect difficult.
At zero bias the barrier capacitance of the standard types of rectifier lies in general in the range from 0.2 to 2.0 ypf. At
d-c or low frequencies the capacitance plays no role in the rectification
picture, but as the frequency is increased its shunting action reduces
the r-f voltage across the barrier. For example, at a frequency of 3000
Me/see a capacitance of 1 y&f has a reactance of about 50 ohms. The
presence of the spreading resistance makes it impossible to tune out the
capacitance with an external reactance.
The capacitance of the rectifyI A. W. Lawson, P. H. Miller, L. 1, Schiff, and W. E. Stephens, “Barrier Capacitance in Silicon Cartridge Rectifiers, ” NDRC-14-140, U. of Penn., May 1, 1943.
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ing contact therefore plays an important role in the rectification efficiency
at high frequencies.
MIXER CRYSTALS
2.6. Conversion Loss, Noise, and Noise Figure.—It is well known that
a fundamental limitation on the sensitivity of any radio receiver arises
from sources of noise in the circuit elements or from external sources.
(For a discussion of the latter situation, see Vol. 24 of this series.) The
limitation becomes manifest in different ways. For example, the thermionic vacuum tube is a generator of noise because of, among other
reasons, the “shot effect. ” Since the electrons are emitted by the
cathode as randomly distributed discrete particles, the resulting current
As another example, any ohmic
has a random or statistical fluctuation.
conductor has a fluctuation, or noise, voltage developed across it because
of the random thermal motion of the electrons within it. Noise from such
a source is often called Johnson nm”se. Even in a theoretically perfect
receiver (namely, one containing no sources of noise within itself) the
minimum detectable signal will still be limited eventually by the Johnson noise in the input impedance.
It is now the generally accepted practice to express the ability of a
microwave receiver to detect weak signals in terms of its noise jigure,
precisely defined below.
The noise figure indicates quantitatively just
how much worse the actual receiver is than an idealized one. In an
actual microwave receiver employing a crystal mixer, the output noise
will consist of noise originating in the i-f amplifier plus tha’t originating
in the mixer. Noise introduced by sources in the video amplifier is so
small compared with the amplified noise from the input stages that it
may be neglected.
In the mixer itself the crystal, driven by a local
oscillator, in general generates more i-f noise than a resistor with the same
i-f impedance.
This is one of its properties that is of importance in the
mixer application.
Even if the crystal should generate only Johnson noise (which is
approximately the case for occasional units), an additional limitation
arises from the fact that in the frequency-conversion
process not all of
the available power in the r-f signal is converted into power at the intermediate frequency.
This conversion loss is therefore a second crystal
property affecting its mixer performance.
Finally, the r-f and i-f
impedances of the rectifier are of prime importance in the design of crystal
mixers and are functionally related to conversion loss, as is shown in
detail in Chaps. 5 and 6.
The definitions to be given here of the quantities involved in the
evaluation of crystal-mixer and receiver performance and the analysis of
certain relationships between these quantities follow closely those of
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Friis, 1 and Roberts, 2 the latter introducing the concept of effective noise
figure.
First will be considered any four-terminal network connected to J
signal generator and an output circuit as shown in the block diagram of
Fig. 2.11. The input and output impedances of the network may have
reactive components and may or may
Signal
output
Four4erminal
not be matched to the generator and
generator
network
circuit
output circuits.
o
Gain of the Network .—The signal
-cl
c- — 4
generator may be regarded as a voltFIG.2.1l. —Block diagram for the analyage source E in series with an impedsis of the network noise figure.
ante R + jX.
To get the maximum
This
power into a load, the load should have an impedance R – jX.
maximum power is by definition the available power from the signal
generator, and is given by the expression
(4)
Similarly, the output terminals of the network can be treated as a
new source of signal, having an available power output, which will be
called S’,. The power gain G of the network is defined by the relationship
(5)
The gain is by definition independent of the impedance presented to the
network by the output circuit but is a function of the generator impedance. It is apparent that for some particular generator impedance the
power gain will be a maximum, which will be called G~. Another useful
definition of gain especially apt for a crystal mixer is obtained by matching a signal generator to the crystal mixer at local-oscillator frequency.
This gain will be denoted by. Go.
.
Tie “loss” of a network is, of course, the reciprocal of the power gain.
The term is often used instead of “ gain” when the network is a crystal
mixer, a situation in which one is almost invariably concerned with conversion gains less than unity.
Noise Figure.—For making measurements of noise power, a practical
standard of comparison is the Johnson noise generated in a resistor. The
available noise power from a resistor into a “ cold, ” or noiseless, load in an
incremental band of frequency df is given by the well-known expression
dN

= kYdf,

(6)

1H. T. Friis, “ Rcceivcr Noise Figures,” IITL Memorandum hfM-42-16@39,
May 13, 1942; Proc. I. R. E., S2, 419 (1944).
z S, Roberts, “Theory ‘of Noise Nlcasurcments on (;rystals as Frequency Converters,” RL Report No. 61-11, Jan. 30, 1943,
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where k is Boltznumn’s constant, N is the available noise power, and T
It is convenient to choose as a standard
is the absolute temperature.
temperature To = 290°K, in ~vhich cfise kT = 4 X 10–~’ joule, and
kT/ej another quantity frequently cncounteredj is 0.025 volt.
In so far as noise considerations are concerned, a perfect net\vork is
one where there are no noise sources ]rithin the netivork itself. Actually,
such networks exist; in such a case the ratio dN[)/So of available output noise po!ver to a~’ailable output signal polver is greater than the ratio
dN/S of available input noise pofver to available input signal power.
The noise figure F of the net\vork is then defined for this book by the
equation
dN, = ~,,kl’, df,
(7)
so
s
in which kTO df is the available input noise power from a resistor.
Eqs. (5) and (7) \ve obtain
dNo = FGkTO df.

From

(8)

The noise output, noise figure, and the gain are alike in that all are functions of the impedance of the generator.
The noise figure is a minimum
for some particular value of generator impedance, which in general is not
the same as that giving maximum gain.
Eflective Noise Figure.—In actual practice networks that have finite
bandwidths are of concern.
The total available noise output of such a
network is given by the integral of Eq. (8),
“ FG df.

No = kTo

(9)

/o

Now Eq. (7) can be rewritten in the form
dNo
—
= FG,
dN

(lo)

from which it is seen that FG is at least as great as unity at all frequencies,
Actually in
and the integral in 13q. (9) therefore does not converge.
making measurements of output noise some form of wattmeter which
measures the amount of power delivered into some load is used. This
quantity will drop to zero outside the pass band of the amplifier, whereas
the available Johnson-noise power at the output terminals of the network
is independent of frequency.
In treating effective noise figure the output-meter gain is introduced and defined as the ratio of the power actually
delivered into the meter to the power available from the network.
In
Eq. (9), G then is defined as the gain of the network-output-meter combination, and is the product of the power gain of the amplifier and that of
the output meter. The integral in Eq. (9) then converges.

I
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‘l’he effective noise figure F’ is now defined by the relati m
(11)

where N; is the available output noise po\ver if F \vcrc unity at all frequencies, that is,
r.
(12)
In other words Nj is the noise that w-ould be delivmcd to the output load
if there were no noise sources \vithin the network.
The effective noise figure F’ is then given by the expression

/o

~r=m=

- FG df

N;

-

(13)

“
G df

Jo

The effective, or noise, bandwidth B of the network can now be defined
as
cc

G df
/

B=

‘G

ma.

(14)

,

where G-. is the maximum of the potver gain vs. frequency characteristic.
Introducing Eq. (14) into Eq. (13), we obtain for the effective noise
figure the expression
No
F, =
(15)
kTOBG_’

I

The application of
which gives F’ in terms of measurable quantities.
Eq. (15) in the measurement of receiver noise figure is discussed in
Chap. 7.
Signal * —
generator ~

‘Networl?
1
o
0- -

aNetworkO
2
-J
0- -.—
4

I

0 output
-0 circuit

FIG. 2.12.—Two networks in cascade.
Noise Figure
of Two Networks
in Cascade.—The noise figure for
two networks in cascade, shown schematically in Fig. 2.12, can now be
obtained in terms of the properties of the two networks.
Applying Eq, (8) to the two networks as a whole, we obtain for the
noise output in the incremental frequency band df the expression
dNo(l+zj

where the subscript

——

...

= Fl+zGwzk7’o

Ly,

(1 + 2) indicates that the quantity

(16)

applies to the
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The relation,

follows directly from the definition of gain.
we obtain
dNoc,~,)

= F,~2G,G2kTo

From Eqs. (16) and (17)
(18)

dj.

Similarly, Eq. (8), applied to network 1, gives
dN,, = F,GJcTO dj.

(19)

The part of the output noise from network 2 originating in the signal
generator and network 1 is
dN;(,~,>

= dNo,G,

= F,G,GzkTo

(20)

dj.

The part of the output noise from network 2 originating within network
2 is
(21)
dN:[,~,) = F,G,kTo dj – G2kT0 dj.
The second term of the right-hand member of Eq. (21) is subtracted in
order not to include for a second time the Johnson noise from the output
resistance of network 1.
The addition of Eqs. (20) and (21) gives for the total output noise
power the expression
dN,(l+,)

= dN;(l+z)
= F,G,G,kTo

+ dW(l+z)
dj + F,G,kTo

dj – G,kT,

df.

(22)

Equating the right-hand members of Eqs. (18) and (22), we obtain
(23)

Putting Eqs. (23) and (17) into Eq. (13), we have for the effective
noise figure
.
G,G,F, + G,(F, – 1) df
/ 0
(24)
F:l+z) =
~
G,G, dj
\o

If network 2 has a small bandwidth compared with network 1, G, and
in this case
Eq. (24) reduces to
F;–1
(25)
Fi~2 ‘F’+
G,
“

FI may be considered constant over the range of integration;

In performing the integration indicated in Eq. (24), the factor Gz
in the term G,(FZ — 1) is to be regarded as the gain of the network-meter

.-—
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combination.
This accounts for the use of the prime in the right-hand
side of Eq. (25).
It must be emphasized that F; is a function of the output impedance
of network 1, which is considered as a generator for network 2. In
applications of this equation, the measurement of F; must be made with
a signal generator having the same terminal impedance as the output
impedance of network 1.
Equation (25) is of particular interest in the evaluation of crystalmixer performance in superheterodyne receivers.
The crystal mixer may
be considered as network 1 and the i-f amplifier as network 2. In actual
applications since the bandwidth of the mixer is large compared with that
The term GI then becomes the conof the i-f amplifier, Eq. (25) applies.
version gain of the mixer, that is, the ratio of available output power at
the intermediate frequency to the available input power at radio frequency, and F; is the effective noise figure of the i-f amplifier.
The
noise figure F1 of the crystal mixer may be expressed in terms of noise
temperature.
Noise Temperature.—It
has already been noted that a crystal rectifier,
when driven by a local oscillator, in general generates more noise than the
Johnson noise produced by an equivalent resistor. The noise temperature
t is defined as the ratio of the available noise power output of the crystal to
that of a resistor at room temperature (it should be noted that the avazlable power does not depend on the value of the resistance); that is,
dNo
t = kT,

(26)

dj’

where dNO is the available noise power output of the crystal.
Relationships

between

perature.—Equation

Noise

Figures,

Conversion

Loss,

and Noise

Tem-

(8), substituted in Eq. (26), gives

t = FG,

(27)

whence, from Eq. (25),
F;en = L(t

+ l’{,

–

1),

(28)

where the conversion loss L is the reciprocal of the conversion gain, F~= is
the over-all effective noise figure of the crystal mixer and i-f amplifier, and
F{, is the effective noise figure of the i-f amplifier.
The three properties of the crystal that are involved explicitly or
implicitly in Eq. (28) are the conversion loss, the noise temperature, and
the i-f impedance.
As is shown in Chap. 7, any one of these three quanti1This quantity is called the “output noise ratio” in the JAN specifications.
Although it is not a temperaturebut a ratio, the term “noise temperature” is commonly acceptedand widelyused. The name is explained by the fact that the product
tTOis the temperature a passive resistor would have to have in order to generate as
much Johnson noise as the noice output of the crystal in question.
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ties can be measured to a good approximation without either of the others
being known.
This is particularly advantageous both in production
testing and in the experimental laboratory.
From Eq. (28) it is seen that noise temperature and i-f amplifier noise
figure are additive terms.
During the course of World War II, the
improvement in these two quantities occurred more or less concurrently.
The average noise temperature of present rectifiers is around 1.5 timesl
and preamplifiers have been recently designed having noise figures as low
as 1.5 db (about 1.4 times) at 30 Me/see, and 1.2 db at 5 Me/see.
By means of Eq. (28) we can easily calculate the noise figure of a
typical receiver using a crystal mixer. For example, a crystal rectifier
such as the 1N21C type, having a conversion loss of 5.5 db and noise
temperature of 1.5 times, and an i-f amplifier having a noise figure of 3
db will have an over-all noise figure of 9.5 db (or about 9 times).
[The
values substituted in Eq. (28) must obviously be expressed numerically,
and not in decibels.]
In using Eq. (28) for calculating the receiver noise figure we must
remember that the results are accurate only in so far as the r-f and i-f
impedances are maintained the same in the combination of mixer and i-f
amplifier as they were in the equipment in which the separate quantities
were measured.
Another quantity useful in crystal-noise measurements and analysis is
the Y-factor.
It is defined as the ratio of available output noise power
NOof an amplifier whose input terminals are loaded by a crystal mixer to
the same quantity NO. when the amplifier is loaded by a dummy cartridge
containing an ohmic resistor. We can easily obtain an expression for the
Y-factor by applying Eq. (15) first to the receiver (mixer and amplifier)
and then to the amplifier alone; thus
(29)
where Gw and Gti are the maxima of the respective power gain-frequency
characteristics, as used in Eq. (14). As Gm = GGi.f, in substituting
Eqs. (17) and (28) into Eq. (29) we obtain

y = L(t + 1’:, – l)G
~:<

“

(30)

Since GL is unity, this reduces to
(31)
Equation (31) can be rewritten in the form
t = F:,(Y

– 1) + 1.

1This ia the way t is customarily expreseed.

(32)
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Equation (32) provides a convenient means of measuring noise temperature in terms of the Y-factor and the noise figure of the i-f amplifier.
In
actual practice care must be taken in the design of the amplifier input
circuit to insure that the Y-factor is independent of the i-f impedance
of the mixer over the range of normally encountered crystal i-f impedances. Circuits fulfilling this requirement are discussed in Chap. 7.
Another useful relationship can be derived by the combination of Eqs.
(28) and (32):
F:ec = LF;., Y.

(33)

Equation (33) is convenient to use in the statistical study of burnout in
that a measurement of conversion loss and Y-factor before and after

150 -

.g l@J
s

50 -

-1.0

2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
Noisetemperature
FIQ. 213.-Typical
distribution of
noise temperature of 1N21B rectifiers.
Random sample selected prior to acceptance tests.

:

1.5

0
4.5

I

5.5
6.5
7.5
8.5
Conversionlossm db

>9.0

FIG.2.14.—Typical distribution of conversion 10ss of 1N21B rectifiers. Random
sample selected prior to acceptance tests.

application of specified amounts of power enables one to calculate directly
the consequent impairment in receiver noise figure. The deterioration
of receiver noise figure expressed in decibels is just the sum of the deterioration in Y-factor and conversion loss expressed in decibels.
Range of Conversion Loss and Noise Temperature in Production
Unih.In the manufacture of crystal rectifiers, even by the most carefully controlled methods, a considerable spread in the values of conversion loss and
noise temperature is found.
~igures 2.13 and 2.14 show typical dktributions of random samples taken from the manufacturers’ production lines
before rejection of units failing to pass the performance tests. These
units were type 1N21B rectifiers for 10-cm use. Similar distributions of
the Radiation Laboratory rectifier for l-cm applications, typical of the
1N26 type, are shown in Figs. 2.15 and 2.16. These data were taken with
the standard test equipment described in detail in Chap. 9, as prescribed

I
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LEVEL

by the JAN specifications, with the exception of the noise temperatures of
Fig. 2.15 which were measured using a radio frequency of 24,000 Me/see
(As indicated in Appendix
and an intermediate frequency of 60 Me/see.
D, the JAN specifications provide for the measurement of the noise temperature of type 1N26 rectifiers at a radio frequency of 9375 Me/see.)
Summarized briefly, the test conditions for these measurements consist
of a mixer having a fixed r-f tuning, a specified i-f and d-c load, and a
specified r-f power level and radio frequency.
The d-c bias voltage is that
due to the rectified current into the d-c load and is about – 0.1 volt.

15
n
“~10

Specification
limit

5
*)

Noisetemperatu~

FIG. 2.15.—T ypical distribution of
noise temperature of 1N26 rectifiers.
Random sample of units made at tbe
Radiation Laboratory.

Conversionlossin db

FIG. 216.-Typical
distribution of conversion loss of 1N26 rectifiers. Random
sample of units made at the Radiation
Laboratory.

2.6. Optimum Lecal-oscillator
Level.—The conversion loss, noise
temperature, and receiver noise figure are all functions of the local-’oscillator power level. Figure 2.17 shows the conversion loss and noise temperature of a typical 1N23B rectifier (X = 3.2 cm) as a function of rectified
current; these curves are obtained by varying the local-oscillator power.
The curves are also characteristic of the other frequency bands.
The
noise-temperature curve is approximately linear over the range of interest.
The conversion loss approaches a constant value as the rectified current
is increased; above a rectified current of approximately 1 ma there is
little change in conversion loss.
The effect of local-oscillator power level on receiver noise figure can be
calculated from the data of Fig. 2.17 by means of Eq. (28). The calculated curves for three values of i-f amplifier noise figure are shown in Fig.
2.18. The curves are characterized in general by a broad minimum in
the region of 0.3 to 0.8 ma and it is in this range that crystal mixers are
ordinarily operated.
Since the minimum is broad, the choice of operating
level is not critical.
It is obvious from the curves that the rni~mum ii
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broader for “ quiet” crystals and would in fact disappear for a crystal
having a noise temperature of unity for all values of rectified current.
The shape of the conversion-loss curve makes it clear that even in this
2.2
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FIG. 217.-Conversiou
loss and noise
temperature as a function of rectified current for a typical 1N23B crystal rectifier.

~~

O 0.2 0.4 0.6” 0.S 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6
Crystal
current
Inma
1,’ro. 2.1S.—Receiver noise figure as a
fuuction of rectified current for the 1N23B
rectifier plotted in Fig, 2.17, The three
curves are for different i-f amplifiers, as
indicated.

case there would be no point in operating at large values of rectified current. Indeed, for receivers where there is appreciable noise at the intermediate frequency from the local
oscillator, it would be disadvan8
tageous.
The lower limit of aperable range is obviously set by
7
R,.,
the rapid increase of conversion
L6
loss at low local-oscillator power
5
level.
The effect of d-c bias on sili4
con crystal-mixer performance has
3
been investigated by R. V. Pound
t
2
and H. B. Huntington 1 at the
I
Radiation
Laboratory
and by
1
Sharpless2 at Bell Telephone Lab0
#
The effect of a negaoratories.
+0.1 +0.2 +0.3 +0.4
biasvoltage
tive bias (bias in a direction that
FIG. 2.19.—The effect of d-c bhs on conreduces the rectified current) is
version 10SS,noise temperature, and i-f resistalways undesirable in that the
ance for a germanium rectifier at a radio
frequency of 9375 Me/see and power level of
noise temperature and conversion
0.1 mw.
loss are increased.
A small positive bias of about two- or three-tenths of a volt, however, is found to be
beneficial in reducing the noise output of noisy crystals.
For such units

—-l--lg

I Unpublisheddata.
z W. M. Sharpless,“The Influenceof Direct-currentBias on the 10-cm Performanceof SiliconRectifiersas First Converters,” BTL MM-42-16@78, July 24, 1942.
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a decrease in receiver noise figure of about 1 db can be obtained with an
optimum positive bias. For the present silicon rectifiers the effect is, in
general, negligible.
In the case of germanium rectifiers the effect of bias on noise temperature has been found by Northl to be much more pronounced than for
silicon. Typical curves for a germanium rectifier are shown in Fig. 2.19.
With zero d-c bias this rectifier has a conversion loss of 6.2 db at a localoscillator power level of 1 mw (about l-ma rectified current) and a noise
temperature of 4.4 at a rectified current of 0.6 ma. On the other hand
the data shown in Fig. 2.19 were taken at a local-oscillator power level of
0.1 mw. It should be noted that the conversion loss at the optimum bias
in this latter case is approximately the same as that at the highe,- localoscillator level with zero bias, while the noise temperature on the other
hand has dropped from 4.4 to about 1.8 at optimum. bias.
2.7. The R-f Impedance of Crystal RectMers.—The
r-f impedance
of crystal rectifiers is a property of prime importance in the design of cwstal mixers. Impedance mismatches at radio frequency not only result in
signal loss due to reflection, but also affect the i-f impedance seen at the
i-f terminals of the mixer, an effect that becomes more serious with rectifiers of low conversion loss. To avoid the complexity of tuning the mixer
each time a crystal rectifier is changed, a considerable effort has been
made to control the spread in values of r-f impedances of production units
to a reasonable amount and to design test- and radar-system mixers that
The procedure has been an
will match crystals of average impedance.
empirical one of selecting representative samples, measuring their r-f
impedances, and then designing mixers that will match the center of the
distribution.
Impedance standards have been devised by Roberts2 and
Whltmer3 which may be inserted in the mixer in place of the crystal and
whose r-f impedances may be adjusted to a chosen value at the center of
the crystal-impedance distribution.
These standards are then used to
“ pre-tune” test mixers so that their performance is identical.
(See
Chap. 9.)
With the exception of the 1N25 and 1N26 types, no attempt has been
made to specify r-f impedance limits explicitly.
A certain amount of
implicit limitation is obtained, however, by making performance tests on
conversion 10SSwith the stanclard fixed-tuned mixer. Thus units with a
borderline value of conversion loss under matched conditions will be
rejected.
1H. Q. North, Final Report, “K-band Germanium Crystals,” NTDRC14-427,
GE Co., Mar. 26, 1945.

,

z S. Roberts, ‘( Conversion Loss Measuring .kpparatus for Crystals in the 3-cm
Band,” RL Report No. 53-28, Aug. 3, 1943.
8C. A. Whitmer, unpublished work at RI,,
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In general the uniformit y in r-f impedance of production units is dete~mined by the degree to which the manufacturing procedures can be accurately controlled.
The success that has been obtained is demonstrated
by Figs. 2“20 and 2“21 in which are plotted on impedance-circle diagrams
(Smith charts) the r-f impedances (or admittances, as indicated) of representative samples from different manufacturers.

FIG. 2.20.—R.f admittances of crystal cartridges in the standard 3.2-cm fixed-tuned mixer.
R-f power level, 0.6 mw.

.1 block diagram of the equipment used in making these measurements
is shown in Fig. 2.22; the equipment is described in detail in Vol. 11 of the
Radiation Laboratory Series. The r-f power available to the mixer is
adjusted to a specified value by means of the attenuator, which also
serves to isolate the oscillator from the mixer. The signal power level
is ordinarily very low, but in this case is fixed at local-oscillator level with
the result that what is measured is the r-f impedance at that level.
Experience has shown, however, that the value at this level is approximate y the same as that at signal level. A low-resistance milliammeter
is connected to the output (i-f) terminals of the mixer.
The probe is connected to a calibrated crystal or a bolometer, whose
output current or power measures the standing-wave maximum and minimum.
If a crystal rectifier is used in the pro~e and its rectified current
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enough approximation for
is limited to a few microampere, it isagood
these measurements to assume that theelectric field inthe r-f lineisproportional to the square root of the probe current. The standing-wave
voltage ratio is then the square root of the ratio of maximum to minimum

~Z;;
F1&2.21.-R-f

impedances of crystal cartridges ina9.8-cm
level, 0.5mw.

units

fixed-tu,md mixer.

It-f power

probe current. The standing-wave voltage ratio, together with the
position of theminimum
inthe slotted section, (see Vol. 9ofthe Series)
locates the impedance with respect to a given reference point on the
Smith chart. In the measurement of the admittance of a crystal car1

R.f
—
oscillator

R.f
attenuator

—

Slotted
section
and probe

—

Test
mixer

FIG. 2.22.—Block diagram of equipment for measuring r-f impedance.

tridgein a fixed-tuned mixer, the reference point, corresponding to zero
admittance, is chosen as the position of the minimum in the slotted
A shift in the reference point
section when the cartridge is removed.
merely rotates the pattern on the Smith chart about the center. The
impedance of each point on the chart is therefore the impedance of the
combination of mixer and crystal cartridge in units of the line impedance
of the slotted ~ection. In Fig. 220 the circle shown for a standing-wa~’e
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voltage ratio of 2.0 includes all units for which the reflection loss is equal
to or less than 0.5 db. A waveguide mixer is the standard type used in
the 3-cm region; the crystal is shunted across the guide, and in this case
it is consequently convenient to plot admittances.
In the 3-cm band
it can be seen from the chart that the spread in susceptance is larger than
the spread in conductance.
In system-mixer design in the 3-cm band the
crystal has been so placed in relation to the TR switch that the TR

Resistance
component

t

I?Iu. 2.23.—Change of r-f impedance with rcctnled crystal current. Tho numbers indicate
rectified current in millmmperes, X,.f = 9,8 cm.
s\vitch can tune
match

found

Figure
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The effect on r-f impedance of varying the r-f power level is shown in
Fig. 2.23. The numbers at each point on the chart give the rectified
crystal current in milliamperes for which that particular impedance was
obtained.
The variation of crystal current over the range from 0.25
to 1.0 ma, the region where mixers are ordinarily operated, does not
result in a significant change in r-f impedance.

FIG.2.24.—R-[ admittance as a function of frequency. The points are numbered in order
of increasing wavelength.

The variation of impedance with frequency for the coaxial-type cartridge ( 1N26 type), designed for use at 1.25 cm, is shown in Fig. 2.24.
It must be remembered that the frequency sensitivity is a function of the
crystal cartridge and mixer combined.
These measurements were made
using a crystal holder shown in cross section in Fig. 2.25. The waveguide-to-coaxial transformer shown is designed to provide a matched
termination to standard +- by +in. waveguide when the coaxial crystal
receptacle is terminated in a 65-ohm line. A transformer of this type is
employed in many of the mixers used in the l-cm radar systems.
The r-f impedances shown in Fig. 2.24 were measured over a wavelength range from 1.213 to 1.287 cm, centered at 1.250 cm. The small
variation observed over this range for the standard coaxial termination
indicates

that most of the variation

in impedance

itself.

.—

is in the crystal

cartridge
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The r-f impedance is a complicated function of cartridge geometry,
size and shape of cartridge parts, composition of the semiconductor, and
whisker pressure. It is very difficult therefore, in the case of the ceramic
cartridge, to adjust the r-f impedance without affecting other properties
of the rectifier. In this respect a cartridge of the coaxial type has the
advantage of sufficient space in the pin end for the insertion of a coaxial
transformer which, within limits, will
kf and d+ terminals
match a given crystal impedance to
a 65-ohm line.
/
2.8. The I-f Impedance of Crystal
Rectifiers.-A
matter of prime
R.f choke
importance in the design of coupling
II
/
circuits between the mixer and the i-f
II
/
amplifier is the i-f impedance that is
seen on looking into the i-f terminals
of a crystal mixer. The i-f impedance
pertinent here is that at the output
terminals of the mixer when the rectifier is driven by a local oscillator.
The value of the i-f impedance is
found to depend on the conditions
under which it is measured.
It is a
function of the local-oscillator power
level and depends on the r-f properties of the mixer and the circuit connected to the r-f input terminals of
the mixer. Finally, for a given mixer and measuring equipment, the i-f
impedance of commercial rectifiers,
like other crystal quantities, shows a
Insulating bead
spread of values occurring even with
FXG.2 .25. —Cross section of crystal holder
carefully controlled manufacturing
for the 1N26 cartridge.
techniques.
In this chapter only
typical data on some of these effects will be presented.
The theoretical
treatment will be found in Chap. 5.
Measurement
of I-j Impedance and D-c Resistance.—The i-f impedance
can be measured with an impedance bridge designed to operate at the
At the Radiation Laboratory a Schering
desired intermediate frequency.
bridge designed by Beers* to operate at 30 Me/see has been found
satisfactory.
The dynamic low-frequency (d-c) resistance is of interest since the
theory of frequency conversion predicts that for crystal mixers used
I Y. Beers, “A 30-Mc Schering Bridge,” RL Report No. 61-19, ~Iay 12, 1943.
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with 1ow-Q r-f systems, as is the case in crystal test equipment, the i-f
and d-c conductance
are the same.
The d-c resistance can be easily determined on the assumption that a
crystal excited by a local oscillator is equivalent to a d-c generator with
an internal resistance.
This d-c resistance is determined by measuring
(1) the short-circuit current, and (2) the current into a given external
load. The d-c resistance R is obviously given by the expression
R=

r&,

(34)

where r is the external load and k is the ratio of short-circuit current to
the current when the load r is used. The assumption of equivalence to a
generator allows this method to be used with good results when k is not
greater than 2.
The d-c resistance may also be measured by means of a bridge operAnother method is to
ated at low frequency, for instance, 60 cycles.
apply a low-frequency source of a few volts in series with a resistance of,
for example,
ohms to the i-f terminals.
Since the d-c resistance
. . 100,000
.
of the mixer is a few hundred ohms, this arrangement provides essentially
a constant-current source. The d-c resistance can then be determined
by reading the voltage across the i-f terminals with a suitable voltmeter.
A comparison of the i-f and d-c resistances measured at the Radiation
Laboratory by Huntington using the foregoing methods shows good agreement for the standard 10-cm test mixer. A similar result has been
reported by Smith2 in which the i-f resistance is measured with the aid of
a diode noise source. Other investigators, however, have found a discrepancy between the i-f and d-c re~lstances, the former running 10 to
35 per cent lower than the latter. A discrepancy of about 25 per cent is
found, for example, in the mixer used in the 3-cm standard test equipment. Smith3 has offered the suggestion that the discrepancy is mainly
According
a function of the r-f apparatus used in the measurement.
to hk theory, the i-f voltage applied to the i-f terminals for the impedance
measurement modulates the r-f wave reflected by the crystal.
Part of
the modulated wave is then reflected back again to the crystal by tuning
mechanisms or other discontinuities in the r-f line. Part of this is
absorbed by the crystal, the remainder being again reflected, and so on.
As a result of this process, components from the reflected modulated
wave arrive at the crystal in various phases with respect to the applied
I H. B. Huntington, unpublished data.
z R. N. Smith, “ Crystal Noise as a Function of D-c Bias and 30-Mc Impedance
Measured with a Diode Noise %urcc, “ OSRD Contract, OIt Msr-362, Sec. D-1, NDRC
Report, Purdue Univ., June 25, 1943.
s R. N. Smith, “The Theory of (kystal Mixers in Terms of Measurable Mixer
Constants,” OSRD Contract, OEMsr-362, Sec. D-1, NRDC Office, Mar. 24, 1944.
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i-f voltages, resulting in an i-f voltage which on demodulation has a
Smith tested this hypothesis
strong effect on the measured impedance.
by m- experiment in which the c~ystal is mounted in one end o; a long
coaxial line containing a sliding double-slug tuner. The d-c and i-f
resistances were measured for several positions of the tuner in the r-f
line. These positions of the tuner were one-half an r-f wavelength
apart, so that the r-f matching conditions were the same in each position;
however, the time taken for- the modulated wave to travel ~rom the
crystal to the tuner is different for each position.

p“-===:==+:==
‘j+,
A

3A
2A
Positionof tuner

4A

FIG. 226.-Effect
of r-f apparatus on the
measurement of i-f impedance.

o

0,4

,,,

1.2
1,6
0.s
Rect!fledcurrentin ma’

2.0

FIG. 2.27.—The dependence of i-f resistance
on rectified current.

Measurements were made on several crystals.
A typical set of data
is shown in Fig. 2.26. The two sets of data are for settings of the tuner
It can be seen
corresponding to maximum and minimum d-c resistance.
that the discrepancy becomes less as the distance between the tuner and
crystal is decreased, and that the curves approach the same value when
extrapolated back to the crystal position.
A further check on Smith’s hypothesis might be made by investigating
the discrepancy as a function of intermediate frequency.
Such ac
investigation has not yet been reported.
The I-f Resistance
as a Function of Recti~ed Current.—The effect on
i-f resistance of varying the local-oscillator power level is shown for a
typical silicon crystal in Fig. 2.27. The crystal mixer was matched to
the r-f line and the power level was adjusted by means of a variable
attenuator.
No d-c bias was used. In the usual region of mixer operation, the variation of i-f resistance is about 100 ohms, from 0.4 to 1.0 ma,
which is considerably less than the spread in the resistance of commercial
units, as can be seen from Fig. 2.28.
The I-f Resistance Spread of Crystal Rectifiers.-The
distribution of i-f
resistance in a typical sample of type 1N26 rectifiers in the standard
1.25-cm crystal test equipment is shown in Fig. 2.28. The data shown
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were taken at a fixed r-f po~ver level of 1.0 m}v, in a fixed-tuned mixer,
tuned to match the center of the r-f impedance distribution.
The d-c
resistance was measured h.y means of a constant-c llrrcnt source at
60 cycles by the method previously described.
In the equipment used
the d-c and i-f resistances were the same. ‘f’he upper and lower limits of
the spread encompass about a 2 to
1 range, which is found to be typi40
cal of the 3- and 10-cm types under
t
similar experimental conditions.
30 The

Dependence

of

Z-f

Resist-

~
.S
%
.20
+

r

Conditions.—
It has already been mentioned that
the i-f resistance depends strongly
2
10 on the r-f circuit connected to
the input terminals of the mix0
er. The effect becomes
m o re
400
300
500
600
pronounced
for the low-converIf resstancein ohms
sion-loss units. In fact a method
l:l(;. 2 2S.—Distrit>uti0n of i-f resistance
for a rcprcscntativc w!r)l)le of 1N26 rectihas been developed
by Dicke’
fiers in stat,dard tcbt equipment.
for measuring conversion loss by
measuring va~lation in i-f impedance ~vith knowm \-alucs of r-f impedance
presented to the mixer. This so-called “ impedance method” of measuring conversion gain is discussed in Chap. 7. It will be sufficient for our
purposes here merely to illustrate the nature of the impedance variation
by typical data taken by Dicke with the gain-measuring apparatus.
In
Table 2.1, RI is the i-f resistance measured with the mixer matched to the
ance on R-f Matching

TAELE 2.1.—DEPENDENCEOF THEI-F RESISTANCEON THE R-F INPUT IMPEDANCE
R,,
ohms

R,,
ohms

R,,
ohms

613
570
780
572

873
786
1056
777

436
410
589
423

~

r-f line. The line is supplied with r-f power at local-oscillator power level
by a suitably isolated signal generator.
The values Rz and R8 are
obtained by introducing into the r-f waveguide a standard susceptance
which produces a voltage standing-wave ratio of 2.38. The effective line
length from the susceptance to the crystal is then varied.
The values
1R. H. Dicke, “A Reciprocity Theorem and Its Application to Measurement of
Gain of Microwave Crystal Mixers, ” RL Report No. 61-18, Apr. 13, 1943.
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R, and R S are the maximum and minimum i-f resistances obtained as the
Table 2.1 sho]vs the results for four 1N26 rectifiers.
line length is varied.
TABLE2,2.—THE I-F IMPEDANCE
OFA SET OF CRYSTALS INT]iREE DIEWWRENT
iYfIXENS
FOR A HIGH-Q R-F INPUT CIRCUIT

crystal
number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Mixer No. 1
(Rectified current)
0.5 ma)

Mixer No, 2
(Rectified current
0.5 ma)

Mixer No. 3
Fixed LO coupling

Rectified
current
ma

R,
ohms

c,
p,uf

R,
ohms

c,
ppf

R,
ohms

230
280
275
250
280
240
3(KI

–4.2
–1.2
–3.3
–4.4
–6.6
–3.6
–3.7

1100
1100
450
535
305
556
420

+5.1
+4.2
+4.3
+5.3
+43
+6.0
+4.2

574

+4.4

644
370
328
280
416

+3.6
+3.6
+4.7

376

+2.9
+4.4
+3.2

0.91
0.73
0 80
0 96
0.67
0.90
0.72

.An effect of this kind becomes more monounced when the r-f invut
consists of a high-Q device such as a TR switch.
If the TR switch is
tuned to signal frequency and if its Q is sufficiently high, it presents quite
different admittances at signal and image frequencies (see Chap. 5), both
At the crystal, the admittances at
of which affect the i-f admittance.
signal and image frequencies will depend on the line length from the
TR to the crystal; hence the i-f impedance of the crystal mixer may vary
from mixer to mixer. The magnitude of this effect can be seen from the
data in Table 2.2 that were obtained by Waltz and Kuper’ at the Radiation Laboratory.
In this table, R and C represent ~he parallel components of resistance and capacitance measured at the i-f terminals
with a 30-Mc/sec bridge.
The mixers were coupled to the signal generator through a TR switch tuned to the signal frequency.
The mixers
The negative sign
are of three different designs used in radar systems.
in the capacitance column indicates an inductance requiring the indicated
In general it is characteristic of such
capacitance to produce resonance.
results that if, in a certain mixer, the resistance of all crystals tends to
cluster about some average value, then the reactance components will
exhibit marked fluctuations from crystal to crystal; but if the r-f circuits
of the mixer are such that the reactance components are constant, the
The theoretical interpretations
resistance components will fluctuate.
of these results will be discussed in Chap. 5.
I M. C. Waltz and J. B. H. Kuper, unpublished.data.
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In this chapter some of the underlying ideas of modern solid state
theory are qualitatively reviewed with particular emphasis on the elecA few quantitative results are stated
tron theory of semiconductors.
but not derived.
The discussion is restricted to those aspects of the
subject that bear on the problem of contact rectifiers and that will be of
use in the succeeding chapters, especially Chap. 4. The reader who
desires a broader and more detailed account is referred to the many
excellent texts on solid-state theory. I
3.1. Band Theory .-The classification of crystalline materials according to their electrical and optical properties and the detailed study of
each of the several classes is enormously facilitated by the band theory,
which plays a role in the physics of solids that is analogous and of comparable importance to the concept of energy levels in the theory of
individual atoms and molecules.
Indeed there is not only an analogy but a direct connection between
the electronic energy levels of an individual free atom and the electronic
energy bands of a solid material consisting of a collection of atoms forming a crystal lattice.
The electronic energy bands of the lattice may be
considered to be derived from the atomic energy levels of the free atoms.
In some cases there is a one-to-one correspondence between the lattice
bands and the atomic levels from which they are derived; in other cases
the connection is less distinct.
This connection may usually be traced by imagining the lattice to
be formed by bringing together a collection of atoms from a state of
remote separation to the final state, namely, the equilibrium separation
found in the actual crystal lattice.
The reader is referred to the standard
works cited for a description of the manner in which this connection
between the atomic levels and the lattice bands can be established.
It
will suffice here to state that, in the lattice, there are a number of allowed
values of energy accessible to an electron.
These energy states are
1 See F. Seitz, The Modern Theory of Solids, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1940; R. H.
Fowler, Statistical Mechanics, 2d cd., Cambridge, London, 1936, Chap. 11; A. H.
Wilson, The Theory of Metals, Cambridge, Imndon, 1936; N“. F. Mott and H. Jones,
The Theory of the Properties of Metals and A Uoys, Oxford, New York, 1936; A. H.
Wilson, Metals and Semiconductors, Cambridge, London, 1939; and N. F. Mott and
R. W. Gurney, Electronic Proc.eses in Ionic Crystals, Oxford, New York, 1940.
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grouped into bands consisting of a large number of closely spaced energv
ievels, the number of levels of a band being, in fact, of the-order of tie
number N of atoms in the lattice.
Any one of the levels of a band can, by the exclusion principle, accomIt follows that a band can accommodate at most a single electron.
modate at most a number of electrons equal to the number of levels of
the band.
A filled band is one in which all of the levels are occupied.
These allowed bands are separated by ranges of energy containing no
levels (except perhaps a few caused by
impurities or lattice imperfections) and
Emptyband
therefore not permitted to electrons.
A typical lattice will have a few narrow
I
and widely separated bands of low enForbiddenregion
~
ergy filled by electrons and derived from
&
the inner-core energy levels of the con/////////
y
stituent atoms.
Bands of higher enFilledband
/////////
L
ergy derived from the energy levels of
FIG. 3.1 .—Electronic energy bands of the valence electrons of the constituent
an insulator or of a semiconductor.
atoms are relatively broad and closely
spaced.
They may in fact overlap to some extent.
These bands of tie
valence electrons may be either completely or only partly filled. Finally,
at still higher energies, there may be completely empty bands.
Metals and Insulators.—1t
is possible on this basis to understand the
vast difference in electrical conductivity between metals and insulators
A metal, in the band theory, has its uppermost band (or group of overlapping bands) containing electrons (valence band) onIy partly filled.
For such a band there are permitted empty levels adjacent to the highest
occupied levels. An applied electric field easily forces the electrons in
the highest occupied levels into the adjacent empty levels; these electrons exchange energy with the field, and conduction results.
On the other hand, an insulator has a band structure consisting of a
number of filled bands above which are a number of vacant bands (see
Fig. 3.1).
Conduction is now almost impossible.
An electron can conduct only by being accelerated by an applied field, that is, it must
exchange energy with the field. One way is to change its energy level
in the band.
In an insulator all occupied bands are full; all their
energy levels are occupied and, by the exclusion principle, will not accept
additional electrons.
Consequently conduction by this means is impossible. The only alternative is for an electron to be forced by the applied
field from a filled band to an empty band.
Such a process is, however,
highly improbable.1
Semiconductors. -It is seen, therefore, how the existence of very good
1C. Zener, Pmt. Rov. Sot., A145, 523 (1934).
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conductors (metals) and very poor conductors (insulators) is accounted
It remains to show how semiconductors, that
for by the band theory.
is, materials with intermediate conductivities, can be fitted into the band
There are two distinct types of semiconduction, intrinsic and
theory.
extrinsic; they may both, however, occur in the same semiconductor.
Intrinsic semiconduction occurs in materials that have a band structure similar to that of insulators (see Fig. 3“1) but with the difference
that the gap in energy between the highest filled band and the lowest
At absolute zero the material is an insulempty band is relatively small.
ator, but at finite temperatures enough electrons are thermally excited
from the filled to the empty band to produce a limited amount of conduction. This conductkm is produced not only by the excited electrons but
also by the electrons of the nearly filled band.
Silicon and germanium
both exhibit intrinsic conduction at sufficiently elevated temperatures.
Intrinsic conduction is, however, of little importance in crystal rectifiers.
Extrinsic semiconductors also have the band structure of Fig. 3.1.
Extrinsic semiconduction occurs because of the presence of extra energy
levels as a result of lattice imperfections or of the presence of impurities.
These extra energy levels lie in the normally forbidden region between a
filled and an empty band and may act either as donators or as acceptors.
An extra level acts as a donator if it is filled at absolute zero. At finite
temperatures a donator level may donate its electron to the empty band.
Once in the empty band an electron is, of course, in a condition to conduct. An extra level acts as an acceptor if it is empty at absolute zero.
At finite temperatures an acceptor level may accept an electron from the
filled band and thus leave an empty level in the band.
Conduction in
the previously filled band is now possible because an electron may be
transferred by field excitation into the vacant level. In silicon and
germanium as used in rectifiers, conductivity is extrinsic because of the
presence of impurities.
In silicon as used in rectifiers the impurity
levels usually act as acceptors; in germanium, they usually act as donators. In copper oxide (an extrinsic semiconductor) the extra levels act
as acceptors and arise from lattice imperfections caused by a stoichiometric deficiency of copper in the lattice.
A filled donator level is
electrically neutral and an empty donator level has a single positive
charge. On the other hand, a filled acceptor level (that is, one that has
accepted an electron) has a single negative charge, whereas an empty
acceptor level is electrically neutral.
The reasons for these statements
are given in Sec. 3.6.
The width of the forbidden region (see Fig. 3.1) is several electron
volts in the case of insulators, but is only about one volt for silicon and
germanium.
It has been found that, at least in the case of silicon and
germanium, the extra energy levels produced by impurities lie very clese
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(that iswithin O.l ev) totheband
towhich they donate or from which
they accept electrons.
Thus donator levels lie below and very close to
the’’ empty” band, andacceptor
levels lie above and very close to the
“filled” band.
A possible reason for this fact has been suggested by
Betheand isgivenin
Sec. 3.6.
3.2. Electron Distribution in Semiconductors.-It
will be shown in
Chap. 4 that a knowledgeof theelectron distribution in semiconductors
It was shown
is vital to the understanding of the rectification process.
in the previous section that conduction is the result either of a few elecband, or of a few vacancies in a normally
trons in a normally “empty”
‘‘ filled” band, or in some cases of a combination of the two.
It can be shown that in the first case, that is, tbe case of a few electrons in the normally empty band, these electrons act as a free classical
assembly.
Their velocity is zero at the bottom of the band and increases
proportionally to the square root of their energy measured from the bottom of the band.
Their effective mass, however, may be larger than the
normal mass of a free electron.
Since they are few in number, they do
not form a degenerate gas as do the ‘(free” electrons in metals but obey
the classical Maxwell-Boltzmann
statistics.
The electrons of a nearly filled band, however, behave in a very different manner.
Since almost all of the available energy levels are filled,
The velocity of an electron is zero
the electron gas is highly degenerate.
at the top of the band and increases with decreasing energy in the band.
This anomaly is related to the fact that the effective mass of an electron
near the top of the “filled” band is negative.
In fact, the application of
an electric field that would normally accelerate a free electron actually
retards an electron near the top of the “filled” band.
These electrons
thus respond to the field as though they have a positive rather than a
negative charge.
It has been found convenient to focus attention not
on the large number of electrons of the nearly full band but rather on the
vacant levels or “holes” as they are called.
These holes, few in number,
move about in the lattice as the electrons fill them and leave new holes
behind.
It is shown in works on solid-state theory that these holes act
precisely as though they were positively charged electrons with positive
mass. It is possible, in fact, to ignore the electrons entirely, that is, to
suppose the band to be completely full and to treat the holes as a free
classical nondegenerate assembly of positive electrons obeying MaxwellBoltzmann statistics.
The case of a nearly full band then becomes very
similar to that of a nearly empty band with the difference that, in a nearly
full band, the current carriers (holes) are positively charged with energy
(and velocity) increasing from the top to the bottom of the band.’
1For a more completetreatmentof the concept of holes see, for example, F. S&tz,
McGraw-Hill, New York, 1940, Sec. 68.
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A semiconductor that conducts principally by electrons in the nearly
empty band is said to be an “ n-type” semiconductor; a semiconductor
that conducts principally by holes in the nearly filled band is referred to
as a “p-type
semiconductor.
Both silicon and germanium at room temperature are extrinsic semiconductors, even if highly purified, since there are always present residual
impurities that are able to supply more
Empty band1
conducting electrons or holes than are
Lyg
++++++++++++
obtained by thermal excitation from the
7
“filled” to the” empty” band.
At highAE
er temperatures
intrinsic conduction
becomes predominant,
the threshold
--------___
AE2temperature for intrinsic conduction de///////
pending on the impurity content.
It
Filled band 2
should be noted that tmre intrinsic conFIG. 3.2.—Band structure of an
duction takes place b; equal numbers of
extrinsic semiconductor
showing
positions of donator levels (+) and
electrons in the “empty” band and holes
acceptor levels ( -).
in the “filled” band.
As processed for
use in rcctificrs,
impurities
of special types
arc added to the semiconductor.
Impurities
of a given type act either as donators or as acceptors,
never as both.
The impllrities normally added to silicon make it p-type,
whereas those normally added to germanium make it n-type.
Figure 3.2 shows the energy level diagram of an extrinsic semiconductor with both acceptor levels (designated by – signs) and donator
levels (designated by + signs).
It is rarely necessary to consider the
case where both types are simultaneous y present, but Fig. 3.2 shows
both types, and the nomenclature for the various energy gaps can therefore be indicated in one diagram.
It is seen that AE is the width of the
entire “forbidden”
region, AE 1 is the energy depth of the donator levels
below the “empty”
band, and AE2 is the elevation in energy of the
acceptor levels above the “filled band. ”
The problem of calculating for any case the equilibrium numbers of
electrons in the nearly empty band or of holes in the nearly filled band
has been solved by Wilson’ and by Fowler. Z Wilson treats the problem
as a dissociative equilibrium and Fowler uses the principle of equality of
the thermodynamic chemical potentials of a number of groups of electrons in thermal equilibrium.
The two methods lead to equivalent
results. 3 Wilson’s treatment is followed here.

J

I A. H. Wilson, Proc. ROV. Sot., A19S,458 (1931) and 134, 277 (1932).
2R. H. Fowler, Proc. Roy. Sot., A140, 506 (1933); also, his Sfatisticat Mechanics,
2d cd., Cambridge, London, 1936, Sees. 11.6 and 11.61.
s Fowler’s method is applicable to somewhat more general cases, however, than is
Wilson’s.
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Let us oonsider first the case of an n-type extrinsic semiconductor
with NI donator levels per unit volume locatecl at an energy depth AE1
below the nearly em~ty
. . band. Let the number of electrons excited to
the nearly empty band be nl per unit volume.
The number of bound
electrons in the donator leyels is then N1 — nl. Let us consider the
equilibrium of the reaction
Free electron + bound hole ~

I

bound electron.

The mass action law gives
(1)
where KI is the equilibrium
mechanical

constant of the reaction.

From statistical

(2)
where ml is the effective2 electron mass, k is Boltzmann’s
T the absolute temperature, and h is Planck’s constant.
The solution of Eq. (1) is

constant,

(3)
where
(4)
Two limiting cases are of special interest:
1. Weak ionization of the donators (nl << NJ as a result of either low
temperature (1” << Al?l/k)
or high concentration
of donators
We obtain from Eq. (3) in this case
(N ~>> v,).
(5)
2. Strong ionization of donators (nl = N,) as a result of either high
(T>> AEJk)
or low concentration
temperature
of donators
(Nl << v,). We find in this case from Eq (3),

-N(’ -?e%)”

I

(6)

1Fowler.StatisticalMechanics.,.MI. cit.
1It wasnoted in SeC.3.2 that the effectiveelectronmaesof a lattice electroncliffera
in generalfrom the mace of a free normal electron. See F. Seitz, Medern Theery of
Solids, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1940, Sec. 68.
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Let us consider next the case of a p-type
The reaction of interest here is
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extrinsic semiconductor.

Free hole + bound electron ~ bound hole.
Denoting by nz the number of free holes per unit volume, by NZ the
number of acceptor levels per unit volume each at the energy AEZ above
the nearly filled band, and putting
(7)
where mz is the effective mass of a free hole, we obtain equations precisely
similar to Eqs. (3), (5), and (6), with subscripts 2 instead of 1.
Finally, there is the case of an intrinsic semiconductor.
By similar
methods we find for the number nl of free electrons per unit volume (in
the nearly empty band) which in this case is equal to the number na of
free holes per unit volume (in the nearly filled band),
nl=n2=fi2e

1
,
I

1

I

:,

‘$T,

(8)

where AE is the energy separation of the two bands.
3.3. Work Functions and Contact Potentisls.-As
will be shown in
Chap. 4, the contact potential difference between a metal and a semiconductor is of the greatest importance in the theory of rectification.
If
two substances are placed in contact it is found that the electrical potential of one substance in general differs from that of the other by an amount
This difference in potential is called
characteristic of the two materials.
the ‘i contact potential difference. ” The contact potential difference
between two metals is almost equal to the difference between their work
The work function of a material is the work required to
functions.
The contact
extract an electron from it and remove it to infinity.
potential difference between a metal and a semiconductor is also approximately equal to the difference of their work functions, although this
For
approximation is poorer than for the case of a metal-metal contact.
a metal-semiconductor
contact, the discrepancy between the contact
potential difference and the work function difference is of the order of lcTJ
The contact potential
which is about 0.025 ev at room temperature.
difference, on the other hand, is generally between 0.2 and 0.5 ev.
The work function x of a semiconductor depends on the amount and
type of impurities present. The various cases can be worked out, using
Fowler’s methods, 1 with the results:
1R. H. Fowler, Proc. Roy. Sot., A140, 506 (1933) or S@&icaL Mechanics,
Cambridge,London, 1936, sec. 11$“,
/
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1. Intrinsic semiconductor:
x = W. + iAE,

(9)

where x is the work function and W= is the dhlerence between the
potential energy of an electron at the bottom of the nearly empty
band and that of an electron at rest for outside the semiconductor.
2. Extrinsic semiconductor, n-type:
a. Weak ionization of donato& (n, << NJ,
W.

x1 =

b. Strong ionization

(lo)

+ %AE,.

of donators (nl = N,),
x2 = w=.

(11)

3. Extrinsic semiconductor, p-type:
a. Weak ionization of acceptors (nz << Nz),
x3 = w, + AE – 4AE,.

(12)

b. Strong ionization of acceptors (n, = N,),
X4 = W. + All.

(13)

These various cases are illustrated graphically in Fig. 3.3.
The contact
potential
Energyzero

difference

&m between a metal and a semiconductor is now defined as the amount
by which the electrical potential of the
.e~
semiconductor must exceed the electrical potential of the metal when they
are in contact and in equilibrium.
Let x~ be the work function of the
metal, which is closely equal to the
difference between the potential en‘*’1
~lG. 3.3.—Bandstructureof a semi- ergy of an electron at the top of the
conductor showing ~o,k fu~,ctiou~ Fermi distribution in the metal and
(x, xl, x,,
. ) that applyin various that of an electron at rest far outside
specialcases.
the metal.
The expressions for the
contact potential difference &~ between the metal and a semiconductor
for the various special cases are given by Fowler as:
1. Intrinsic semiconductor:
—@m=x-xm-k

Tln

()
‘m,
—
m

“

(14)

where e in this and subsequent equations stands for the absolute
value of the electronic charge,

.’
,,.

..?
.,
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2. Extrinsic semiconductor, n-type:
a. Weak ionization of donators (nl << NJ,
—e&.

= X1 — X. —~kTln

b. Strong ionization

()
N1
—
VI

(15)

of donators (nl = NJ,

—e4-=Xz

—X.

—kTln

3. Extrinsic semiconductor,

()
N,

— .
VI

(16)

p-type:
a. Weak ionization of acceptors (7zZ<< Nz),

()

—e4=~=x3—X.+~kTln
b. Strong ionization

of acceptors

–e4=~=xd–x.

~

.

(17)

(nz = N,),
+kTln

()
~

.

(18)

When contact is made between a metal and a semiconductor, all of
the electronic energy levels of the semiconductor are depressed by the
amount edm relative to those of the metal.
This depression is accomplished by the formation of a double layer of charge near the contact
surface. This double layer acts as a potential barrier and its presence,
The height
as we shall see in Chap. 4, is a prerequisite for rectification.
of the barrier, in energy, is just ed~.
3.4. Electrical Conductive@ and Hall Coe5cient for Semiconductors.
—As will become clear in Chap. 4, there are a number of physical quantities characteristic of an extrinsic semiconductor that are of importance
Among these quantities
in the theory of rectification and conversion.
are: number density, mean free path, mobility of the free electrons (or
free holes), and positions of the impurity levels with respect to the energy
bands. The mobility and number density may be found by measurements of electrical conductivity
and Hall coefficient, as will shortly
become evident.
By a study of these quantities as a function of temperature the mean free path and the positions of the impurity energy
levels may be found.
Derivations of the expressions for conductivity and Hall coefficient
for semiconductors may be found in standard works on solid-state theory. 1
Conductivity .—The expression for electrical conductivity
ul of an
n-type extrinsic semiconductor with n 1 free electrons per unit volume is
4
“

ezllnl

= ~ (2rm1kT)~~

(19)

1For example, R. H. Fowler, ASti:isticaZMechanics, 2d ed., Cambridge, London,
Modern Theory of Solids, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1943.

1936;or F. Seitz, The
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where 11is the mean free path of the electrons, ml is their effective mass,
The corresponding
and the other symbols have their usual meanings.
expression for the electrical conductivity of a p-type extrinsic semiconductor is the same as Eq. (19) with subscripts 2 instead of 1 (thus referring
to the corresponding quantities for the free holes).
The mobility of a current carrier (electron or hole) is defined as the
mean drift velocity in unit electric field. It is given by
(20)

A similar expression
for the case of electron conduction.
scripts 2 instead of 1 applies in the case of hole conduction.
Comparing Eqs. (19) and (20) we see that

with sub-

al = enlbl,

(21)

rrz = en2b2.

(22)

and
In the case of a composite semiconductor,
both by electrons and by holes, we have

where current is carried

u = e(nlbl + n~bz).

(23)

Hall Efiect.-It
will be seen from Eqs. (21) and (22) that the conductivity gives the product of the number density of current carriers and
their mobility.
Measurements of the Hall effect, however, give the
number density directly.
By combining the two measurements, therefore, the mobility can be determined.
The Hall effect occurs when
a magnetic field, transverse to the lines of current flow, is applied to a
An emf is established in
current-carrying conductor or semiconductor.
the conductor in a direction orthogonal to both magnetic field and current. Let us suppose that the current flows in the x-direction and that
the magnetic field is applied in the z-direction.
The emf is then established in the y-direction.
When equilibrium is established (with the
result that there is no transverse flow of current), the emf is countered
by an electric field in the y-direction E., arising from charges on the walls
of the conductor.
This field E. is found to be proportional to the magnetic induction B. and to the current density J=. The proportionality
constant,
R=%.

Zz

(24)

is known as the ‘f Hall coefficient. ”
It is shown in works on solid-state theoryl that R is given, in the case
Mechanics, 2d ed., Cambridge, I,ond on,
1For example, R. H. Fowler, Sta~isticaZ
1936, 10C.cit.; or F. Seitz, The Modern Theory of SolidS, NIcGraw-Fiill,IYewYork, 1940,
10C. cit.
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by
(25)

and, in the case of a simple p-type extrinsic semiconductor,

by
(26)

;
i

Since e by definition is the absolute value of the electronic charge, we
see from Eqs. (25) and (26) that the sign of the Hall coefficient is negative
for electronic conduction and positive for hole conduction.
The importance of the Hall coefficient is due to the fact, evident from
Eqs. (25) and (26), that it gives directly the number densities of the current carriers, provided, however, that the carriers are all either electrons
or holes. For a composite semiconductor, the Hall coefficient depends
also on the nobilities of the carriers. The Hall coefficient of a composite
semiconductor is givenl by
(27)

1
r

where b stands for mobility as before and subscripts 1 and 2 refer, respectively, to electrons and to holes. In the special case where nl = nz = n,
which holds for intrinsic semiconductors, Eq. (28) reduces to
(28)
By combining Eqs. (25) and (21) or Eqs. (26) and (22) we see that the
electronic mobility is given directly by the product of Hall coefficient and
conductivity for a simple semiconductor,

(29)

Variation with Temperature.—Let
us now consider the temperature
The simpler case is that of R.
variations to be expected for u and R.
At high temperatures the semiconductor is in the intrinsic range and R
is given by Eq. (28). The sign of R evidently depends in this case on the
relative magnitudes of b I and bz. For silicon and germanium it is found
that bl > b,; that is, the electron mobility exceeds the hole mobility.
1 V. A. Johnson, private communication, Purdue Univ. According to Dr. Johnson
the ambiguity in the value of R for a compositesemiconductor(R. H. Fowler, op. tit.,

p. 428) has been resolvedin favor of Eq. (27).
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This result is in accord with the band theory, which predicts a larger
In the intrinsic range
effective mass for the holes than for the electrons.
the variation of R with temperature is dominated by the factor n in
Eq. (28).
This quantity varies rapidly with temperature according to
the exponential law, Eq. (8). Thus the plot of in IRI vs. l/Tin the intrin-
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sic range should be a straight line with a slope proportional to AE, the
energy width of the forbidden region between the “empty”
and the
“ filled” bands.
The sign of It should be negative in the intrinsic range,
since bl > bz.
At somewhat lower temperatures the behavior of R as a function of
T is governed by the type of impurity present.
If at low temperatures

the semiconductor is n-type extrinsic, the sign of f?, by Eq. (25), should
remain negative; but if the semiconductor is p-type extrinsic at low
temperatures, the sign of R should reverse and become positive at low
temperatures.
Where the temperature is sufficiently low to preclude
In
intrinsic excitation, R is given either by Eq. (25) or by Eq. (26).

I
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these cases n, (or m) is given by Eq. (3) m its analogue with subscripts
2 instead of 1. At very low temperatures the limiting form of Eq. (3)
is Eq. (5) or its analogue with subscripts 2 instead of 1. In this latter
case the slope of a curve of in Iltl vs. 1/2’ is proportional to + AE1 (or
iAEz).
Figure 3.4 shows a plot of loglo ~Rl vs. 1/7’ for a number of samples of germanium differing in type and in relative concentration of
impurities.
Each curve is identified by symbols giving the sign of the
carrier at low temperatures, the ingot from which the sample was obtained,
and the relative concentration and the type of impurity.
Thus the
symbol (–) 12N 0.49Sn means that the sample is n-type extrinsic ( – )
at low temperatures, the ingot number is 12N and the sample contains
0.49 per cent (atomic) of tin (Sri) addition.
The noteworthy features of these curves are:
1. Large slope (the same for all) at high temperatures.
This slope,
as stated above, is proportional to AE.
2. The reversal in sign of R between the intrinsic range and the
extrinsic range for all p-type samples at low temperatures.
Since
log,, IRI is plotted, the reversal of sign is indicated by the sudden
decrease and subsequent increase of loglo IR I at a critical temperature. The value of IR I actually passes through zero at this
temperature although it is impossible, of course, to show this on
the logarithmic plot.
3. The very small slope of the curve of log,O R vs. 1/7’ at low temperatures.
In many cases this slope is too small to measure.
According to the above discussion it is proportional to AE, (or to
Afiz) and its small value indicates that AE, (or AE.z) is very small
for all the samples of germanium.
In other words, the impurity
levels lie very close to the “ empty” band (n-type) or to the
“ filled” band (p-type).
Corresponding curves for two samples of p-type silicon are shown as
curves, I (R) and II (R) in Fig. 3.5. Both of these curves, as expected,
show a change in sign of R in going from the intrinsic to the extrinsic range.
The slope of the curves at low 2’ is much larger than in the case of
germanium, indicating that the impurity levels do not lie as close to the
bands in silicon as they do in germanium.
The analysis of the dependence of conductivity
on temperature
is more difficult than in the case of the Hall effect. At high temperatures, where intrinsic conduction is dominant, we see from Eq. 23, since
nl = nz = n, that
(30)
a = en(bl + bz).
The dominant factor in Eq. (3o) is n, as in the case of the Hall effect.
‘Thus, in the intrinsic range, the slope of in a vs. l/T’ should be the same
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as the slope of in II?I vs. 1/T, in agreement with experiment.
At lower
temperatures, where extrinsic conduction is dominant, u is given by either
Eq. (21) or Eq. (22).
In germanium n changes little with temperature
in the extrinsic range, as we saw from the analysis of the Hall effect.
The dominant factor is thus the mobility, which is given by Eq. (20) for
If the mean free path 1 is determined
n-type extrinsic semiconductors.
by collisions with the lattice as in a pure conductor, 1 should be inversely
Thk variation is strong
proportional to T and b should vary as T-%.
enough to overcome the decrease in n as the temperature decreases, and
thus u increases slowly as the temperature decreases, for the higher
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FIG.3.5.—Resistivity p and Hall coefficient
temperature.

temperatures of the extrinsic range. It is found in some samples, howl
ever, that u at very low temperatures begins to decrease as the temperature decreases.
This is explained by the fact that at low temperatures
the mean free path is limited by collisions of the carriers with impurity
atoms.
Conwell and Weisskouf have shownl that the mean free path
due to scattering by impuritie~ decreases as the temperatures decr~ase.
Lark-Horovitz and Johnsonz have applied the theories of lattice scattering
and impurity scattering and, in the case of germanium, have been able to
I E. Conwell and V. F. Weisskopf,“Theory of Impurity Scatteringin Semiconductors,” Phys. R.u., 69, 258 (1946).
2K. Lark-Horovitz and V. A. Johnson, “‘Theory of Resistivity in Germanium
A]loYs, ” Phys. Reu., 69, 258 (1946).
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predict the observed temperature dependence of conductivity throughout
the extrinsic range. They have used the measured Hall coefficients in
conjunction with Eq. (25) to find the value of n and have calculated b
from the theory.
The agreement of the calculated and observed values
of u is excellent.
In Fig. 36 the resistivity (l/u) is plotted logarithmically against 1/2’
The identification of the samples
for a number of germanium samples.
is the same as for Fig. 3.4. As l/T increases, that is, as the temperature
decreases, the curves at first exhibit the large slope of the intrinsic range.
At lower temperatures the resistivity decreases with temperature because
4
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FrQ. 3.6.—Resistivity p vs. reciprocal of absolute temperature for a number of samples

of germanium.

of the dominance of lattice scattering, and at very low temperatures
some of the curves begin to rise slowly with temperature because of the
dominance (in this range) of impurity scattering.
Figure 3.7 shows the analysis made by Lark-Horovitz and Johnson of
the resistivity curves of two samples of n-type germanium with antimony
additions.
The two samples differ only in the amount of impurity added.
The curves for the Hall coefficients of the same two samples are shown
in Fig. 3.8. Evidently sample 33E has about one-sixth the concentration
of impurity levels found in sample 34E.
The calculated curves for the
separate effects of lattice and impurity scattering are shown as broken
lines; their sum fits the experimental curves within experimental error.
By an extension of their analysis, Lark-Horovitz and Johnson have been
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Again

The chief qualitative difference
three characteristic regions are shown.
between these curves and the corresponding curves for germanium
samples is the more rapid increase of resistivity with cooling at low
temperatures.
As is evident from the curves of the Hall coefficient for
the same two samples (Fig. 3“5) this increase is principally a result of the
decrease in n, with cooling and is little affected (contrary to the case of
germanium) by the dominance of impurity scattering at low temperatures.
Measurements of u and R as a function of temperature for silicon
and germanium have been made at Purdue University and at the University of Pennsylvania. 1 The curves reproduced here were provided by
the Purdue group. 2
Impurity
3.5. Characteristic Constants of Silicon and Germanium.
Activa~ion Energies. —Among
the physical
quantities characteristic of
silicon and germatium and of their impurity content are AEI and AEZ,
representing, respectively, the depth of donator levels below the nearly
empty band in the case of an n-@pe extrinsic semiconductor, and the
height of the acceptor levels above the nearly full band in the case of a
These quantities may be called the
p-type extrinsic semiconductor.
impurity activation energies.
As will be shown in Sec. 4“3, these quantities are of importance in the
diffusion (thick-barrier) theory of rectification at all frequencies.
They
enter also into the diode (thin-barrier) theory of rectification in the case
of high (microwave) frequencies, as shown in Sec. 4“6.
The impurity activation energy may be found, as shown in the
previous section, from the dependence of Hall coefficient on temperature
at low temperatures.
In the case of germanium the magnitudes of AE,
and AEZ are so small that they are not easily measured by the slopes of
the curves of log,O IRI vs. I/T, as is seen from Fig. 3“4. It will suffice
for our present purposes, however, to know that All, and AE, are small
compared with k T in the case of germanium.
In the case of silicon the impurity activation energy is definite and
measurable, as can be seen from the plot of the Hall coefficients in
Fig. 3.5. For the two samples (both p-type) plotted there we obtain
AEZ = 0.081 ev for sample I and AEz = 0.074 ev for sample II.
Both
1K. Lark-Horovitz,A. E. Middleton, E. P. Miller, and I. Walerstein,“Electrical
Propertiesof GermaniumAlloys, I. Electrical Conductivity and Hall Effect,” Phys.
Rsu.,69, 258 (1946); and F. Seitz, “The ElectricalConductivity of Silicon and Germanium,” NDRC 14-110,U. of Penn., Nov. 3, 1942.
ZPrivatecommunication.
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samples I and II have unknown amounts of aluminum additions, the
amounts, however, being sufficient to give conductivities of the magnitudes desired for silicon as used in rectifiers.
Carrier Mobi/itie.s.-The
mobility of the current carriers enters into
the theory of rectification at high frequencies (see Sec. 4.6).
Other
factors being the same, the higher the mobility, the higher the rectification efficiency.
The mobility can be determined, as explained in Sec. 3.4, by combining data on Hall coefficient and on conductivity.
Mobility is influenced both by the lattice and by the impurities.
At high temperatures
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FIG. 3.9.—Electronic mobility b, in germanium as a function of absolute temperature.

lattice scattering is predominant and the mobility is proportional to T–Jfi.
At low temperatures the influence of impurity scattering decreases the
value of mobility from that given by the three-halves-power law. In
Fig. 3.9 the temperature variations of mobility in two samples of germanium (the same samples plotted in Fig. 3.7) are shown and compared
with the theoretical three-halves-power law for lattice scattering alone.
It will be recalled that these two samples differ only in the amount of
impurity.
Figure 3.9 shows clearly the effect of impurity concentration
on mobility.
At high temperatures the three-halves-power law is obeyed
for both samples; at low temperatures the departure from the theoretical
curves is most pronounced f or the sample of greater impurit y concentration.
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alone may be

(31)

for n-type, with a similar expression with subscripts 2 for p-type.
LarkHorovitz and Johnson’ have obtained for germanium BI = 6 X 10’ and
cm/sec
Bz = 2 X 106, where b is measured in —
and T is in degrees Kelvin.
volt/cm
Making use of Eq. (2o) together with the theoretical expression for mean
free path due to lattice scattering, it can be shown that
m2

—.—

ml

.

()
B,

Bt

%
,

(32)

which yields mz~m1 = 1.6 for germanium.
Only n-type germanium and p-type silicon are used in practical
rectifiers. Probably owing in large part to the effectively larger masses
of silicon holes over germanium electrons, the carrier mobility in p-type
silicon is one-third or less than that in n-type germanium.
As has
already been mentioned, excellence of a rectifier depends strongly on
magnitude of mobility.
For this reason alone germanium might be
However, other factors enter which
expected to be preferable to silicon.
mitigate this circumstance.
Mean Free Paths.—The mean free path of the current carriers is an
Besides entering
important parameter in the theory of rectification.
into the mobility, Eq. (20), the magnitude of the mean free path (as compared with the thickness of the rectifying barrier), determines which of
the several theories of rectification hold.
Since individual resistivities, the one arising from lattice and the
other from impurity scattering, add to give the total resistivity, the
corresponding mean free paths add by the reciprocal law
(33)
where 1Xand lL are the mean free paths due respective y to impurity and
to lattice scattering.
In llg. 3.10, 1, and lL are plotted as a function of temperature for
three samples of germanium.
The plot for z. k the same for all samples,
whereas the values of 11, of course, depend on the amount of impurity.
The total 1, experimentally determined, is also plotted in each case. For
most samples of germanium useful in rectifiers 1 will lie in the neighborhood of from 10–s cm to 5 )( 10-G cm.

I

1Private communication.
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Nosuch extensive analysis of data is~vailable for silicon at present,
but the values of the total mean free path may be found from Hall and
resistivity data.
For the two samples shown in Fig. 35, we find
1 = 1.0 X 10–Gcmand 2.9 X 10-G cm forsamples Iand Irrespectively.
These values maybe regarded astypical for samples of silicon useful in
rectifiers.
Width oj the “Forbidden”
Region.—The separation of the nearly full
band from the nearly empty band, that is, the width AE of the “forbidden” region in Fig. 3.3, is determined by the slopes of the logl~ a or
log,O IR[ curves vs. l/Z’ inthe intrinsic regions, asexplainedin
Sec. 3.4.
In thk way we find AE = 0.76 ev in the case of germanium and AE = 1.1
ev in the case of silicon.
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Although AE does not enter into the theories of rectification, it is
probably of importance in the case of high-inverse-voltage rectifiers.
It
is possible that the existence of voltage peaks and negative resistance in
the d-c characteristics of high-voltage rectifiers are ascribable in part to
the onset of intrinsic conduction at the high power levels at which these
effects occur (see Sec. 12.7).
3.6. Effect of Impurity Additions in Silicon and Germanium.-If
it
were possible to obtain perfectly pure silicon and germanium, so that
even at normal temperatures (= 300”K) conduction would be purely
intrinsic, the conductivity y would be very low. By extrapolation of the
intrinsic parts of the resistivity curves we find that the intrinsic contribution to conductivity at 300”K is about 10–6 mho/cm for silicon and
10-’ mho/cm for germanium.
In either case the smallest observed conductivity for pure material is of the order of 10–’ mho/cm.
In studying the properties of these semiconductors much work has

‘
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been done on the effects of various addition agents.
It is a striking fact
that most impurities have the effect of making silicon extrinsically p-type
There are some notable exceptions
and germanium extrinsically n-type.
to this rule, however.
Thus boron, aluminum, gallium, and oxygen
produce strong p-type conduction in silicon and weak p-type conduction
in germanium, whereas nitrogen, phosphorus, arsenic, and antimony give
strong n-type conduction in germanium and at least phosphorus produces
n-type conduction in silicon.
It is a general rule that elements in the
third column of the periodic table tend to produce p-type conduction,
and elements in the fifth column tend to produce n-type conduction in
both materials.
It is not difficult to understand the reasons for this rule. Silicon and
germanium are in the fourth column of the periodic table.
They have
four valence electrons and form tetrahedral bonds (diamond lattice).
An element with three valence electrons and of about the same atomic
dimensions would be expected to be able to substitute for a silicon or
germanium atom in the lattice, accepting an electron from the filled band
in order to complete the tetrahedral bond.
A hole would thus be left
in the filled band and would then either become bound to the impurity
ion or would, as a result of thermal excitation, free itself and wander
through the lattice, acting as a free carrier.
On the other hand an atom with five valence electrons (fifth column)
would give up an electron as a result of the tetrahedral binding.
This
electron would either be bound to the ion or free itself to the conduction
band.
Other elements may have analogous effects. For example, oxygen,
being very electronegative, would be expected to act as an acceptor and
produce hole conduction, as in fact it probably does. It probably, however, enters the lattice interstitially rather than substitutionally.
It is a remarkable fact that almost all impurities introduced into pure
silicon or germanium give rise to extrinsic conductors of about the same
activation energy (different, however, for the two semiconductors).
This
and the further remarkable fact that this energy in every case is very
small (compared with the band separation) was explained by Bethe. 1
He pointed out that the impurity ion will attract the freed electron or
hole and bind it in a coulomb field, independent of the ion and dependent
only on the dielectric constant of the semiconductor.
Let us, for example, consider the case of a trivalent impurity such as
aluminum.
If the hole it produces just succeeds in freeing itself, it
would have an energy at the top of the normally filled band.
If, on
the other hand, the hole is bound to the impurity ion, its energy will be
1H. A. Bethe, “Theory of the Boundary Layer of Crystal Rectifiers,” RL Report
No. 43-12, NOV.23, 1942.
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less and the corresponding acceptor level will lie above the top of the
filled band by an amount determined by the binding energy of the hole.
Classically the hole will describe an orbit about the negatively charged
ion and its energy can be determined by the Bohr formula for the energy
The interaction potential energy
of the electron in a hydrogen atom.
in the present case will be e2/cr, where c is the permittivity of the semiconductor.
The Bohr formula must therefore be modified by replacing
e (the electronic charge) by e/~.
This modification leads to the
energy
AEt

=

–

‘)

(34)

where Ru is the Rydberg energy (13.5 volts) and n the quantum number
(n=l,2,3,
”” .). The acceptor level therefore lies an amount AEz
above the filled band.
According to Eq. (34) there should be an infinite series of levels,
n=l
tom.
This, however, is not actually the case because of the large
Already for n = 1 the
dimensions of the orbits obtained for n >1.
rachus of the orbit is c/co times the Bohr radius, or 7 X 10–s cm for
c/q = 13. The radius increases as n’ and is therefore 3 X 10–7 cm for
n = 2. With 5 X 10~la impurities per cubic centimeter, their mean
distance apart is about 7 X 10-7 cm. A hole that is 3 )( 10–7 cm from
a certain negative ion is therefore just as near to a neighboring ion and
is not subject to the coulomb force of one ion, but rather to the forces
of many.
This means that the discrete state n = 2 does not actually
An ion, therefore, produces only
exist but is absorbed in the continuum.
one level and this is separated from the band by the energy AE7 of
Eq. (34) with n = 1. The energy AEZ on this basis turns out to be
0.08 ev which is about the value observed in the case of silicon.
From
thk discussion it is evident that the positive ions, instead of producing
additional levels (n = 2, 3, . c o), actually raise the upper limit of the
filled band.
This effect should lower AE, to perhaps 0.04 to O.O6 ev.
This discussion has been illustrated by an example of a negative ion
and positive hole (p-type extrinsic semiconductor).
The same arguments apply to the case of a positive ion and an electron except that now
the electron level lies just below the conduction band.
The estimated
value of AE1 is, however, the same as AEZ.
Experimentally, AEI (or AEz) is 0.02 ev or less in the case of gerBethe’s theory thus gives the
manium and about 0.08 ev in silicon.
right order of magnitude although the difference between germanium
and silicon is not explained.
This section concludes with remarks concerning the efficiency of
various adaltion agents.
It has been found that although many addition agents will produce
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conductivities of the desired order (10 to 100 mho/cm) only a few produce
good stable rectifiers. Thus, aluminum and boron have been found to
be best for silicon, and phosphorus and antimony are superior for germanium. 1 Boron has the remarkable property (unique among all addition agents) that, in the case of silicon, an extremely small amount
(= 0.001 per cent) is sufficient to produce the desired conductivity.
Aluminum and beryllium added to silicon in small quantities have the
desirable feature of increasing the hardness and toughness of the ingot.
Furthermore, they serve to improve the resistance to burnout.
Accordingly, the combination boron-beryllium
in approximate per cent by
weight, 0.002 and O.O2 respective y, added to pure duPont silicon, was
found at Radiation Laboratory to produce superior ingots.
In this case
almost all the conductivity is supplied by the boron.
It is noteworthy that the impurity additions best for silicon are as a
general rule worst for germanium; the reverse is also true. 1 Thus
silicon, as used for rectifiers, is always p-type (hole conductor), whereas
germanium is always n-type (electron conductor).
I These remarks do not apply to high-inverse-voltage rectifiers (see Chap. 12).

CHAPTER4
THE SEMICONDUCTOR—METAL

CONTACT

This chapter treats of the process of rectification
at the contact
The barrier-rectification process
between a metal and a semiconductor.
will be described qualitatively and it will then be shown how the conditions necessary for rectification are obtained at a metal-semiconductor
The tine qua non for rectification is the existence of a barrier
contact.
layer at the contact.
The structure of this layer and its modifications
Finally the special circumstances of
are examined in some detail.
rectification at high frequencies are considered.
4.1. Barrier-layer Rectification.-The
rectification process in crystals
takes place in the immediate vicinity of the metal-semiconductor
contact,

Metal 1

Insulator
(a) before contact

Metal 2

Metal 1 Insulator Metal 2
(b) just after contact

Metal 1 Insulator Metal 2
(c) equilibrium established

FIG. 4.1.—Formation of a rectifying barrier between two metals of different work function.

in fact, within a few hundred or thousand atomic diameters of the
contact surface.
In this region there exists a potential barrier or “hump”
of potential energy.
Rectification is believed to be a result of the asymmetrical distortion of this hump by the applied potential.
Semiconduction is not at all essential for rectification and the only
excuse for the use of semiconductors is that the required barrier is easily
and naturally formed at a metal-semiconductor
contact.
Under certain
conditions, however, a similar potential barrier may be formed between
two metals that differ in surface work function; the barrier will then
rectify.
Since this process is some~vhat easier to understand than metalsemiconductor rectification, a brief sketch of it is given first.
1The term “rectification ‘‘ implies a curmnt-voltage characteristic asymmetrical
with respect to the voltage, that is, 1( +v)l >> II( —u)
This condition applies also in
the case of frequency conversion.
6s
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Figure 4. la shows the customary potential-energy diagraml of two
metals of different work functions not in contact.
Let us suppose that
between them there is a thin wall of a crystalline insulator with filled and
empty electronic bands.
Immediately after contact has been made the
situation is as shown in Fig. 4. lb. There will result a net electron f!ow
from metal 2 to metal 1 because there are more electrons near the top
of the barrier in metal 2 than in metal 1. This flow will persist until a
surface double layer of charge is established; this double layer depresses
the electron levels of metal 2 relative to those of metal 1, bringing the
tops of the Fermi distributions of the two metals to the same level. At
this point no further net flow occurs and we have a state of equilibrium
(Fig. 41C).
The result of applying an ext,ernal voltage (smaller in magnitude
than the work-function difference) in the direction which raises the

(a) Voltage apphed in
forward direction
FIG. 4.2.—Rectification

(b) Voltage apphed in
back dtrection
at a metal-metal

contact.

electron levels in metal 2 relative to those of metal 1 is shown in Fig. 4.%;
the result of applying a voltage in the opposite direction is shovn in
In either case there is no change in the height of the barrier
Fig. 42b.
as viewed from metal 1 (metal of higher work function) but the height
of the barrier, viewed from metal 2 (metal of lower work function),
increases linearly with applied voltage V. Thus in neither case will
there be a change in the number of electrons flowing from metal 1 across
the barrier to metal 2, but the flow from metal 2 to metal 1 (and hence
the net current) does vary with voltage.
If the energy distribution of
elect rons (that is, the number of electrons per unit energy range) in
metal 2 were constant for energies above the Fermi surface, there would
be no rectification, and the contact would be ohmic (current proportional
to voltage).
This electron distribution, however, is not, in fact, constant, but nearly exponential (Be! izmann law); hence the current is
nonlinear with voltage, the barrier is nonohmic, and rectification is
possible.
From the above example it can be seen that large net curre~,ts flow
1F. Seitz,The Modern

L–

——

Theory oj Solids, McGraw-Hill,

New Y orkl 1940, Sec. 26.
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when the electron energy levels of metal 2 (low work function) are raised
relative to those of metal 1 (high work function) by the applied potential,
that is, by making metal 1 anodic and metal 2 cathodic.
A voltage so
direction; an opposite voltage is
applied is said to be in the “forward”
said to be in the “reverse” or “blocking”
direction.
The simple example given reduces the general problem of rectification
to its bare essentials.
The more interesting case, however, in which
one of the metals is replaced by a semiconductor and the insulating layer
is absent, differs only in degree and not in kind from this simple case.
The simple case, however, is not entirely academic in interest.
It
should be possible to make metal-insulator-metal
rectifiers with much
smaller spreading resistances than metal-semiconductor
rectifiers have,
consequently giving greater rectification efficiency at high frequencies
(see Sec. 4“6). Attempts thus far to construct workable metal-insulatormetal rectifiers have not been successful, but in view of their possible
advantages further research is desirable.
4.2. Formation and Structure of the Barrier Layer.—It was shown in
the preceding section how rectification is accomplished with the aid of a
barrier layer between materials of different work functions.
The nature
of the barrier layer formed in the vicinity of a metal-semiconductor
cent act, will now be examined.
The equilibrium between the electrons of a metal and those of a
semiconductor is governed by the equality of the electron chemical
potential in the two materials.
This condition, it has been noted,
requires that all electron levels in the semiconductor be depressed by the
Expressions for e~~ are
amount e~~ relative to those of the metal.
given by Eqs. (3.14) to (3.18) for the various cases of interest.
In this chapter we shall not be concerned with intrinsic semiconduction since, in the case of silicon and germanium, this occurs only at
elevated temperatures and would in any case result in poor rectification
because of the equal numbers of electrons and holes. For extrinsic semiconduction an approximation useful for the present purpose is found by
ignoring terms of order k T in e~m, since these terms are small compared
with the contact potential difference in all cases of interest.
Thus, from
Eqs. (3.15 to 3.18) we get
(1) n-type extrinsic (all values of n,),
—ebzm = —e@O= x2 — x. = Wz—

(1)

x.;

(2) p-type extrinsic (all values of n,),
‘e@m

~

—dm

= X4 — x.

(See Fig. 3.3 for an explanation

= w= + All — xm.

of the symbols used.)

(2)

~erms in AEI
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and AE2 have been neglecx ed in Eqs. (1) and (2) since, as Sec. 3,3 made
clear, these quantities for normal silicon and germanium are of order kT.
Figure 4.3a shows the energy relation for separated metal and semiconductor (n-type).
Figure 4.3b gives the configuration after contact
is made and before equilibrium is established.
This situation does not
pemist long.
Electrons begin to flow from the semiconductor into the
metal and establish a negative surface charge density on the metal
surface. An equal residuum of positive charge resides near the surface
This
of the semiconductor, distributed over a region of thickness D.
positive charge is contributed by the ionized impurity levels. The net
effect of the double layer is to lower all electron energy levels in the bulk
semiconductor by the amount given by Eq. (1), which can now be taken
Flgas the difference in work functions of the metal and semiconductor.
brduction

Metal

band
/

z

Semiconductor
(a) before contact

(b) just after contact

(c) equilibrium established

FIG. 4.3.—Formation of a rectifying barrier between a metal and a semiconductor,

ure 4.3c shows the resulting configuration.
It is evident that the result
of the double layer is to bring the bottom of the conduction band in the
bulk semiconductor down to about the level of the top of the Fermi
distribution in the metal.
Between the metal and bulk semiconductor
The latter
is a barrier layer of height e~~ = x~ — JVz and width D.
quantity is clearly determined by the positive-charge density in the
semiconductor which, in turn, is determined by the density of impurity
levels near the surface of the semiconductor.
For a p-type extrinsic semiconductor the situation is closely similar.
Figure 4.4 shows the final configuration in this case. The barrier now
impedes the flow of holes and the double layer is reversed in sign.
It should be noted that, in the case of Fig. 43 X* > Wc, and in the
case of Fig. 4.4, x~ < W. + AE. If these inequality signs were reversed,
no barrier would be erected.
In either case the flow of current would be
unimpeded and ohmic.
Rectification is possible, therefore, only if
x.

x.<

>

w=
W*+AE

for n-type,
for p-type.

(3)
(4)
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It is clear that the same metal and the same semiconductor with
different types of impurities are capable of satisfying both Eqs. (3) and
(4). This deduction is in accord with the observed fact that both silicon
and germanium, properly “doped,”
are capable of giving n-type or
p-t ype rectification in conjunction with the same metal.
Rectification is accomplished in much the same manner as by the
barrier between the two metals of different
work functions discussed in the preceding
section.
F@re 4.5a shows the configuration
of the metal-semiconductor
barrier when a
voltage is applied in the forward direction
(direction of easy flow).
The height of the
barrier, viewed from the metal, is still given
by o,, the contact potential
difference.
Thus
Metal
Semiconductor
the number of electrons traversing the barrier
(P.type)
from metal to semiconductor is a constant
FIG. 4.4.—Barrier between a
metal and a p-type semi- independent of the applied voltages.
On the
conductor.
other hand, the electron levels in the semiconductor have been raised by the amount eV, where — V is the applied
voltage; hence the height of the barrier, viewed from the semiconductor,
The “slack” has been taken up by a decrease
has decreased by eV.
in barrier space charge because of a flow of electrons into the barrier.
Since the electron energy distribution in the semiconductor is exponential
above the bottom of the conduction band, the electron current from semiconductor to metal increases exponentially with V.

c

io——

+

—~oe

+&

m
4V

t

FIG. 4.5.—Rectification by a metal-semiconductor barrier.

Figure 4.5b shows the configuration of the barrier with a voltage
applied in the blocking direction.
Again the barrier height, viewed from
the metal side, and also the electron flow from metal to semiconductor
have not been changed by the applied voltage.
The barrier height,
viewed from the semiconductor, has increased and the electron flow from
semiconductor to metal has decreased.
Let us now examine in more detain the structure of the barrier layer.
1For the following theory of a natural “dielectric” barrier, see further, H. A.
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The shape of the barrier is related to the space charge by Poisson’s
equation,
dE
— = : (n+ –
dz

?L),

(5)

where E is the electric field intensity, c is the permittivit y of the semiconductor, e is the electronic charge, and n+ and n- are, respectively, the
number densities of positive and negative charges.
The discussion will
be confined to an n-type extrinsic semiconductor.
Then n_ is taken
to be the number density of free electrons and n+, the number density
of ionized donators.
The notation of Fig. 4.5 is used: e~o is the difference
of work functions, and the height of the barrier as viewed from the
metal. If e@ is the potential energy of an electron and – V is the applied
voltage, then
(6)
A potential of order kT/e or larger above the potential of the bulk
semiconductor is sufficient to remove nearly all the electrons from the
donators and to reduce the electron density to a value small compared
with that of the positive charges. Now kZ’/e is only 0.026 volt at room
temperature, very small compared with the potential difference 00
(= 0.5 volt).
Therefore, over most of the potential curve of the barrier
it may be assumed that n+ = N and n– = O, where N is the donator
density.
Thus the charge density in the barrier is constant and equal
to Ne. Poisson’s equation then simplifies to
d’4 = eN
_,
@e

(7)

Now, Eq. (7) is integrated with the boundary conditions,

~=o

@=v,

atx=D;

(8)

atz=O;

4=00

where D is the thickness of the barrier, that is, the layer in which the
Thus,
charge of the donators is not neutralized by electrons.
@=

(9)

V+~(D–z)2

with
D

2,(4,

=

[
Bethe, “Theory
NOV. 23, 1942.

– v)
eN

‘i
1

“

(lo)

of the Boundary Layer of Crystal Rectifiers,” RL Report No. 43-12,
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Asanexample,
if V = O, @O= 0.5 volt, e = 13c0, and N = 5 X 18”
cm–3, we find that
(11)
D = 1.2 X 10-6
cm,
which is comfortably large in comparison with the interatomic distance.
The value assumed here for N, 5 X 10’s cm–3, is fairly typical of repreThe value 13 assumed for
sentative samples of silicon and germanium.
~/eOis in accord with the spectroscopic dataz for silicon and cannot be
The value of the potential
much different in the case of germanium.
clifference (I#Io= 0.5 volt) is in approximate accord with measurements of
Meyerhof’ for silicon against tungsten.
Variations in these assumed
values will not in any case change the result much because of the squareroot dependence of D.
It is evident, therefore, that a “natural” barrier layer will be of the
order of magnitude of 10–6 cm thick in the case of silicon and germanium.
As will be seen later, a barrier of almost this thickness is needed in order
to account for observed barrier capacitance.
Image Force.—The quantity o gives only the potential of an electron
It does not take into account
in the electrostatic field of the surface.
the image force acting on the electron.
Including the image force, the
potentia13 is
(12)
With the constants as chosen, the maximum of the potential W occurs
If X2is neglected
close to the metal surface, that is, at a distance z << D.
in Eq. (9), the maximum of W is folmd to lie at
(13)
and has a value,
‘m=

‘Q-r%)=

(14)

‘0-(2-)’

for the case of zero bias (V = O).

For the values of the constants

as above,
;.

m = 0.05D
= 0.40

= 6 X 10–s

cm,

volt.

It is seen that xJD is small; hence the image force does not seriously
affect the potential barrier.
This result, however, is intimately con1 J. F. Mullaney, Phys. Rev., 66, 326 (1944).
2 W. E. Stephens, B. Serin, and W. E. Meyerhof, Phys. Reti., 69, 42 (1946).
3See, for example, F. Seitz, The Moderm Theory of Solids, McGraw-Hill, New York,
1940, pp. 162, 163.
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netted with the high dielectric constant chosen, which has the effect
of increasing the thickness of the barrier layer [Eq. (10)] and reducing
the image-force lowering [Eq. (14)].
Indeed, were it not for such a high
dielectric constant, rectification by a natural barrier layer would be very
poor, if not impossible.
Natural VS. A rti$cial Barriers .—This conclusion does not, of course,
rule out the possibility of an artificial barrier layer. In fact there is
reason to believe that the density of donators is somewhat reduced
below the bulk value near the surface of the semiconductor in the case of
modern silicon rectifiers. The following section treats the possibility
Such a layer would have the desirable property
of this depletion layer.
of increasing the thickness of the barrier (as 1/@)
and reducing the
Furthermore, it is not at
effect-always
undesirabl~of
image force.
all certain that there is not a surface layer of some foreign material, such
Such a
as oxygen or quartz, between the metal and semiconductor.
layer would at least change the work function of the semiconductor and
Howmight even be thick enough to provide a substantial barrier.
ever, as Seitz 1 has pointed out, quartz does not possess any electronic
energy bands near the conduction band of silicon, and thus electrons
could penetrate on] y by the “tunnel” effect. A quartz layer as thin as
10–7 cm would be practically impenetrable to electrons.
On the other
hand, a layer I&’ cm thick is negligible compared with the natural
layer already present (10–6 cm).
It seems reasonable, therefore, to conclude that the barrier layer in
silicon and germanium is natural in the sense that it consists of the
material of the semiconductor, but possibly artificial in the sense that
the concentration of donator levels may be somewhat less than in the
bulk semiconductor.
Capa.dance oj the Barrier Layer. —When an alternating field is applied
to the contact, the barrier is alternately charged and discharged by the
flow of electrons from the semiconductor in and out of the barrier. Let
us assume that time effects resulting from recombination and ionization
They certainly can be neglected if
of the donators can be neglected.
it is assumed that the donators are completely ionized in the bulk semiconductor.
Their neglect is approximately valid in any case at low
frequencies.
(The high-frequency case will be discussed in Sec. 4.6.)
For small amplitudes of the applied voltage the barrier acts as a condenser with capacitance
C =

where A is the area of the contact,
1F. Seitz and S. Pasternack, “The
14-102, U. of Penn., June 10, 1942.

–A:;,
q

(15)

is the total surface charge, and – V

Principles of Crystal Rectifiers,”

N-DRC
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cechargeqisgiv

enby
(16)

q = NeD(V),

where the thickness D depends on the applied potential
ance with Eq. (10).
Then,

—V in accord(17)

which incidentally is the same as the capacitance of a parallel-plate
condenser of area A and thickness D.
This capacitance effectively shunts the nonlinear resistance of the
barrier.
It~value is not constant with applied potential.
In fact, from
Ilqs. (10) and(17)j
(7.

Comparison

oj

Theoretical

dand

(18)

v“

Experimental

Barrier

C’apacitance.—

Measurements of C provide the best experimental data for the barrier
There are two general methods for measuring C. One
thickness D.
is a direct measurement of the impedance of the rectifier. The barrier
capacitance is then inferred from the impedance, suitable account being
taken of such extraneous effects as the whisker inductance, stray capacitances, etc. These measurements are usually made at frequencies of
the order of magnitude of 10 Me/see, since it is easier to take account
of extraneous impedances at frequencies of this order than at frequencies
in the microwave range. A common technique is to measure the impedance of a crystal cartridge just before and then after contact is made
between the whisker and semiconductor.
The second method assumes the equivalent circuit of Fig. 2.10 for
the rectifier and compares low-level rectification efficiency at audio and
at microwave frequencies.
From the difference one can compute C.
This method is described more fully in Sec. 11.5.
The two methods agree only in order of magnitude, the second method
generally giving lower values of contact capacitance than the first.
The difference is probably due to relaxation effects in the barrier (see
Sec. 4.5).
In one case’ after the capacitance of a silicon-tungsten contact had
been determined by the bridge method at zero bias and at 14 Me/see, the
diameter of the contact was found to be 1.2 X 10–3 cm. Substitution in
Eq. (17,), assuming c = 13c,, gave D = 2 X 10–G cm. This value is to
be regarded as an upper limit, since the computation assumes that the
whole area of the whisker point was in intimate ccntact with the silicon.
LSee A. W. Lawson, P. H. Miller, L. I. Schiff, and W. Il. Stephens, “Barrier
Capacityin SiliconCartridgeRectifiers,”NDRC 14-140,U. of Penn., May 1, 1943.
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The value obtained is therefore in satisfactory agreement with the
theoretical value of D, viz., 1.2 X 10–6 cm.
Measurements of variation of barrier capacitance with bias do not
agree well with the square-root law, Eq. (18). Bridge measurements
tend to show a very rapid increase of capacitance in the forward direction. Increases by a factor of 100 have been observedl for silicon units
when the applied voltage was changed from O to 0.5 volt (across the whole
unit).
It should be noted, however, that it is exceedingly difficult to
separate resistance and reactance effects in such measurements.
These
results must be regarded as tentative.
The measured values at zero
bias, however, sho~ld be fairly reliable, since the barrier resistance in
this case is large ( = 5000 ohms) compared with the barrier-capacitive
reactance ( = 50 ohms).
At moderately small ( = 0.5 volt) inverse
voltages, the bridge results show a small decrease in the capacit ante,
as is to be expected from 13q. (18).
At higher inverse voltages ( = 1.0–2.5
volts) the capacitance increases, but this may be a spurious effect.
The rectification-efficiency
method does not agree with the bridge
method with regard to variation of capacitance with bias. In general,
the former method results in a fairly constant value in the inverse direction and a small rise for silicon crystals in the forward direction.
Quantitative comparison with Eq. (18) is difficult, but, for silicon, disagreement
is not indicated.
In the case of germanium, however, observations
using the rectification-efficiency method have shown considerably larger
increases of capacitance with forward bias than can be accounted for by
Eq. (18).
This circumstance is helpful, however, in understanding the
negative i-f conductance of welded-contact germanium rectifiers (Sees.
13.5 and 13.6).
4.3. Diffusion and Diode Theories of Rectification.-A
Qualitative
picture of barrier-layer rectification was presented in Sec. “4.i. The
quantitative theoretical treatment is considerably affected by the value
There are three distinct cases of
assumed for the barrier thickness.
interest, corresponding to very thin, intermediate, and very thick barriers.
A very thin barrier ( = 10-7 cm) offers the possibility of electron transit by
means of the well-known quantum-mechanical
“ tunnel” effect. 3
The first theory of barrier-layer rectification, developed independently
in 1932 by Wilson, by Nordheim, and by others, was based on the tunnel
effect. 4 This theory was accepted for a number of years until it was
1 Ibid.

2 R. N. Smith, “Determination of CrystalParameter at MicrowaveFrequencies”
(CrystalRectifierConference),ColumbiaU., Sept. 11,1943.
3‘l’his effect is closely similar,in generalprinciples,to the propagationof electrom%netic energy throughwaveguidesbelow cutoff.
j.
4SeeA. H. Wilson, Proc. R.w. Sot., 196, 487 (1932); and L. W. Nordhsin, Zm”ta,
F’hys., 76(7-8),

434 (1932).
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Furtherrealized that it predicted rectification in the wrong direction.
more, there was good evidence that the barrier is considerably thicker
than 10–7 cm for this and other rectifiers.
The defects of the tunnel theory led Mottl in 1939 to propose a
thick-barrier theory.
He supposed (as we did in Sec. 4“1) that electrons
were able to surmount the barrier primarily by thermal excit at ion.
His theory was oversimplified by the assumption that the electric-field
intensity E was constant in the barrier layer (absence of space charge).
Schottky’ was able to free the theory from this arbitrary assumption.
He considered two extreme cases, “exhaustion layers” and “ reserve
layers. ” In an exhaustion layer the impurities are considered to be
completely ionized in the layer itself, although not necessarilyy in the
bulk semiconductor.
The case of an exhaustion laver was discussed in
Sec. 4.2.
A reserve layer is complicated by the incomplete ionization
of impurities and does not concern us here, since, as was pointed out in
Sec. 3.7, impurities are 20 to 40 per cent ionized in bulk silicon and nearly
Thus only a small rise in
completely ionized in bulk germanium.
potential energy above the bulk value will in either case shift the equilibrium to complete ionization.
Both Mott and Schottky assume barriers thick compared with the
mean free path of the carriers, an assumption in accord with measured
values of 10–5 to 10–4 cm for the barrier thickness in copper-cuprous
oxide and in selenium rectifiers. Since collisions occur in the barrier, one
is forced to treat the flow of current in the barrier as a statistical problem
involving detailed balance.
A barrier of intermediate thickness (= 10-s cm), that is, thick enough
to reduce the number of electrons penetrating the barrier by the tunnel
effect to a value small compared with the number surmounting the barrier
by thermal excitation yet still thin enough so that collisions within the
barrier can be ignored, is a much simpler problem.
In this case there
is an analogy to the motion of electrons in a vacuum-tube diode.
The
carriers must have sufficient energy to surmount the potential barrier
(analogous to the work function of the cathode of a diode).
TheY will
then fly over the barrier unimpeded and make their next collision in
the metal (analogous to the anode of a diode).
Because of these similarities the theory of a barrier of intermediate thickness is commonly referred
to as the “diode theory.”
The D@mion
Theory .-The
thick-barrier, or diffusion, theory does
not appear to apply to ordinary silicon and germanium mixer rectifiers,
since, as we have seen in Sec. 4“2, their barrier thickness is of the order of
l(FC cm, which is less than the mean free path of the carriers. The
I N. F. Mott, Proc. E@. Sot., A171, 27 (1939).
2W. Sehottkyand E. Spenke, Wiss. Veroff. Siernenewerke, 18,225 (1939).
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barrier thickness of high-inverse-voltage
rectifiers has not yet been
determined by capacitance measurements, but it is difficult to understand how a high inverse resistance can be maintained at applied potentials of 100 volts or more (as is observed for these rectifiers) by a barrier
th~nner than 10–5 cm.
The fundamental equation governing diffusion theory’ is
j = elmE

I

DIODE

~ bkT ~n.
dx

(19)

The symbols have the following meaning: j is the current density; e, the
absolute value of the electronic charge; n, the density of free electrons
or holes; E, the electric field intensity; b, the carrier mobility; k, Boltzmann’s constant; 2’, the absolute temperature; and z, the one-dimensional space coordinate.
The plus sign holds for electron conduction
(n-type extrinsic), and the minus sign for hole conduction (p-type extrinsic). This law is valid if the mean free path is small compared with the
distance over which the potential energy changes by an amount lcT.
The current density j is seen to be composed of two parts: one ebnE
gives the ohmic dependence of current on field intensity, and the other
~ M Z’(dn/dz) gives the contribution of cliffusion resulting from the
gradient in carrier density dn/dz.
If j = O, Eq. (19) integrates at once to give the usual Boltzmann law,
n =

‘./‘Eu dz.

const X e*m

(20)

For j # O, the equation can still be formally integrated, but, to get
a useful result, the dependence of E on n must, in general, be taken into
account.
For the case of an exhaustion layer, E will be independent of
n, but in the case of a reserve layer it has a complicated dependence on n.
The latter dependence is given by the Poisson equation [Eq. (5)], in
which we can put n– = n. The quantity n+ depends on n since they are
related by the equilibrium of the reaction,
Bound electron @ bound hole + free electron.
The relation between the number of free electrons n, bound holes n+,
and bound electrons N — n+ (N is the donator density) is given by
nn+
—=K,
N–n+

(21)

where K is the equilibrium constant of the reaction.
In the bulk semiconductor, n+ = n, and comparing Eq. (21) with Eqs. (1) and (2)
1See N. F. Mott and R. W. Gurney, Electronic Proce-wes in Ionic Crystals, Oxford,
New York, 1940, Chap, 5, Eq. 30.
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Fortunately the complications of a reserve layer do not appear to
apply to germanium and silicon.
Since diffusion theory has limited, if any, application to silicon and
germanium rectifiers, it will suffice to illustrate it by integrating Eq. (19)
for the special case (assumed by Mott) of zero space charge in the barrier.
This should apply, then, to an artificial insulating barrier. From Eq. (5)
Then Eq. (19) is
\re see that zero space charge implies constant E.
integrated at once to
n(~)

=

eEz

“[

~&

+

n(0)

–

&

“1

e=.

(23)

At z = D we assume that we pass abruptly to the properties of
Mott and Schottky
the bulk semiconductor, so that n(D) = n(m).
assumedl that n(0) is given by the number density of electrons in the
metal at the potential q$oabove the surface of the Fermi distribution
and is independent of j. Putting j = O and x = D in Eq. (23), we obtain
eED

n(0) = n(D)e ‘~
Noting that eED = I#J,–
ing for j, we obtain

= ~(m)e

V, substituting

.+0
kT.

(24)

Eq. (24) in Eq. (23), and solveV
——

j

=

[en( cc )ELE]

1 – ,~+o~v).

l–e

(25)

kT

Since, in general,
c(~o—
V)
e kr >>1,
we obtain finally

~v

C+o

j’ = ebn(m)l?

. e–~(ek~

–

1).

(26)

The exponential factor dominates the weak dependence of E on V, hence
Eq. (26) may be written approximately as

j = A(e”v
where A and a are constants.

j

–

Equation

1),

(27)

(27) is a general result (in the

1It hazbeen shownby R. G. Sachs,“The DifluaionTheory of Crystal Rectifiers,”
NDRC 14-129, Purdue U., Sept. 10, 1942, that rJ(0)is not really independentof j
and that in certaincircumstancesa termj/ev shouldbe added to the right-handsideof
% (24) whereuis the mean thermalvelocity of the bulk electrons. Thie refinement
will not be introducedhere.
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first approximation) of all theories of contact rectification and will be
compared with experiment in Sec. 4.4.
!f’he Diode Theory.—If there is assumed a barrier thin compared
with the mean free path, collisions in the barrier layer can properly be
neglected.
The electron distribution is then given by the MaxwellBoltzmann law based on the bulk properties of the semiconductor.
Thus,
if we now write n for the number of carriers per unit volume in the bulk
semiconductor, we have for dn, the number of carriers per unit volume
crossing unit area per second in the —x direction with velocity between
v and v + dv,
2
)i
dn = n ~=~T
e 2kT v dv.
(28)
~“

( ) ‘--

The number of ciarriers with sufficient kinetic energy q to surmount
the barrier is

L’&)d’
‘infie-’’t;-v)v)’
()
(29)

where

fi=

21cT
‘$
_
urn

is the average velocity.
The current density j, from semiconductor

to metal is then

_ g to<)
jI = inefie

‘T

(30)

.

The current density jz from metal to semiconductor is constant
thk approximation and, since it must equal j, when V = O,

in

(31)
The net current density from semiconductor

to metal is then jl – j2,

or
e*O eV
——
j = ~ne~e kT(ek—~
— 1).

(32)

This expression is seen to have the general form of Eq. (27).
It
resembles Eq. (26) in that the current density is proportional to the
e+o

factor e-~ but differs from Eq. (20) in the proportionality factor.
In
general, ~nefi is considerably smaller than ebnE.
We have seen that the natural barrier is of the order of I&c cm thick.
On the other hand it was pointed out in Sec. 3.5 that the mean free path
in germanium is in the range from 5 X 10-8 to 1 X 10_6 cm, and in
silicon from 1 X 10–0 to 3 X 10-6 cm. Diode theory appears applicable
to germanium, therefore, but in the case of silicon it would appear that

–-
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be applied,
free path.

should

since
Bethel

the

barrier

has pointed

not be compared

with

the

total thickness of the barrier, but rather with the distance over which
‘rhereasonisthat
the number of
the potential energy changes by kl’.
those electrons which are stopped by the barrier should be compared
with the number of those stopped by collisions.
Now, if Wn is the potential maximum, the potential energy is
eWm –

kT

at a distance of about 6 X 10–s cm on the semiconductor side of the
maximum, and at half that distance on the metal side. These distances
are small compared with the mean free path.
Therefore, practical y all
electrons moving toward the potential maximum are stopped by the
Diode theory is evidently still
potential rather than by collisions.
applicable.
This point has been examined in further detail by Herzfeldz
who concurs with Bethe on the applicability of diode theory results even
to the case where some collisions occur within the total thickness of the
barrier.
The derivation of the d-c characteristic on the basis of the diode
theory given above assumes special and ideal conditions.
The result is
considerably modified if proper account is taken of image forces, tunnel
effect, and fluctuations in number density of donators and in work
function over the surface of the contact.
Such effects are considered in
the following section.
4.4. The D-c Characteristic.-As
we have seen in the preceding section both diffusion and diode theories3 predict a current-voltage characteristic of the form
1 = fl(eQv – 1),

(33)

where 1 is the current, V the voltage applied across the barrier, and A
and a are the constants.
Both theories agree in (a) assigning to a to the
value e/k T or about 40 (volt)-l at room temperature, and (b) making A proe+o
portional to ~-=,
where e@O is the contact potential difference.
The
result (a) will now be compared with experiment.
In making this comparison it must be borne in mind that V is not the
voltage V. applied across the rectifier, but is less than V. by the voltage
1H. A. Bethe, “Theory of the Boundary Layer of Crystal Rectifiers,” RL Report
No. 4>12, NOV. 23, 1942.
z K. F. Herzfeld, “Theory of Small Deviations from Pure Diode Behavior,”
NDRC 14-286, Purdue U., May 5, 1944.
i The tuunel theory gives similar results, but with the direction of rectification
reversed.
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The value of r
drop Ir in the ohmic resistance r of the semiconductor.
is determined by the size and shape of the contact and by the conductivity
u of the semiconductor.
In Appendix C is derived an expression for r
for the case of a contact surface in the form of an ellipse. In the special
case of a circular contact of radius a this expression reduces to
1
r = Ta”

(34)

The quantity r is commonly referred to as the “ bulk resistance” or
“spreading resist ante, ” since it is produced by the bulk semiconductor
as distinct from the barrier layer and is associated with the spreading
of the lines of current flow from the contact into the semiconductor.
Equation (34) is not suited for establishing r since measurements
of the contact dimensions are difficult and the conductivity is subject to
local variations.
The voltage drop across r is usually found by assuming
a forward characteristic of the form,
Z = A[ea(v”–”)

–

1],

(35)

and plotting in (1 + A) vs. V. — Ir in the forward direction, determining
A and r by trial to produce a straight line of intercept A.
Fortunately,
the two corrections are in most cases inde~endent: the addition of A
to the current has its largest effect at small currents, whereas the correction due to spreading resistance is most important at large currents where
the effective resistance of the barrier decreases and Ir increases more
rapidly than V..
When the data are analyzed’ in this way, it is found that invariably
in 1 follows a straight line (of slope a) up to 0.2 or 0.3 volt, but then
makes a rapid transition to a second straight line of different slope (a’)
and intercept (A’).
A typical analysis of this kind is shown in Fig. 4.6.
To maintain the slope at the initial value a it must be assumed that r
decreases with voltage, which is difficult to explain.
On the other hand,
if one assumes a larger value of r than that giving the straight line at
high values of V, the curve may be made to continue with the slope a
to somewhat higher voltages, but it always tends eventually to bend
over to a curve with negative slope, as shown by the dashed line in
Fig. 4.6. Although it is true that one should expect the line to increase
its slope as the contact potential is increased, it is difficult to explain
It cannot be explained, for example, by
thk bending back of the curve.
the concept of heatirqg of the contact, since it may be shown that the
power absorbed is insufficient to raise appreciably the temperature of
the contact.
1H. J. Yearian, “ Investigation of Crystal Rectifier DC Characteristics,”
14-115, Purdue Univ., Dec. 3, 1942.
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At all events, it appears that a or a’ is much smaller than the theoretical 40 (volt)–l and one is confronted with the necessity of explaining
observed values of the order of 10 (volt)–l.
Analysis of a large number
of characteristics both of silicon and germanium gives values of a (lower
IV[in volts
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FIG. 4.6.—Analysis of a typical d-c characteristic n-type germanium-tungsten

slope) ranging from 5 to 35 (volts)– 1and values of a’ always less than the
corresponding values of a.
With the simple characteristic, Eq. (33), the current in the reverse
direction would be expected to increase asymptotically to the value A
according to
[Ii = A(I – e-a[v’).
(36)
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It does not so increase.
The reverse currents always continue to increase
and attain values at 1 volt of as much as ten times A. The reverse
characteristic can often be fitted by an equation of the form of Eq. (36),
but the value of constants required for the fit shows no obvious relation
to values appropriate to the forward direction.
It must be understood that the above remarks apply only to silicon
and germanium rectifiers as ordinarily manufactured for mixer use.
High-inverse-voltage
and welded-contact
types show very different
behaviors. Their characteristics are discussed in Chaps. 12 and 13,
respectively.
It can be shown on the basis of the Schottky theory of a reserve
layer that one can obtain an equation of the form
(37)

g,. ‘~

The values of a, however, are often found to be less than ~(e/k ?’). ~~ ~
Furthermore, Eq. (37) does not reproduce observed reverse character( ?
istics. Finally (see Sec. 4.3) one does not expect a reserve layer for
~ ~
silicon and germanium.
:“ )
As we have seen in Sec. 4.3, the diode theory should be applicable to
, ~
Our task, then, is to see how the
silicon and germanium rectifiers.
(.:)
diode theory can be modified to give the small value of a observed and
( .1
,.j
to account at the same time for the fact that Eq. (36) with constants .4
~and a fitted to the forward characteristic does not at all reproduce the
reverse characteristic.
,7-1
Bethe’s Theory of the D-c Characteristic .—Bethe’ has proposed th ~
theory and experiment can be reconciled by a combination of the follo~va ,a , ~:a
ing circumstances:
d:-!
-—.— ‘ ‘.!

-,.

/

1. The image-force lowering of the barrier was calculated above
~ ;;
[Eq. (14)] for the case of zero bias. In general, however, it wi !% ~ . q
L “~~
be a function of the applied voltage and will then modify the
a
current-volt age characteristic.
It is easy to see that the effec~~g) ;“”3
~g :g
is in the right direction to improve agreement with theory.
G2. As mentioned above, electrons can leak through the barrier by th~
tunnel effect. The amount of leakage is strongly dependent on
the barrier thickness, and, since the barrier is much thinner near
the top, the result is to lower the effective height of the barrier.
The amount by which the barrier is l&rered depends on the applied
potential.
The decrease in barrier height becomes smaller as the
voltage increases in the positive direction.
Thk effect is also in
the right direction to improve agreement with theory.
I H. A. Bethe, “ Theory of the Boundary Layer of Crystal Rectifiers,” RL Report
NOV.23, 1942.
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3. The barrier space charge has been treated as a continuous charge
dktribution.
Actually it is discrete and subject to fluctuations
that may be very large. Thus, in a section of barrier consisting
of a cube 10–6 cm on a side, there will be only 5 charges on the
average for a donator density of 5 X 1018per cm3 and large fluctuations must be expected in a volume of this size. There will
consequently be major fluctuations in barrier thickness which, in
combination with image force and tunnel effect, will produce
fluctuations in barrier height.
The general effect is as though the
work function of the surface fluctuated over the contact.
spots of
relatively low work function will provide ohmic leaks through the
barrier. As we shall see, such an effect will go far toward reconciling theory and experiment.
4. Finally, the unavoidable presence of dirt on the surfaces separating
metal and semiconductor serves to produce local fluctuations in
work function.
These effects are now considered in turn.
oj Image Force.—The effect of image force on the barrier height
was found for the special case of zero applied voltage in Sec. 4.3. For
the general case, we have only to replace I#W
by +0 – V in Eq. (14).
The
integral in Eq. (29) now goes from e(W_ — V) to co, and Eq. (x!) is
replaced by
e(+O—0)e~
kT (ek!r – 1),
j = +nefie
(38)
~vhere
Effect

0=
[

2e3N(@o – V) ‘i
,’
1

(38a)

measures the decrease in barrier height due to the image force.
It is
evident from Eqs. (38) and (38a) that the increase of j with V is slolrer
than that given by the factor eeV/~”– 1 alone. The image force is
thus in the right direction to improve agreement with experiment.
For V << @Owe may expand 0 in a Taylor’s series in V/00 and retain
only linear terms. Thus,

‘=(2’%)’(1
-a
Introducing

(39)

this in Eq. (38) we obtain for the total current,
I=Ae

–(l+-;(e’:

_

~),

(40)

or
I

=

A[ed:

–

e-(l-B);;],

(41)
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where
(42)
The quantity &is the shift in position of the barrier maximum brought
about by image force [see Eq. (13)].
In Sec. 4“2 it was found that
xJD
= 0.05 for typical values of the constants.
We see from Eq. (41) that the exponential current increase in the
forward direction has the slope a = j3&.

To obtain agreement with

experiment, we need a value of P of about &; hence, the theoretical value
of ~, viz., 0.95, is much too large.
In the reverse direction the agreement with experiment is somewhat
better but still leaves much to be desired.
E$ect of Penetration
of the Barrier.—The tunnel effect with a barrier
potential of the form of Eq. (9) which includes the effect of the image
force has been treated by Courant. 1 The general result is that the
tunnel effect produces about the same barrier-lowering as the image
force. Furthermore, the dependence of barrier-lowering on voltage is
also about the same for the two effects. For small voltages V, we again
obtain an equation of the form of Eq. (40), where the value of@ (including
both effects), although somewhat smaller than for image force alone, is
still much too large to give the correct slope in the forward direction.
If the constants are adjusted so as to give a value of P in agreement with
experiment in the forward direction, it will certainly lead to erroneous
results in the reverse direction, even to predicting the wrong direction of
rectification.
It is clear then that image force and tunnel effect will not by themselves secure agreement with experiment.
Fluctuation Effects. ‘—It is convenient to lump together the effects of
fluctuations in barrier space charge and of surface contaminations since,
as we have seen, these effects have the common result that effective
barrier height varies over the contact surface.
Beeides small variations
from the mean, there should be local areas, perhaps as small as 10–lZ cmz,
where the barrier no longer exists.
Before the effect of a random distribution of contact potentials is
I E. Courant, “The Effect of Image Force and the Quantum Mechanical Tunnel
Effect on the D-c Characteristics of Crystal Rectifiers, ” Cornell Univ. Report,
Contract OEMsr-429, May 17, 1943.
2For a more extensive treatment of fluctuation effects, see V. F. Weisskopf, “On
the Theory of Noise in Conductors, Semiconductors, and Crystal Rectifiers, ” NDRC
14-133, Purdue Univ., May 12, 1943; R. G. Sachs, “Theory of Contact Rectifiers, ”
NDRC 14-168, Purdue Univ., June 15, 1943; and H. J. Yearian, “The Investigation of
Crystal Rectifier D-c Characteristics,” NDRC 14-115, Purdue Univ., Dec. 3, 1942.
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treated, our result for the current-voltage characteristic, Eq. (32), must
~
Equation (32) applies only if the voltage
be somewhat amended.
For valu& of
across the barrier is less than the contact potential &
v > ~,, the current no longer increases with V but is constant and
equal to its value ~ for V = 00. (It must be remembered here that V is
the voltage across the barrier and not the applied voltage Va = V – Ir.)
In other words, although the current always increases with applied
voltage V., it is eventually entirely limited by the spreading resistance r,
and the voltage drop across the contact becomes and remains equal
to OO. For a contact of uniform 00, this effect is of no importance
because V does not exceed b, at values of current that can be safely
passed. If, however, there are spots of small @Opresent at the contact,
the current through these spots may reach the critical value at small
applied voltages.
If there are spots of low & present, most of the current will tend to
pass through them.
However, these spots will, if their size is large
compared with the mean free path, have a local spreading resistance T.
associated with each of them which limits the current through them.
This local spreading resistance may become very large for a small spot,
On the other hand, if the spots of low 00 are so extremely small that
their dimensions are small compared with the mean free path, we can no
longer speak of a local spreading resistance and the current through the
spots will saturate at the temperature-limited value ~, Thus, in accordance with Eq. (41) \ve can write for the current through any given spot
I=ie

– $e~”
$~~
ktekt_e
[

ev
– ‘1 –%]

(43)

if
v

where & is the effective contact
hand,

<

60,

potential

of the spot.

On the other

1=:

for V > & and d>> 1,

(44)

I=i

for V > & and d <<1,

(45)

where d is the radius of the spot, 1 is the mean free path, and V is the
voltage applied across the whole barrier.
We nolv conceive of the contact as being made up of (a) fairly large
regions of dimensions comparable with the total area of the contact
regions where the contact potential is close to some constant value 1$0
of the order of 0.5 volt; and (b) local small adj scent regions with very
different values of o,.
Only those small regions (b) of very small 00 will
be effective in modifying the current-voltage characteristic.
The spread‘ng resistance of a spot is no longer always given by l/4cti since the

\

I

If s
current lines may be modified by a cluster of neighboring spots.
is the number of spots in a cluster, the linear dimension of the cluster
will be of the orde~ of ti ~; and the spreading resistance of the cluster
If one considers the cluster to be made up
is of the order of l/4ud W.
of s spots in parallel, each one contributes a resistance of order {s/4ud.
Since the current flows mainly through regions whose & is near to or
less than V, the clustering is important only at high values of V (where
a great number of regions fulfill this condition, and hence the probability
of clustering is appreciable).
The current-voltage relation of the rectifier can then be determined
by summing the individual currents 1, from each spot.
I=

x

~pe

VI

,

(
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_O*p
kT

[e

PPe(V– i.,.)
kT
–

(1–8P)e(V–iprr)
~-

kT

1 =1-

1,,

(M)

z
P,

where r= is the spreadi~g resistance of the pth element, 1P is its thermally
limited current, and &P is its effective contact potential.
The first
summation is extended over the elements p for which V — iprp < &p
and the second, over the remainder.
In the second sum 1, is given by
Eq. (44) or (45) (whichever is appropriate to the particular spot) or
some other intermediate value if d = l=.
It can be seen that almost any current-voltage dependence, less steep
than the one of a single rectifier, can be constructed by a suitable distriFigures 47a and 4.7b illustrate
bution of values &p among the elements.
characteristics which are the result of a superposition of rectifier elements.
In Fig. 4.7a the spots have been assumed small compared with the mean
In either case a
free path and in Fig. 4“7b the converse case is shown.
straight log,. 1 vs. V characteristic results and has the slope of the
envelope of the contributing curves. This slope must always be less
than the slope of the straight portions of the contributing curves and
may be much less, in accordance with the distribution and number of
spots of low work function.
Only the forward characteristic has been plotted, but it is clear that
almost any shape of reverse characteristic can also be obtained.
We
would expect the reverse characteristic to be made up of an ohmic part
plus an exponential part. This is in accord with analyses of reverse
characteristics made by Yearian. 1
The idea of a “ spotty” work function thus does away with the
disagreement between theory and experiment.
Unfortunately
the
analysis of a current-voltage characteristic in this way is far from unique.
We may postulate certain probability distributions for the number of
1H. J. Yearian, “ Investigationof Crystal RectifierD-c Characteristics,” NDRC
14-115,PurdueU., Dec. 3, 1942.
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spots with given contact potentials @iJk and for @OPitself, and proceed
to apply them to experimental characteristics.
Although such analyses
have been made, they are somewhat academic because of lack of uniqueness. The idea of distributed contact potentials has been of value, however, in reconciling the theory of the d-c characteristic with observations.
It will be found in Chap, 6 to be useful in the discussion of noise generation
by crystal rectifiers.

/
Totalcurrent, ——
slope. &

(#

-

Totalcurrent,
slope< *

/

— slope = *

Ilil
Voltage_
(a) d<< 2

Voltege_
(b) d >>1

F1~. 4.7.—Current-voltage curves of two typical rectifiers with dktributed contact
potentials, showing how the total current is the sum of the current contributions (light
lines) from individual epots of different contact potentials.
4.5. Depletion Layers.—Up to this point we have confined our attention to the case of a natural barrier which by definition consists of the
same material as the bulk semiconductor, with the same density of
impurities.
There is, however, some reason for believing that the impurity concentration in the barrier may be lower than in the bulk semiconductor for silicon as processed by modern methods for use in rectifiers.
Direct experimental evidence for such a “ depletion layer” is scanty.
Its presence has been inferred, however, from the following arguments.
The theory of high-frequency rectification (Sec. 4.6) shows that
rectification (and hence conversion) efficiency is a function of the quantity
w-C, where r is the spreading resistance of the semiconductor and C is the
barrier capacitance.
The smaller WC is, the greater is rectification
efficiency.
For a natural barrier, this quantity decreases as the number
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fVof impurity levels per unit volume increases.
We cannot increase N
indefinitely, however, because the barrier thickness is proportional to
N-~~ and a point is reached at ~vhich rectification is limited by leakage
in the blocking direction as a result of image forces and tunnel effects.
The obvious escape from this dilemma is to have an artificial blocking
layer, the thickness of which depends only weakly (or not at all) on N;
N can then be made large, and r consequently small, without the barrier
thickness being affected and, hence, without C being increased and the
inverse resistance decreased.
It is well known that rectification by a silicon-metal contact can be
greatly improved (for the same contact areas), especially at high frequencies, by a process of heat treatment of the silicon wafer before
assembly.
A process of this type was first used by the General Electric
Company, Ltd. of England in the manufacture of the British “red
dot” tryst al. It is now universally used in modified form by manufacturers in the United States. This process is fully described in Chap.
10, so it will suffice here to remark that it consists essentially of heating
polished silicon wafers in an atmosphere of air at a temperature in
the neighborhood of 1000”C for about 1 hr. These wafers are previously
cut from an ingot of “doped”
silicon (that is, pure silicon plus added
impurities or “doping agents”).
There is good evidence (reviewed below) that the beneficial effects
of heat treatment are ascribable to the formation of a thin surface layer
on the silicon wafer, which differs in its electrical properties from the bulk
material. In particular, it is found that much larger inverse resistances
result from contact with the heat-treated surface than with the original
surface. It might be conjectured that a layer of different material (such
as quartz) is formed as a result of the heat treatment.
As a matter of
fact, an oxide surface is certainly formed by heating in air. However,
this is always dissolved in dilute hydrofluoric acid before use of the wafer.
Furthermore, Fox and Pearsalll have shown that the same beneficial
effects result from heating in helium or in nitrogen, which are inert with
respect to the silicon.
Finally, electron-diffraction
studies by LarkHorovitzz have revealed no observable difference in crystal structure
between the preheat-treated and postheat-treated
(and deoxidized)
surface. The characteristic diffraction spots of silicon are found in both
cases.
The conclusion appears inescapable that a thin layer is formed on the
he&treated surface and that this layer differs only in impurity content
1M. Fox and C. S. Pearsall, “Results of Heat-treatingSilicon in Various Atmospheres” (Colloquium on Crystal Rectifiers,Vacuum Tube DevelopmentCommittee),
New York, Mar. 27, 1944.
3Privatecommunication.
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that
from the interior.
The theoretical arguments above then indicate
this is a depletion layer.
For the- sake of ‘clarity the case for a depletion layer has perhaps
Besides (and previous to) heat treatbeen somewhat oversimplified.
ment the surface of the silicon wafers are always highly polished to a
mirrorlike finish. It has been conjectured that this polishlng produces a
flow layer which independently modifies the electrical properties of the
surface.
High inverse resistance is not obtained by the polishing action,
however, and is produced only by the subsequent heat treatment.
According to the experience of the Bell Telephone Laboratoriesjl the
results of the heat treatment do not depend on the texture of the surface.
The function of the smooth surface, these investigators believe, is to
facilitate tapping and reduce the noise output of the rectifier.
It has already been mentioned that heat treatment results in an
That this effect is a
increase of resistance in the blocking direction.
property of a surface layer may be demonstrated by etchings the surface
electrolytically in 24 per cent HF. As the etching proceeds, the inverse
resistance of the silicon decreases until it eventually reaches and remains
at its value before the heat treatment.
The effect of heat treatment is a somewhat critical function of temperature. Furthermore, increasing the time of heat treatment apparently
produces a result similar to that obtained by raising the temperature.
Some data bearing on these effects are given in Sec. (10.4).
Further
evidence of the formation of a thin surface layer of special properties is
found by heat-treating, grinding or etching off the surface, and heattreating again at a different temperature.
The properties of the wafer
then correspond to the final, and not to the initial, temperature.
It has been mentioned that the heat treatment improves highfrequency performance (rectification and conversion efficiency) for the
same contact area. Now contact areas of rectifiers using natural silicon
(no heat treatment) must be made very small for good microwave perf ormance.
Such rectifiers tend to be mechanically and electrically
unstable and are especially susceptible to burnout by leakage power
through the TR switch, as well as by accidental exposures to electrical
power. The great benefit of the heat-treatment process has accrued
from the large contact areas it has made possible and the consequent
mechanical and electrical stability with no impairment, in fact, with
considerable improvement, in conversion efficiency.
It is probably safe

1
I

1see W. G. Pfann, “Oxidation of Siliconfor Point-contactRectifiers,))BTL RePOrt
MM-4> 1201OO,Sept. 22, 1943,for a good account of the experimentaleffectsof heat
treatment.
2This processactually removesa layer of silicon from the surfaceand is not to be
confused with the previously mentioned removal ~f the oxide layer by dilute HF
(nonelectrolytic).

.
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of a Depletion Layer.—It
was suggested by Bethe] that a depletion layer
might be formed by passing a large current through a crystal rectifier in
the forward direction, the supposition being that the large current
would raise the temperature of the contact high enough to cause diffusion
of impurities in the barrier layer. At the same time, the direction of the
applied voltage is such that it will accelerate positively charged donators
(n-type semiconductor) or negatively charged acceptors (p-type semiconductor) into the interior of the semiconductor and will therefore
deplete the surface layer of charged impurities.
This suggestion was
made to explain the observation of Lawson and coworkers that large
forward currents have the effect3 of increasing the reverse resistance at
1 volt.
The suggestion that heat treatment of a silicon wafer produces a
depletion layer by a process of diffusion and evaporation of impurities
was made by Serin and Stephens,4 who gave a mathematical treatment
of the diffusion and evaporation process which is reproduced here in part.
Consider a semi-infinite homogeneous block of semiconductor with a
plane face at z = O and extending in the positive z-direction.
Suppose
that at time t = O the block has a uniform concentration NO of impurity
atoms. The concentration N(z,t) at a distance z from the surface at
some later time tis given by the solution of the diffusion equation,
(47)
that satisfies appropriate boundary conditions.
Here D is the diffusion
coefficient, assumed independent of the concentration.
The rate of loss of impurity atoms per unit area from the surface is
assumed to be proportional to the surface concentration.
This rate of
loss must equal the rate of arrival at the surface by diffusion, if there is
to be no piling up of impurity atoms on the surface.
Thus, one boundary
condition is
— #+hN=O

?

atx=o,

(48)

1 H. A. Bethe, ‘( Theory of High-frequency Rectification by Silicon Crystals,”
RL Report No. 4%11, Oct. 29, 1942.
z A. W. Lawson et al., “D-c Burn-out Temperature in Silicon Rectifiers, ” h’ DRC
14-113, Univ. of Penn., h’ov. 1, 1942,
t These experiments were performed on silicon that had not been heat-treated.
4B. Serin and W. E. Stephens, “ Production and Effects of a Depletion Layer in
Doped Siiicon,” NDRC 14282, Univ. of Penn., May 29, 1944. See also, B. Serin,
Phys. Rev., 69, 357 (1946).
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where

h=:!

(49)

and K is the ratio of the rate of loss per unit area by evaporation
surface concentration.
The other boundary conditions are
N(z,o) = No
N(uJ,t) =N,.

forx

>0,

to the

(50)
I

The problem is formally equivalent to an analogous solved problemL in
heat flow, namely that of a semi-infinite body initially at a uniform
temperature losing heat by radiation into a region at zero temperature.
Thus the solution may be written down at once as

:=erf(a+eh+h’”t[’
-erf(i$%+h=w
’51)
where

Of especial interest is the solution after sufficient time has passed
with the result N(O,t)/NiI = CM<< 1.
Under this condition,
(53)

and the solution ~q.

(51)] reduces approximately

to

Figure 4.8 shows a plot of N/No as a function of x in units of d G I/haO.
In plotting this curve it has been assumed that a, = 0.1.
The diffusion coefficient may be expressed in terms of atomic parameters by
D = abze

~T,

r

(

(55)

where a is the “jumping”
frequency of a substituted impurity atom in
the bulk crystal lattice, 6 is the distance between adjacent bulk atoms,
c D k the diffusion activation energy, k is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is
the absolute temperature.
1See H. S. Carelaw,ItircducLionto the Mathematical
Heal in Sold,

The~

2d cd., Macmillan, London, 1921, &c. 25.
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It is possible to derive an analogous expression for the evaporation
coefficient K. By definition
dn
z
(56)
K = – N(o,t)’
where dn/dt is the rate of evaporation of impurities and N (O,t) is the
The rate of evaporation is
volume density of surface impurity atoms.
equal to the probability per unit time that an atom will have evaporated,
multiplied by the number of impurity atoms per unit area on the surface.
ae ‘~T,

Assuming for the probability
quency,
,

and assuming

for the surface

per unit area in the first atomic

layer,

dn
——.
dt

~},here a is the same jumping
density

of impurities,

fre-

the number

we obtain

N(O,t)abe

(57)

V.

From Eqs. (57) and (56), it follows that
K

,r

= a~e ~T;

(58)

hence, by Eqs. (58) and (55),
h=~=~e–~
Da”

~

(59)

The thickness d of the depletion layer is thus given by
d = ~

~o

r

e’=ki’”.

This expression is very sensitive
to the reiative magnitudes of c. and
cD.
Since for silicon 6 = 2.3 X 10-8
cm, for aO = 0.1,
t=—.ll
d = 2.3 X 10_7e ‘T

*

(60)

~l,o
~
~
5 ~5
,=
~
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-

/
Theoretical-

Z’ Linear
, /— ~pproXimation

,z’
/

/’

/

cm. (61)
~ ~ “
E
0.5
1.0
1.5
O
Hence, for cx slightly larger than CD ~
Relative distance from surface ~d
we can obtain
values of d in the
FIG. 4.&-Impurity concentration as a
range from 10–8 to 10–6 cm. In
functionof distancefromsurface.
general it can be said that, to account for a depletion layer of reasonable thickness, we must have c~ = eD.
Directly measured values of cii and m are not yet available to check this
conclusion.
Serin and Stephens go on to calculate the barrier shape for various
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assumed values of the depletion-layer width d and the natural barrier
They did not take into account the tunnel effect and the
width D.
distribution of contact potentials ~vhich, \vesa\v inthe preceding section,
Thus their comparisons
have marked effects on the d-c characteristic.
of theoretical with observed effects of heat-treatment on reverse resistance
are qualitative at best and will not be given here.
It is obvious, however, what the general trend must be. A depletion
layer thickens the barrier and thus reduces the back leakage brought
about by tunnel effect and image
1.0
force,
in accordance with observa.
G 0,9
b
tion. Oneimportant source of con.
~ 08
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latter is probably the more imporFIG,4.9,—Barriercapacitanceasa functant of the effects, since rectifiers
tion of width of depletion layer d. The
quantities (’n and Do are capacitance and
using heat-treated silicon certainly
width of natural barrier.
have, in general, no greater positive
slopes of their d-c characteristics than untreated rectifiers with natural
barriers.
The depletion layer must certainly decrease the contact capacitance.
Serin and Stephens have calculated this effect and arrive at the result,
(62)
which is observed to have the same form as obtained for a natural barrier.
The value of D, however, is now given in terms of the thickness d of the
depletion layer and the thickness Do that a natural barrier layer would
have in the absence of the depletion layer.
Specifically,
D,=+
D3 = ~dD;

ford

< 4%Do;

(63)

Do.

(64)

for d > m

In Fig. 4.9 the ratio of the contact capacitance C to its value C, for
of d/Do.
We can now estimate the effect of the depletion layer on the quantity
d7r which, as we noted above, essentially determines the rectification
Let us take the
efficiency and conversion loss at microwave frequencies.
From Eq. (10), DO cc NO–J’J, where No is the concenDo.
case d > ~
tration of impurities in the bulk semiconductor.
d = O is plotted as a function

$
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The spreading resistance r is by 13q. (34) inversely proportional to
O, the conductivity y, and consequently is by Eq. (19) inversely proportional to n, the bulk electron density, which in turn depends on No,
the impurity concentration.
If the ionization of impurities is nearly
complete in the bulk semiconductor, as in germanium (Sec. 3.5), n = No.
For the other extreme of weak ionization n c NW, see Eq. (5). The
Thus
case of silicon normally falls somewhere between these extremes.
we have the following dependence of D and uCr on No:
1. With no depletion layer (natural barrier), D = DO m NO–~~,
&’r cc NO–~~ (complete ionization), wCr does not depend on
NO (weak ionization).
}
2. With a depletion layer of thickness D > 4$ Do, D E NO–~i,
UC’T a NO–~~ (complete
ionization),
tiCr a NO–)6 (\veak
ionization).
)

(66)

Thus the effect of the depletion layer, as expected, is to increase the
dependence of uCr on NO and to decrease the dependence of the barrier
The depletion layer thus makes it possible to improve
thickness Don N,.
rectification by a decrease in aCr consequent to an increase in NO without
a serious reduction in barrier thickness.
4.6. Rectification at High Frequencies.
General Considerations.—we
have seen (Sec. 2.4) that a crystal rectifier can be represented approximately by” the equivalent circuit of
Fig. 4.10. The barrier resistance R,
which depends on the voltage across
it, is shunted by the barrier capacitance C, and this combination is in
series with the ohmic spreading resistFIG, 4.10.—Equivalent circuit of a
crystal rectifier; R is the nonlinear
ance r of the bulk semiconductor.
At
barrier, C’ tbe barrier capacitance, and
low frequencies, wCR <<1 even where
r tbe ohmic spreading resistance.
R is the maximum barrier resistance;
the capacitance can then be completely ignored and the rectification is
determined entirely by the d-c characteristic.
At microwave frequencies, however, the capacitive susceptance UC
of the barrier is actually large compared with 1/R in the back direction
and considerable modification of the rectifying properties should be
expected.
Measured barrier capacitances range from 0.02 to 1.0 ppf,
the smaller values being found in crystals prepared for use in the l-cm
band and the larger values in high-burnout, 10-cm band rectifiers. A
capacitance of 1 ppf has a reactance of only 50 ohms at a wavelength of
10 cm; whereas back resistances normally encountered are 5000 ohms
or more. Thus the back resistance is effectively shunted by the barrier
capacitance at microwave frequencies and may therefore be ignored.

-lCd

~

(65)
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The rectification efficiency and therefore also the conversion loss
At reasonably
should depend on the ratio of back-to-forward impedance.
high forward voltages the barrier resistance R is small compared with
the barrier reactance l/uC and with the spreading resistance r. The
forward resistance is then just r. For any back voltage and for reasonably small forward voltages, R is very large; therefore the impedance of
the contact proper is just –j/wC and the total back impedance is
Z=r

The “ back-to-front”

–-.$.

(67)

ratio is
z
=1–J.
7

.
UC?-

(68)

Dimensional considerations alone make it clear that rectification
efficiency and conversion loss, both dimensionless quantities, can depend
Clearly, the
on the crystal parameters only through the factor &r.
barrier resistance is always negligible; it is either shunted by the barrier
Only
capacitance or is small compared with the spreading resistance.
over a small range of forward voltage does it contribute to the impedance.
The conversion loss L is thus a function of d7r, obviously an increasing function, and low conversion loss requires a small value of d%,
certainly less than unity.
We can express uCr in terms of the properties
of the semiconductor by use of Eqs. (34) and (17). We obtain
(69)
where the radius of the contact a, the barrier thickness D, and the wavelength X are in centimeters; and the conductivity u is in mho-cm-’.
If
for example, i = 3 cm, D = 2 X 10-g cm, c = 13c0, and u = 50 mho/cm,
then uCr will be less than unity, provided
(70)

Contacts actually used fulfill this condition by a wide margin.
A
representative value of a for 3-cm-band crystal contacts is 3 X 10–4 cm.
With the above values of c/cOand D, such a contact will have a capacitance
of 0.1 ppf and the spreading resistance will be 17 ohms.
To improve rectification we need to make the quantity ea/.Di as
small as possible.
An obvious solution is to decrease a. the contact
radius. Unfortunately very small values of a lead to mechanical and
electrical instability.
Bethel has suggested a way out of this dilemma
‘ H. A. Bethe, “Theory of High Frequency Rectification
RL Report No. 43-11, Oct. 29, 1942.

by Silicon Crystals,”
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by using an elongated, or knife-edge, contact.
It can be shown that the
parameter a in Eq. (69) is then replaced (approximately) by the short
dimension of the contact.
Thus a contact of fairly large area, and hence
good stability, can be obtained with no sacrifice in conversion loss. This
point is discussed more fully in Chap. 8. It was at one time believed
that the excellent performance of the British “ red dot” crystals was
essentially achieved by making these crystals with an elongated contact.
It may be shown theoretically
This view is no longer held, however.
that very large ratios of long-to-short dimensions of the contact must
obtain before the beneficial effects become important and the actual
dimensions of the “red dot” contacts do not appear to meet this extreme
condition.
Furthermore, experiments by Fox and Pearsall and by
Stephens’ have shown no significant difference between knife-edge contacts of the ‘(red dot” type and circular contacts, either with respect to
conversion loss or stability.
Attempts have been made to increase the
ratio of long-to-short contact dimensions to a value that would be
expected to improve performance, but the techniques for making such a
contact are extremely difficult and no success has as yet been attained.
A second escape from the dilemma is to increase the parameter D the
thickness of the barrier layer. As we have seen in the preceding section,
there is good reason to believe that this is actually accomplished by heattreatment of the silicon wafers, follo~ving the ‘[ red dot” techniques or a
modification of them. The real value of this formation of a depletion
layer is a consequence of the fact that it makes possible an increase in
the value of a by an increase in the impurity content of the semiconductor
This point will not be further
without a simultaneous decrease in D.
treated here, since it was discussed in detail in the preceding section.
An increase in u without an effect on the other parameters might be
attained by an increase in carrier mobility Eq. (3”21). Thus germanium
is known (Sec. 3.7) to have about three times the mobility of silicon.
Other things equal, germanium should therefore be puperior to silicon.
It is found, however, that germanium does not yield to heat-treatment
in the same manner as silicon, and germanium rectifiers tend to be somewhat “ noisier” than silicon rectifiers.
Welding of a small metal-semiconductor contact improves mechanical
stability enormously and maj+ also improve electrical stability (resistance
to burnout).
No one has yet succeeded in welding metal wires to silicon.
Welded metal-germanium
contacts are discussed in Chap. 13. They
have such special and peculiar properties that they cannot be adequately
1SeeM. Fox, “Comparison of Cone and Wedge Tips on Radiation Laboratory
Silicon ;“ and W. E. Stephens, ‘‘ Comparison of Cone and Wedge Tips on Radiation
Laboratory Silicon” (Crystal Rectifier Conference, Vacuum Tube Development
Committee), Nov. 19, 1943.
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treated by the simple considerations above.
It is remarked here only
that they have not as yet been brought to the point where they can replace
silicon rectifiers to advantage.
Theonly other parameter isc/cO, the dielectric constant.
As pointed
out in Sec. 4.2, a high dielectric constant is necessary for the formation
of a natural barrier. The use of an artificial barrier layer lessens the
Perhaps something might be
importance of a high dielectric constant.
gained by using a semiconductor that has a lower dielectric constant and
an artificial barrier layer.
Relaxation Effects. -Lawson
and othersl have noted that the rectification efficiency of crystal rectifiers does not decrease with frequency as
rapidly as might be expected from the observed values of barrier capacitance and d-c characteristic.
It is obviously important to understand
the nature of this effect. Once its cause is made clear, some means may
be found to enhance it and thereby increase the utility of crystal rectifiers
at high frequencies.
Lawson ascribes the effect to relaxation processes
in the barrier layer. It is reasonable, but not certain, that Lawson’s
explanation is correct.
This section is devoted to an exposition, in
modified form, of his theory. 2
We have seen that the capacitance of the barrier is caused by the
flow of electrons into and out of the barrier layer. The charging current
is in quadrature with the applied voltage and the barrier layer thus acts
as a condenser.
In the analysis of the capacitance given here, it has so
far been assumed that the electrons remain permanently “free,” and can
therefore respond without time lag to a sudden change in voltage.
The
possibility should now be considered that some of the electrons may
become trapped by combination with charged impurity atoms.
The
electrons in the barrier will either be free or bound to impurity atoms.
Let us first consider the case for which the frequency j is small compared
with the probability B per unit time for ionization of an impurity atom.
The free electrons will emerge from the barrier as soon as their potential
energy exceeds the potential energy of an electron in the bulk semiconductor.
The bound electrons will emerge somewhat later, but, if B >> j
as assumed, their time lag will be small compared with the half period of
the wave and they contribute equally to the quadrature component of
the current.
If, however, ~ = 1?, the time lag of the bound electrons will be an
The current produced by the emergence
appreciable part of a half cycle.
of the bound electrons will then consist of two components, one in phase
1See A. W, Lawson, et al., ‘( High-frequency Rectification Efficiency of Crystals, ”

.

,

NDRC 14-153, Univ. of Penn,, July 1, 1943; and l’;. It. Beringer, “Crystal Detectors
and the Crystal Video Receiver, ” RL Report No. 638, Nov. 16, 1944.
z A. W. Lawson, et al., “ Ionization of Donator Levels in Crystal Rectifiers by
Thermal Agitation,” NDRC 14-173, Univ. of Penn., J,]ly 7, 1943.
.,
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Since the total charging current
and one in quadrature with the voltage.
(quadrature component) is now reduced, it is clear ‘that the effective
barrier capacitance is less than at low frequencies (f<< 1?). Furthermore, there will now be a conductance G shunting the barrier, because
of the in-phase component of the current.
At still higher frequencies, j >> B, an electron that had become bound
during the discharging part of a cycle may wait for several cycles before
again contributing to the current. The charging current (and therefore
the barrier capacitance) is thus still further reduced.
The in-phnse
current, and thus the conductance G, should increase with frequency in
this region, approaching a constant value in the limit, since the rate of
ionization of donators would be nearly constant during a half cycle at
very high frequencies (j>> B).
The magnitude of these effects clearly depends on the ratio of freeIf this ratio is large, the relaxation
to-bound electrons at equilibrium.
If the ratio is small, the imporeffects will be relatively unimportant.
tance of the effects at microwave frequencies depends on the magnitude
of B. We have seen in Chap. 3 that ionization of impurities is 20 to
40 per cent complete in the case of silicon and nearly 100 per cent complete for germanium at thermal equilibrium (room temperature) in the
bulk semiconductor.
Thus if the surface levels are of the same character
in the bulk impurity levels, we should expect no relaxation effects in
germanium rectifiers but possible relaxation (depending on the value of
B) in silicon rectifiers.
It is possible, however, that surface levels exist
which are of an entirely different nature from the bulk impurity levels.
Any interruption in the periodic structure of the lattice, such as that
occurring at the surface, is capable of producing electron levels in the
normally forbidden region of the band structural (Sec. 3.1).
These
surface levels might lie at much greater depths below the conduction
band than the impurity levels. 2 If this is the case, we should expect
strong relaxation effects in both silicon and germanium.
The magnitude of the relaxation time l/B is of great importance in
the theory of the relaxation effects. The value of B may be estimated’
as follows: The equilibrium of the reaction,
Free electron + bound hole & bound electron,
1 F. Seitz, The Modern Theory of Solids, McGraw-Hill,

New York, 1940, pp. 320 ff.

I Some evidence that this is the case for silicon is obtained from studies of photo-

b

conductivity hy Miller (P. H. Miller and hi. H. Greenblatt, “ Photoeff ects in Pure
Silicon,” NDRC 14-412, Univ. of Penn., Mar. 20, 1945), who found that the thrcsho,d
for photoconductivity in silicon is shout 0.5 cv; whereas the band separation in
silicon is known to be 1.1 volts (Sec. 35).
His results might be explained by the
hypothesis of surface levels lying 0.5 volt below the conduction band.
3N. F. Mott and R. W. Gurney, Electronic Process in Ionic Crystals, Oxford,
..
New York 1940, p. 108.
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is governed by the mass action law,
~2

2wnlcT

IV-n=2

‘e-~
s

h’

()

(71)

where
n = number density of free electrons,
N = number density of impurity levels,
AE = depth of an impurity level below the conduction band.
The right-hand member of Eq. (71) is the equilibrium constant of the
reaction [see Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2)].
This result determines the number of free electrons at equilibrium.
For a nonequilibrium
(and electrically neutral) state, application of
detailed balancing gives
dn
z

= B(N

–

n) –

An’,

(72)

where B is the probability per unit time for an electron transition from
the bound to the free state and An2 is the number of transitions per unit
Now A may be formally written as
time in the opposite direction.
(73)

A = uU,

where u is the capture cross section of an empty donator level and u
is the mean thermal velocity of an electron in the free state. From
Eq. (72) equilibrium occurs when
~2

B

(74)

N–n=~”

Comparing this with Eq. (71) and inserting Eq. (73), we get
(75)
where we have introduced for u the expression,
u =

H

3kT
m

‘5

(76)

“

The quantity B may be estimated from Eq. (75) by taking u = 10_16cmz,
whence
B = 1.5 X 101le ‘;

see–l.

(’77)

There is some experimental evidence that BO, the coefficient of CAElkT
in this expression, may be as low as 1010see–l. Thk latter value is based
on the rate at which electrons must be freed thermally from trapping
i
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centers in rock salt in order to explain the observed temperature dependence of photoconductivity.’
A better estimate of B may be had by treating the problem with the
aid of quantum mechanics.
In this way Seitz2 has obtained 1010 see-l
as an upper limit for BO, and Lawsons concludes that BOis about 2 X 10g
If
see–1, if AE < k8D, where 6D k the Deb ye temperature of silicon.
AE > k@D, he finds that BO may be as small as 106 see–l.
Since these
estimates are of the order of, or smaller than, microwave frequencies, it
is clear that a considerable relaxation effect must be anticipated.
In Lawson’s treatment of relaxation theory the assumption is made
that the time for the inverse process, that is, electron capture by an
The
ionized donator, is short compared with the microwave period.
truth of this assumption may be investigated by calculating the time
for the attainment of equilibrium, starting from an electrically neutral
The relaxation time
semiconductor with completely ionized donators.
for this process is found by integrating Eq. (72).
It is
‘ = (2N :

no)ll’

(78)

where no is the equilibrium value of n. If B = 10’0 see-’ and n,/N = 0.2
(a typical value for silicon), w’e obtain 7 = 1.1 X 10-” sec which, although
less than microwave periods in use, cannot be regarded as negligibly
small. 4 Lawson’s results must therefore be interpreted with caution,
although there is no doubt that his theory is qualitatively correct.
These considerations will now be applied to the following problem.
We assume a barrier layer containing N impurity levels per unit volume
located at an energy depth AE below the conduction band.
In the bulk
The barrier
semiconductor, there are nOfree electrons per unit volume.
layer is assumed to have, before an alternating voltage is applied, a
uniform space-charge density eN. It is assumed that there is an abrupt
transition from the charged barrier layer to the neutral bulk semiconductor. An alternating sinusoidal voltage’ VO cos ut is applied to the
barrier; this causes the potential of the bulk semiconductor to vary
sinusoidally with the time. When the potential rises, electrons flow
1N. F. Mott and R. W. Gurney, op. ck, p. 136.
9F. Seitz, “ Transition Probability for Excitation from Bound Levels” (Crystal
Rectifier Conference), Columbia Univ. Sept. 11, 1943.
j A. W. Lawson et al., NIYRC Report 14-173, Univ. of Penn., July 7, 1943.
~In the case of surface levels n~/N might be much smaller than 0.2 and hence r

muchshorterthan 10–11sec.
s In this section uoltuge(and the synonymousterm poten~ial)is definedfor convenienceas the potential energy of an electron divided by the absolute value of the
electronic charge, It thus has the opposite sign of the conventional voltage.
fact must be borne in mind in interpreting the results.

This
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In accordance with
into the barrier and neutralize a part of its volume.
the above discussion, the equilibrium free-electron density is assumed to
be established immediately.
When the voltage wave recedes, electrons
pour out of barrier. It is assumed, and easily justified, that the free
electrons will slide down the potential hill in a time short compared with
The bound electrons will leak out of the barrier
the period of the wave.
at the rate B(N – n). Once having escaped from the impurity ions,
these electrons will also be assumed to depart instantaneously.
A small
decrease AV in potential exposes a fraction (dj/dV) AV of the volume j
of the barrier to the electron-stripping process and charges thk part
of the barrier by the amount enO(dj/dV) A V at once and by the amount
I

I

I

I

%
I
3

I
I
1,

b

0

It’

t ,,

T~

T.t “

Time —

I
I
I
I

FIG.4.11.—Barrier voltage vs. time.

The times t’ and t“ are fiducial times for downswing
and upswing respectively, and r is time in general.

eN(df/d V) A V eventually, if sufficient time elapses before the potential
rises again for the donators to become ionized completely.
Figure 411 shows the form of the voltage wave VO cos &
At t = O,
the potential begins to recede. The current at time O < t’ < ~T (where
T is the period of the voltage wave) is in two parts.
1. That

due

t’ + fit’.

to the free
This

current

electrons
is given

il =

that

depart

in the

interval

t’ to

by
dj dV

‘en”

Tv 77’

enovo

m

df

—
—

u ‘in ‘t’”

(79)

The sign has been chosen so that a positive current increases the
positive charge on the barrier.
These electrons
2. That due to the evaporating bound electrons.
come continuously from the part of the barrier exposed during the
interval O to t’. If , is some generic time in this interval, the

—
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contribution from a small interval d7 at 7 is
(80)
Integrating this from O to t’, we obtain
df

iz=e(N–nJm

Vo~

B.

(se-’”

+

B sin d

– o cos d’).

(81)

Let us now consider the currents flowing in the time interval
~T < t“ < T.

This current is also composed of two parts.
1. The current flowing into the volume (df/dV) dV flooded by the
advancing wave during the small intervaI W’ at t“. The amount
of charge in this part of the barrier is that remaining after removal
of the free electrons at t = T — t“ and the subsequent evaporation
from the donators during the interval 2t” – T. The current is
this charge divided by dt”, and is
i3 = –e {nO + (N – nO)[l – e–-’t)])’–’)]) #
—
— e(nO +

(N — no)[l

d

— e–~(zt’’–~)]] 4

dV

~
VOU

sin cd”.

(82)

2. The current still emerging from the part of the barrier not yet
submerged by the advancing voltage wave. This part of the
T – t“.
The conbarrier was exposed during the time O <7<
tribution to the current is found by integrating Eq. (80) from
~ = 0 to ~ = T — t“. We obtain
i4 = e(N

–

df
no) ~

B(J
VO ~

[ue–B’”

_

Be–B(Zt,,–~) s.n ~t~~

_@~-B(21,,–~) cos ~t”].

Collecting terms, we find, after some simplifications,

— e(N

df
— no) ~

‘O@2

(83)

for O < t < *T,

w’
+ B2 sin d;

(84)

and for ~T < t < T,
df
df
i = eN ~
VOU sin d + e(N — no) TV VO &z
— e(N

u’ +
df
— no) d-v VO ~+~

(e-”
2B%

– e-Bt2’-~l ~os ~[)

(e-B(2’-~J sin ut).

(85)

The current is easily seen to be continuous at t = O and t = +2’.
The current of each cycle is a reproduction of the current of the preceding
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+~=

~I%ej*w*,

(86)

+ juC)V,,

(86a)

z

—.

we find
1, = –(G
where
dfN–n,
‘=”eN~
df
c=eNwl–

The functions F,(z)

F1
N

(.)
~
B

‘+F2

;

.

()1

[

and F,(z)

are given

by

Remembering the sign conventions adopted (1 has the conventional
and VO, the unconventional sign) it is clear from Eq. (86a) that the
barrier acts at the (angular) frequency u as a capacitance C and a conductance G in shunt (with each other and with the nonlinear resistance
Both C and G are functions of the frequency.
Since
of the barrier).
F,(O) = O, at u = O
df
c=cO=eNd~”

This COis the barrier capacitance as calculated in Sec. 4“2, assuming no
relaxation.
As the frequency increases, Fz(u/B) increases monotonically
(see Fig. 412), becoming unity at u = m. Thus C decreases with
frequency,

approaching

the value ~ CO at u = ~.

For weak equi-

librium ionization of impurities, the capacitance may become very small
at high frequencies.
Since F,(O) = O, we have G = Oat u = O. As the frequency increases,
G increases monotonically, approaching the value
G(m)

:

.

3 N – no ~co.
~—N—

The curves l’,(x), F,(z), and G(z)/G( cc) are shown in Fig. 4.12.
The conversion loss of a crystal rectifier may be calculated as a

[
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function of frequency by using Eqs. (86a), (87), (88), and the methods
developed in Chap. -5. - This-cal&lation
“}vill” not be carried through
explicitly here. The general qualitative result is that the conversion
loss increases less rapidly with frequency for f > B and more rapidly for
For
j < B than it does for the case of B = LX, that is, no relaxation.
values of B of the order of 10* or 109 see, the conversion loss at microwave
frequencies is considerably less (1 to 10 db) than should be expected for
the case of no relaxation.
These results must be accepted with some reservation.
We have
seen that Lawson’s assumption of instantaneous attainment of equilibrium from a state of excess ionization (more precisely, attainment of
equilibrium in a time short compared with the period of the wave) is
1.0
0.9 0.s 0.7 0.6
0.5 0,4 0.3 0.2 0.1 r

G (z)
F, M

1
-0.1
10
100
z . YB
FIG. 4.12.—Frequency variation of shunt capacitance C and shunt conductance G.
N–N,
c(z) = C’o[l – al’,(z)], G(z) = a@COF,(z), G( M) = ~ aBC’0,a = ~.

not really valid.
An improved theory, discarding this assumption,
should not, however, alter the general qualitative picture.
A second
defect of the Lawson theory is the assumption of an abrupt transition
from the bulk semiconductor with its equilibrium distribution of free
electrons to the barrier region where no free electrons are present.
Actually, the transition must take place smoothly over a region of thickness = D(k Z’/e@o) ~fi,where D is the barrier thickness, and @O,the barrier
height. The potential energy will change by about k T in this region.
The assumption of an abrupt transition should be valid, therefore, if the
In the
amplitude VO of the voltage wave is large compared with k T/e.
case of low-level rectification (video detection), however, VO << kT/e and
the theory must be considerably modified.
At all events, it is clear that barrier relaxation plays an important
role in high-frequency rectification and conversion.
It undoubtedly
deserves more attention than has been paid to it so far. The crucial
parameter is the depth of the impurity levels AE1, since the value of
the relaxation constant B depends strongly on the value of AEI by
Eq. (77).
The value of AE, could perhaps be controlled to some extent
by the type of impurity used, or possibly by surface treatment, if the
surface levels play a role in relaxation processes.
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CONVERSION

5.1. Discussion of the General Problem.—In this chapter there will
be considered in some detail the theory of mixing in a nordinear element.
Mixing may be broadly defined as the conversion of a signal from one
frequency to another by combining it with a local-oscillator voltage in a
nonlinear device.
The nonlinear device is essential to the mixing process.
By the principle of superposition, the addition of two frequencies in a
linear device never results in additional (beat) frequencies and only the
two original frequencies will exist in the Fourier spectrum of the resulting
disturbance.
If, however, the device is nonRectifier
linear, it will generate the sum and difference
frequencies of the applied signals. These
If and
newly created frequencies will, in turn., beat ~rm~n~l~ A
C ~r~nal~
with each other and with the originally applied
signals to create still more frequencies, and n
so on ad infinitum.
The spectrum of the outFm. 5,1.—Transformation
from a two-terminal to a fOurput voltage from such a nonlinear device may,
te,tinal ~xer,
therefore, be exceedingly complex.
The most common and, at the same time, most important mixing
process in microwave receivers is the conversion of a signal at a microwave frequency to one at a relatively low frequency, say 30 Me/see.
This process takes place in a “mixer,” which consists of a two-terminr.l
nonlinear device, such as a crystal rectifier, having associated linear
circuits designed to provide separate terminals for high frequencies
(signal and local-oscillator waves) and for the low frequencies (i-f and
d-c).
Figure 5.1 shows one method by which the separation may be
accomplished.
The tuned circuit A offers a high impedance to the
local-oscillator and signal frequencies and a low impedance to intermediate frequencies and d-c; the capacitance C has the opposite effect. The
reader is referred to Vol. 24 of the Radiation Laboratory Series for
details of mixer structure.
For the present we need know only that
there are provided separate terminal pairs at high and low frequency.
To the high-frequency terminals is applied the local-osciUator microwave of frequency u at a level of about 1 mw. The mixer is nordinear
1In thischapter“ frequenCY” will be usedloosely to denotethe angularfrequency
2.f, where~ ie the ueunlfrequency denoting the number of oscillationspsr unit time.
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.) of the localat this level and generates harmonics no (n = 2, 3,
a
In addition the microwave signal of frequency
oscillator frequency.
is also xpplied to the high-frequency terminal but at such a relatively
low level (usually less than 1 Pw) that there is negligible generation of
To be specific, it will be assumed henceforth that a > u.
its harmonics.
No 1MS of generality results from this assumption.
The function of the
mixe is to convert the si~nal frequency a to the intermediate frequency
@ -.. a – o as a result of beating a with u. h’fany other beat frequencies
are generated, however.
The “sum frequency” a + o is generated with
almost

equal

efficiency.

a and no to create
converted

to

complicated.

frequencies
frequencies.

further

beat

products;

Beats

between

two

~, can be ignored,
is very large.

The

additional

however,

Thus

since

the spectrum

(.=(0+/3
At lowlevel . . . . . . . .

I

D

~=u_P

nti+p

At high level . . . . . . .

u
{ nu

the

low-level

a – o and
These
resulting

u beat

such

loss for such

of the following

with

are partially

spectrum

frequencies,

the conversion
consists

a +

in turn

is

thus

as a and
a process

frequencies.

(signal)
(intermediate frequency)
(image)
(harmonic sidebands)
(local oscillator)
(harmonics of the local oscillator)

The image frequency u – P is of special importance in the theory of
mixers; it is denoted here by a special symbol -y.
From the following discussion, which treats the relative importance
of these frequencies, it is apparent that many of them can be excluded
from further consideration.
The image and the harmonic sidebands
since power consumed at these frequencies is
can be called “parasitic,”
taken from the available signal power and the result is to lower conversion efficiency of the signal to the intermediate frequency.
By
terminating the parasitic reactively we can insure their minimum power
dissipation.
There is another effect of the parasitic which should be
considered in mixer design, namely, the phase relationship they bear
to the signal, depending on their termination.
By proper choice of
reactive termination of the parasitic we can insure that the intermediatefrequency voltages produced by beating of the parasitic with u or nu
add in phase to the direct product of the beat between w + j3 and u.
These two considerations should be kept in mind in the following discussi m of the relative importance of the various parasitic.
Let P, be the power available from the signal source and let G be
the conversion gain from signal to intermediate frequency (G is the
reciprocal of the conversion loss L and is usually between 0.1 and 0.3).
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Then the power available at intermediate frequency is GP..
This power
must be compared with the power available at intermediate frequency
as a result of beating of parasitic
with the local-oscillator frequency
or its harmonics.
The first step is to estimate the efficiency of producAs a convenient rule of thumb, adequate
tion of the various parasitic.
for an order-of-magnitude calculation, it may be assumed that the conversion gain as a result of beating any frequency with the nth harmonic
nu of the local oscillator to form the sum or difference frequency is
about G“. Falkoff’ has shown that this is roughly true for the case
n=2.
First there must be considered the effect of the image sideband
-y = u – ~. This frequency is generated as a result of the direct beat
between signal u + j3 and the second harmonic 2a, and also as a result
of the beat between P and a. The first process gives G2P, as the power
available

at ~, according

to our rule, and

the second

method

also gives

since the power available at P is GP. and the second beating with u
adds another factor of about G. The power at 7 is then of the order of
G’P, and, by beating y with u to produce P, another factor of G is added,
with the result that the power available at Q by the indirect path through
~ is of order GSP..
Next, let us consider the upper harmonic sideband 2W + ~. This
sideband is produced by the direct beat between the signal co + 6 and w
The intermediate frequency P
Its available power is thus about GP,.
can be produced by beating 2U + P with 2W with a conversion gain of
about Gz. Thus the available power at intermediate frequency by the
indirect path through 2W + b is about GSP..
It might be concluded from these arguments that the parasitic
2CJ+ P and ~ – j3 are of comparable importance.
This is not true,
however. One must consider not only the power but also the phase at
intermediate frequency.
If the i-f voltage produced by one of the
indirect paths is in phase with that of the direct beat of u + f? with u, the
effect of the parasitic is greatly enhanced.
Now the phase at intermediate frequency is determined by the phase of the parasitic, which can be
controlled to a certain extent by adjusting the impedance terminating the
Thk, control is more effective at the
parasitic at the mixer terminals.
image frequency o – ~ than at the harmonic sideband 2U + @ because
of the shunting effect of the barrier capacitance of the crystal.
This
capacitance cannot be completely tuned out because of the series spreading resistance (see Fig. 5.12).
Let us consider a typical case. Assuming
the capacitive reactance of the barrier equal to 50 ohms at ti + B and
100 ohms at u – f?, and taking 30 ohms for the spreading resistance, we
find that the impedance that can be presented to the barrier is restricted

G’P.,

I D. L. Falkoff, RL Report No. 95S, Mar. 11, 1946.

1,
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to a range of 13.4 in absolute value in the case of u – d and to a range
of only 4.6 for 2c0 + p. A second reason for the greater importance of
u — @ is that the i-f impedance of the mixer depends strongly on the
termination to a – D but only weakly on that to 2U + O. The converse
is true for the r-f impedance, but the i-f impedance is, in general, the more
critical factor in receiver design.
So far only the parasitic a – P and 2W + ~ have been considered.
A similar analysis applied to the other second harmonic sideband 2U – @
and to higher harmonic sidebands shows that they are relatively ineffective.
The available i-f power as a result of the intervention of these
parasitic is of order G5P, or less.
It must be concluded that the image u – @ is the most important
parasitic and that special attention should be paid to its termination in
mixer design.
Care should be taken to insure a nondissipative termination at the harmonic sideband 2U + P, but it does not seem likely that
the particular choice of this termination is of much consequence.
The
remaining parasitic may be ignored, to a good approximation, except
that in the case of very low loss mixers it should be insured that their
terminations are reactive.
These considerations allow us to ignore all parasitic in the theory
except u — P, provided that it is consistently assumed that 20 + ~ is
reactively terminated.
The mixing process considered above is not the most general that
could have been imagined.
There might, for example, be the case of a
signal at o + P and beating oscillator at ti/n, i.e., a subharmonic of u.
The result would be lower conversion efficiency to @ for the same localoscillator

power

extremely

high

provide

(and

hence

frequencies,

an oscillator

the same
where

noise

output),

it is impractical

at a, this circumvention

but

in the case

or inconvenient

of
to

may be used to advantage.

again in Sec. 5.15,
but for the present the discussion is confined to an oscillator at ~.
Another possibility not hitherto mentioned is “harmonic reinforcemerit, ” which amounts to enhancing the effect of the second harmonic
of the local oscillator by correct adjustment of its termination or by
deliberately injecting second-harmonic power from some external source.
Only the first method has been resorted to in practice.
The result is to
increase the effectiveness of the parasitic 2U + P and u — ~. Harmonic
reinforcement will be considered briefly in Sec. 5.14.
5.2. The Admittance Matrix.-The
principal objectives in this chapter
are to derive expressions for conversion loss and for terminal impedance
of a mixer; to show how conversion loss is related to properties of the
mixer that are simple to measure; to examine the effect of the imagefrequency termination on conversion; and to show how conversion
The case of a subharmonic

oscillator

will be considered

!

I
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efficiency is related to the physical structure of the mixer and, in partitular, the physical properties of crystal rectifiers.
These tasks are enormously facilitated by the circumstances that
signal, image, andintermecliate frequencies are at such lowlevels that the
relations among their voltages and currents are linear. It is true that
conversion results from the nonlinearity of the mixer, but this nonlinearity affects only the local-oscillator wave and its interactions with the
low-level components;
interactions among the low-level components
themselves are linear to a high degree of accuracy.
The mixer, in fact,
can be regarded as a linear network with separate terminals at the signal
frequency, at the image frequency, and at the intermediate frequency.
Physically, the signal and image terminals are identical, but conceduallv
they may be rega~ded as disti~ct, since they can be separately lo~ded b;
the use of sharply resonant tuned circuits.
Using subscripts a, P, and y to refer, respectively, to signal, intermediate frequency, and image, we can denote by ia, ifl, and iy the complex current amplitudes and by em,eR,e, the complex volt age amplitudes
at the three frequencies.
We may write the linear relations between these
quantities as
‘i. = Yaae. + vu~eii+ ya~e~,
(1)
io = y~=e. + yflpep+ y~Ye?,
~* =
Ywea + y~~e~+ yy~e~, J
7
or,

in matrix form, as
ia
i#
pl
[1 7

e.
=Yefl,

(2)

IIe;

where

(Y7.

Y7B

Y77J

is the so-called “admittance
matrix” of the mixer. The asterisk (*)
denotes complex conjugate; it will later (Sec. 53) be shown that the
image current and voltage must appear as complex conjugates in these
relations.
The admittance matrix defines all the conversion properties of the
mixer. In the general form, Eq. (3), it consists of nine complex quantities (y=., etc.), eighteen quantities in all, but it will be shown presently
that the number of independent quantities is much smaller-in
the
simplest possible case there are only four independent quantities in the
admittance matrix.
An immediate reduction in the number of independent quantities is achieved on the basis of symmetry by introducing
the assumption that the mixer is a “low Q‘’ device.
By this is meant
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that there are no sharply resonant circuits in the mixerl that can discriminate between signal (u + P) and image (u — Q), which are close
together infrequency since a>> ~. This assumption isvalidin
the case
of most practical mixers and will be adopted throughout this chapter.
On the basis of symmetry between signal a and image ~ we may then
write
Y7R= y%
Y@? = Y&,

?/7. = Y:?
YYy = y:=.

(4)

Conjugate signs on the right are necessary because the image current
and volt age enter into Eq. (2) as complex conjugates.
If it is further assumed that there is no resonant circuit in the mixer
capable of discriminating between intermediate frequency and direct
current, it is implied also that y8~, the i-f self-admittance, is real. This
is expressed by writing
(5)

Yflfl= 9&%

in conformity with a general rule adopted here that g and b with appropriate subscripts stand, respectively, for the real and imaginary parts of an
admittance element.
The general form for a “low Q” mixer is then
‘f =

Y..
Y.fi Y.-I
yflm gpfl y;. .
[1Y%

Y%

(6)

Y:.

The number of independent quantities has thus been reduced to nine.
Conditions (4) and (5) for a “low Q” mixer are introduced here as a
The y are justified rigorously in
result of a plausibility argument.
Sec. 5“3.
A further reduction is possible from the fact that we have at our disposal the origin of time. This fact would be of no help if only a single
frequency were involved.
In the present case there are three frequencies
and the relative phases depend on the time t. Let us suppose that the
time origin is shifted, making
t=t’+

to,

(7)

It is clear that
where t’ is the new time variable and h is a constant.
relations between the complex voltage amplitudes corresponding to the
old and the new time zeros are
e~ = ee~”c~+~jfo,
ej = e~ei~fo,
e$ = e#(&~)~O, 1

(8)

1This does not imply of course that such circuits are not attached to the mixer
terminals.

L
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Similar
where a primed quantity is measured in the new time scale.
relations hold for the current amplitudes.
Substituting these relations
in Eqs. (2) and (6), we obtain for the admittance matrix Y’ in the new
time scale
Y!

=

I
Since

to is arbitrary,

y..
y~ae–’”’,

y=pf+%

y&e-2j~t0

y~cJ.10

leaving

yjap~o

!70B

it can be chosen

real, in any case reducing

Yayeziuto

(9)

y~a

to make

by one the number

1

.

either

yj~, y~a, or Y4Y

of independent

quantities,

eight in all.

A further

reduction

sible by attaching
transformer.
which,

Such

for example,

transmission
parameters

in the number

to the mixer’s
a transformer
might

to reduce

across

quantities

an ideal

is characterized

be the position

line and a susceptance
can be chosen

of independent

r-f terminals

by

two

parameters

of the r-f terminals
these

the number

is pos-

(dissipationless)

terminals.

along

These

of independent

a

two

quantities

to six.
This

is as far as we can

further reduction
tance matrix
about

is possible,

of a linear

its main

go on purely
however,

passive

diagonal.

circuit

If this

theoretical

on empirical

grounds.

grounds.

A still

The admit-

is well knomm to be symmetrical

situation

exists

in the present

case we

have
Y.8 = Y8.,

(lOa)

y.r

(lOb)

and
= Y:y,

Experimentally reciprocity is found
holds.
to hold for all silicon converters tested but not, in general, for germanium
converters.
Reciprocity cannot be completely divorced from choice of time zero.
Thus if LO# O in Eq. (9), reciprocity could hold, for example, in the form
If it is supposed that the time zero has
of Eq. (6) for Y but not for Y’.
been chosen to make ya, real, Eq. (lOa) alone expresses the condition of
Since Eq. (lOa)
reciprocity; the second equation ( 10b) is redundant.
is a relation between complex quantities, reciprocity imposes two conditions and reduces the number of independent quantities to four. The
two conditions may be written

and it is said that reciprocity

IYc4 = lYdal,

(11)

arg (ya~) = arg (ysa).

(12)

and

It is an experimental fact that when reciprocity fails, as it does for
many germanium crystals, the failure is in Eq. (11) and not in Eq. (12).
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Although there isnotheoretical
explanation forthis, Eq. (12) will intho
greater part of this chapter be assumed generally true on empirical
grounds.
Thisequation expresses whatiscalled weak reciprocity, whereas
Weak reciEqs. (11) and (12) together may be called jull reciprocity.
procity (alone) reduces the number of independent quantities in our

b
FIG.5.2.—Equivalent linear network of a crystal mixer for which reciprocity holds.
matrix

to five.

It is shown

in Sec. 5“5 that

these five quantities

can be

chosen so as to make the matrix real, that is,

~=[1

9.. 9d 9.7
9L%I 98% 98. ,
9.7

9.R

(13)

9..

and it is also shown that, if weak reciprocity does not hold, Y cannot be
written in real form, whether Eq. (11) holds or not. It is shown in
Sec. 5.7 that the assumption of weak reciprocity greatly simplifies the
analysis of the effect of image termination on conversion loss.
If full reciprocity holds, conversion loss can be determined by means
of impedance measurements (see Sec. 7“3). Also, if full reciprocity
holds, the mixer can be represented as a linear passive network.
This network is shown in Fig. 5.2. That it indeed represents Eqs. (2)
and (6) with reciprocity can be verified in the usual way by supposing
the network to be driven from one of the terminal pairs with opposite
pairs short-circuited, and then considering the driving-point admittance
and the currents flowing through the short-circuited terminals.
This
process must be repeated for each terminal pair.

MEASURABLE
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t

Rf terminals
FIG. 53.-A
mixer conceived as a “ blackbox” with r-f and d-c terminals.

5.3. The Admittance Matrix in Terms of Measurable Parameters.—
The mixer is conceived as a “black-box”
with r-f and d-c terminals as
shown in Fig. 5.3. Two approximations are made which hold well for
practical mixers. It is assumed that the mixer is “low Q” in the sense
indicated in Sec. 52 and that no harmonic voltages appear at the r-f
terminals. The latter assumption does not exclude the presence of
harmonics inside the mixer.
The essential idea of this “black-box”
theory is that under the above
conditions r-f (at local-oscillator level) and d-c voltages can be applied
to the appropriate mixer terminals and the effects of the small currents
and voltages at signal and image frequencies regarded as small variations
of the local-oscillator current and voltage; similarly the i-f current and
voltage can be regarded as small variations of the d-c current and voltage.
Let us, accordingly, suppose that the black box of Fig. 5.3 has voltages
and currents at its two terminal pairs given by the following scheme.

R-f terminals
Re (ele~w’)
Voltage
Re (i,e~”’)
Current

D-c terminals
e.
io

The following notation will be used.
Y ~ Uei
= r-f admittance of the mixer at local-oscillator
lell = absolute value of el.
ef = complex conjugate of e1.

level.

1R. H. Dicke and S. Roberts, “Theory of Radar Mixers,” RL Report No. 61-5,
July 15, 1942; and R. H. Dicke, “ A Reciprocity Theorem and Its Application to the
Meseurement of Gain of Microwave Crystal Mixers,” RL Report No. 61-18, Apr. 13,
1943. See also R. N. Smith, “The Theory of hlixers in Terms of Measurable Mixer
Constants,” NDRC 14-259, Purdue U., Mar. 24, 1944.
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The currents flowing at the terminals will be functions of the voltages
of the forml
(14a)
~0 = Meolled))
(14b)
il = ely(eO,lell).
Differentiating

Eq. (14) with respect to a, % and ef, we obt~n

If there is added to Eqs. (15) the complex conjugate of the second
of these equations they will have the form of a three-tsrminal-pair
If the time zero is chosen so that de, is real, Eqs. (15) have
network.
the form of a two-terminal-pair network.
It is usually more convenient,
however, to choose the time zero so that el is real.
There is now introduced the signal voltage e. and the image voltage e~
as differentials of the local-oscillator voltage el. The physical r-f voltage
will be
Re [(cl + de, )ei”’] = Re (ele’m’) + Re (dele~w’).

(16)

If we then put
del = e=e’fl’ + eye–’b’,

(17)

the r-f voltage is seen to be composed of three parts:
Re (e,eid’)
+Re (e.eic”+~)’)
+Re (e,e~f”–~)’)

(local oscillator)
(signal)
(image).
I

(18)

It has been assumed that these are the only voltages appearing at the
r-f terminals.
That is, harmonic voltages at these terminals, although
not necessarily inside the mixer, are neglected.
In a simil~r way the i-f voltage ed c~n be introduced as a differential
The voltage at these
of the d-c bias voltage eo at the d-c terminals.
terminals will then be
(19)

eo + deo,
where
deti = Re (e~e@’)

(i-f voltage).

(20)

In the same manner the currents at signal, image, and intermediate
frequencies are introduced as differentials of the local-oscillator current
il and the d-c current iO:
1It is clear that the direct currentio and the r-f admittancey are independentof
the time origin and therefore depend on the absolute value of e, but not on its phase.
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dil = i~e@’ + i7e–@’;

(21)

dio = Re (i@e’@’).

(22)

Using Eqs. (17), (20), (21), and (22) and separating the different time
factors, we obtain from Eq. (15)

These equations are observed to have the same form as Eq. (1). As
expected, the symmetry relations [Eqs. (4) and (5)] for a “ low Q” mixer
hold. Comparing coefficients of Eqs. (1) and (23) we find
?4.. = y +

~ Ie,l

*,J

(24a)

1
ay
ymD= ~ e, a~OJ

(24b)

1 e; ay
‘“7 = 2~81e,l’

(24c)

““

a~,l’

= &

aio.
9B0 = ~.

(24d)
(24,)

Let us choose the time zero so that el is real; Eqs. (24) then become

We note that the local-oscillator

admittance is now given by

y = y.. – y.,.

(26)

5s4. Transformation of the Matrix to New Variables.—All the parameters on the right-hand side of Eq. (16) are directly measurable except
for the r-f voltage e,. In principle el could be found by measuring the
r-f power P and the mixer conductance g. It is more convenient, however, to transform Eqs. ‘(25) to new independent variables P and V, where
P = +ge~

(27a)
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isthe r-f power delivered to the mixer and
V = e,.

(27b)

Although V is identical with e,, it is distinguished with a new symbol
to avoid explicit statement of what is held constant in partial differenThus ~/ile, implies that e, is held constant; d/dV implies that P
tiation.
is held constant.
The transformation from el to P is useful since P is
directly measurable, whereas el is not. In fact, the value of e, is somewhat arbitrary, since it depends on the definition of the line impedance. 1
If X is some dependent variable, then we have the general partial
differential relations
ax
—.—
deo
ax
ael

axav
av=+gg)

(28)

.—
:;g+a;g.

Substituting

(29)

Eqs. (27a) and (27b) in Eq. (28), we have
ax — ax
~+?-%G.
deO –
g de. ap

(30)

If X = gin Eq. (30),
(31)
where
(32)

Substituting Eq. (31) in Eq. (3o), we obtain
ax
ax
&Z=av —+
Substituting

Plagax
B;

(33)

WFP”

Eqs. (27a) and (27b) in Eq. (29) yields
ax
—.

ael
If X = gin Eq. (34),

(

fiP+;

g

)

8$.

(34)

(35)
1 It should be noted here that y and its derivatives are always measured in terms of
the characteristic admittance go of the r-f transmission line. Since, in the case of a
waveguide, there is no unique definition of g~,the actual value of y in ohms is somewhat
ambiguous.
This, however, occasions no real difficulty. The properties of the mixer
with which we shall be concerned are its terminal impedances and its conversion loss.
The latter is a pure number and so is independent of the units used; the former will
always be given in terms of g, at the r-f end, and will be independent of O, at the
i-f end.
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Substituting Eq. (35) in Eq. (34) yields, finally,

Equations (33) and (36) make it possible to transform Eqs. (25) at once
to the new independent variables P and V. The following abbreviations
will be used:

The transformed Eqs. (25) become (y@. is now real because of the choice
of time zero)
(38)

yb

= go.

WI

=

mm;

=

g.p +

D

jb.p,

(39)
(40)

where
(41)
and

where

b

9.==9+~9P=&

(44)

baa=b+~bp;

(45)

Ycq = gay + h,

(46)

and

where
9a7=~9P=g&–1’

(47)
()

In the preceding set of equations the quantity D is given by Eq. (32).
Equations (38) through (48) give all the elements of the mixer matrix
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In Sec. 5.7 these equations
in terms of directly measurable quantities.
are used to derive expressions for conversion loss and mixer admittances.
6.5. Reciproci@.—In
Sec. 5“2 reciprocity was defined and its importance in mixer theory pointed out. Reciprocity has been tested experimentally with the aid of the expressions derived in the preceding section.
Before describing these tests the general subject of reciprocity will be
discussed in more detail.
In Sec. 5.2 it was shown that the equations expressing reciprocityy
depend on the choice of time zero. Equations (10) express reciprocity
provided the time zero is chosen to make ya, real. A more general
expression, valid for any time zero, is obtained by applying the condition
of symmetry about the main diagonal of the mixer matrix to the general
We obtain
expression, Eq. (9), for the matrix.

Eliminating t, between Eqs. (49) and
where tois an arbitrary constant.
(5o), we obtain the two conditions
lYadl = IYA

(51)

arg ya~ = arg yfl. + arg y.~.

(52)

and
We observe that Eq. (51) is identical with Eq. (11).
Equation (52)
expresses the general condition of weak reciprocity and reduces to Eq. (12)
when arg yay = O. A statement of weak reciprocity alternative to
Eq. (52) is Im (y.Py&y&) = O.
Dicke 1 has shown that jull reciprocity holds if the following conditions
are satisfied:
1. The phase of the electric field is constant over the rectifying barrier,
that is, the metal-semiconductor junction of the crystal rectifier.
2. There exists a time zero with respect to which the electric field at
the barrier is an even function of time.
To these conditions must be added a third not explicitly
Dicke, although it is implied in his proof:

stated by

3. The electric charge on the barrier is a linear function of the barrier
voltage.
Condition 3 excludes the possibility of a variable barrier capacitance.
Conditions 1, 2, and 3 together are sufficient for reciprocity and 3 at
least is necessary.
It appears, however, (see Appendix A) that Condition 2 may be weakened by replacing the word “even” by “ even or odd.”
I R. H. Dicke, “ A Reciprocity Theorem and Its Application to the Measurement
of Gain of Microwave CryMal Mixers, ” RL Report No, 61-1$, Apr. 13, 1943.
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The “reciprocity theorem” of Dicke is given in Appendix A. It is
proved there that, under the above conditions, Eqs. (49) and (50) are
satisfied when h is the time zero of Condition 2.
Of the three conditions for reciprocity only the first can be expected
The second condition implies either
to hold to a good approximation.
absence of harmonic voltages at the barrier or the existence of certain phase
relationships between harmonics and the fundamental.
The third condition may be approximately true for silicon rectifiers but it is known that
the barrier capacitance of germanium rectifiers is decidedly variable with
barrier voltage.
However this may be, it is a fact that full reciprocity is closely fulfilled for silicon crystals and, although it fails for many germanium
crystals, weak reciprocity holds for all crystals tested, silicon and germanium.
Experimental tests of reciprocity have been made by Smith,’
who measured the elements of the admittance matrix by means of
Eqs. (38) to (48) which give the matrix elements in terms of measurable
parameters.
To find the form of the reciprocity relations in these
variables, we first consider Eqs. (24). The weak-reciprocity condition,
Eq. (52), applied to these equations gives, if 4 is the phase of el,

or
a~
ay
arg Xi = arg ml “

(53)

Now any general variation in y is given by
ay
ay
dy = ~, de, + ~1 dlell

(54)

or, in the new variables, by
dy=$dV+z

ay dP.

(55)

According to Eq. (53) ay/ae, and t)y/a Ie,l have the same phase. It
follows then from Eq. (54) that all variations in y without regard to
cause must have the same phase. Hence, from Eq. (55),
arg #v

.

= arg #

(56)

~

This is the form that the weak reciprocity condition takes in the new
variables.
If we put y = g + jb and use the abbreviations of Eq. (37),

/

1R. N. Smith, “The Theory of Mixers in Terms of Measurable Mixer Constants, ”
NDRC 14-259, Purdue U,, Mar. 24, 1944.
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Eq. (56) becomes

b. =fh’.

$

(57)

g,

Full reciprocity holds if, in addition
satisfied.
That is,

to Eq. (52), Eq. (51) is also

I?4P.I
2 = 9i9 + %.
Now Eq. (42) becomes, with useof

(58)

Eq. (57),
(59)

Using Eqs. (59), (39), and (41), we find that Eq. (58) becomes
4Gj = g; + b~,
or
2Gp=2~;

=-

lay.
gabl

(60)

Equations (57) and (60) are the general reciprocity conditions in the
new variables, although Eq. (57) alone expresses the weak-reciprocity
condition,
Smith has tested Eqs. (57) and (60) experimentally.
The
results of his test of Eq. (60) are given in Fig. 5.4, in which 18y/8V] is
plotted against 2g(8i0/8P) for a number of crystal rectifiers, both silicon
and germanium.
Ml but three of the points fall, within experimental
error, on a straight line whose slope is not quite 45°. According to
Smith, the small departure of the slope from 45° can probably be ascribed
to a systematic error in the measurement of r-f power.
It is interesting
to note that the only three points which do not fall along this line represent germanium crystals.
Apparently some germanium crystals obey
the reciprocity condition, Eq. (60), whereas others fail; on the other
hand, all silicon units tested obey Eq. (60).
Smith also tested the weak-reciprocity condition, Eq. (56), with the
same crystals shown in Fig. 5.4. The result was that all these crystals,
including the ones that fail Eq. (60), satisfy Eq. (56) within experimental
error. The weak reciprocity condition appears to have more universal
So far, however, attempts to weaken
validity than the general condition.
the general physical conditions 1, 2, and 3 as stated above so that they
will imply Eq. (56) but not necessarily Eq. (60) have failed.
In Sec.
7.3 some additional evidence will be presented showing that full reciprocity is satisfied by silicon units but not always by germanium units.’
1Smith’s results have since been contirmed by Apker’s extensive measurements.
See L. Apker, “Note on Reciprocity Failure in Crystal Mixers,” NDRC 15-931-16.
GE Co., Mar. 9, 1945; and “Theory of a Double Mixer for Spectrum Analyzer
Applications,” NDRC 15-931-16, GE Co., Apr. 3, 1945.
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It will now be shown that weak reciprocity is the necessary and
sufficient condition for the admittance matrix of the mixer to be reduced
Equations (24) are made use of and it is
to the real form of Eq. (13).
assumed, first, that the matrix is real; then it is shown that this implies
weak reciprocity.
Equation (24d) makes it clear that el is real, thus
fixing the choice of time zero. With el rea!, it is easily seen from Eqs.
(24b) and (24c) that both @/de~ and dy/~le,{ are real. Excluding the
possibility that dy/~eO and &y/dle,l have opposite signs,l it follows that

5“
45” slopey
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FIG. 5.4.—ExperimentcJ test of reciprocity condition, Eq. (5.60).

these quantities
reciprocity
To prove
if ~y/deo

have

condition

the
Eq.

the sufficiency

and 13y/d Iell have

same

(53).

phase,
Thus

of weak
the same

in

accordance

the necessity
reciprocity,
phase

with

the

weak

be noted

that,

is proved.

it should

in accordance

with the weak

reciprocity, Eq. (53), and if el is made real by choice of time zero, then
dy/c3e0 and dy/d Iell become real together at the appropriate r-f terminals
position.
From Eqs. (24) the only remaining complex element is y..,
1This possibility is excluded on physical grounds. An increaze in either localoscillator voltage or d-c biaz must always increase the barrier conductance of a crystal
rcetifier, as is evident from the form of the current-voltage characteristic (see Fig.
2.5). These effects-f
the same signaould
not be transformed into effects of opposite sign at the r-f terminals. Thus ay/aeO and aY/alg,l, if they are real, must have
the same sign.

—-
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which can be made real by adding a susceptance at the r-f terminals to
cancel the imaginary part of y [see Eq. (24a)].
The addition of susceptance does not affect any parameter of the matrix other than W.=.
The whole matrix thus becomes real.
It is noteworthy that, if the time zero is chosen to make e, real and
positive, and if the r-f terminals are located where ~y/de~ and dy/dle,l
are real and positive, and if y~a is made real by addition of a susceptance,
every element of the matrix is not only real, but real and positive.
In
this case the r-f terminals are said to be at the “ standard position. ”
The standard position has a periodicity of one-half wavelength along the
r-f transmission line.
CONVERSION LOSS AND MIXER ADMITTANCES
5.6. General Definition of Loss; Special Cases.—Following
Friis, I
conversion loss is defined as the ratio of the available input (signal) power
to the available output (i-f) power. This definition makes conversion
loss depend on the r-f load admittance (i.e., the internal admittance of
the signal source) as well as on the properties of the mixer (i.e., the mixer
In some respects this is unfortunate, since it is
admittance matrix).
desirable, for specification purposes, to be able to assign to a crystal
It is posconverter a number characterizing its conversion efficiency.
sible, however, to define special r-f load admittances in terms of the
The corresponding values of conelements of the admittance matrix.
version loss are then characteristic of the mixer.
For example, let us suppose that the r-f circuit attached to the r f
mixer terminals is broadly tuned in the sense that it presents the same
load admittance to the image frequency as to the signal frequency.
This is called the” broadband case. ” Under this condition, there may be
defined at least two special values of the conversion loss that depend
only on the mixer matrix.
The first, denoted here by Lo, is the conversion loss when the load admittance, common to signal and image, is
adjusted to match (i. e., to be the complex conjugate of) the admittance y
Now LO is not the minimum
of the mixer to the local-oscillator wave.
loss in the broadband case. It will presently be shown, however, that a
unique minimum loss usually existsz in the broadband case, and it is
denoted by Lz. In the next section it will be seen that LO and Le are
nearly equal.
In acceptance testing of mixer crystals, it is LO that is
measured and specified.
May 13,
1H. T. Friis, “Receiver Noise Figures,” BTL Report MM*160-39,
1942; and Proc. I. R. E., 32, 419 (1944).
2 This minimum will always exist provided there is excluded the possibility of
negative i-f conductance.
Crystals exhibiting negative i-f conductance under certain
r-f tuning conditions have recently been made by H. Q. North, however. Such caaes
are excluded from the present discussion and are treated separately in Chap. 13.
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Other values of loss would not require definition were it not for the
of
fact that few microwave receivers actually operate under conditions
broadband r-f tuning.
In microwave receivers, the signal is fed to the
This resonant cavity
mixer through a TR (transmit-receive) switch.
presents (approximately) a match to the mixer at signal frequency.
In
the case of a narrow-band TR switch (the usual case), however, the
impedance at the exit window of the TR switch at the image frequency
If the mixer is matched at
is a good approximation to a short circuit.
signal frequency to the conductance go of the line connecting it with the
TR switch then, under usual conditions, the TR switch will present an
admittance go to the signal (frequency m) and an admittance

“=’J’+’Q(%-91
to neighboring frequencies u. Here Q is the “loaded Q” of the TR
switch, a typical value of which is 250. If the signal frequency is, let us
say, 3000 Me/see and the intermediate frequency 30 Me/see, the image
frequency will be 2940 Me/see and Y(Q = 250) for the image will be

,

go(l – jlo)—which
is a fair approximation to a short circuit.
The
approximation will not be as good at higher signal frequencies for the
If we travel down the line from the TR
same intermediate frequency.
switch to the position where the admittance matrix of the mixer becomes
real (the standard mixer terminals), the short circuit will be transformed
at this point to some general susceptance which can be made nearly a
short circuit or nearly an open circuit by proper ‘(line-stretching. ”
Thus it is necessary to examine the separate dependence
of conThere are
version loss on signal load and on image load admittance.
two reasons for this. We wish to see, first, how the specified loss LO
compares with the loss under operating conditions and, second, what
benefit, if any, can be derived from the fact that we have at our disposal
two load admittances instead of only one.
In treating this problem (see Sees. 5.8 and 5.9) the image termination
will be assumed fixed at some arbitrary value, and the dependence of
loss on signal load admittance alone will be studied.
It will be shown
that the loss has a unique minimum value in general (see the preceding
footnote) as a function of signal load admittance.
This value of loss is
designated by Lm. The dependence of Lm on image termination is then
studied (see Sec. 5.9).
At the standard r-f terminal position, that is, the
position for a real admittance matrix, the loss Lm has special values L1 for
short-circuited image terminals, and L j for open-circuited image terminals. The lesser of LI and L ~ k shown to be the smallest possible value
It is also shown that, for some
of loss under any conditions of r-f tuning.
crystals, a value of image load admittance, real at the standard r-f
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terminals, exists such that L~ k a maximum with respect to the image
loss, when it exists, is called L1. If L,
terrnination.
This nwzimum
does not exist, it is shown that the greater of L, and L, is the largest
Expressions are derived giving all five special
possible value of L~.
values of loss, LO, Ll, Lz, Ls, and L i, in terms of the elements of the
admittance matrix.
Table 5.1 lists the various special values of loss together with their
definitions, for easy reference.
Loss
TABLE5.1.+ PECIALVALUESOF CONVERSION
A

c

D

Image load
admittance

Other special conditions or circumstances

B
Signal load
admittance

Symbol

L
L,
(measured
standard
sets)
L,

Arbitrary
Same as C

Arbitrary
Same as B

None
Mixer matched to
local-oscillator wave

Same as C

Same as B

R-f load admittance
adjusted to minimize loss
None

by
test

L.
Special values of
L III:
L,

Adjusted to
mize loss

mini-

Arbitrary

Adjusted to
mize 10ss

mini-

Short
circuit
at
standard r-f terminals
Open
circuit
at
standard r-f terminals
Adjusted to maximize loss

L,

Adjusted
to minimize loss

L,

Adjusted to
mize 10ss

mini-

If L, < L,, L, is
smallest possible L
If
L, < L,, L,
is
smallest possible L
L, exists only whenL, or L, is not the
greatest
possible
value of L~

507. Conversion Loss in the Broadband Case.—Expressions are now
derived for LO and Lz in terms of the elements of the admittance matrix.
Let us consider
It will
holds

a mixer

be assumed

and that the mixer

method
by Eqs.

described

with

that

the

matrix

in Sec. 5.5.

terminations
weak

as illustrated

reciprocity,

has been

The behavior

made

v

,

in Fig. 5.5.

condition,
real by,

v

Eq.

(52),

let us say, the

of the mixer is then described

(2) and (13):
i= = g.ae= + 9Z8 + 9.,e?,
i~ = gd.e= + gp~efl + gpme~,
& = g.~ea + g=,9e~+ g=Oe*. )

(61)

.
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In Fig. 5.5wehave
acurrent source of peak strength A and internal
The-same conductance
conductance ga attached to the signal terminals.
ga will be considered to load the image terminals.
The available input
signal power is, then,

~,=g
*

(62)

8g.”

To find the available output power we first find the i-f conductance g5
We have, from Fig. 5.5 (suppressing A),
of the mixer

i. = – g.ea,
i*7 = –gae~,
i~ = g~e.g.

1

(63)

Substituting Eq. (63) into Eq. (55), we get three homogeneous equations in ea, ep, and e;, the determinant of which must vanish for coni

L7
5

ea

9=+

Mixer

—

gp

e~

gb

D

m

i~
e?

T

9.
u

FIG.5.5.—Mixer-terminal conditions in the broadband case.
sistency.

Solving for gp, we find
90 = 986 –

2gm8g8=
g.. + g., + %“

The i-f current ip flowing into a short circuit
In Eq. (61) we put

(gb =

(64)
cc)

is next found.

e~ = O,
A = ia + goes,
“* =
‘lY

and solve for ip.

–g.e~,

We get
ifl =

AgE.
9..

(65)

+ g., + g.”

The available output power will then be
Pm = 3.

‘“

.-—

‘-

——

(66)

$-%9

- —...
...

:,1
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The conversion loss is given by

The loss is seen to be a function of the signal generator admittance g=
as well as of the matrix elements gtiti,etc. It is interesting to notice that,
~vith the exception of the ratio g.d/g6a, all of the mixer parameters in
Eq. (67) may be determined by impedance measurements alone. Further, these impedance measurements may be made at either the r-f or
the i-f terminals.
If full reciprocity holds, gap = gpa, and the loss may
be determined by impedance measurements alone.
A discussion of such
methods of loss measurement is given in Sec. 7.3.
Minimum Loss L,.—Let us now minimize L with respect to the signalgenerator

conductance

g..

As there will be occasion

later it will be given here in general
be defined

form.

to repeat

Let a function

this process

of a variable

z

as
~(z )

(<+_ :)f:

~

.+ a – ~),

(68)

bz
~vhere we assume

Then, since a

O < b < a.

(a –-)
b’

>0

~ has a ,lniq,,e

minimum at
Z, = /a(a

– b),

(69)

and the minimum value off is
j(xo) =

l+vl–
1 – <1

(l@.
– (f)/a)

(70)

puu
In Eq. (67) we ‘--’

~=l+g”fl,

f?..

~ _ 29.89R.
9-9!M

‘

~=9J.

9.- ‘
hence,
(71)
The minimum value of L is then, by Eq. (7o),
(72)
where
(73)
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The optimum value of the signal load conductance,
signal conductance of the mixer, is

g. = Xog.a = (9.. + ga-r)dl
1
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which is also the

– ?2.

(74)

Substituting Eq. (74) in Eq. (64) we obtain for the i-f admittance of the
mixer
9!5 = 988 V’1

I

(75)

– 72.

The smallest loss as a function of Tlzis obtained if qz = 1, whence L2
becomes 2g.@/g@.. If full reciprocity holds, gti~ = gp. and the loss can
never become less than 2 (3 db), which corresponds to half the signal
power

being

to the

converted

image

assumption

to

frequency.

that

qt, Eq.

intermediate
This

(73),

result

frequency

and

is predicated,

is less than

unity.

the

other

however,

on

If qz is greater

half
the
than

unity, the condition
b < a leading to the existence of a minimum in
There is no minimum loss in this case
f(z), Eq. (68), is not satisfied.
and conversion with amplification is possible.
Crystals exhibiting this
property have actually been made; they are discussed in Chap. 13.
Such crystals are not suitable for converter use because of excessive
noise generation, and thus in the present chapter discussion is limited to
the normal case of T2 < 1.
Conversion Loss LO—iWixer hfatched to the Local Oscillator. —Under
usual conditions of loss measurement (but not, in general, of use) the
mixer is not matched to the signal but to the local-oscillator wave.
For
this case we have
g. = g.
(76)

Introducing this into our general expression for 10SS,Eq. (63) and remembering that g = g.. – g=~ [~~q. (26)], ~ve obtain
(77)
If }ve now substitute in Eq. (77) the expressions for the matrix elements
in terms of measurable parameters as given by Eqs. (38) to (48), we find
2Gv

(78)

Lo = ~Gj

or

(79)

Equation
calibration

(79)
of

is the basis
loss-measuring

for the incremental
equipment

method

as showm

in

in the absolute
Sec.

7.4.

The

—
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validity of Eq. (79) does not depend on full reciprocity, nor even on weak
reciprocity, although the latter was assumed in its derivation.
This
statement may be verified by assuming a matrix of the general form of
Eq. (6), in which no assumptions about reciprocity are made; Eqs. (77),
(78), and (79) remain valid even if both reciprocity conditions fail.
However, LO is not the minimum loss obtainable under broadband r-f
tuning conditions.
In fact, Lo z L,, where L, is given by Eq. (70).
Since Lo is the particular value of loss specified to be measured in
acceptance testing of crystals, it is well to have an estimate of the amount
by which it exceeds the minimum loss Lz. The optimum value of ga is
z~.., as given by Eq. (72).
If we put g. = Cz,g=a into Eq. (63), the
latter reduces to
(80)
where

Now C is the ratio of the actual signal-generator conductance to the
(C+ l)’.
h
1s t e usual mismatching factor.
optimum value and
In addi-lC
tion to this, however, there is the factor 1 – -

4

L;’

than unity, although

l–c’
l+C

(---)

~which is less

much closer to unity in general than

(1 +ACc)’.

The extra factor arises from the circumstance that a mismatch is always
somewhat mitigated because the image frequency is also mismatched—
a smaller percentage of power being lost, therefore, by image conversion.
Equation (80) may be written in the form
L = L,

[

1 + ‘1 ~cc)’
(1

(81)
-+)1

If we now assume that the mixer is matched to the local oscillator and,
hence, ga = g, then
(82)
Substituting Eq. (82) in Eq. (81) and using the notation
to (48), we obtain

of Eqs. (38)

(83)
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Using a result equivalent to Eq. (83) and measuring the parameters
involved, Smithl found Lo/Lz for thirteen crystals.
He obtained values
ranging from 1.00 to 1.04, or a maximum discrepancy of less than 0.2 db.
The clifference between LO and Lz does not, therefore, seem to be very
serious.
The i-f admittance of the mixer is given by Eq. (64).
If g. = g, it
becomes
(84a)
Using the notation of Eqs. (38) to (48), g8 reduces simply to
(84b)
If, instead of allowing g. to equal g, we assume some general signal
generator conductance go, we find from Eq. (64) and Eqs. (38) to (48)
that’
PG@v

g~=Gv+

9.+9
—
ga–g

.

(85)

– PgP

This is seen to reduce to Eq. (84) when go = g.
The admittance ga of the mixer to the signal frequency depends on
the signal-generator conductance go, since ga is the load applied to the
image terminals.

Substituting
L = gee=,
i. = – gbefl,
i~ = – g.e~, 1

(86)

in Eq. (61) and solving for g., we arrive at

9. =9+(9+9.)

fbbd + d – 9.89B.
(9.. + 9.) (9LM+ gb) – gaBgh”

(87)

In the notation of Eqs. (38) to (48) this becomes

g.=g

[

1+

(!J+ 9“)P(g

g,(Gv + gJ – gvG,

-

+ gaD) (Go + gb) – 9.PWGP.

(88)

For g. = g, thk becomes

gdG. +
ga=g

[ 1 ‘2P

(1 + D)(G.

gb) –

gvGp

+$%) –pg@,

1“

(89)

1R. N. Smith, “The Theory of Mixers in Terms of Measurable Constant Mixers, ”

NDRC 14-259, Purdue Univ., ‘Mar. 24, 1944.
: This result was first derived by Smith, 10C.m“t.
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for Conversion Loss.
Minimization
w“th
the preceding section expressions were derived for loss under the restricting condition that the load
admittances at signal and image frequencies were the same. These
results are now generalized to find the loss with arbitrary load admittances. To make the results as general as possible, no assumptions will,
for the present, be made with regard to reciprocityy, but the investigation
will be based on the general form of the admittance matrix of a 1ow-Q
mixer [Eq. (6)].
If an admittance y. loads the image terminals, we have
Respect

Expression

to the Signal Load

Admittance.—In

i; = – y~e~.

(90)

With the aid of Eq. (90) we eliminate i: and et from Eqs. (2) and (6).
This has the effect of reducing the admittance matrix to a 2-by-2 form,
in which only signal and i-f quantities appear.
We obtain
(91)
where

Y=. = y.. –

YA*,
+ ‘!/.

(92)

Y:a

(95)
Equation

+~:m~

(91) represents the two-terminal-pair device of Fig. 5.6. The
mixer is driven at the signal terrninals by the current source of peak
strength A of internal admittance
y= = g. + jb=. The available power
from the signal generator is then

FIG.5.6.—Mixer-terminal conditions for
arbitrary image load considered as part of
the mixer.
The i-f admittance
result

P, = g.

(96)

y~ of the mixer is found by suppressing A, with the
i. = —ye=.

(97)

Substituting this in Eq. (91) and solving for y8 = iR/eB, we find
(98)

1
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Next, we find the i-f current into a short circuit.
A = emya + i.,
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With

e~ = 0,

we find for i~

Ypa
Y.= + y.”

iP=A

(99)

The available output power is
p,

= Iidl’ -

IYA’

&

8gfl

8gp IY== + y.lz”

(loo)

The loss is then given by
(101)
where y. = g. + jb..

If one puts
Y..

= G.. + jB=.,

(102)

Ypfl = Gb8 + jB8b,

(103)

and
u+jv=—

Y.flYp.
G.=G08‘

(104)

Eq. (101) becomes
Y.p (G.. + g.) ‘ – uG..(G..
L=~=

+ g.) + (B.. + b.) 2 – VG==(Bam+ E)a)
Gmag. ~U2

+ V2

(105)
Equation (105) gives the most general expression for conversion loss.
All other loss expressions may be derived from it by specialization.
For
example, taking y. and yC to be equal and real, and assuming weak
reciprocity, with the consequence of a real 3-by-3 admittance matrix, we
obtain from Eq. (105) the expression [Eq. (67)] for loss in the “ broadband” case.
Equation (105) is a convenient starting point for an investigation
of the separate effects of signal and image load admittances.
Leaving
the image load admittance fixed at the arbitrary value y., it is first
shown that L of Eq. (105) has a unique minimum as a function of signal
load admittance.
To minimize L with respect to the signal-load admittance
IA = g. + A,
we first put
aL
K

= o,
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which, applied to Eq. (105), gives
b. =~Ga.

If Eq. (106) is substituted
defined by

(106)

–B...

in Eq. (105), and the symbols x, a, and b

z=k,
G. .

a=l—~+~~uz+vz,
,6A

I

b =

)

~U’

+ Vz,

(107)

Eq. (lo5) takes the form
L=~(~+a)(z+a–b)

bz

(108)

“

The expression involving z here is seen to have the general form of
Eq. (68). Accordingly from Eq. (70) we find, for the minimum loss,
(109)
where

The signal load admittance giving this minimum
Eqs. (69), (107), (104), and (106).
It is

loss is found

With the signal load admittance [Eq. (11 l)], the i-f admittance
mixer, found by substituting Eq. (111) into Eq. (98), is

from

of the

If an i-f load admittance yb, equal to the conjugate of yp [Eq. (112)],
is placed across the i-f terminals, it may be shown from Eq. (91) in the
usual way that the signal admittance ~{a of the mixer is the conjugate
of y., as given by Eq. (111).
The mixer will then be matched to the
signal and i-f external circuits.

.
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The expression for L~, Eq. (109), is seen to be a function of two
parameters, q as given by Eq. (110), and the factor IY.P/ Y8=I. Each
of these parameters depends on the elements of the 3-by-3 admittance
matrix and also on the image load admittance y.. The next task is to
study the dependence of L~ on Y., but first a simplification is introduced
without which the mathematical problem would be hopelessly complicated. Weak reciprocity is assumed to hold.
Since no exception has
been found to it in large numbers of crystals tested, this assumption is
well justified.
The assumption of weak reciprocityy greatly simplifies
the problem.
One immediate consequence is that one of the two parameters, namely ]Y_8/ YP_1,becomes independent of image load admittance.
To see this, the ratio of Eq. (93) to Eq. (94) is taken, putting

but, by weak reciprocity,

Eq. (52),

% + 49. – %

= 0,

(113)

with the result
(114)
and is independent of y..
If, in addition to Eq. (113), we assume full reciprocity,
Eqs. (114) and (51),
Y.
= 1,
Y@m

l-l

then, from

(115)

Now weak reciprocity appears to be well established experimentally, so
we are not unduly restricting ourselves by assuming Eq. (114), as is
The loss is now a function of y. only
done in the following discussion.
through the dependence of E on y.. Thk dependence is not only on the
Thus e is a general function of the
complex variable y., but also on y:.
two variables g. and b. and the relationship is given by Eq. (110).
T’he assumption of weak reciprocity guarantees that the 3-by-3 matrix
can be put into real, positive form by the addition of reactive transformers at the r-f terminals. 1 It is assumed henceforth that this has been
done. One consequence is that Eq. (114) becomes
(116)
A second consequence is that the dependence of t on g. and b. is much
1This ie proved in Sec. 5,5.
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less complicated than in the general case. This dependence of t and
the consequent dependence of L~ on image load admittance is studied
in the following section.
5.9. Effect of the Image Termination on Conversion Loss.—The
conversion loss L~, minimized with respect to the signal load admittance,
is given in consequence of Eqs. (109) and (116) by

where c is given
The

by Eq.

assumption

reciprocity)

of

simplifies

(110).
a real

3-by-3

the expression

matrix

(a consequence

of

weak

for c to

[(x + 1 – e)’ + #’l[(x + 1)’ + +’]
‘ = “ [(x + 1)(X + 1 – 82) + +21[(X + 1)(X + 1 – Cl) + +’] + w%”
(118)
IJhere there have been introduced the abbreviations

(119)

The loss L~ depends on image termination y, = g. + jbC through the
dependence of c on y. and #. This dependence is rather complicated, and
to see how L~ depends on image termination we must first study the
functional dependence
6 =

C(X,*).

We find at once as special cases of Eq. (1 18) the values of t for shorfi
circuited and for open-circuited image terminals.
1. Short-circuited image terminals.
gc=m

,

(i.e., either

=,1

=

x =

m or ~ =

m, or both),

-’!.

(120)

9..96’B
2. Open-circuited

image

y.=o
~=e3=

terminals.
(i.e., both X=
l–e
tl
————.
1–,,1+0

Oand~=

O),
(121)
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Let us first examine the dependence of t on & (i.e., on b.) holding x
We note that c is a function
if ~’.
Diffeientiati{g
e
(i.e., g<) constant.
with respect

_de

to +2 and holding

x constant

= [@ + 1)2 + +:I[(X +_})@

we obtain

– ‘9’ _- ‘1) – 82(1..–-1)I,

(122)

~,

a(#2)

where D is the denominator of Eq. (118).
According to Eq. (122),
atla (~’) does not change sign as + varies ( – ~ < ~ < + ~); hence ● is
monotonic in +2 for constant x.
h’ow the loss L~ is monotonic in Eby
Eq. (117); hence Z&, considered as
a function of b., holding g. constant,
has one, and only one, stationary
value (either a maximum or a minimum) in the range — co < b. < + ~,
and this occurs at b. = O. The two
0
- b.
possibilities are illustrated in Fig. 5“7.
l’1~, 57.-The loss Lm as a function of
Which of the two possibilities
image load susceptance. The value of b.
has a stationary value at b, = O,either a
holds is determined by the sign of
minimum (a) or a maximum (b).
at/a (ti2), which is observed to be the
sa’me ‘as ‘the sign of the factor in the numerator of Eq. (122):

4

(x + 1)(20 – e’ – c,) – 0’(1 – 6,).

(123)

If this is positive we have a maximum and, if negative, a minimum.
The upper and lower bounds of L~ over the (g., b,)-plane can now be
determined by investigating the behaviour of c as a function of g., with
b, = O. From Eq. (118) for b. = O (i.e., # = O), we have
‘=

(X+l–
e)’
1–02)(X+1–

’’(X+

CJ’

The possible stationary values of E are found by putting &/dx
Eq. (124).
Only one such possibility is found, occurring at
0(0 + 2)
“2/3+1
~ = (20 + 1)(1 – O) 0(2 _ @ _ ,,”
For this point to fall on the positive real axis, we must obviously
X> Oorl
e(2 +
~o+l

e)

<,,

<0(2–

0).

(124)
= O in

(125)
have
(126)

! Condition Eq. (126) with one of the inequality signs reversed also gives x > 0, provided that 8 > 1 or, from Eq. (119), that gu= < guw From Eq. (26) we see that the
conductance # of the crystal to the local-oscillator wave would be negative in this case.
Thus for any practical case o <1 and Eq. (126) is the only physically possible condition for x >0.
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The point given by Eq. (125) must always correspond to a minimum in
c (i.e., a maximum in L~), as can be verified by examining the second
derivative of Eq. (124).
Further, if the surface L.,(g.,b.) is considered,
themaximum along therealaxis(h
= O) must also beamaximum
in the
The proof follows from the fact
orthogonal direction (g. = constant).1
that, when Xis given by Eq. (125), Expression (123) is always positive;
hence we have Condition b of Fig. 5“7. Since this maximum in L~, when
it exists [i.e., when Eq. (126) is satisfied], is the only stationary value of
L~ over the (g., b.)-plane, it is an upper bound on L~.
When the maximum does not exist, L~ is bounded by its values at YC= O and y. = m.
In any case, the lower bound for L~ is the lesser of its values at y. = O
andy, = ~.
The value of c at the maximum
for L~ will be called c,, and the
corresponding maximum loss, L~.
Substituting Eq. (125) into Eq.
(124), we find

‘w”

1
,

It is easy to verify from Eq. (127)
that e~ < c, and c, < c~. We can
translate the condition in Eq. (126)
for existence of the maximum loss
into relations between ~1and Cj by
FIG. 5.S.—The (CI - q)-plane.
use of Eq. (121).
Thus we find
that the maximum loss Li exists when the following two conditions are
satisfied:
t3 < f(fl),
(128)
(129)
61 < j(63),
where
1+<* ——

j(z)=*
(

.

(130)

)

By Eqs. (120) and (121) these conditions on c1 and ESare conditions
imposed on the elements of the admittance matrix.
When the matrix for any crystal is known, the value of c, and tt can
be found from Eqs. (120) and (121).
The crystal can then be represented
as a point on the (cl,~3)-plane. This plane can be partitioned into regions
by the curves c1 = f(cs), CS= j(c,), and c1 = c,, as is shown in Fig. 5“8
(where the line o = O or c, = c,/1 – c, has also been drawn).
It is not
possible for a crystal point to fall in Region 5, since such a crystal would
have a negative value of o which is excluded by definition (see Sec. 5“5)
1That is, there is never a saddle point.

I
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If a point falls in Regions 2 or 3,
of the standard r-f terminal position.
the maximum L, exists; if in” 1 or 4, Ld does-not exist and L: is bounded
by L, and La (corresponding to c1 and e,, that is, to short-circuited and
open-circuited image terminals, respectively).
If a point falls in Regions
1 or 2, La < Ll and, if in 3 or 4, L1 < La. If a point falls on el = C3
then of course L1 = La and it may also easily be shown that Le = Lb;
that is, if L1 = L~, the maximum
loss L4 occurs when the image termination is the same

as the signal

termination.

A point

falling

has LI = L4 and a point falling on c, = j(t~) has L,

of the surfaces L~(gC,bC)corresponding

on CS = f(cl)

The forms
to the four regions, as well as the
= L,.

special case c1 = cS, are shown in Figs. 5.9 a, b, c, d, and e.
The expression for L, obtained by substituting Eq. (127) in Eq. (1 17)
can be simplified to
(131)
If Eq. (121) is solved for 0 in terms of c1 and c~, the above result becomes

(132)

L,=2

I
If LO [Eq. (77)] is written similarly in terms of c1and c3, we obtain

‘0=2%(:+:-’)

(133)

From Eqs. (132) and (133),
L4=L,

-——

1–

1
2<

(134)

~–~
63
() 61

Now l/c1 — l/CS cannot become larger than ~ in the Regions 2 and 3
of Fig. 5.8 (where L, exists).
Consequently,
(135)
or, L, never exceeds Lo by more than 0.5 db.
From Eq. (73) we find for q! in terms of c1 and cS,
72 = 61 + C3— 6163.

(136)

Thus, from Eq. (72),

L2=290@1+d
98.1 – /(1

(1 – 6,)(1 – 63),
– C,)(l – 63)

(137)

.,

1
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where LI = L3

F1~.5.9.-Value

of L~mafunction

ofimage load admittance (g. +~$.) forvariousreuionfi
of Fig. 5.S.

—
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;

and it may be shown that

(138)
It can easily be shown that LO may be written in either of the two
forms, Eq. (72) or Eq. (117), provided we replace m and c by ~0 and co,
where
4ele3
‘“

(139a)

= (,, + ,,)’~”
8e,e392

(139b)

‘0 = (,1 + ,, + q,)’”

Furthermore, L, may also be written in these forms by putting

The latter equation is, of course, just Eq. (127) expressed symmetrically
in terms of c1 and o
To recapitulate, there have been defined the following losses (see
Table 5.1).
1

Lo (mixer
image

I

matched

to local

oscillator,

same termination

at signal

and

frequencies)

L, (mixer matched to signal, image short-circuited at r-f terminals)
Lz (minimum loss with same termination at signal and image frequencies)
Ls (mixer matched to signal, image open-circuited at r-f terminals)
L4 (mixer matched to signal, image impedance adjusted to give maximum loss ~vhen this occurs at other than open-circuited or shortcircuited image)

The r-f terminals have been so chosen that the mixer matrix elements
are all real and positive.
The five defined quantities are then given by
L,=@
1

()

l+til-ti

..!78. 1 – <1

– q’

~=o,

l,3,4,

(141)

where co is given by Eq. (139 b), c1 by Eq. (120), CSby Eq. (121), and
C4by either Eq. (127) or Eq. (140 b); and/or by

(9)

~,=2gal+v’1-lli
1
Pa l—~l—~j’

,:
“

= o, 2, 4,

(142)
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(136), and7,
by
where vo is given by Eq. (139a), q2by Eq. (73) orEq.
Eq. (140cz). - The quantities Loand L, may reexpressed more directly
in terms of measurable quantities by Eqs. (77), (78), (79), and (133) in
the case of LO, and byEq. (131) in the case of Li. All of the characteristic loss values LO-L4 are then completely determined, except for the
factor g.O/go., by two characteristic
functions
tl and
constant reciprocity
t~of

themixer

by Eqs.
To
crystal

matrix

(77),
see

(141),

how

the

rectifiers,

germanium

elements.
and

values

units.

units at the 10-cm
are defined
obtained

The results

these

(26)

among

these losses are given

characteristic

quantities

(37).

run

for six silicon

are given in Table

5.2.

for

The
The

through

quantities
complete
Eqs.

(38)

actual

and seven

The first column

2 to 6 are the data obtained

by Smith. 1
and

losses

have been made

in Columns

band

by Eqs.
from

of the

computations

gives the identification;

Relations

(145).

for these

in Columns

mixer
to

matrix
(48).

2 to 6
may

be

(Through

proper choice of r-f terminals
b = bv = b, = O.)
The values of @, cl,
and CSwere then computed from these data and are given in the next
three columns.
The five losses were next computed; they are given in
Columns 10 to 14. The quantity Li is given wherever it exists. In
Column 15 is given the ratio of the image conductance for maximum
1ass Li to the local-oscillator conductance of the mixer. Finally, in
Column 16 the quantity ga8/gB., which is a factor in all expressions for
loss [Eqs. (141), (142)], is given in decibels.
Any loss equation can be written

(143)
As will be shown later (see Sec. 7.3), the quantity L;, the so-called
(‘impedance loss, ” may be determined by impedance measurements at
either the r-f or i-f terminals of the mixer, whereas it is impossible to
determine g.~/gB. in this manner.
We can find L; from the table by subtracting Column 16 from Columns 10 to 14. The departure of g~~/g@~
from unity measures the extent of failure of full reciprocity.
In fact,
the crystals of Table’ 5.2 are the same as those represented in Fig. 5.4,
used to test reciprocity.
It will be recalled that, on plotting IV.BIUS.
Iypal
m Fig. 5.4, it was found that the best straight line fitting all crystals
except G40, 111, and llN did not have a slope of exactly 45”, and it was
mentioned that this could perhaps be attributed to a systematic error
in the measurement of r-f power.
Such an error will account for the
predominance of negative signs in Column 16. Thk possibility was not
taken into acc unt in computing the losses of Table 5.2; had it been
?
I The authors are indebted to Dr. R. N. Smith for his kindness in furnishing theee
data.

-
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TABLE5.2.—DATAONTHECONVEIWION
PROPE14TIES
OFA NUMSEEtOF SILICON
ANDGEIMANIUM
RECTIFIEIW
1
Crystal

L114
L104
K900
BRD3
BRD2
M97
G129
G236
G40
13V
111
lIQ
llN

Si
Si
Si
Si
Si
Si
Ge
Ge
Ge
Ge
Ge
Ge
Ge

10

2

3

4

5

6

7

89

P,
mw

GP,
volt-]

Gv,
rOlt–

Gp,
row-i

Gv,
m ho

e

*1

e3

0.41
0.27
0,47
0.58
0.66
0.68
0.64
0.38
0.39
0.30
0.49
0.59
0.87

1.43
1.89
1.39
1.10
1,13
0.71
0.55
1.45
1.44
1.72
1.31
1.00
0.38

2.46
3,6
2.5
2.17
2.2
1.23
1.16
2.55
4.0
3.3
4.0
2.0s
1.9

0.69
1.39
0.72
0.43
0.425
0.46
0.54
1.70
1.85
1.74
1,30
0.40
0.31

4.00 x 10-’
1.73
1.90
2.40
3.05
2.68
0,65
1.37
1.40
1.49
1,90
0.2
0,71

0.2%?
0.376
0.338
0.249
0.281
0.313
0.346
0.646
0.722
0.522
0.637
0.236
0.270

0.334
0.630
0.565
0.435
0.433
0.244
0.490
0.744
0.852
0.70s
0.789
0.136
0.548

0.280
0.771
0. 64Li
0.463
0.428
0.169
0.466
0.625
0.931
0.755
0.805
0.0974
0.69

11

12

13

14 ~ 15
—l—,—

L,,

L,,

L,,

L,,

L,,

db

db

db

db

db

9.8
5,55
6.2
8.35
8.6
11.9
8,3
5.4
5.4
5.3
6.6
15.4
10.6

9.3
5.9
6.4
8.4
8.4
11.0
8.0
4.3
4.9
5.1
6.1
14.6
11.1

9.7:
5.4
6.1
8.3:
8.6
11.8
8.3
5.2
5.3
5.2
6.6
15.3
10.4

10.2
4.3
5.5
8.0
8.5
12.8
8.3
5.6
3.8
4.5
5.9
16.1
9,4

16

I
~ lg \9dga-,

L

db

. ..1.-I
–065
. ..l . . ..~-o.2
–0.5
... ..
8,41 . . .. ’–0.1
–0.1
8.6 0.71
–0.6
.
+0.2
8.3 0.21
–0.6
..
+1.4
5.4 1.7
–0.2
5.3 2.1
+1.8
6.6 1.5
+0.2
...
+4.0
...

2

b
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done, the values for the losses would have been slightly increased ( = 0.2
db) but their relative values would not have been significantly altered.
A crystal mixer is sometimes used as a modulator, in }vhich a lo~v-level
signal at a frequency low compared with microwave frequencies is
impressed on the i-f terminals of ‘the mixer. By beating with a microwave local oscillator at high level ( = I mw) this low-frequency signal is
converted to sidebands of the local oscillator.
The conversion loss to
either sideband can be shown to be given by

–:@
()2

—

Li,

j=l)

2)3,4.

(144)

Now all significant departures of gaB/gP=from unity observed so far are
such that geP > gfl.. Thus, for certain (germanium) units it is possible
[from Eq. (144)] to obtain a very 10IVloss from i-f to signal. For exa,mple, units G40, 111, and 1lN have values of L; equal, respectively, to
1.0, 2.3, and 1.4 db, whereas the corresponding values of LS are 3.8, 5.9,
and 9.4 db. Such effects do not appear to occur in silicon rectifiers.
It will be seen from Table 5.2 that Lo and L, do not differ by more
than 0.2 db for any crystal; that LA, }vhen it exists, is practically the same
as LO; that the variation in loss amounts to O to 1.8 db over the imageadmittance plane; and that large variations in loss as a function of
image admittance occur about as often for poor crystals as for very good
ones.
The same crystals of Table 5.2 are plotted on an (c,,c~)-diagram in
Fig. 5.10. The germanium units are represented by encircled crosses,
and the silicons by circles. It is interesting, but perhaps not significant,
that the silicon points fall very nearly on a straight line, while the
germanium points are considerably scattered.
6.10. Effect of Image Termination
on I-f Impedance.-The
i-f
impedance of the mixer is a quantity of considerable importance in
receiver design. The noise figure of the receiver is determined by the
conversion loss, the noise temperature of the crystal, and the noise figure
of the i-f amplifier.
It has already been noted (Sec. 2.5) that conver~lon
loss and crystal noise temperature depend on the r-f load admittance
of the mixer. Similarly, the amplifier noise figure depends on the i-f
impedance of the mixer.
In designing an amplifier of low noise figure, some definite value of
mixer impedance must be chosen.
It is important, once this value has
been set, that we be able to rely on the mixer impedance not to vary
much from one crystal to another or from one mixer to another.
In
practice it is found-that the i-f impedance of crystals made by one manu-
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facturer are reasonably uniform in the same mixer, but that differences
Such differences are not
occur between products of two manufacturers.
very great and can be corrected by specification limits on i-f impedance.
More serious, however, are variations in i-f impedance for the same
Such variations are caused princrystal from one mixer to another.
cipally by the fact that the terminations to the image frequency differ
in different mixer designs.
Thus, if mixer A happens to short-circuit

()

L’,, #

15.5
I

1.C

LI in db

12.6 10.59,7 9,0 8?7.6 7.16.55.95354.84.2 3.5 2,8 2.0 0
1
I I I I

0.s
(5)
0.8

0.7

0.6

- 6.5
4

w- 0.5

n
v

.s

- 7.6 Q
- 8,3 -~
+’

(4)

0.4

7.1

- 9.0 -j’
- 9.7

0.3

- 10.5

0.2

- 12.6

0.1

- 15.5

0

-o

(

,

,

0.1

0.2

0.3

1
0.4

I
0.5

I
06

I
0.7

I
0.8

5
0.9

10

‘f,
FIG.5.10.—Plot of the crystals of Table 52 as points on a (CI,q) diagram (see Fig. 5.8).

the image, and mixer B
of the same crystal
of i-f impedance
low-loss
very

crystal.

serious

from

to

open-circuit

in the t!vo mixers

may

be in a ratio

Variations
the point

of as much

of this
of view

the image,

the i-f impedances

ivill be very different;
magnitude
of receiver

the tivo values

as 3 or 4 in the case of a
actually

occur

and

arc

noise figure.

The effect of variation
of image load impedance
on i-f impedance
must depend, obviously, on the conversion loss of the mixer. For low
loss crystals there is only a small decoupling between the r-f circuit and

.
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the i-f circuit and we must expect such effects to be severe. Variations in
signal load admittance are of course equally effective in producing variations in i-f impedance but are unimportant in practice, since mixers are
uniformly designed to match the signal. The relation between conversion loss and terminal impedance has been utilized in actual loss
measurements, as will be described in Sec. 7.3.
As an example of the dependence of i-f impedance on image terminations, the i-f impedances of the thirteen crystals of Table 5.2 will now be
calculated for (a) image terminals short-circuited, (b) image terminals
open-circuited, and (c) the case of equal signal and image load admittance
adjusted to equal the local-oscillator admittance g of the mixer. It is
assumed that in Cases (a) and (b) also the signal load admittance is g.
Let the i-f admittance of the mixer be y8, and the image load admittance be y.. The terminal currents and voltages are then related by

+
r

Substituting Eqs. (145) in Eqs. (2) and (13) and eliminating
currents and voltages, we obtain

.a

9

9e.
9.7

9.$
9.7
968 – Y+Q90.
9.. – y:
9.@

the

= o.

Solving for y~, we arrive at
9.698.(39 + Y:)

‘o = ‘Dp– g(3gm=– 9) + Y.(9.. + 9)
=

gbb –

9.898.
g.. + kg’

(146)

where
k–ye–g,
y. + 39

(147)

From Eqs. (146) and (147) we get for the three special cases:
1

(a)
u.=
~1
(image short-circuited)
(b)
y. = o,

9P=9PP–=-=—;
g.. + g

(image

9@=98#–=

open-circuited)

(c)
y, = g,
(intermediate case)

R,
’~;

g.. – g
9@=96@-g~=~.

(148)

R,

I
)
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Tocalculatethe
i-f impedances of the crystals of Table 5.2, we substitute for g.a etc., their values in terms of measurable. mixer parameters,
as given by Eqs. (38) to (48), obtaining
(149)
The three special cases (a), (b), and (c) are then given by letting k equal,
respectively, 1, —~, and O.
TABLE5.3.—I-F RESISTANCE
OFA~U~BEROFCRYSTALS
FORIMACESHORT-CIRCUITED
(R,)
(It,), MATCHED
(1?,), ANDOPEN-ClRCUITEII
Crystal No.

R,, ohms

R,, ohms

R,, ohms

207
350
347
313
250
320
1100
415
316
380
265
92
930

250
570
530
420
330
370
1540
730
710
670
530
98
1410

297
764
830
560
430
415
2100
1350
1750
1230
1080
104
2300

I
L114
L104
K900
BRD3
BRD2
M97
G129
G236
G40
13V
111
llQ
llN

It is evident that Ra = l/g~
-. is smallest when the image is shortcircuited, and largest when the image is open-circuited.
The values of Rl, R*, and RS of Eqs. (148), as computed from
the data of Table 52 for the 13
reference crystals, are given in
Table 5.3.
The case of a general reactive
image termination follows easily
from the special cases considered.
Since the mixer acts as a linear
network connecting the image circuit to the i-f circuit, it is clear
that y~ traverses a circle in the
FIG. 5.11.—Circle diagram on the i-f
yrplane as the line between the
admittance plane. For a general reactive
image termination, the i-f admittance falls
mixer and a fixed image terminacm the circle whose intercepts are l/Rs and
tion is “stretched.”
The circle
l/RI as given by Eq. (14S).
will be a circle of “constant reflection coefficient” with respect to the conductance go = l/~RlR3.
This circle is shown in Fig. 5.11.
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If a resonant cavity (TR switch) tunes the r-f circuit, the signal will,
in general, see a near match (for example, g) but the image will see an
admittance determined by the loaded Q of the cavity and the line length
from the cavity to the reference terminals of the mixer. As this line
length is varied, the i-f admittance will traverse a circle for which the
intercepts on the real axis will be given by Eq. (146), with
(150)

where f and A~ are the local-oscillator and intermediate frequencies,
respectively, and Q is the loaded Q of the TR switch.
As an example, if
f = 3000 Me/see,
Aj = 30 iYfc/see,
Q = 300,
This is to
then the values k = +0.90 and k = –0.32 give the intercepts.
be compared
with k = 1 and k = –+ for Q = m . Thus in actual practice the image

tuning

has an important

THE PHYSICAL
The

theory

of conversion,

THEORY

effect

on the i-f impedance.

OF CONVERSION

as developed

to this point,

is phenomeno-

in that the properties of the mixer are derived from measurements
at its terminals and no assumptions are made as to the internal structure
of the device.
This theory gives all the information required by the
system designer but is insufficient to aid in the development and improvement of crystal rectifiers.
A different viewpoint will be adopted now
and the theory of mixers will be based on the
,8
physical properties of crystal rectifiers by a conI
sideration of, first, the mixing action of a simple
t,
nonlinear resistance, and second, of the modificac
tion of this action by the addition of impedance
FIG. 5.12.—Equivalent circuit of a crystal
elements connecting the nonlinear resistance to
rectifier.
the terminals of the actual mixer. Later there
will be considered modifications of these results caused by the nonlinear
capacitance of the barrier.
Some of these impedances, such as the barrier capacitance and the
spreading resistance of the semiconductor, are intrinsic properties of the
rectifier; others are introduced by the mixer designer as transformers
from the cartridge to the mixer terminals.
The latter type of impedance
Let us consider
is, of course, always designed to be purely reactive.
for the moment impedances of the first type.
The equivalent circuit of a crystal rectifier is represented in Fig. 5.12.
logical

I
I
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In addition to the barrier capacitance C there are other reactive elements.
Unlike C, these are either negligible or may be tuned out externally.
This equivalent circuit was discussed in Chap. 2, where it was noted that
C is not a true capacitance but probably depends on the frequency as
well as on the voltage across it. At a fixed frequency, however, a close
enough approximation to actuality can for most purposes be arrived at by
assuming the circuit of Fig. 5.12 with C having some average value.
In
Fig. 5.12, B is the nonlinear resistance of the barrier, C is the barrier
capacitance, and r is the spreading resistance of the semiconductor and
may include other losses in the cartridge, such as whisker resistance.
Except in unusual circumstances these are small in comparison with the
spreading resistance.
5.11. Matrix of a Nonlinear Resistance.-In
considering the mixing
action of a nonlinear resistance, let the current-voltage characteristic be
given by
(151)
i = j(e).
The current and voltage are assumed to be composed
parts:
(a) i,
I

(t)) ~
(c)

;e

I

d-c

eO
ime~n”’

~

~ ipe’b~’

;e

e.ej”o’

~ e.e’bd

P

P

of the following

LO and its harmonics
signal, image, i-f, and harmonic
sidebands.

(152)

In (b), the summations extend over all integer values of 7~from – CCI
to + m, not including O. In (c), bp includes the frequencies o + @
(signal), u – @ (image), ~(i-f), and rm + P (harmonic sidebands).
It is now assumed that the terms in (c) are very small compared
with the terms in @) and (a), and can be considered, as before, to be
variations of them. The general variational equation is then
I

*i=@6e
de

‘

(153)

I
I

where ~i and ~e are now identified with the current and voltage terms in
Eq. (152).
For di/de, we may use a Fourier expansion;

I

mixer,” since,
(151), (152), and (154) into Eq, (153), we obtain
relations among the coefficients of the various frequency corn.

Equation

by substitution
linear

(153)

has Lhe character of a ‘‘ mathematical

of Eqs.
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ponents.
These linear relations are obtained by equating coefficients of
In this way, we find
e~bdfor the same b..

+.

z

ib+w =

Yn—.,efl+mu.

(155)

~=—.

These

equations

may be written

.

. . . yo
,..

—

\

in matrix

.

.

yl

yz

yo
y–z y–l
y–3 y–2
V–4 y_3
,..

!/1
yo
y_l

.

.

y–l

.

y3

Y2
yl
yo
Y–2 y–,
.
.

form

y4””

113””
y? “

(156)

?J1 .
y,

.

Since di/de is real, we must have
y–n = y;;

(157)

The matrix will be symmetrical
the admittance matrix is Hermitian.
(i.e., reciprocity holds) if also y-~ = y., but this implies, with Eq. (157),
that all y. are real.
It may be shown that Y. will be real if, and only if, di/de is an even
function of the time, which implies that e is an even function of time.
If
reciprocity holds in the admittance matrix of the barrier layer [Eq. (156)],
it will also hold for the final admittance matrix of the mixer. Thus, a
necessary condition for reciprocity is that a time zero can be found such
that e, the voltage across the barrier layer, is an even function of the
time. This agrees with one of Dicke’s conditions for reciprocityy (see
Sec. 5.5).
If, following the discussion at the beginning of thk chapter, harmonic
sideband voltages are neglected and Eq. (157) made use of, Eq. (156)
reduces to

where

Il=lwlll’

(158)

(159)

I
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The terms i., id, i, and e., eP,ey are the complex currents and voltages at
signal, intermediate, and image frequencies, respectively.
As an example, let us now apply Eq. (158) to the case of a nonlinear
resistance whose current-voltage characteristic has the typical exponential
form found approximately in most crystal rectifiers [see Eq. (4.33)]; viz,

~ = A (e..

–

(160)

1),

This gives

g=
de

(161)

aAe”e.

STOWlet us neglect harmonics of the local-oscillator
take the voltage e as

voltage and let us

e = e. + el cos d.

(162)

The Fourier expansion of Eq. (161) is then’

(163)

where In(z) is the modified Bessel function
paring this with Eq. (154) we see that

[I.(z)

= j–n.Jm(jz)].

Com-

y, = aAeaeolO(ae,),
yl = y;

(164)

= aAeaeO1l(aeJ,

y, = y; = aAe”eO1,(ae,).

)

The admittance matrix is now real, and we can at once apply the
theory of Sees. 57, 5“8, and 59 to find the characteristic losses and impedOmitting the arguments of
ances of the nonlinear resistance assumed.
the Bessel functions we have, from Eq. (77),
410(1; – 1;)4
‘0 = l;(10 – z,)

(165)

From Eqs. (117), (120), (121), and (164),
~.=l+m
1
1-

.
<’j

“

(166)
=

“

3)’

1See, for example, S. A. Schclkunoff,L’Lectromagnetic
Waves,Van Nostrand,New

York,

1943, p. 55, Eq. (7-4).
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Also, from Eqs. (72), (73), and (164),
L,=2

1+<1–~,

—

(167)

l–<1–q2’
where
21;
‘1’ ‘l.(lO+l,);
and, from Eqs. (131) and (164),
(168)
It will be recalled that LO is the loss when the mixer is matched to the
local oscillator; L, and L, are the minimum losses (as a function of the
signal-generator admittance) for short-circuited and open-circuited image
terminals, respectively; Lz is the minimum “ broadband loss” (mixer
terminated in the same admittance at signal and image frequencies and
this admittance chosen to minimize the loss); and Ld is the loss minimized
with respect to the signal-generator admittance and maximized with
respect to the image admittance (see Table 5.1, Sec. 5.6).
It is interesting to note that for the simple exponential case the loss
is independent of the d-c bias voltage eOand of the coefficient A in Eq.
(160).
This will not, of course, be true for the mixer impedances.
In
the case of actual crystal rectifiers, conversion loss does depend on d-c
bias, but the dependence is weak for small bias ( = 0.2 volt).
Equation (160) gives a fair representation of the low-frequency
current-voltage characteristic of the barrier layer of an actual crystal
We saw, however, in Sec. 2.4 that
rectifier (as pointed out in Sec. 4.4).
there are other impedance elements inseparably associated with a crystal
One of these is the capacitance of the barrier, which will
rectifier.
This capacitance cannot be
modify conversion at high frequencies.
tuned out because of the series ohmic spreading resistance of the semiAt sufficiently low frequencies the barrier capacitance may
conductor.
be neglected, and so Eq. (160) gives the current-voltage relationship
of the rectifier if the spreading resistance is sufficiently low.
Although Eq. (160) does not represent the reverse characteristic well,
it may still be used with confidence since, at high frequencies, the reverse
barrier resistance is effectively short-circuited by the barrier capacitance;
and, in any case, the precise form of the reverse characteristic is unimportant, provided only that the reverse resistance is high (i.e., greater
than 5000 ohms)—a condition satisfied by most crystals.
In Fig. 5.13, L1, Lz, and L? have been plotted, as calculated from
Eqs. (16$168) as functions of ael. There have been omitted Lo and L~,
since they differ insignificantly from L2 in this case. The plot may be
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regarded as representing loss as a function of local-oscillator voltage e]
forthe same crystal (fixed a) or, alternatively, as a plot of loss for fixede,
as a function of excellence a of the rectifier.
It is evident from the figure that the relative magnitude of the three
values of loss are in the order
12Lz > L, > La.
This is not a gen~1
eral result for a nonlinear resist10 ante.
It is possible, for example,
~
to have
n
=8
L,>

L,>LS

c
.—
7 g%

for certain
current-voltage
.-g 6 25
characteristics.
g
Actual crystal rectifiers fail to g 4 v
conform to Fig. 5.13 in many
3respects.
For one thing, it is
z known that loss depends on d-c
bias and must, as shown later, also
~
, t 1 1 I 1 1 1 ) I
Furdepend on the factor A.
012345678910
z.ael
thermore, according to Fig. 5.13,
Flc. 5.13.—C0nversi0n 10ss for a ncmLZ approaches 2 and LI and L3
linear resistance with current (i)-voltage (e)
characteristic:i = A (eae — 1).
approach unity at high local-oscilL, = loss for signal matched, image shortlater voltages, whereas, for actual
circuited,
L* = minimum loss with signal impedance =
rectifiers, the loss approaches val.
.
image impedance.
ues several decibels In excess of LJ = lo~~for ~ignal~.at~h~d,image Ope~circuited.
these theoretical limits.
Finally,
e, = Iocal-oscillator voltage amplitude.
losses of actual rectifiers are considerably greater, for the same ael, than is indicated by Fig. 5.13.
In the following section are introduced the barrier capacitance and
spreading resistance and it is shown that these parameters will bring
the calculated losses into fair
agreement with those of actual

}
[r-~

;ZSEW,,.:3:F,:,

Following the preceding discussion,
the equivalent circuit of the
rectifier showing the parasitic elements c and
r forming a network connecting the barrier to rectifier is taken to be as shown in
the external circuit.
Fig. 5.14.
Other impedances are associated with a crystal cartridge, such as
the whisker inductance and end-to-end capacity; these are reactive, however, and are applied to the right-hand terminals of Fig. 5.14, and may
accordingly be tuned out externally.
They will therefore be regarded
FIC.5,14.—Equivalent circuit of a crystal
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as part of the reactive transformer to the mixer terminals, to be considered
in the next section.
In this section it will be assumed that the barrier capacitance is a
true constant capacitance.
This assumption is contrary to theory and
experiment, which agree in finding C to depend on barrier voltage and,
to some extent, on frequency.
In Sec. 5.13 the modification in the theory
required by variability of the capacitance will be examined, but for the
present this effect will be neglected.
This neglect is probably justified
for our qualitative theory of ordinary crystals. 1
As s~en from Fig. 5. i4 we may ~ega~d the action of C and r on the
barrier as the result of applying a
,,
;,
linear four-pole network to the
barrier terminals.
The voltages e’
and e“ and the currents i’ and i“
as shown in Fig. 5.14 are composed
FIG. 5.15.—Typical parasitic four-pole
of sums of the voltages and currents
showing current-voltage notation.
at the three frequencies of interest:
The four-pole network acts separately
signal, image, and intermediate.
and independently on each frequency and the effect is precisely as though
three separate four-pole networks were imagined attached to three terminal pairs of the barrier, one pair for each frequency.
These terminal
pairs are physically identical but may be separated conceptually.
Figure 5.15 shows a typical four-pole network; the double-primed
quantities are the barrier current and voltage and the single-primed are
the current and voltage at the opposite terminals of the four-pole.
Figure 5.16 shows the” three four-poie~” connected to the” three terminal
pairs” of the barrier.

=11

n=

)
,

Signal

Image
n

Non.lmear
resistance of
the barrier

If

n

FIG. 6.16.—Three parasitic four-poles are imagined to be connected to three terminal pairs
of the barrier.

Since the four-pole networks are linear and passive, we have, at any
frequency,
e“ = ke’ + W,
(169)
z““ = me! + ni’,

I

where kn — lm = 1.
1However, as we shall see, the nonlinearity of the barrier capacitance can in
special cases produce spectacular effects which have actually been observed for certain
speoial rectifiers. They will be described fully in Chap. 13.

>

T-

1
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The transformation to the far terminals of the four-polesis effected
by taking Eq. (169) for e“ and i“ , substituting in the general mixer
equations for the nonlinear barrier resistance,

r
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and solving for the currents i:, etc., in terms of the voltages e~, etc.
This procedure has been carried out by Peterson and Llewellyn,’ who give
They
in Table I of their paper the lengthy transformation equations.
have shown that, if the parasitic impedances do not discriminate between
signal and image, and if the i-f four-pole is nonreactive, the admittance
matrix after transformation has the form applicable to a ‘‘ low Q” mixer
[see Eq. (6)] with the result,

They also show that the transformed admittance matrix is symmetrical about the main diagonal (i.e., reciprocity holds) provided a
time zero can be chosen such that the barrier voltage is an even function
of time. This agrees with one of Dicke’s conditions for reciprocity (see
Sec. 5.5).
The coefficients k, 1, m, and n appropriate to the parasitic four-pole
shown in Fig. 5“14 are easily obtained by applying Eqs. (169) to this network. We find, for signal or image frequency,
k=l,
m = —jcOC,

1 = –r,
n = 1 +j&’r;

(172)
}

I

for intermediate frequency,
k=l,
m=O,

I

1 = –r,
n=l.

(173)
)

The small differences between the frequencies of the signal, image,
and local oscillator and, also, the capacitive terms at intermediate
frequency have been neglected in Eqs. (172) and (173).
If we assume that the barrier voltage is given by Eq. (162), then
reciprocityy holds and q. = g–~ = g. and is real. Making use of the
transformation equations of Peterson and Llewellynz we obtain for the
transformed matrix elements
1L. C. Peterson and F. B. Llewellyn, Proc. 1. R. E. S3, 458 (1945).

2LX. m“l.

160
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+ gz) – Zg!l +~(29~

– 9; – 9;)

= A’y& = g,[l + r(go – gz) – ~~1,
(174)
Ay& = r(gogj – g;) + Yz,
A’gje = P(go – g.z)[go(g, + g,) – 2g;] + 2r(gi – g?) + go(l + /.12),
A’y&

where

p = UC?-,
and
A’ = r3(go – gz)[go(go + gz) – 29;1 + r’(3g:

– 29? – 9;) – ~90@ + P’)
+1+/.lZ.

We are now in a position to find numerical values of the crystalTo find the “charcartridge matrix for assumed barrier characteristics.
acteristic losses and impedances, however, we must first transform the
matrix to real form.
Transformation
of the Matrix
to Real Form .—The transformation to
real form is accomplished by adding an appropriate reactive four-pole
transformer to the r-f terminals.
This transformation becomes unique
The conversion loss, however, is
if the final impedance level is specified.
independent of the impedance level and the choice of the latter will be
based on considerations of simplicity in the final equations.
Equation (171) represents a mixer with three terminal pairs. To the
two pairs of r-f terminals are now added a pair of identical four-pole
transformers.
This conceptual process corresponds to adding physically
a single four-pole transformer to the single physical r-f terminal pair.
The four-pole transformer is represented by equations similar to
Eq. (169):
em= ae~ + bi~,
i= = ce~ + di~ )
with

ad – cb = 1.

terminals.

The

substituted

for

are trivial,

The

same
a.

unprimed

Eqs.

The

(175)

quantities
apply

corresponding

since no transformation

(175)

refer

to

the

new

to the image

frequency

equations

the

is made

for

i-f

mixer
with

y

terminals

there:

Employing an analysis similar to that used in the case of the parasiti~
four-poles, we obtain for the final matrii (unprimed quantities)

T-

i
!

1
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L

F

(ada – c) (d – bYL) * + ab”ly~,[’,

yb(d
+@

— Mm)* + b *Y:oY:w
— Mm)* + b *Y;aY&,

(177)

YaY,
Ag~@+ 2[by&(by&ay&) * + yj.(d

)
f

1

–

bY:a) *1

These transformation equations, (177), are general and apply even
It can be show-n that weak
if the four-pole transformer is dissipative.
and full reciprocity are independently preserved by the transformation
equations.
As a simple method of effecting the desired transformation to real
form we take the structure of the four-pole to consist of a susceptance
– b~a canceling the imaginary part of y& followed by a length @ (in
units of k/27r) of transmission line of characteristic conductance go. It
can easily be shown by applying Eqs. (175) to this structure that the
coefficients a, b, c, and d are given by
a = cos +,
c = –j(b~.

b=
cos @ + gO sin o),

d=

–j

sin @
go
‘

(178)

–~sin++cos~.

If now we choose go and 4 by putting
(179)

– 92,

( 180)
the transformed matrix is real.
in Eq. (177) we find

Substituting Eqs. (178), (179), and (180)
A=],

I

g.. = 9:-,
g.? = 9L,,

g.fl = gkflSec ‘5,
gd. = gja sec 4,

9!5’8= Cis +

,

4

2b&b~a
/
9.. – 9:Y

(181)
I

In obtaining these results y& has been taken to be real. This assumption does not involve any restriction of generality or any assumption
about reciprocity, as we can see by Eq. (9), which shows that a time
zero may always be selected to cancel the phase factor of y&. In the
event that weak reciprocity holds, as assumed here, this same time zero
makes el an even function of the time (see Sec. 5.5).
We are now in a position to assume a current-voltage characteristic

~
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of our mixer.
Choosing Eq.
admittance matrix
Y’ is given by Eq.

1,0

15.5
1
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to calculate the characteristic

losses and impedances

(160) for the barrier characteristic, we see that the
of the barrier hasthe form of Eq. (164).
The matrix
(174) and the final real matrix Y is given by Eq. (181).

12.6

L; indb
10.59.79.08.37,6 7.1 6,5 5.95.354.84.2 3,52.8 2.0 0

0.90.s -

(5)

0.7 0.6-

- 6,5

a

-7.1 ~
●3

0.5-8.3 ‘<m

(4)

-9.0

0.4 -

‘L

-9.7
0.3-

-10.5

0.2 -

-12.6

0,1 -

-15.5

0

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5
‘1

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

,

1.0

FIG. 5.17.—The synthetic crystals of Table 5.4 plotted on a (q – tJ diagram (see Fig. 5.S).

As a numerical example let us take
eo=O
aA

= 500 ~mhos.

Table 5.4 lists the characteristic losses obtained for various assumed
values of ae 1, r, and C. In Fig. 5.17 these synthetic crystals have been
plotted as points on an (cl,c:)-diagram, explained in Sec. 5“7. It is
interesting to note that at low local-oscillator drive (ae 1 = 4) the barrier
capacitance is the principal factor limiting performance, whereas at a
higher value of ae, (6) the spreading resistance is the main factor.
The

{
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C,4PACITA.Y(’I;

general distribution of the synthetic crystals on the (cl,cJ)-Li~gram is
closely similar to that for the silicon crystals, plotted in Fig, 510.
I

!,
a

‘r.4SLE54.-~HARA(TTl;n1.Tlc ~ONVERSION
LOSSES(~,) FORSYNTIII;TIC
rRYSTAL
lLECTIFIERS*

ae,

r, ohms

4.0
4.0
4.0
40
60
60
6.0
60

0
30
30
30
0
30
30
30

c, /lpf
——

p = Ucr

*For defir,itionso[Lo, Lx, etc ,sw TuMe5 1.

b
%

,.

db t L,)db

4 85
5.70
6.91
9.18
3,78
6,24
6.60
7.60 I

db

L,,

4.97
5 65
7.15
9.44
4.12
5 29
5 91
7 41

L,, db
5 02
5.75
7.15

4,13
4.90
7.05
9.64
3.03
3.82
4 84
6 94

4,23
.
,..

Otl,erq t~n!,t,tieaztrc—

n~reading re~i~(nnce,
barrier capwitance,
2r frequeu. y,
local-mcillmtor voltwzc a,,,ulitudc,
exINmenlIul fuct.r O[+C cimracleri. tic (seeEq. (160)].

5.13. Effect of a Variable Barrier Capacitance.’-In
Sees. 5.12 and
5.13 there have been explicitly introduced the parasitic impedance
elements C and r of the equivalent circuit
of a crystal rectifier and their effect on
the mixing properties of the rectifier determined. The approximation
was made
that the barrier capacitance is a constant,
independent
of the voltage across it. c
B
A
This assumption is known to be untrue;
FIG. 5.1S.—Equivalent cirruit
it will now be abandoned
and the theory
of a crystal rectifier with variable
generalized

by

capacitance

to

capacitance

can

considered
<

L,,

‘ 5,00
0
5.67
0
7.15
0.17
9.46
0.34
4,22
0
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‘ See H. C. Torrey, “Theory of the Negative I-f Conductance of N’orth’s Welded
Contact Germanium Rectifiers,” RL Report No. 55, May 22, 1945.
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is the nonlinear resistance of the barrier, Cits nonlinea rcapacitance, and
r the linear spreading resistance;
r may include other linear losses of the
cartridge (for example, whisker and wax). The current i through the
rectifier will be composed of these two parts:
(182)

il = j(e),
dQ

(183)

a’ ‘z”
llere

e is the

barrier

current

on voltage,

current

is

voltage;

f(e)

is the low-frequency

and Q is the charge

i = j(e) +

on the barrier.

‘~.

dependence of
Thus the total

(184)

Asin Sec. 5.11, iande are taken to be composed of frequencies,
o,
.), where u is the local-oscillator (angular) frcandnti(n
=2,3,..
quencv, and it ~vill again be assumed that the components at signal, i-f,
image, and harmonic sidebands are small enough to be considered as
variations of i and e.
Thus,
bi = Re

iPe7%J,

(185)

ePe>b#,

(186)

z
P
?ie=Re
where b~ includes
is, signal,

the frequencies

i-f, image,

The variational

z

and harmonic
equation

P

@ and no + ~, (n = 1, 2, 3, . . .), that
sidebands.

that replaces

Eq.

(153)

is

(187)
where e’ = de/dt.

The second term on the right must be included since
of e’, inasmuch as Eq. (184) may be written

i is now an explicit function

in the form
i =j(e)

dQ
+ e’~.

(188)

This givesl

~=f(e)+$
a’i
2=Z”

dQ

@Q,
()

(189)
(190)

I The use of j’ (e) to indicate clifferentiation with respect to the argument should be
dietinguished from the use of the primes elsewhere to indicate differentiation with
respect to the time.
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Now j’(e) and dQ/de are functions of e and hence may be expanded
in Fourier series with fundamental frequency u/27r. If we substitute
these expansions, together with Eqs. (185), (186), and the corresponding
expression for tie’ [Eq. (191)] into Eq. (187), we shall find linear relationships among the various frequent y components, similar to Eqs. (155)
and (156).
The required expression for ~e’ may be obtained by differentiating Eq. (186);

de’ = $ (~e) = Re

z

jePbPeibJ.

(191)

P

As noted above, b, includes the frequencies@ and rw f P. Whenever
~ appears in the coefficients of Eq. (191), it will be neglected in b,, since
in practice @ << w
Now dQ/de is in fact the capacitance of the barrier; it is the quantity
that must be compared with experimental determinations of the barrier
capacitance.
We may write its Fourier expansion as
4.
ai –dQ=
Cnein.t
(192)

z

u–x

.

.=—.

If we let the expansion of ~(e) be given by
+.
j’(e)

=

2

g.eiwt,

(193)

.=—.

then, from Eqs. (189), (192), and (193),

+.
di

a~ =
Substituting
and

(19 1), into

find linear

IZqs. (192)
Eq.

relations

(187)
among

and

I

l--

(194),

together

and equating
the coefficients,

. . . y+z o !/+2+1
. . . y+I–I y+I o
— . . . yO–2yo–1y
. . . y–1–3 Y–I–?
. . “ y_z_4 y_z–3
i

(l$)J)

(q,, + @d3n)ein@t.
s
,,=—m

y+z+z
y+I+I
00
U–I–I
y–2–2

with

coefficients

Eqs.

(185),

of the same

of the general

y+2+3 Y+2+4
Y+I+z y+1+3
Yo+1Yo+2
““”
Y–I O Y–1+1
y–2–1 y–2 O “

form

(186),
ejb@, Ive
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where
(196)

ymn = g. + jnwCn.

i=
(1[

If we neglect harmonic sideband voltages as before, this reduces to

id
i;

=

go + juco
g–1
9–2 — juC–2

gl + jcdcl
go
g–-l – jaC–1

Now because of the reality of ~(e) and dQ/de in Eqs.
we must

1[1

g2 + jd72
gl
90 — jOCO

e=
e8 .

(197)

e!

(192)

and (193)

have
g-n = 9:,

and

(198)

c+

= c;.

If, further, a time zero can be found such that e, the barrier voltage,
is an even function of the time, then, using this time zero, we have
g_n = gn and C_m = C.; hence with Eq. (198) we see that C. and gn are
real. The existence of this time zero, however, does not make the admittance matrix of Eq. (195) or of Eq. (197) symmetrical.
Indeed reciprocity now certainly fails if this time zero exists. The admittance
matrix of Ills. (197) is observed by Eq. (198) to have the symmetry
required by a low-Q mixer, as it should according to our assumptions.
Some light is thrown on the general problem of reciprocity failure
by Eq. (197).
It should be noted that if gmand C. can be made simultaneously real by proper choice of time zero (and this should be at least
approximately possible), then the reciprocity factor

H=WI’l

It appears from the experimental

work of Smithl and Apker2 that

for normal crystals the reciprocity factor

juCi
g-1

‘U , in the present case
Y&a
H

91 +

‘

Exceptions to this rule have been
is greater than or equal to unity.
found by Apker~ in the case of welded-contact
germanium rectifiers
for special bias points [not those bias points, incidentally, which give
1R. N. Smith, “The Theory of Nfixers in Terms of Nfeasurable Mixer Constants,”
NDRC 14-259, Purdue Univ., Mar. 24, 1944.
2L. Apker, “ Note on Reciprocity Failure in Crystal Mixers,” NDRC 15-931-16,
GE Co., Mar. 9, 1945; and “Theory of a Double Mixer for Spectrum and Glyzer
Applications,” NDRC 15-931-16, GE Co., Apr. 3, 1945.
s Private communication.
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rise to negative i-f conductance (see Chap. 13)]. The theory of variable
capacitance given here does not, of course, exclude such a possibility.
It is noteworthy that weak reciprocity [Eq. (52)] holds for the matrix
of Eq. (197) in either of the extreme cases, uC1 << gl, uC2 << gz or uC1 >> gl;
~cz >> gz; on the other hand full reciprocity fails by a considerable factor
in the latter case. As noted above, weak reciprocity always holds
experimental y although full reciprocityy fails for many germanium
crystals.
The subject of the effects of variable capacity is discussed further
in Chap. 13, where the admittance matrix of Eq. (197) is made use of in
explaining these effects.
5.14. Harmonic Reinforcement.-The
phenomenologicrd theory of
mixers developed in Sec. 5.3 et seq. is based, among other things, on the
assumption that harmonic voltages are zero at the terminals of the mixer.
It does not appear feasible to attempt a generalization of this theory,
which includes harmonic voltages at the mixer terminals.
In the physical theory discussed in Sec. 5.11 and the following sections, there have
been given general results, which hold if harmonics are present, but
absence of harmonic voltages has been assumed, even at the barrier,
when numerical examples were given. An adequate mathematical
treatment of harmonic effects is, in fact, very difficult; here only a simple
numerical example will be given which will at least indicate the qualitative
nature of such effects.
Let us assume the low-frequency case, in which the current is a function of the voltage of the form

i = j(e).
Values of conversion loss will be calculated under the
(a) short-circuited harmonics, and (b) second harmonic
The value of loss for
other harmonics short-circuited.
terminations of the second harmonic presumably lie
between.
Case a has been treated above (Sec. 5.11).
consider Case b. The voltage e will be given by
e = eO+ el cos cot+ ez cos 20t,

(199)
two conditions
open-circuited,
other reactive
somewhere in
We must now

(200)

and the current by

.

~=

2i.

cos nd.

(201)

.=0

The problem, then, is to choose e, so that & = O, that is, so that th6
second harmonic is open-circuited.
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If we choose j(e) as in Eq. (160) then

‘=A

(e”’0[2~(~e1’ei””’1r
—.

2~m(ae’)e’’mo’l
-m

-11’

‘202)

where the 1’s are modified Bessel functions of the first kind,
I.(z)
The second-harmonic
i2 =

Ae.eo

z

= j-”J.(jz)

.

current L is given by

In(cfeJIm(ae2)ei’Jt(2”J+”)

(Zmnx - *2)
+-

= 12
e2id
r

Aeaeo

12(I–m)(ael)Im(aeJ

—.
+.
+ ~–2i.1

Z_l(l+~)(aeJI~(ae,)

Since I_~

. (203)

1

z
—.
= I-,
+iz = 2Aeee0 cos 2ut

12-2m(ae1)Zm(ae2).

(204)

2

—.

The condition that iz = O is (if ael = x, aez = –y)

As an example, let us take z = 4. By a method of successive approximations we find
(206)
y = 1.582,
and obtain for the Bessel functions
lo(y)
I,(y)
I,(y)
~,(y)
I,(y)
l,(y)
16(y)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

1.731,
1.066,
0.384,
0.096,
0.019,
0.003,
0.0004,

1,(4)
1,(4)
1,(4)
1,(4)
1,(4)
16(4)

= 11.3019,
= 9.7595,
= 6.4222,
= 3.3373,
= 1.4163,
= 0.5047,

~6(4)

=

0.1545,

17(4)

=

0.0413,

~6(4)

=

0.0098,

19(4)

=

0.0021,

1,0(4)

=

0.0004.
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Using these values, we find for the Fourier expansion of di/de = j’(e),

‘(e)
‘aAe”eOzane’*’
=Z’e’n”t

(207)

where

ao = 6.929,
al = 4.355,
az = O,

a3 = – 1.717,
ad = – 0.778, etc.

In calculating conversion loss, the second-harmonic sidebands are
assumed to be open-circuited, whereas other harmonic sidebands are
short-circuited.
The general admittance matrix, Eq. (156), then reduces
to
G
Gafl Ga7
(208)
~Ae_eO G;
Gm Gae ,
Gav Gafl G..
[1
where

From these we find [see Eqs. (123a), (126), and (143)]
c1 = 0.689,
~z =

63 =

0.821>

0.947,

which gives [see Eqs. (141) and (142)]
L,

= loss for short-circuited

L,

= double sideband loss = 5.o db,

L~ = loss for open-circuited

image
image

= 5.5 db,
= 3.9 db.

(210)
1

These values should be compared with the corresponding values for
ael = 4 and for all harmonics short-circuited (as found in Sec. 5.11), viz.,
L,

= 4.85

L,

= 5.0

Ls = 4.1

db,
db,
db.

The result of open-circuiting the second harmonic does not therefore
produce significant changes in conversion loss, for the example chosen.
It seems unlikely that the general case will differ greatly in this respect.
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This lends support to the assumption, generally made, that a good
approximation to the performance of the mixer is obtained by assuming
short-circuited harmonic voltages.
The preceding conclusions with regard to the effect of open-circuiting
the second harmonic are perhaps open to objection for the following
reasons. The rectified current will be different for the two cases of a
In ordinary
short circuit and an open circuit at the second harmonic.
crystal rectifiers the conversion loss is only a slowly varying function
of crystal current, once the latter quantity is sufficiently large. For the
example chosen here, however, this is not true. Perhaps the comparison
would be fairer if the values of Eq. (210) were compared with the losses
The rectified
for short-circuited harmonics at the same rectified current.
current, assuming zero d-c bias, for the example given here (opencircuited second harmonic) is easily calculated.
It is
iO = A(ao – 1) = 5.93A
when ao is given by Eq. (207).
Using the value of ael that gives this value of io for the case of all
harmonics short-circuited, -we find in this case
L,

= 5.4

db,

L,

= 5.3

db,

L,

= 4.7

db.

On comparing these with Eq. (210) we again find no significant
of
difference, except for L,, where there is an apparent improvement
0.8 db on open-~ ircuiting the second harmonic. ” 6.16. Conversion with a Subharmonic Local Oscillator.-The
problem
of constructing a stable tunable C-W oscillator that will provide sufficient
power for use as a local oscillator becomes very difficult at frequencies
above 30,000 Me/see (l-cm wavelength).
An alternative is to use the
harmonic power of a lower-frequency oscillator.
This harmonic power
One method is to use two
can be generated by a crystal rectifier.
tryst als, one for generating the harmonic power, and the other for mixing.
A second possibility is to use only one crystal which performs both
functions.
The latter alternative seems preferable from the point of
view of economical circuit design. A possible disadvantage, however, is
that the fundamental power required to generate sufficient harmonic
power for low mixer conversion loss is large and may be expected to
produce considerable excess noise output at the intermediate frequency.
Experiments designed to test the feasibility of a “harmonic mixer”
of the second type were made by Falkoff. 1 ‘I’his work was exploratory
in nature and was performed at frequencies lower than those for which
1D. L. Falkoff, RL Report No. 958, Mar. 11, 1946.
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a harmonic mixer is needed because of the relative availability of components.
The work was terminated by the end of the war before it
could be extended to the high frequencies of interest.
Figure 5.19 shows a block diagram of the Falkoff apparatus.
The
local oscillator was at a wavelength of 6.4 cm and the signal at about
Conventional
mixer
(3.2 cm)

Detector

t

t

1I

A
Preamplifier

—

AmpMier

B
q’
t

UE1-EEl

FIG.5.19.—Block diagram of apparatus used in testing a harmonic mixer.

Fundamental powerin milliwatts
FIG.5.20.—Typical performance of a harmonic mixer. Local oscillator at a wavelength of
6.4 cm, signal at 3.2 cm.

3.2 cm. A direct comparison of conversion with the harmonic mixer and
(The same
conversion with a conventional mixer at 3.2 cm was made.
signal generator was used for both mixers. At switch position A it
was coupled to the conventional mixer, at B to the harmonic mixer. )
It was found that sufficient second-harmonic power was available from
the harmonic mixer to provide local oscillations for the 3-cm mixer. A
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harmonic
5“20.

These

to the external

mixer

and

data

were

circuits

at both

commercial
taken

with

3.2-cm

1N23B
the har-

and 6.4-cm

wavelengths.
Some

noteworthy

features

of these results

are

1. The lowest noise figure occurs at about 0.5 mw of 6.4-cm power,
which is about the optimum local-oscillator level for conventional
mixers.
2. The noise temperature increases linearly with the 6.4-cm power
upto300r40mw.
This is not apparent from the figure because
the input power is plotted on a logarithmic scale. Above 40 mw,
the noise temperature departs from linearity in the direction of
lower values of noise temperature.
3. The conversion loss decreases slowly with 6.4-cm power above
1 mw, approaching a constant value of about 8 db when the
6.4-cm power exceeds 10 mw.
4. The noise figure changes slowly, generally remaining below 20 db
over a range of local-oscillator power from 100 pw to 10 mw.
Falkoff found that the lowest conversion loss did not occur for
matched harmonic (3-cm band) power out of the harmonic mixer, but
that the lowest loss was obtained when the 3-cm output power was
decreased by mistuning by a factor of about 2 from the matched condition. This lowest loss was about 2 db less than that for the case of
matched 3-cm power.
An effect probably of importance, but not investigated by Falkoff, is
that of selective tuning at the 6.4-cm terminals of the harmonic mixer.
To see why this effect might be important, the mixing process in a
second-harmonic mixer might be considered.
Let us take the localoscillator frequency as $U and the signal frequency as o + B. Thus the
signal, beating with the second harmonic u of the local oscillator, is
converted to the intermediate frequency ~. However, the signal also
beats with the fundamental frequency of the local oscillator and is
thereby converted to ~u + ~, a sideband of the local-oscillator frequency
Au, and this conversion process should be more efficient than the conConsequently, it should be of the
version to intermediate frequency.
utmost importance to insure that power at &I + 19is not dissipated by
transmission along the matched local-oscillator line. A filter circuit
inserted in thk line to reflect the & + @ wave would seem most desirable.
It would also serve the purpose—if arranged as a bandpass filter passing
only &-of
suppressing the noise sidebands of the local oscillator.
If

F
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such a filter were to be inserted in the iu-line, its position should be
chosen with care to insure optimum phase of the (*u + ~)-sideband
in the mixer.
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harmonic
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frequency.

experiments

power,
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examined.

the

power

by the multiplying
6.4-cm

oscillations

to generate

‘intermediate

In the

local

mixer

of

the

crystal)

of H. Q. North

at their

optimum

in the production
of
Their superiority
was

of the third harmonic
(0.4 cm) from a
5.21 shows the relative performance
in

this case.
The notations “ bias,” “open-circuited,”
and “ short-cirIt was found that the optimum
cuited” refer to the d-c bias conditions.
bias for the germanium crystals was critical.
The ordinate of this plot
is the open-circuit direct voltage obtained from a crystal used as a
rectifier of the harmonic power.
Recently North3 has improved the harmonic generation of his crystals,

I D. Montgomery, RL Report No. 818, Oct. 23, 1945.
2Lot. cit.
z H. Q. North, “A Comparison of Silicon and Germanium Microwave Crystals
as Harmonic Generators of 4 mm. and 6 mm. Waves, ” GE Report, Jan. 15, 1946.
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in particular the generation of the third harmonic from a 1.2-cm fundamental, by going to ~velded contacts of very small dimensions.
He
used whisker deflections of only 0.00012 cm and a welding current of
50 ma as contrasted with 0.0005 cm and 250 ma for the normal case
(see Sec. 13”1). These small-contact, welded rectifiers produced 10 to
20 db more output (0.4-cm) power than conventional 1N26 rectifiers
at the same input (1.2-cm) power.
5.17. Modulation.—Crystal
rectifiers are sometimes used as modulators, i.e., asagents toproduce sidebands of a carrier. Ch-ystalmodulationfalls into two categories: (1) conversion of slow-frequencysignalto
high-frequency sidebands of a local oscillator; (2) conversion of a pure
high-frequency carrier to sidebands.
In the first case, the mixer is

80
60

—r%PJA
I
v in microvolt

FIG. 5.21.—Relative performance of 1N26 rectifiers and germanium welded-contact
rectifiers in the generation of 0.4 cm power from a fundamental at 1.2 cm.

driven by a high-frequency local oscillator and, in the second, by a lowfrequency (modulation-frequency)
oscillator.
The first, case is just the
inverse of~the familiar mixer problem we have been considering up to now,
The first type of modulaand the second involves some new principles.
tion has been used by Apker in his double-mixer spectrum analyzerl
while the second type has been employed by Pound2 in one of his methods
of frequency stabilization of oscillators.
Aa was shown in Sec. 5“9, modulation of the first type maybe treated
with the same mathematical theory used for ordinary mixers.
If Lafl
is the conversion loss from a Klgh-frequency a signal sideband to a low
beat frequency /3, the conversion loss for the reverse process is just
LB. = ly@./y.d[ 2L.6, where lyd./y.~l is the reciprocity factor discussed in
Sec. 5.9. In all silicon rectifiers observed so far, the experimental value
1See L. Apker, E. Taft, and J. Dickey ,” Theory of a Double Mixer for Spectrum
Analyzer Applications,” OEMsr-931 Report 931-17, GE Co., Apr. 2, 1945.
z R. V. Pound, “An Improved Frequency Stabilization System for Microwave
oscillators,” RL Report No. 837, Oct. 26, 1945.
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schematically

at the r-f terminals.

in Fig. 5.22.

Let ~ = voltage

It will be assumed

that

the

Lou level carrier

EzDIEE+R_eband’
+Generated side bands

FIQ.5.22.—Block diagram of a modulator whose function is to convert a low-level carrier
into sidebands.

carrier is at a sufficiently low level so that the r-f admittance
modulator is completely controlled by the low-frequency driver.

of the
Then

+.
y=
z
n=—.

y~einb’,

(211)

where D is the modulation frequency.
Let the incident r-f current wave be given by
+1=

2
.=—.

~W+flpe~(w+.6):
1

(212a)

Y+@e’(+@)’.

(212b)

and the reflected current wave by
+.
I’ =

z
n=—.

By definition of the reflection coefficient,
I’

= 71.

(213)

I Valueagreaterthan one have recentlybeen found by L. Apker (privatecommunication) in the case of welded-contactgermaniumcrystalsat specialbiaapointe.
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The incident and reflected voltage waves will be denoted by V and V’;
their Fourier representations are similar to Eq. (212), with V.wd and
V~ti replacing lu+~d and l~nfi, respectively.
We have then
Vf = –yv
where ZO is the characteristic

= –-yzoI,

impedance

(214)

of the transmission

line attached

to the r-f terminals.
Substituting

Eq.

(211)

into

Jlqs. (213)

and (214),

we obtain

+I~+nb =
2
m.—.
+V:+*

(215)

7.–J.+%%

= –20
z
m.-.

(216)

Y.–nJu+nao.

For the present, sidebands at frequencies other than u + @ are neglected.
Equations (215) and (216) may then be written

ll=’EI

(217)

(218)
ll=-z”r[l
where r is the “ scattering matrix, ”

[1

r =

Let us consider
u is incident,
Evidently,

70
7–1

71
70

-Y1

7–2

7–1

?’0

now the special

and pure

sidebands

72
(219)

case where a pure carrier
u ~ /3 are generated

at frequency

with

no carrier.

in this case,

V:+g

=

– ZoT,I.,

V:+

=

– .ZOy_,Iu. )

‘l’he incident power is
P.

= *ZOIIJ’,

(221)

and the reflected power in the sideband w + L?is
P:g

= +2017,1’] 1”[’.

(222)
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is then

(223)
Similarly, the conversion loss to the other sideband is
(224)
These expressions for conversion loss hold also in the general case in
which other sidebands are not neglected.
Thus,
(225)
If we assume that a time zero can be chosen such that the driving
voltage (at frequency 6) 1s an even time function, we have ~- = ~~,
and the sidebands are symmetrically generated.
In this case,

I
1*
To\

yl=–

‘y Cos @d(/9t) .

Since Iyl S 1, it is apparent that IYII ~ 2/7r, and so the conversion loss
to the first-order sidebands is greater than u2/4 or 3.9 db. An ideal
modulator thus has a loss of 3.9 db to either first-order sideband.
As an example, let us neglect reactive effects in the crystal and
modulator, and take the crystal current-voltage characteristic to be
I = A(e”’
which, as noted above
of the d-c characteristic
then be

– 1),

[Eq. (160)], is an approximate representation
of an actual rectifier. The r-f admittance ~vill
dI
—
dV

= Aae”v.

I

-

Let us assume for simplicity that Z, = Aa = 1, then

where V = Vo cos & is the low-frequency
2
71=;

(

l–

21n2
——
a Vo

driving voltage.
5.41

—
as ~

.

.

.

If

aVo>>

1,

.
)

I
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Assuming a value aVO = 10, we find
~, = ~ (0.856)
and L = l/1711 z = 5.4 db, or 1.5 db above the theoretical minimum loss.
Measurements by R. V. Pound,’ at the 3-cm band on a 1N23B
rectifier gave L = 6 db, which agrees well with the example given here.
In this example, all even-order sidebands are suppressed, and the thirdorder sidebands are down about 10 db below the first-order sidebands.
1Private communication.
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GENEIUITION
THEORY

Little is known about the origin of noise in crystal rectifiers. The
spreading resistance of the semiconductor must produce thermal (Johnson) noise and the barrier, acting as a diode (Sec. 4.3), would be expected
to produce shot noise of the type unlimited by space charge.
Both
sources of noise will be treated here (see Sec. 6“1). To account for
certain observations, there must exist other sources of noise. Some
hypotheses concerning the nature of these sources are made in the following pages (see Sec. 6.2), but it may be that other, potent sources have
been overlooked and that some of those considered here are really
relatively unimportant.
The “noisiness” of a crystal rectifier is measured by its noise temperature, defined as the ratio of the noise power available from the rectifier
to the noise pov:cr available from a resistor, k 7’o Aj, at the reference
temperature TO = 290”K (see Sec. 2“5).
If a crystal rectifier is not excited by the passage of current through
it, its noise temperature (at 290”K) is observed to be unity, as required
by thermodynamics.
An excited crystal rectifier is not in thermodynamic equilibrium and its noise temperature cannot be predicted by
any simple considerations.
With d-c excitation, t is usually greater than
unity, but at small voltages in the forward direction it may become
less than uniti~. In use, mixer crystals are excited by high-frequent y
currents from the local oscillator at a power level of about 1 mw. Measurement cf many thousands of production samples under this condition
have given values of t ranging from 1.0 to 3.0. Burned-out crystals
may have values of t up to 10 or 20. In no authentic case has a value
less than 1.0 been observed.
The treatment of the theoretical problem of crystal noise with localoscillator excitation has so far met with no success. The following
discussion is therefore limited to direct-current excitation.
6.1. Shot and Thermal Noise in Crystal Rectifiers.-In
this section
are considered only shot noise produced by the barrier and thermal noise
caused by the ohmic spreading resistance. *
I The treatmentis basedon the work of V. F. Weisskopf, Seehis “On the Theory
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The barrier of a silicon or germanium rectifier was shown in Sec. 43
to be somewhat analogous to a temperature-limited vacuum-tube diode.
The mean free path of the electrons is larger than the barrier width
and the electrons fly over the barrier practically unimpeded by collisions
or space charge. The discreteness of electronic charge and the random
arrival of electrons at the metal (or, in the case of the reverse current,
at the bulk semiconductor)
give rise to random current fluctuations
commonly referred to as “shot noise. ” Noise of this type was considered
for the case of a temperature-limited diode by Schottky, who showed
that the mean square noise current produced by this effect is given by
(1)
in the frequency band f to f + Aj.
is the diode current,

Here e is the electronic charge and I

---?

I

rP

rz

rl

----r
P
(b)

(a)

F1~. 6.1.—Schematic diagrams of the equivalent circuit of a crystal rectifier. (a) Cese of a
uniform contact potential; (b) case of a distributed contact potential.

If this formula could be expected to hold for the case of the crystalrectifier barrier, then
1 =1,+1,,

(2)

where 11 and Zz are the electron currents from semiconductor to metal
and from metal to semiconductor respectively (since 11 and 12 are equally
effective in producing shot-noise fluctuations).
Equation (1) should hold for the barrier proper.
To obtain the total
noise from the rectifier there must now be included the contribution
from the spreading resistance.
Here, ideal contacts of uniform contact
potential must be distinguished from actual contacts which, as noted in
Sec. 4.4, probably consist of distributed contact potentials.
This
of Noise in Conductom, Semiconductor and Crystal Rectifiers,” NDRC 14-133,
May 15, 1943.
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distinction is necesmry for the following reason. In the case of the ideal
uniform contact, the spreading resistance may be lumped together
and assumed to be in series with the barrier as shown in Fig. 6“la.
As
was seen in Sec. 4“4, however, for a distributed contact potential, the
current flows mostly through local spots of relatively low contact potential. Each of these spots has in series with it its own local spreading
resistance rkywhich is not shared by the other spots. The barrier then
consists of a number of these series elements all in shunt with each other.
Finally the spreading resistance r of the entire contact is in series with
thk combination.
The situation is shown schematically in Fig. 6.lb.
To calculate the total available noise power the following theorems
concerning the total noise output of a combination of noise sources are
utilized.
The proofs are fairly obvious.
THEORE~ 1. If a number of noise sources of differential (dynamic)
resistance pk are connected in parallel, the mean squares of the noise
currents are additive; hence
72=3

z

(parallel),

‘tk

(3)

k

and the total available noise power P can be expressed in terms of the
individual noise powers pk in the form,
P=p

z

Pk

~

1
1 —
Pk
i–
z~ —

I

(parallel).

(4)

If a number of noise sources are in series, the mean
squares of the emf’s are additive;
THEOREM 2.

(5)
and the total available noise power is given by
Pkpk,

P=!
P z

k

p=

(series).

(6)

Pk
z

k

!

In addition there is needed the result of Nyquistl that the available
noise power from an ohmic resistance is k 2’ Af. This well-known result
1 H. Nyquist, Phys. Rev., S2, 110 (1928).
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is usually proved by thermodynamic

arguments.
Recent proofsl based
on kinetic theory have clearly shown that thermal noise has the same
nature and origin as shot noise. Weisskopf also derives the noise power
of a nonohmic resistance in which the electrons gain more energy than
A resistance of this type is said to be
k T from the field in one free path.
‘‘ overloaded. ” It is possible that the local spreading resistance of some
barrier spots of low contact potential would be of this character.
The simple case of a uniform contact potential is discussed first.
Uniform Contact Potential.—The
noise power P, available from the
barrier alone is given by the mean square current of Eq. (l), with 1
defined by Eq. (2), multiplied by one-fourth the differential resistance ~
of the barrier. Thus,
P,

= ~eIR

Af.

(7)

This must be combined with the noise power M Af available from the
Then the total
spreading resistance r according to Theorem 2 above.
available noise power is
~eIR2

P=

+

k Tr

R+r

(8)

Af.

The noise temperature t is the ratio of P to k TO

Af;

hence,

(9)
The electron
are given

by Eq.

currents
(4.41),

traversing
which

may

a barrier

of uniform

be written

,8v
Z’ = A[e ~~ _ e–

e(l

contact

potential

here as

–Lr)v
kT

].

(l’())

Here Z’ is the net current and is composed of the difference between
the metal-semiconductor
current and the current in the opposite direction. The sum of these two currents will be I of Eq. (1); hence

.8V
I=

A[em+e

_e(l–mv
‘T

].

(11)

In these equations V is the voltage applied to the barrier and o is a
parameter determining the amount of barrier lowering resulting from
image force and tunnel effect. The height of the barrier above the
potential of the bulk semiconductor would be I#JO
— V without these
effects and is L?(I#IO
— V) as a result of their inclusion.
1C, J. Bakker and G. Heller, Physics 6, 262 (1939); P. IL Weiss and S. A. Gour!smit, RL Report No. 191, Jan. 18, 1943; V. F. Weisskopf, 10C.ciL
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-1

The differential resistance R of the barrier is given,by
R=

()
d~-’
dV

(12)

“

From Eqs. (10), (11), (12), and (7) the following expression is obtained
for the available noise power from the barrier:

(13)

In the special case of V = O, this reduces, as required by thermoWhen V is large and negative,
dynamics, to kT Af.
1

PB =-—
21

lcT

(14)

–/f>

and when V is large and positive,
1 kT

(15)

‘“=57Af”

These formulas hold provided V is less than the contact potential 00.
When V > @O the barrier no longer contributes noise.
Since /3 is a number slightly less than unity, the noise temperature
P,/lc T Af of a barrier of uniform contact potential should be about + in
the forward direction (V >> k T/e), unity at V = O, and should become
Furthermore, although @ has been treated
large in the reverse direction.
aa a constant, it actually should decrease slowly with increasing voltage.
Thus the barrier-voltage noise temperature for forward voltage should,
starting from unity at zero voltage, first decrease and later increase with
voltage.
In the reverse direction it should increase rapidly to very large
values.
These predictions are only qualitatively in accord with experiment.
Before comparing them with the facts there will be discussed the more
realistic but complicated case of a barrier with distributed contact
potential.
Distributed Contact Potential.—The
total noise power PB of the barrier
region must now be found by using Theorems 1 and 2 to sum the
contribution of the rectifying elements of different contact potential with
their associated spreading resistances.
In this case the local
Let us first consider voltages V < kT/e.
spreading resistances are usually small compared with the barrier resistance, and by Theorem 1, Eq. (7) continues to hold.
An alternative
expression is obtained by summing contributions of the form of Eq. (13)

1,
..L—

—————
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forthe spots of different contact potential.
the following expression is obtained:

Wlththe

aid of Theorem 1,

where Pkand @k are, respectively, the differential resistance and the value
–1
1
is the total differential barrier
of @ for the kth spot, and R =
(z-)~ Pk
resistance.
If the voltage V is large compared
bilities can be considered:

with k T/e, three different possi-

1. No overloading; mean free path 1 of electrons
with the radius a of a spot, that is, 1<< a.
2. Overloading, 1 <<a.
3. Overloading, 1> a.

short compared

In the first case, the local spreading resistances are ohmic and each
contributes a noise power kT Af. In the second, they are nonohmic
and their noise power, according to Weisskopf, is (l/a) eik A.f, where ik
In the third case no collisions are
is the current through the kth spot.
made in the local-spreading resistances; their noise power is accounted
for by the barrier shot noise.
The detailed analysis of each case is rather involved and will not be
given here. Weisskopf derives limits for the barrier noise power in each
case, expressing them in terms of the equivalent temperature o of the
barrier, defined by
k9 = eIR,

(17)

where R is the differential barrier resistance, equal to dV/dI.
The total
current I may now be taken as the net current since for V>> k T/e,
II>> 12 [see Eq. (2)].
If o is assumed to be constant, we obtain on

integration
I = Aeev{kg,

(18)

It was pointed out in Sec. 4.4 that
where A is an integration constant.
a formula of this type holds for the barrier if V >> k T/e, and that the
slope of the curve, for tog 1 VS. V, is experimentally always smaller than
e/kT by a factor of about 2 or 4. Thus @ is larger than T by the same
factor.
The limits on P, for the various possibilities are given by Weisskopf
as
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~kTAj

< P,

< ;k(T

;kTAj

< P,

< +kOAj

P,

+

0) Aj
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(
)
(’%s7
no overloading
a>>l
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(19a)
(19b)
(19C)

= &k9 Af

P::?)
From Eqs. (17) and (19c) PB can be expressed as ~eIR Aj. That this is
the same as Eq. (7) is not surprising, for when a <1, only diode shot
noise is contributed by the barrier.
Overloading should take place, according to Weisskopf, if
(20)
where a is a number about equal to 2.
The ratio all should be expected to increase with voltage in the
forward direction because of the tendency of spots to cluster at high
voltages (see Sec. 4.4).
The total noise power of the rectifier is obtained by combining T B
with the noise power of the series spreading resistance r of the whole
barrier. Thus by Theorem 2,
p

= RP,

+ rkTAJ.

(21)

li+r

It is evident from the preceding discussion that the general expression, Eq. (7), should hold even for the distributed-contacbpotential
case
for voltages V < kT/e, and for any voltage in the severely overloaded
case (a < 1).
A test of thk relation [Eq, (7)] was made by Smith.l
Figure 6.2
shows experimental and theoretical noise temperatures plotted as a
function of d-c bias for a number of silicon and germanium cartridges.
There should be noted the different current scales in the forward and
reverse directions.
For most of the units the actual noise is larger than the theoretical.
However, in the cases of Nos. 6 and 8 the observed noise in the reverse
direction is less than the calculated noise over most of the range. In the
forward direction Nos. 6, 7, and 8 (all germanium) definitely have less
than theoretical noise over part of the range. The neglect of the local
spreading resistance in this range may perhaps explain the fact that the
observed noise is smaller than the calculated noise in the reverse direction. Excess noise, on the other hand, must be presumed to result from
fluctuation effects such as those considered in the following section.
I R, N. Smith, “ Crystal NToiseas a Function of D-c Bias and 30 mc Impedance
Measured with a Diode Noise Source, ” NDRC 14-167, Purdue Univ., June 25, 1943.
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The frequency spectrum of shot noise should be uniform from zero
frequency to an upper limit determined by the mean time of flight T
of an electron.
Intermediate frequencies in current use are well below
1/, (which should correspond to about 10’a cps).
The noise at high
frequencies should be reduced by barrier capacitance, but this capacitance
should be ineffective at the intermediate frequencies now in use.
6.2. Other Sources of Noise.—Noise
produced by processes other
than the shot effect originates from the current fluctuations that arc
created by causes other than th~ discrete nature of the charges. I luctuation noise should have a frequency spectrum extending from zero to
some upper limit determined by the mean duration of a current fluctua21
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FIG.6,2.—Noisetemperature as a function of d-c bias—no local oscillator. The rightand left-hand ordinate scales apply to positive and negative bias respectively. The broken
lines show the experimental data and the solid lines, the values given by Eq. (9).

tion.

Hurwitzl showed that mean-sauare fluctuation noise current and

mean-square
square

shot noise current

are additive

and hence give the total mean-

noise current.

Two possible sources of fluctuation noise have been suggested.
Weisskopf 2 considers the effect of the motion of ions on the contact
surface.
The contact potential is strongly affected by the presence of
surface ions, whose motion should cause the contact potential to change
in the region of the motion.
Such changes would strongly modulate
the current passing through these regions.
A mechanism of this sort
is suggested by the fact that double layers of varying strength must be
assumed to exist on the surface of the crystal in order to explain the
1See V. F. Weisskopf, “On the Theory of Noise in Conductors, Semiconductors
and Crystal Rectifiers,” NDRC 14-133, May 16, 1943,
2op. cd.

,
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variation of contact potential.
The ions concentrated on the surface
are not strongly bound to specific places and may easily be loosened
by thermal vibrations.
They would then move to another place of low
potential energy.
Weisskopf estimates that the ratio of fluctuation
*
where K is
noise of this type to shot noise should be about 104Ke-rT,
the fraction of the contact area in which fluctuations occur and e is the
activation energy for the surface motion of an ion. This ratio oan be
larger than unity for reasonable values of c.
Another and different source of fluctuation noise has been suggested
by Schiff.1 He has attributed excess noise to an instability of the contact.
It is assumed that the “whisker” makes contact with the semiconductor
only at a number of spots, each of which is small compared with the
contact dimensions.
Each spot is assumed to have its own local spreading resistance.
Schiff, using the theory given in Sec. 8.2, derives an
expression for the temperature of a spot caused by the flow of current
through its spreading resistance.
He then shows that this temperature
is an increasing function of the radius of the spot.
Any spot is then
unstable; for any small fluctuation that decreases the size of a spot
decreases its temperature.
The resulting contraction of the silicon and
whisker still further decreases the area of the spot. This process continues until the spot contact cools to the temperature of the bulk crystal
Likewise, a disturbance that increases the
or pulls completely apart.
spot size increases the temperature and thus results in thermal expansicn
and a further increase in size. This continues until the size becomes so
large that the temperature no longer depends on it. Such instability
would produce noise with a frequency spectrum from an upper limit of
the order of magnitude of the reciprocal of the thermal relaxation time
of one of the small contacts down to nearly zero frequency.
This upper
frequency would be well above the intermediate-frequency
range. It is
not clear, however, that this process would continue indefinitely; it is
possible that some spot would tend to grow at the expense of others until
the whole contact reached a stable configuration.
INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY AND VIDEO NOISE
The intermediate frequencies most commonly used in microwave
radar are 30 and 60 Me/see.
Consequently most of the Radiation
Laboratory data on crystal noise are obtained from experiments at these
frequencies.
Experiments by the University of Pennsylvania group’
have made available additional data for video and audio frequencies;
1L. I. Schiff, “Noise in Crystal Rectifiers,” NDRC 14126, Univ. of Penn., Mar.
10, 1943.
~P. H. MiI1er,M. N. Lewis,L. I. Schiff,and W. E. Stephens,“Noise Spectrumof
SiliconRectifiers,” NDRC 14256, Univ. of Penn., Mar. 20, 1944.
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these arediscussed in Sec. 6.4. Theeffect ofr-ftuning onnoise temperatureis discussed in Sec. 7“10. The dependence of noise temperature on
rectified current was discussed in Chap. 2 (see Fig. 2.17).
Depenuhx
6.3. Dependence of Noise Temperature on Frequency.
of Intermediate-frequency
Noise on Excitation Frequency .-Noise
temperatures measured at intermediate frequencies customarily used in radar
equipment (about 30 Me/see) with r-f excitation in the 1-, 3-, and 10-cm
bands do not agree; in some cases the difference maybe as large as 1 or 2,
or in rare cases even greater. The difficulty in establishing identical
experimental conditions may explain the differences observed in particular units for different microwave frequencies, but this explanation can-

1

100
X~.,= 9.8 cm
P,., = 0.5 mw

50
g

‘o
-e

L

h,.~ = 3.2 cm
P,.f =

o~
1.0

2.0

3.0

1,0mw

4.0

Noise temperature (times)

FICI.63.-A

comparison of noise-temperature distributions for 1N23 rectifiers for r-f wavelengths of 9.S and 3.2 cm. Random sample of 1N23 rectifiers.

not as yet be confirmed with data at hand.
Measurements made with
the standard test equipments (see Chap. 9) are illustrated in Figs. 6.3
and 6.4 for a representative sample of commercial 1N23 units selected
prior to acceptance tests. Briefly, the experimental conditions require:
(1) fixed r-f power level, (2) fixed-tuned mixer, (3) i-f coupling circuit
making the noise temperature measurement independent of i-f resistance,
and (4) intermediate frequency, 30 Me/see.
Figure 6“3 shows the distribution of noise temperature for r-f excitation at 9.8 and 3.2 cm with
r-f power levels of 0.5 and 1.0 mw, respectively.
The rectified current
for a given unit is therefore not ordinarily the same in the two cases, but
the average values are approximately the same. Figure 6.4 shows the
distribution of the difference in noise temperature of individual units in
the 10- and 3-cm bands.

I
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Similar data for the 3- and
The 3-cm measurements were
the r-f power level adjusted
current as that obtained at a

TEMPERATURE

l-cm bands are shown in Figs. 6.5 and 66.
made using standard test equipment, with
for each unit to give the same rectified
constant power level of I mw in the l-cm

‘E
-2.0
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-1.0

0

+ Lo

+2.0

At (times)
FIG. 6.4.—Difference in noise temperature of 1Nz3 rectifiers. At = tI – t,, where tl is the
noise temperature for h,.I = 3.2 cm and LZis for X..f = 9.8 cm.

equipment.
The intermechate frequent y f or the l-cm measurements was
60 Me/see.
!f%e Spectrum of Video Noise .—The noise output of crystal rectifiers
at intermediate frequencies of 30 and 60 Me/see is approximately the

20 A= 3.2cm
~,f = 30 Me/see

10 .8C
a
Zo

F

l-k-%

g 20 z
A= 1.25cm
10 -

V.,=

60 Me/see

I
n
r-l
2.0
3.0
4.0
Noisetemperature
(times)
FIG.6.5.—Acomparisonof noisetemperature
distributionsfor r-f wavelengthsof 3.2 cm
and 1.25 cm. The r-f power level was adjusted for the same rectified current at the two
0+
1.0

wavelengths. A random sample of 1N26 rectifiers was used.

same, as can be seen from Fig. 6.5. At lower frequencies, however, the
noise temperature increases until at audio frequencies it is orders of
magnitudes greater than at intermediate frequencies.
The noise spectrum of silicon rectifiers in the range from 15 to 300 kc/see with d-c and

,
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r-f excitation has been investigated

No data are availby Miller et al.’
A block diagram of the apparatus
and a circuit diagram of the input circuit used by Miller for the frequency

able in the range from 1 to 30 Llc/sec.

~ 20 .=
a
%
# 10

r

z
n r
o
-1.0
-2.0

-II-l
+1.0
0
At (times)

+2.0

FIc. 6.6.—Difference in noise temperature of 1N26 rectifiers. At = tI — t~,where tl is
the noise temperature for X,.f = 3,2 cm, u;.f = 30 Me/see and tz is the noise temperature
for A,.f = 1.25 cm, u;., = 60 Me/see. Data are for the same units plotted in Fig. 6.5.
range from 15 to 300 kc/see are shown in Fig. 6.7. The dynamic
impedance I?z of the crystal, the input resistor R 1, and the load resist ante
of the diode RD are connected in parallel to the grid of the first amplifier
tube.
The rest of the circuit is for applying d-c bias to the crystal.
The
To video
amplifier

Noise
diode
=

R~

Input circuit

NC 101X
communication
receiver
Local
oscillator
Block Oiagram

Fm. 6.7.—Inputcircuitand block diagram of apparatus for measuring noise temperature at
low frequencies.

noise dbde is a noise-current generator whose mean-square noise current
is given by Eq. (l).
1P. H. Miller, M. N. Lswis, L. I. S&M, and W. E. Stephens,“Noise Spectrumof
Silicon Rectifiers,” NDRC 14256, Univ. of Penn., Mar. 20, 1944.
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It follows from Theorem 1 (Sec. 6“1) that the mean-square
applied to the grid of the input tube, with switch S open, is

voltage

w=4k’’0A-@%)2(&)”
(22)

When S’ is closed and the crystal removed, the mean-square input voltage
is
WD ==4kT0 Af
(

\

& + R.
“R”
Y(2+&)”

’23)

At temperature To, t, is unity and tl/R, is much smaller than either of
the additive terms in Eqs, (22) and (23) and can therefore be neglected
to a good approximation.
Let G be the voltage gain of the amplifier.
With the crystal removed
and S open, the square of the amplifier output voltage is given by
V:

= G2~ Af,

(24)

where ~ is the equivalent mean-square input voltage that would represent the noise generated in the amplifier.
The square of the output voltage is then

——
‘2 = “(v:
with S open, and

+ a’ ‘f)

‘k TOR~Re

= ‘2 ‘f [ (R, + R,)’

—
t + az 1 ‘

(25)

with S closed.
Combhing Eqs. (24), (25), and (26) leads to

‘=(u3-2 R%
R,

(V’

–

V:) .

2kT0 (Vi

eI

–

V:)

(27)

The value of t is calculated from Eq. (27) from measurements of 1
and of V~, V2, and V; with a square-law output meter. For the data in
Figs. 6.8 and 6.9, RI = R. = 1000 ohnw. If R* is assumed to be 1000
ohms also, then Eq. (27) reduces to the expression
(28)
where the diode current Z is expressed in milliamperes and the voltages
For values of RZ ranging from 250 to 4000 ohms, the assumpin volts.
tion that Rz = 1000 ohms introduces a maximum error of about 36 per
cent. It is estimated that absolute values of t are accurate to about
50 per cent.

i
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The remainder of the apparatus is shown in the block diagram of
I?ig. 6.7. The video amplifier has a voltage gain of about 104 and has a
flat response to 1 Me/see.
The 1000-cps filter has a bandwidth of about
100 cps. A silicon rectifier, especially selected for negligible harmonics,
was used for the mixer; the local oscillator was crystal-controlled at a
frequency of 7 Me/see.
A noise frequency j from the input circuit
mixes with the local oscillator to give an output frequency of 7 + f

- Me/see.

10.0

If

receiver

8.0

the

is tuned

then the input

~omrnunications
to 7 + ~ iVIc/see,

frequencies

6.0
5.0

Me/see
1000-cps

output

4.0

measured

on the meter.

~

Typical

3.0
2.0

1000

cps

of 7 + j

will

voltage

results

from

shown

in Figs. 6.8 and 6.9.
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15 to
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a
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range
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0.4
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FIG. 68.-Noise
temperature at a frequency of 30 kc/see as a function of d-c
bias in the back direction. (A) Carbon
Microphone; (i?) and (C) sihcon rectiliera.
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so

150

4060
100 200
Frequencyin kcAc

3W
4CM3600

FIG. 6.9.—Noise temperature as a
function of frequency for a commercial
silicon rectifier. (A) Forward d-c blaa of
0.5 ma; (B) excitation by 10-cm r-f
power; (C) back d-c bias of 0.01 ma.

temperature at a frequency of 30 kc/see as a function of d-c bias voltage
in the back direction.
The absolute noise temperatures are indicated
for each curve.
Curve A shows for comparison the noise from a carbon
microphone, and Curves B and C are for silicon rectifiers. From these
curves and others measured, it appears that the noise temperature varies
roughly as the square of the bias voltage in the back direction, or, over the
range for which the back resistance is approximately constant, as the
square of the current in the back direction.
Similar results are obtained
for other frequencies.
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In Fig. 6.9, the relative noise temperature of a silicon crystal is plotted
as a function of frequency under the following conditions: for Curve A,
a d-c forward biasing current of 0.5 ma, Curve 1?, excitation by lo-cm r-f
power at a level which gives a rectified current of 0.5 ma, and Curve C,
a back d-c biasing current of 0.01 ma. The approximate absolute value
of the noise temperatures are indicated on the figure for each curve.
This particular crystal has a noise temperature of 1.6 at 30 Me/see.
It is seen from the curve that (a) the noise with back bias is many
times larger than with forward bias, and (b) the noise temperature varies
inversely as the frequency for both d-c bias and r-f excitation in the
frequency range investigated. 1 This relationship is typical of all the
crystal
rectifiers
measured
by
100
Miller, as well as for carbon micro50
phonesz and thin metal resistors3
measured by others.
Miller and
%
Greenblatt4 have also made meas.=
g
10
urements in the audio range from
2
5
c
.50 to 10,000 cps with an audio
al
~
amplifier and appropriate filters.
s
In Fig. 6.10 is shown a typical
~
10
:
noise temperature-frequency
curve
$ 0.5
for a crystal biased with 0.3 volt in
g:
the back direction.
It can be seen
3
from the curve that the inverse0.1
w lWO
10,OW
50 100
frequency law is valid down to freFrequencyin CPS
quencies as low as 50 cps. It was
FIG.6.10.—Relativenoise temperature
of a siliconcrystalasa functionof frequency
also found that in the audio-frequenin the audio-frequencyrange,for a d-c bias
cy range the noise temperature with
of 0.3 volt in the backdirection.
d-c excitation varies as the square
of the current in the back direction, in a~reement with the results m-eviously given for the frequent y range from 15 to 300 kc/see.
The experimental difficulties of measuring noise at audio frequencies
make it difficult to assign an absolute value to the noise temperature;
for the crystal used in obtaining Fig. 6.10 the value of the noise temperature, calculated for a crystal resistance of 300 ohms, is about 14,000 at a
I In a private communicationto the authors Miller statesthat unpublishedwork
in the W& to 1000-kc/sec range indicatesthat the invercerelationshipis valid at lecst
to 1000kc/see.
3C. J. Christensenand G. L. Pearcon, “Fluctuations in Carbon Contacts,” Bell
System Tech. J., 16, 197 (1936).
8J. Bernamont, “Fluctuations de Potential d’un Conducteur Metallique,” Ann.
phys., Series 11, 7, 71 (1937).
4P. H. Miller and M. H. Greenblatt, “Crystal Audio Noise,” NDRC l~s87,
U. of Psnn., Jan. 5, 1945.
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frequency of 1000 cps. Since theresistance ataback
voltage of 0.3 volt
is probably of the order of several thousand ohms, thetrue noise temperaturemay beasmuch astentimes this value.
Extrapolation of the curve
of Fig. 6.8 to a frequency of 1000 cps gives a noise temperature of about
100,000 with a biasing current of 0.01 ma in the back direction.
Measurements made by the Pennsylvania group on a representative
sample of commercial rectifiers indicate that something like 5 per cent
of the units tested have a noise temperature at 1000 cps of less than 700,
for lo-cm excitation and 0.5 ma rectified current.
Since both Johnson noise and diode noise are independent of frequency, the large increase in noise observed at low frequencies must
be the result of some other mechanism, one that could account for the
inverse dependence on frequency observed in the range from 50 cps to
No adequate hypothesis for such a mechanism has as yet
0.5 Me/see.
been suggested.
6.4. Dependence on Temperature.-Little
is known about the way in
which noise temperature varies with the ambient temperature of the
rectifier. It was seen in the earlier part of this chapter that the theory
of generation of diode noise in the crystal barrier and Johnson noise in the
spreading resistance predicts less noise than is in most cases observed
with d-c excitation.
The mechanism of the generation of the excess
noise is as yet unknown.
The only data available are measurements by Lawson, Miller, and
Stephens)l who used aluminum-doped
silicon rectifiers made in the
laboratory.
With d-c excitation, measurements of the 30-Mc/sec noise
temperature were made at room and liquid-air temperatures.
A forwardbias voltage was used and adjusted for each crystal to give the same d-c
current at the two temperatures; both the dynamic d-c resistance,
obtained from the slope of the characteristic curve, and the spreading
resistance increase with decreasing temperature, the low-temperature
bias therefore being always the larger. The crystals used were unfilled
in order to avoid changes arising from contraction of the wax filler at the
low temperature.
The data listed in Table 6.1 are for those units that
survived a cooling cycle with less than 2 per cent change in noise temperature. The observed values of noise temperature, in terms of the standard
temperature of 290°K, are listed in Column 7 of Table 6.1. The last
column lists the value calculated for diode and Johnson noise alone; use
was made of Eq. (9) and the data for spreading resistance and barrier
resistance obtained from an analysis of the d-c curve and listed in Columns
5 and 6 of Table 6,1. It can be seen that although the diode and Johnson
noise in general decrease with decreasing temperature, the observed noise
temperature does not show a significant trend in either direction; i%would
I A. W. Lawson, P. H. Miller, and W. E. Stephens,“ Noise in Silicon Rectifiersat
Low Temperatures,”NDRC 14-189,U. of Penn., Oct. 1, 1943.
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TABLE6.1.—CALCULATED
ANDOBSERVED
DEPENDENCE
OFNOMETEMPERATURE
ON
U31ENT
‘1 fPERATU

crystal

?emperw
ture, “K

Bias
voltage,
volts

D-c

wrrent,
ma

Barrier
sistance, >sistance
ohms

ohms

(calcumted for

t
lbserved

[ohnson
nd diode
noise

only)
1

300
80

0.28
0.69

0.77
0.77

35
70

30
380

2,1
1.7

0.8
0.4

2

300
80

0.32
1.24

0.77
0.77

60
50

60
400

6.8
6.4

1.0
0.3

3

300
80

0.30
0.90

0.77
0.77

60
90

40
300

9.0
5.4

1.0
0.5

4

300
60

0.18
0.75

0.58
0.58

60
160

40
360

1.7
3.2

0.8
0.8

5

300
80

0.21
0.62

0.60
0.58

50
120

50
300

1.6
1.8

0,8
0.6

6

300
80

0,28
0.70

0..59
0.59

105
85

45
380

2.1
3.6

1.2
0.4

7

300
80

0.27
0.64

0.58
0.56

60
0

60
530

1.9
3.0

0.9
0.3

8

300
80

0.20
0,52

0.58
0,58

45
50

65
230

2.3
2.7

0.8
0.3

9

300
80

0.17
0.65

0.58
0.58

30
90

80
290

2.7
2.6

0.9
0.5

10

300
80

0,20
0.58

0,58
0.58

40
40

70
280

2.0
1.5

0.7
0,2

therefore

appear

that the excess

as the temperature drops.
made with r-f excitation.

noise for d-c excitation

As yet no investigation

does not decrease

of this efiect has been

MICROWAVE NOISE
The Crystal as a Microwave Noise Generator.-There
is little
quantitative information on crystal-noise generation at microwave freWhat information is available concerns the use of the crystal
quencies.
rectifier with d-c excitation as a microwave noise source for noisdi~e
measurements.
In this application the available noise power under gken
6.5.
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FIG. 6,11.—Apparatus for measuring the r-f noise temperature of a crystal rectifier.
the crystal is mismatched,
5 to 10 db of attenuation can be placed between
it and the r-f output terminals whenever it is desired that the noisegenerator impedance be the characteristic impedance of the r-f line. The
measured noise temperature in the mismatched case, however, will be
less than the true value since not all of the available output noise power
will be measured.
Like low-frequency noise, the microwave noise power output is much
larger with d-c bias in the back direction rather than in the forward
direction.
With a bias current of 3 to 4 ma in the back direction, the
3-cm noise temperature of a random sample of 1N23 crystals lies in the
range from twenty-five to forty times; the r-f noise temperature of 1N26
One
crystals at 1.25 cm lies in the range of about ten to twenty times.
method of measuring the r-f noise temperature utilizes the “magic T’,”
shown in Fig. 6.11. The properties of this device are discussed in detail in
Vol. 16 of the Radiation Laboratory Series; the particular property of

.
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crystal

t: with

with
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noise power at the
(29)

where t k the r-f noise temperature to be measured and G= is the conThe first term of the right-hand
version gain of the mixer crystal.
member is the available noise power from the mixer crystal and the
second term is the converted noise power from the noise crystal.
The
noise temperature t: is then
N,
‘L = kT, Af

= t,+ tGz,

(30)

from which

t=—

t;– t.
G= “

(31)

The measurement of t:, t., and G. is accomplished by the methods
discussed in Chap. 7. The standard noise set described in Chap. 9 can
be conveniently used by connecting its mixer to Arm 2 of the magic T of
Fig. 6.11.
This method may also be used for the calibration of a noise source
employing a reflex velocity-modulated
tube, such as that described in
Sec. 7.11.
Alternatively, the r-f noise power from the noise crystal may be
mea sured with the microwave radiometer reported by Dicke. 1 This
instrument is described in Vol. 24, Chap. 5 of the Radiation Laboratory
Series. This method has been used to calibrate l-cm crystal noise
sources for use in noise-figure measurements.
I R. H. Dicke, “The hfeasurement of Thermal Radiation at Microwave Frequencies,” RL Report No. 787, Aug. 22, 1945.
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MEASUREMENTS

LOSS MEASUREMENTS

7.1. General Considerations.-The
initial sections of this chapter
treat the problem of conversion loss measurement.
A difficulty arises
from the need for apparatus that will satisfy two incompatible requirements. First, there is needed for the research laboratory an apparatus
that can measure conversion loss under general tuning conditions in
order properly to evaluate the capabilities of experimental crystals.
The flexibility demanded of such an apparatus entails using a multiplicity
of control knobs.
They become even more numerous when facilities are
provided for noise-temperature measurements to evaluate the over-all
performances of the crystals under the same conditions that obtain for
conversion-loss measurements.
Second, the apparatus must at the same time be simple enough for
manipulation by unskilled personnel in acceptance testing of production
units; in other words, it should have a minimum of control knobs.
But
here another problcm is encountered.
Since the measurements must be
standardized, a uniform method of measurement must be devised that
makes it possible for values obtained at one station to be reproduced at
another.
In addition, measuring conditions should as far as possible
But since the latter
simulate those prevailing in system receivers.
conditions vary so much from one system to another, it is impossible to
satisfy this requirement and at the same time achieve uniformity and
simplicity.
Conversion loss, as we have seen in Chap. 5, depends on the
internal impedance of the signal source and not only on the value of this
impedance at signal frequency but also on its value at image frequency
Now it happens that some
and, to some extent, at harmonic frequencies.
system receivers are designed to match the mixer to both input (signal)
and output (i-f) circuits while others are designed to match the input
but to mismatch the output circuit in order to Improve the noise figure
of the amplifier.
The termination at intermediate frequency does not
directly affect conversion 10SS, but, transformed through the mixer, it
affects the signal impedance of the rnixcr and t!lus i,lm mat. hing signal
Agiliuj some
source impedance on which the conversion loss depends.
systems are provided with broadband Tlt tubes ~~”hiclldo not rchct’ the
I The sameresultis sometimesacbicvcd ill bdanccd mixerswith narrow-baudTR
tubes by taking advantage of the phaw selective properties of the magic T or its
coaxial equivalent [see Microwave Mizcrs, Vol. 16, Radiation I,?bo~atorySeries).
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image frequency; other systems have sharply resonant TR tubes which
reflect most of the image frequency power. Furthermore, the latter case
shows in practice a distressing lack of uniformity in the phase of the
reflected image wave. Finally,, some, but not all, system designers have
incorporated harmonic filters in the r-f circuit in order to take advantage
of harmonic reinforcement.
As a result of this lack of uniformity in
system design, two crystals of the same conversion loss in one receiver
may have different conversion losses in another.
Actually such differences are not likely to exceed one or two decibels and are not very serious
from the point of view of system efficiency.
From the crystal manufacturer’s point of view, however, a difference of one decibel between two
Failure to meet the conversionmeasuring stations is a serious matter.
10SStest specification limit as tested by the standard apparatus may force
the manufacturer to reject a sizable fraction of his crystal production.
These rejected units, however, may actually have less conversion loss
than some of the accepted units in some particular system receiver.
There does not appear to be any simple way out of this dilemma.
The compromise finally adopted involves the measurement for production
testing of that particular value of the conversion loss denoted in Chap. 5
by LO. This value is defined as the conversion loss when the source
impedance is the same at both signal and image frequency and is chosen
to match the local-oscillator power (rather than the signal power) to the
mixer. We saw in Chap. 5 that in practice LOdiffers insignificantly from
L,, the loss when the impedances to signal and image are equal, and this
common impedance is adjusted to make the loss a minimum.
As
explained in Sec. 5.6, LOis always greater than the conversion loss minimized independently, both with respect to the signal impedance and with
Thus the system designer is assured
respect to the image impedance.
that a crystal satisfying the test specification limit on LO will have a loss
less than or equal to this limit in a well-designed receiver with either a
The amount by which LO exceeds
sharply or a broadly tuned r-f circuit.
the system receiver loss for the same crystal will vary in practice from
zero to about two decibels, the amount depends on the crystal and on the
receiver design.
The measurement of LO can be made with a simple apparatus that is
readily aligned and standardized and gives remarkably uniform results.
This method is described fully in Sec. 7.4 and the standardized test set
utilizing this method is described in Sees. 9.1, 9.2, and 9.3.
No signal in the ordinary sense is employed in this simplified measureIts function is simulated by a variation in local-oscillator power.
ment.
This variation may take the form of an incremental change in power or of
an amplitude modulation of the local-oscillator wave.
Before discussing the simplified method we shall treat other methods
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I
more suited to the research laboratory, namely the conventional heterodyne method (Sec. 7.2) and the impedance method (Sec. 7.3). These
have the advantage over the simplified method of greater flexibility,
r.laking it possible to study conversion loss as a function of imagetuning and other parameters.
Conversion loss may be determined indirectly by measuring the eleAs explained in Chap. 5, this
ments of the mixer admittance matrix.
can be accomplished by measuring the local-oscillator mixer admittance y,
the direct current io, their derivatives with respect to absorbed localoscillator power P, and the direct voltage V. Although this method is
tedious and suitable only to the research laboratory, it is very general,
giving not only the conversion loss with arbitrary image-tuning but also
the mixer admittances.
It also determines the extent of reciprocity
failure and therefore the loss when the mixer is used as a modulator rather
than as a demodulator.
(See Sees. 5.3 to 5.9, for details.)
7.2. The Heterodyne Method.-The
most obvious and direct method
of loss measurement is the heterodyne method.
This method is some-

pki=ti=l

Fl
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property only of the apparatus and not of the crystal to be measured;
once it is determined it needs to be remeasured only occasionally as a
check on the constancy of the signal generator.
The mixer must be approximately matched to the i-f wattmeter since
the available i-f power is desired. On the other hand, the available
signal power is independent of the tuning at the r-f terminals.
This tuning can be adjusted so that the measured loss conforms to the various
special cases treated in Chap. 5.
The signal power available at A should be in the range of 1 to 10 pw
for best results. A power higher than this leads to trouble from nonlinearity since the mixer is linear only when the signal power is small
compared with the local oscillator power ( = 1 mw).
Signal power less
than 1 pw is difficult to measure accurately.
The power available at A
may be measured by breaking the connection at A and feeding the signal
If this is not available as a standard
into an r-f wattmeter (bolometer).
piece of test equipment, it can be easily constructed.
A thermistor
element such as a Wollaston wire or a Western Electric bead thermistor
The bridge is balanced with no r-f
is used as one arm of a d-c bridge.
After application of r-f power,
power applied to the sensitive element.
balance is restored by decreasing the direct-current power in the sensitive
element.
The r-f power is then just equal to the difference in d-c power.
Care must be taken to insure a good r-f match to the sensitive element.
The intermediate-frequency
wattmeter may be a bolometer of a
similar nature.
Because a continuous indication is desirable for rapid
measurement, it is convenient to calibrate the i-f wattmeter in terms of
the off-balance indication of the bridge.
For accurate measurement a
good match from the mixer to the i-f wattmeter is desirable.
As an alternative to the i-f bolometer, an amplifier followed by a
calibrated (preferably square-law) detector may be used as a wattmeter.
Such a detector has the advantage of being free from undesirable thermal
effects.
It is not easy, however, to maintain a constant amplifier gain at
usual intermediate frequencies ( = 30 Me/see), although the difficulty
is much reduced if the intermediate frequency is in the audio range.
But then the problem arises of maintaining the two high-frequency
One solution is to use only
oscillators at a small frequency separation.
one oscillator with audio-frequent y amplitude modulation (see Sec. 7“4).
The two modulation sidebands then replace the signal. This method
has the disadvantage that no discrimination between signal and image is
possible, with the result that the loss can be measured only under the
condition of equal impedance at signal and image.
The i-f amplifier gain can be maintained at some constant level by
making frequent reference measurements of “standard crystals. ” Maintaining gain by this method is difficult if variable tuned measurements
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are wanted, because it means returning to some standard tune each time
a check measurement is made.
There is no such difficulty with fixed-tuned measurements, for which
the mixer is permanently tuned at input and output at some standard
impedance level. This level is determined by finding the mean of the
impedance spreads of a large number of crystals of the type to be
measured.
The circumstance that the actual absorbed i-f power rather
than the available power is measured, however, introduces error.
In the heterodyne method one must take care to maintain frequency
The usual AFC techniques can be employed to
stability of the oscillators.
If highly resonant r-f circuits
maintain constant frequency difference.
are to be used, however, absolute frequency stability should be maintained.
A satisfactory method is to use one of the frequency stabilization
schemes devised by Pound (see Vol. 16 of the Radiation Laboratory
Series).
To study conversion 10s9 as a function of image impedance, a filter
must be used in the signal generator lead. A high-Q transmission cavity
such as a TR tube might, for example, be inserted at A in Fig. 7.1. The
phase of the image wave reflected by the cavity can then be altered by a
line stretcher between the mixer and the cavity.
Proper account must
be taken of the signal transmission loss in the cavity.
A difficulty
encountered in such an arrangement is that local-oscillator power is also
reflected by such a bandpass filter, and large variations in rectified
crystal current occur when the phase of the reflected image wave is
altered by the line stretcher.
A more satisfactory method is to use a
band-rejection filter that reflects only the image frequent y; a sidearm
can be attached at A (Fig. 7“1) and terminated by a single window cavity
tuned to the image frequency.
The line length between this cavity
and the main line is then adjusted to pass an off-resonant frequent y
through the main line without reflection while the image frequency is
reflected.
The phase of the reflected image wave can then be varied by
adjusting the line length between this sidearm and the mixer. A device
of this type was employed by Be ringer (see Sec. 7“7) in his investigation
of the effect of image impedance on loss and noise temperature.
7.3. Impedance Methods.-It
is well known that the transmission
loss of a four-terminal linear passive network can be determined from a
number of measurements of the impedance at one terminal pair with
known loads attached to the opposite pair. Any linear four-terminal
device is completely specified by its admittance matrix, that is, by the two
self-admittances and the two transfer admittances.
If the device is passive the two transfer admittances are equal and give reciprocity.
In such
a device only three (complex) quantities are needed to define the properties
o’ the device; the loss may be measured hy not more than three independ-
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ent measurements of impedance.
If reciprocity does not hold, however,
the four characteristic parameters determining the properties of the netThe reason
work cannot all be determined by impedance measurements.
is that impedance measurements determine only the product of the transfer admittances whereas the loss depends on their ratio also.
We have seen (Chap. 5) that a crystal mixer can be regarded aa a
linear network which, however, is not generally passive.
The conversion loss of the mixer cannot therefore be determined in general by
impedance measurements alone. Reciprocity failure has so far been
observed only in germanium rectifiers, however; the impedance method
can still be used, therefore, for silicon crystals, although not with perfect
confidence.
The impedance method is worth using when possible
because the method is easy, quick, and capable of high precision.
If at least weak reciprocity (equality in phase of the transfer admittances) can be generally assumed, and no exception has yet been observed,
the impedance method still has some general utility.
As noted in Sec. 5.8,
if weak reciprocity holds, conversion loss L can be expressed as
(1)
where gcfl/gBa,the so-called f‘ reciprocityy fact or, ” is the ratio of the signal–
The quantity L’, the so-called
i-f to the i-f–signal transfer admittance.
“impedance loss,” depends only on the product of gefland g~~,not on the
ratio, and can therefore be determined by impedance measurements.
Thus by measuring the dependence of L’ on image-tuning in this way, the
variation of L with image impedance can be determined at least to within
a constant factor.
An early application of the impedance method to crystal mixers was
made by Marcum, 1 who measured r-f impedance with open-circuited and
Dicke2 also devised a version of the
closed-circuited
i-f terminals.
impedance method involving the measurement of i-f impedance with
three different r-f loads. Later R. V. Pound modified and improved
Marcum’s method.
The Dicke ikfethod.-Tbis method has the advantages of being simple,
quick, and capable of high precision.
Figure 7.2 shows a block &gram
of the apparatus used.
An r-f oscillator buffered by a matched attenuator feeds a slotted
section of waveguide into which may be inserted a standard susceptance
consisting of a metal wire encased in a polystyrene plug. The slotted
1J. I. Marcum, ‘(Operation of Crystal Rectifier Units at Microwave Frequencies, ”
Westinghouse Research Report SR-158,. Dec. 4, 1942.
2R. H. Dicke, “ Reciprocity Theorem and Its Application to Measurement of
Gain of Micro-Wave Crystai Mixers, ” RL Report No. 61-18, Apr. 13, 1943.
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section is followed by a line stretcher whose purpose is to vary the
electrical distance between the susceptance and the crystal.
Next comes
the crystal mixer, provided with a tuner for matching it to the waveguide. The d-c terminals of the mixer which also serve as the i-f terminals
are connected to a 60-cps bridge.
The measuring procedure is as follows:
1. The mixer is matched to the guide and the r-f power is either
adjusted to some standard value or adjusted to give the desired
The r-j power is about 1 mw (ordinary local
rectified current.
oscillator level).
Standard
Suaceptarrca

Oscillator

~f

q

Attenuator

Line
stretcher

slotted
section

1

t

I

60.cps
bridge

—

crystal
mixer

—

Tuner

FIG. 7.2.—B1ock diagram for the Dicke impedance method of loss measurement.

2. The dynamic conductance of the mixer at 60 cps is measured with
the bridge.
This quantity we denote by go.
3. The standard susceptance is placed in the slotted section and the
attenuator adjusted to give the original crystal current.
4. The line stretcher is adjusted to maximize the 60-cps conductance.
This value gl of the conductance is measured.
5. The line stretcher is adjusted to minimize the 60-cps conductance.
This minimum conductance g~ is measured.
The (impedance) conversion loss may then be found from these data,
gO, gl, and gz, together with the value P of the standing-~vave voltage
ratio introduced in the guide by the standard susceptance.
In particular the value of L& the impedance conversion loss when
image and signal are terminated alike and the mixer is matched at localoscillator level, is given by
14=2p~

90(91 – 92)

,0 + 1 (91 — go)(90 — g:)”

(2)

f
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Equation (2) will be derived no~v, and it will be shown how the con.
version loss under other conditions of tuning may be determined from
the same data.
Equation (5.64) gives the i-f conductance ge of the mixer when the
r-f load admittance common to signal and image is a real conductance go.
If the r-f load admittance is not purely real, the i-f admittance remains
Using
real provided the r-f admittance is the same at signal and image.
an analysis similar to that employed in deriving Eq. (5”64) we find for
gej in this more general case,

‘d = ‘BP–

29.690.(9.. – (7.7 + 9.)
(g=. + 9.)’ + b: – 9:,’

(3)

where
(4)

y. = g.a+ jba
Equais the r-f load admittance.
tion (3) is easily seen to reduce to
Eq. (5.64) if we put b= = O. Now if
the standard susceptance is inserted
and the line is stretched between the
susceptance and the crystal, the r-f
load admittance y. will traverse a
circle in the admittance plane. This
circle has its center on the real axis
which it intersects at g= = pg and
1
g. = ~ g, where g is the guide con-

.~ba

Pfl

v=

FIG. 7,3.—Diagram showing circle
traversedby the r-f load admittanceas
thelineisstretched:u = lineconductance;

ductance and p the standing-wave
voltage ratio introduced by inserting
the susceptance

(see Fig. 7“3).

Tbe

p = standing-wave ratio.

equation

of the circle is
(5)

If Eq. (5) is solved for ba and substituted in Eq. (3), we see that the resulting expression for gp can be expressed as a fraction containing g. linearly
in both numerator and denominator.
Consequently gfl as a function of
go has no stationary values, and the greatest and least values of g8 occur
at the extreme values of ga, that is, at g. = pg and g. = g/P. FurtherThus we obtain from Eq. (3) for
more, b. = O at both these points.
gl and g, respectively the maximum and minimum values of g~ as the line
is stretched,
2g=pgfla
g, = g~p–
9.. + 9., + P9’
2g=&7@.
g2 =

g88 –
ff..

+

9..

+

ff/P’
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The i-f conductance g,,, ~vhen the standard susceptance is removed, is
found by replacing p by unity in either of these results,
(8)
Because, under this condition, the mixer is matched to the oscillator
conductance g, we have from ~q. (5.26),
g = g.. – g.,.
Equations

(9)

(6) to (9) inclusive may now be solved

for g==, g~p, and

g.~g~. with the results
9. R=;
(JBR =

(P–

(lo)

I)MC
p-c~’

g.pgb = (71 – d

1)

Ck+

go + (gl – gJ

(p – cj(l
C(pz — 1)
2(P _ ~)29!

+

(11)

c}’

(12)

~ ~ 91 – (41,

(13)

go – gz
Equations
of the

(9) to (13) inclusive

mixer

in terms

give the elements

of the

guide

of the admittance

conductance

g, the

matrix

standing-wave

ratio p, and simple impedance measurements at the d-c terminals of the
mixer. Only the product gaBgP.is determined in ‘his way. As mentioned
above, the ratio g.P/gPa—the reciprocity factor—cannot
be found by
impedance measurements.
Substituting these results into our formula
(Eq. (577)) for the conversion loss LO we obtsin

(/0(91–

LO=294F8 P-1
96.

P +

1 (m

–

90)070

92)
–

(14)
92)’

which with Eq. (1) gives Eq. (2) for the impedance loss, L:.
The values obtained for gaa, etc., may now be substituted into Eqs.
(5. 141) and (5. 142) to give the losses under various conditions of image
tuning.
The great advantage of impedance methods is that no difficult
r-f power measurements are required, whereas all other methods involve
measurement of r-f power. This suggests that the impedance technique
may be used to measure r-f power instead of loss. For example Eq. (51),
which is derived in the next section, gives LO in terms of the r-f power P.
Eliminating Lo between Eqs. (14) and (51), a result is obtained for P in
terms of the reciprocity factor p and of quantities all determined by simple
low-frequency measurements, capable of high precision.
Of course, full
reciprocity (gaP = g~a) must be assumed in such measurements, but this
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assumption appears to hold for silicon crystals.
This method of r-f
power measurement, suggested by Dicke, has not yet been exploited but
appears to have some value.
To the authors’ knowledge all other absoare calorimetric,
that is, they involve the translute power measurements
formation
of r-f power into heat.
A special cas~ of interest arises when the standing-wave voltage ratio p
becomes very large. In this case gl and gz are the i-f conductance
when
the r-f terminals are respectively
short-circuited and open-circuited.
From Eqs. (6) and (7) we find for p = m,

2g.Bgb.

Q=l–
I
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9.W(9.. + 9.7)’

(15)

Now in Sec. 57 it was shown that the loss La (loss minimized with respect
to the r-f load impedance, which is the same at signal and image) is given
by Eq. (5.72)
(16)
9@-vl-?12
where q~ is given by 13q. (5.73).
Eq. (15) we see that

Comparing

L2.@d+ml.
9@ 1 – dg2/gl

,

t

-

thk expression for q, with

(17)

Thus the (impedance) lOSSL; may be found from only two measurements of i-f conductance, the third measurement (gO) being unnecessary.
In practice the oscillator power in
this method is introduced into the
guide by a loosely coupled probe,
and the impedance is changed
from a short circuit to an open
circuit by the motion of a plunger
t
terminating the waveguide.
This
method was suggested by F. B.
Tuner
Mixer
Llewellyn and has been used to
some extent at the Bell Telephone
1L
1)
Laboratories.
It has the disadvantage of requiring an oscillator
l-f
terrninala
capable of putting out a large
Local
oadllator
amount of power, since the oscillator must be loosely coupled to
FIG. 7.4.—Essentials of the Pound method
the guide. Also it is difficult to
of 10ssmeasurement.
keep the absorbed local-oscillator
power constant as the plunger is moved.
Furthermore, the method
determines only L2 and gives no information about the loss under more
general conditions of tuning.
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The Pound Method.—The
impedance conversion loss may equally WC1l
be determined from r-f impedance data.
The essentials of the Pound
method are illustrated in Fig. 7 “4. An r-f bridge is connected to the
signal terminals of the mixer. With the i-f terminals short-circuited,
This operation is equivthe tuner T is adjusted to balance the bridge.
alent to matching the mixer to the bridge circuit with the result that the
The i-f terminals are then openmixer does not reflect signal power.

~–~

t

t

t

2
/
Magic T

3

R.f
shutter

Tuner

t4atched

Signal

attenuator

generator

Mixer
A

1
I
Matched
load

—

If
terminator

I
FIG. 7.5a.—B1ock diagram of apparatw used in the Pound method of loss measurement.
m

Re.e;t:

meter
+
1/

Mixer

=

I
=

,

=

FIG.7.~.—Diagr8mof the i-f circuitin the Poundmethodof loaameasurement.
circuited and the off-balance reading of the balance indicator is recorded.
The (impedance) conversion loss is then directly obtained from this one
datum.
A more detailed diagram of Pound’s apparatus is shown in Fig. 7.5.
The test mixer is mixer A and the r-f bridge is the magic T with its
associated circuits in Arms 1, 2, and 4. There is no direct cross coupling
between opposite arms of the magic T. Thus if &ms 3 and 4 are terminated in matched loads, no power from the signal generator will go up
Arm 2, the indicating arm of the bridge, and the balance-indicating
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meter M will read zero. If Arm 3 is mismatched, half the signal power
reflected by Arm 3 goes up Arm z and the other half is absorbed in Arm 1.
The reading of meter M is therefore proportional to the signal power
reflected by Arm 3.
The crystal to be tested is placed in mixer A and the procedure is as
follows:
1. The power of the local oscillator A is adjusted to give the desired
crystal current.
2. The i-f terminals are short-circuited (Switch Position 1 in Fig. 7.5b)
and the tuner T is adjusted until meter M reads zero. This
matches the signal to the mixer.
3. The i-f termination is switched to a parallel tuned circuit (Switch
Position 2 in Fig. 7.5b) and the circuit is tuned with the variable
condenser for maximum reflected signal power as indicated by
meter M. As will be shown later, this operation is equivalent to
open-circuiting the i-f terminals.
4. The conversion loss is then given by the formula
(18)
The loss given by Eq. (18) is that obtained when the internal impedance of the signal source is adjusted to make the loss a minimum.
The
image termination is held fixed in making this adjustment.
In Eq. (18)
g.~/g~. is the usual reciprocity factor (not determined by the measurement) and p is the standing-wave ratio in Arm 3. The value of p is
found directly from the reading of meter M.
This reading, d, is proportional to the reflected signal power in Arm 3 and thus to the square
of the magnitude of the reflection coefficient, I-y]2, which is the ratio of
reflected to incident power.
The reading do, corresponding to complete
reflection, is found by short-circuiting Line 3 with the r-f shutter.
Thus,
(19)
By adjusting the gain of the amplifier, do is conveniently made full scale.
The TR tube in Arm 2 is not essential, but it acts as a bandpass filter,
passing the signal frequency and reflecting other frequencies.
Thus no
power from local oscillator A is adroitted to mixer B, and conversely no
power from oscillator B is admitted to mixer A. In practice it is convenient to tune oscillators A and B on opposite sides of the signal and to
control their frequencies relative to the signal with conventional AFC
circuits.
Formula (18) will now be derived.
In Chap. 5 it was shown that the
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properties of the mixer network are determined
(5.91)]
i= = Y.aea
ifi =

+

[SEC.7.3

by the equations

Y.defl

Y~aea +

[Eq.

(20)

Y,gflefl “
1

The subscripts a and @ denote, respectively, the signal and intermediate frequencies, i. and i~ are the complex currents and ea and e8
the complex voltages at the mixer terminals.
The coefficients Y==, etc.
depend on the image-frequency termination according to Eqs. (5.92) to
(5.95).
In the present case the i-f termination is purely reactive so that
ifl = –jBe6,

(21)

where B is the susceptance loading the i-f terminals.
The signal admittance,
Y. = :,

(21a)

of the mixer is found by substituting Eq. (21) in Eq. (2o).
Y. = Y.a –

We obtain

‘“~y$: .
Y~b + JB

(21b)

Under the conditions of measurement, the signal is matched to the mixer
when the i-f terminals are short-circuited.
That is, Y. is equal to the
conductance go of the waveguide or transmission line when 1? = m.
Thus
Yaa = g, = Ga.,
(21C)
where G.. is the real part of Y.-.
For some general value of B we have from Eqs. (21b) and (21c),
Y.
=1–
z

Ya#Y~.
G..( Y8d + jB)’

(22)

and the magnitude of the reflection coefficient in line 3 is
Y._l
%

171= —

=+1

(23)
‘

or
17[2= [2Ga.Gp@– Re(Y.@Yd.)]’

IY.BYB=I’
+ [2G.=(B + ll~fl) – Im(Ya~YPm)]’”

’24)

Clearly ]-y!’ as a function of B is a maximum when
~ = Im(YaBY~a) _ B~@,
2Gmm

(25)
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and the maximum value of 1~1is

1~1~=
The standing-wave

2G..GB:

?13il’=pYR.)”

ratio at maximum reflection is
1 + 17]m
p = 1 – l~lm”

Substituting

(26)

(27)

Eq. (26) in Eq. (27) we obtain

Now in Chap. 5 it was shown that the conversion loss L~ (signal
generator impedance adjusted to give minimum-loss, arbitrary-image
termination) is given by [see Eq. (5.109)]

where e is the same as in Eq. (29).

Thus,

Ydl +
Lm=l

+ 1.

Iy#al <; -1

(30)

In Sec. 5.8 it was shown that the factor IY=61/[Y~al is independent of
the image termination if, and only if, weak reciprocity holds. Assuming
weak reciprocity we obtain, using Eq. (5.116),
(31)

I

which is the desired result.
Comparing Eq. (25) with Eq. (5.112) for the characteristic i-f admittance of the mixer, we see that the required value of B for maximum signal
reflection is just that needed to tune out the i-f susceptance of the mixer.
If B is now considered as part of the mixer, with the result that the i-f
admittance is real, the tuning to give maximum signal reflection is then
equivalent to open-circuiting the i-f terminals.
This method of measuring loss has the great advantage of requiring
ordy one meter reading.
Only the fraction of reflected power is required,
the result being independent of phase. It is reasonably quick and is
capable of high precision.
Figure 7.6 shows a plot of the impedance loss
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~L=4P+l

as a function of the reading of Meter 2. The abscissa is
<p-l
the ratio of the meter reading with a crystal reflecting the signal to the
reading when complete reflect~on is produced (by closing the r-f shutter).
This ratio is equal to the fraction of reflected power [see Eq. (19)].
It should be noted that L~ depends on image termination.
The

image

termination

that applies

to this measurement

1210 8n
u
=6
%
CJ
42o

0

)
0,2

,
0.4

1
0.6

&
Po

0.8

1.0

FIO. 7.6.—Conversion loss as a function
of the fraction of reflected power.

is of course

the par-

ticular
one in the experimental
apparatus.
With the arrangement
illustrated in Fig. 7.4, the image is
matched, that is, it is not reflected
back to the crystal.
The loss L~ can
be studied as a function of image
impedance, by using a filter circuit
in Arm 3 (see Fig. 7.5a).
This filter
always transmits the signal without
reflection but may reflect the image.
The phase of the image reflection
can then be varied by inserting a line
stretcher between the filter and the
mixer. As an example, a bandpass
filter such as a TR tube may be inserted in Arm 3.
Pound

found

that

BY this technique,
the

largest

and

smallest values of L~ as a function of
the electrical distance between this cavity and the mixer differed by
about 1.5 ,to 2.0 db for a number of crystals tested.
Before leaving the subject of loss determination by impedance
measurements it would be well to discuss how far results of this type of
measurement agree with corresponding results obtained using more conventional methods.
Provided care is taken to com~are losses of the same
definition, there is excellent agreement in the cas~ of all silicon crystals
and of some germanium crystals, but for other germanium crystals lai-ge
discrepancies are found.
Fifty silicon and germanium crystals were
measured for Lo using both the Dicke impedance method and the Roberts
In no case was a discrepancy larger
amplitude-modulation
method.
than 0.2 db found for the silicon units, but some of the germanium units
indicated impedance losses as much as 3 db less than the corresponding
directly measured values.
It is reasonable to attribute this discrepancy
to the reciprocity factor ga8/g~= since other measurements have shown
this factor often to be greater than unity in the case of germanium.
In
no case was the impedance loss found to be greater than the directly
measured loss.
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Tlw
Methods.
and knplitude-modulation
D-c Iwemzntal
Method.—We
now come to the methods of loss measurement found to be most satisfactory in production testing.
As explained
in Sec. 7.1, the quantity measured is LO. By Eq. (5.79), LO is given by
7.4.

The

Incremental

LO =

Zg
av

(32)

Pg”

()
where 1 is the direct (rectified) current, V the direct (bias) voltage and P
the absorbed local-oscillator
power. These quantities are all easily
measurable.
The partial derivatives are not easy to measure directly
since it is dli%cult to maintain one variable (V or P) constant while the

-EiEHE1

FIG. 7.7a.—Block diagram of apparatus used in the incremental method of loss measure
ment.

FIG.7.7b.—D-c circuit used in the incremental method of loss measurement.
other is varied.
The equation for LO can be so transformed, however, as
to make measurement of the partial derivatives unnecessary in order to
obtain a fair approximation to Lo.
A schematic diagram of the circuit used in the measurement of L,
is shown in Fig. 7.7. The crystal is loaded by the resistance rl + rz,
which is usually adjusted to about 400 ohms. The current supplied by
the battery balances out the crystal current at some standard r-f power
level P and makes the current in the microammeter zero. The Iesistance
TIdevelops a d-c bias voltage V across the rectifier at the r-f power level P.
The r-f power is then increased by dP, producing a change in rectified
current which is indicated by the meter. The change in bias voltage dV
is then the product of the resistance,
1
== rl + T2,
G

(33)

by the change in current, or
dV=

——

–~dI.

(34)

—

t
f.OSS A,VI)
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xow any change in direct current dl is given by
dI=$;

(35)

dV+$dP.

Eliminating dV and solving for aI/aI’

),

gives

I

I
I

18

(36)
Substituting

1,

this in Eq. (32) we obtain

Ii

(37)

1n Ilq.

(37)

we may take PO to be the average power, P + ~dP.

dI/a V, by Eq.

of the converter under
If gb is equal to tll/tl V, the factor

the conditions of measurement.

4gb

:V
(38)

(9’+W
is unity

Now

(5.84 b), is the i-f conductance

and the loss is given

by

(39)

This method is ordinarily used in fixed-tuned
is chosen to be equal to the mean i-f conductance
to be measured.
For any one crystal the Factor
than unity but the error involved in using Eq. (39)
less than ~ db if

For routine
nust

be included

measurements
in accurate

the Factor

measurements and gL,
of the type of crystal
(38) is generally less
instead of Eq. (37) is

(38) is usually

dropped,

but it

work.

The loss is obtained from Eq. (39) by measurement
of gb, p,, dp, and
LI. The change in current dI is directly indicated on the microammeter
md gb is accurately measured with a bridge.
The r-f power PO is measured with a bolometer and is a property of the apparatus only. It can
bc maintained constant by reference to standard crystals.
The change
in power dP is produced by a change in attenuation between the crystal

(

1
I
I

i

I
,

[

~
I
,
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and the r-f oscillator. The attenuator must be carefully calibrated fcr
this purpose.
The d-c incremental method outlined here is not well adapted to
It is used rather to establish an absolute
rapid production testing.
These crystals are then used to calibrate
calibration of standard crystals.
the actual production test apparatus, which is of the amplitude-modulation type.
The Amplitude-nwdu.?ution
Method.—In
the amplitude-modulation
method an r-f oscillator is matched to the mixer at local-oscillator level
(= 1 mw).
The output of the oscillator is then modulated in amplitude
at some low audio frequency f?. The modulation envelope is detected by
the crystal which develo~s a voltage at the frequency P across an output
load.
The conversion loss LO may then be found from this voltage if the
percentage modulation and the power of the oscillator are known.
This
method was developed independent y by Smithl and Roberts. 2 The
particular form now in general use is that of Roberts and is the one
described here.
The amplitude-modulation
method is similar to the d-c incremental
method in that no signal power is used, its function being exercised by a
variation in power of the local oscillator.
It is well known, however,
that a sinusoidal amplitude-modulated
wave is equivalent to a sinusoidal
carrier plus two sinusoidal symmetrically located sidebands.
The carrier
in our present case can be conceived as the local-oscillator wave, and the
two sidebands as two signals, each separated in frequency from the local
oscillator by the modulation frequency P, which plays the role of intermediate frequency.
Each signal sideband is the image of the other.
The problem of deducing the relation between LO and observable
quantities in this measurement can be simply handled.
But to make the
result unambiguous, especially with reference to the precise definition
of the modulation coefficient and to questions of coherence of the beat
products from the two sidebands, we must go back to the fundamental
mixer equations [Eq. (5.61)], reproduced here.

Here the subscripts a, ~, and 7 denote, respectively, the signal frequency,
intermediate frequency, and image frequent y; ia, etc. are the complex
current amplitudes; e., etc. the complex voltage amplitudes at the
terminals of the mixer; gaa, etc. are the elements of the admittance matrix
1 R. N. Smith, ‘( Measurement of Conversion Gain with a Modulated Oscillator,”
NDRC 14-144, Purdue Univ., Apr. 20, 1943.
: S. Roberts, RL Reports No, 53-23, July 3, 1943, and No. 53-28, Aug. 3, 1943,
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of the mixer. In our present case both signal and image waves are
incident on the crystal and there is perfect symmetry between them,
giving

i;
(41)

a>d

~e = e?. }
The fact that the signal current and voltage are complex
of the corresponding

Imaginary
asis

ties may

Signal

sider the vector

is a constant
two

representation

(real)

sidebands

magnitude
the

vector

and the
of equal

with respect

in opposite

The frequency

of an

The
wave.
of the carrier

are vectors

rotating

carrier

the

quanti-

be seen at once if we con-

amplitude-modulated
voltage
(or current)

I

conjugates

image

of the rotation

modulation

to

directions.

frequency

equals
@ (see

Fig. 7.8).
The choice

I

FIG, 7.8.—Vector

representation of
amplitude-modulated wave.

provided

weak

reciprocity
i= =

an

gives

holds.

Thus

(9.= + g=,)e.

ifl = 2g~=e. +
The

“intermediate

and since the output
ductance

of time zero required

to make the carrier voltage
a

Eq.

real

admittance

(40) reduces

real also
matrix.

to

+ 9a~e6

g~flefl.

frequency

“ is now

of the mixer

is loaded

(42)
}

the modulation

frequency

O,

by a con-

gb, we have
i~ =

‘gbefl.

(43)

A

g

The oscillator is represented by Norton’s theorem K
as a constant current generator with an internal conFIG.79.-Oscillater representedas
ductance g as illustrated in Fig. 7.9.
The impedance offered by the mixer to the carrier
~c~~r~&’t(Ac~r~~~
internal conduc must be distinguished from that offered to its sidebands.
Under the conditions of measurement the
““C’ ‘~)”
carrier (which replaces the local oscillator) is matched to the mixer. The
internal conductance g of the oscillator is thus given by Eq. (5.26);
g = g.. – g.,.

(44)

The conductance offered by the crystal to the sidebands will not, however, be g because of the fact that the sidebands are at a low level with

(!
.:=
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respect to the carrier. The sidebands will not, therefore, be matched to
the mixer.
If Am is the magnitude of the current generated at the sideband
frequency a, and AO is the corresponding quantity for earner, we have the
usual expression for amplitude modulation
(45)

where m, defined by this expression, is the so-called “modulation coefficient” of the oscillator.
The current A. is equal to the current i= in the
mixer plus the current gemin the conductance g, or
A= = i. +

ge=.

(46)

Eliminating A., iti, ea, ga,, and ie from Eqs. (42) to (46), inclusive, we
obtain
1
z

mAo = —eB
(

gbgm

+

gmg.tlfl — g.Bg8.

.

(47)

)

9h

The i-f load conductance gb is normally chosen to equal the mean
i-f conductance, gp, of a large group of the type of crystal to be measured.
For any particular crystal, however, gb will differ in general from gB.
Let us put
(48)
gb = ngb,
where by Eq. (5.84a)
gb = 9..9PP – 9ad9Ba
9..

(49)

is the i-f conductance of the mixer when the mixer is matched to the local
oscillator as in the present case.
Substituting Eqs. (48) and (49) in Eq. (47) we obtain
4g=a(gaagp@– g=~g~=) .

m21A012_
—
_ ggble~l, (1 + ~)z
4n

4

[

99;.

1

(50)

Comparing Eq. (50) with Eq. (577) we see that the expression in the
square brackets on the right of Eq. (50) is just LO. Solving for thk we get

‘0

=

mzp
4n
(1 + n)z g&j’

(51)

where we have put P = IA 012/8g as the available power from the carrier
as the rms modulation voltage across the load gb.
and EP = led]/fi
It must be noted that m is the modulation coefficient referred to the
available power of the oscillator and not to the power actually sent into
the crystal at the sideband frequencies. 1
1See L. C. Peterson and F. B. Llewellyn, Proc. I. R. E., 93,458

I

~..--–

-

(1945).

F
\

{.
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The expression 4n/(1 + n)’ appearing on the right side of Eq. (51)
is identical to the Factor (3S) appearing in the expression for LO in the
incremental

method.

It is replaced

The amplitude-modulation
or as a relative

by unity

method

in production

may be used either

testing.
as an absolute

method.

As a relative

method

standard

crystals

(standardized

by

the incre-

mental method)
are used to establish the basis of measurement.
Since
mj, P, and gb are constants
of the apparatus
they need not be measured
directly.
The power P is adjusted to give the correct rectified current
of the standard crystals.
The modulation in production testing is
usually provided by applying a 60-cycle voltage to the grid of the oscillator. This voltage is then so adjusted that the correct readings for the
The dial
standard crystals are obtained on the output a-c voltmeter.
of this voltmeter is usually calibrated in decibels so that the loss LO can
be directly read from this meter.
If the amplitude-modulation
method is used as an absolute method
one must measure gbj P, and mz: It is easy to measure gb with a bridge; P
is determined with an r-f bolometer employing a thermally sensitive
clement such as a 1$’ollaston wire or a thermistor bead.
The modulation
coefficient m is difficult to measure if the modulation is applied electronically.
The modulation may be applied mechanically by the device
in Fig. 9.18 by which the coefficient m may be measured with great
precision.
A cardboard disk,’ one side of which is covered with a
resistive coating of carbon, is mounted eccentrically on a motor-driven
The disk is arranged to penetrate somewhat into the
axle (see Fig. 7.9).
),aveguide or transmission line between the oscillator and crystal holder.
Eecause of the eccentric mounting the amount of penetration varies
Since the power transmitted is attenuover one revolution of the axle.
ated by an amount depending on the degree of insertion of the disk, the
transmitted wave is modulated in amplitude as the disk is turned by the
motor.
The modulation may be made sinusoidal by proper mounting
and shaping of the disk. The envelope of the transmitted wave can be
accurately determined by measuring the transmitted power into a linear
matched load as a function of angular position of the disk. The modulation coefficient is then found from the envelope.
Details of this method
are given in Chap. 9.
NOISE-TEMPERATURE
7.5.
ture

General

calls,

equipment,
and rapid

like

Considerat
loss

namely,
routine

ions.—The

measurement,
easily

for

manipulated

measurement

MEASUREMENTS
measurement
two

distinct

equipment

as in production

of noise
types
adapted

testing,

tempera-

of measuring
to accurate

and equipment

1The material of the disk is the same as that used in making carbon rheostats.
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for the research laboratory capable of measuring the noise temperature of
crystals with possibly widely varying properties.
By definition, the noise temperature is the ratio of the available noise
power of the crystal to that of a resistor at a standard temperature,
chosen, for convenience, to be 290”K [see Eq. (2.26)].
The available
noise power from a resistor at this temperature in a bandwidth of 1 Me/see
is 4.0 X 10–16 watt, and consequently a high-gain amplifier is required
for the measurement.
The output power of the amplifier is measured
with a wattmeter.
With the amplifier-meter combination the Y-factor can be measured.
In Chap. 2 the Y-factor was defined as the ratio of the available output
noise power IV. of an amplifier loaded by a crystal mixer to the available
output noise power N08when loaded by a standard resistor. In Eq. (232)
there was derived for the noise temperature, in terms of the Y-factor, the
expression
(52)

t = F;.,(Y – 1) + 1.

The application of this equation is limited by the fact that both the
Y-factor and the i-f noise figure are functions of the i-f impedance of the
crystal; the input impedance of the amplifier changes when the standard
resistor is replaced by a crystal of different impedance.
Roberts”
analysis, presented in this section, yields an expression for the noise
temperature of a crystal in terms of the Y-factor and of the i-f admittance
of the crystal if a narrowband amplifier is used. This method is not
adapted to routine testing, however, since it requires a separate measurement of the i-f impedance.
Robertsz has therefore designed a nondissipative circuit for coupling the crystal and the amplifier which makes Y
independent of the crystal conductance to a first approximation for the
range of i-f conductance
ordinarily encountered in commercial crystals.
Such a circuit for use with a narrowband amplifier is discussed in Sec. 7.6,
and test sets incorporating it are described in Chap. 9.
The noise temperature can also be measured by an application of
Eq. (2.28).
In this equation the over-all noise figure of a crystal-mixer–
amplifier combination is given by
F:-

= L(t + F’.

-

(.53)

1),

where L is the conversion
loss of the crys t,al, tis its noise temperature, and
l’;., is the efff,ctive noise figure of the:., amplifier.
To calculate trequires
measuring
hence,

F~~, F{.,, L, and

thk, procedure

the { f resistance

is not adapted

to routine

(which
testing.

1S. Roberts, “Theory of Noise Measurements on Qvstals
verters,” RL Report No. 6 i -11, Jan. 30, 1943.
: ~~. &
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implicitly);

In development
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work on crystals, however, it is frequently desirable to measure all these
quantities in assessing the quality of the unit.
Methods for their
measurement in one test set are therefore included in Sec. 7.10.
We will now proceed to the derivation of an expression for the Y-factor
An equivalent circuit
as a function of the i-f impedance of the crystal.
for the input to the i-f amplifier is shown in Fig. 7.10. The crystal is
represented by the noise-current generator il of conductance g1. The
noise-current generator i2 represents the noise generated by the input
The susceptance b is the total input
conductance g2 of the amplifier.
susceptance of both the mixer and amplifier.

I

—
=
FIG, 710.-Equivalent

circuit for a crystal rectifier coupled to the amplifier for the noisetemperature measurement.

r

If Lis the noise temperature of the crystal, then the available noise
power of the crystal in the incremental frequency range df is k!l’,t dj, and
the mean-square noise current of the crystal noise generator is

Similarly, the mean-square noise current associated with the input conductance of the amplifier is

d~ =

4kT,g,

(55)

d~.

f
Then
tube

the

mean-square

n,;ise

voltage

d~: +

d~

applied

to the

grid

of the

input

is
d7

.

IY12
The output
fier, is given

noise power,

where u is the actual
input

tube

+ g,) df,

measured

(56)

+ b’

by the output

meter

of the ampli-

by
dNo

the amplifier.

4kTo(tg,

= ‘(Q, + o)’

power

The quantity
equivalent

to

= u(g, d~

+ vkTo dj),

gain of the amplifier

(57)
and v is a constant

ok T, df is the noise power
that

part

of the

output

for

at the grid of the

noise

generated

in

!
r
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the amplifier itself. The first term of Eq. (57) is the contribution to the
output power from the actual power input to the amplifier, ga d~z.
Combining Eq. (56) and (57), we obtain
4g’(tgl

‘No

No = kT,

+ ‘2)

[ (gl + g,)’ + b2

= ‘kTO

and

.
H

+

df,

V

(58)

1

492(t91 + 92)

u

o

I
1
I
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(g, + g,)’ + v + v 1 ‘f”

(59)

For an amplifier whose bandwidth is small compared with that of the
input circuit it can be assumed that b, gl, g~, and t are constant over the
range of integration, hence Eq. (59) may be written,

[
492(t91 + 92)
‘0

1

i

= ‘T”

(91 + 92)2 + b’ /

‘dj

+ ‘To

/

‘v ‘j’

(60)

where the integration is to be carried out over the pass band of the
narrowband amplifier.
To obtain the Y-factor an expression is required for the noise-power
output N.. when the crystal is replaced by a standard resistor of conductance g,. The susceptance b is tuned out for this measurement.
Hence, setting b = O, t = 1 and replacing gl by g. in Eq. (60), we obtain
No, = kT, —
g.

4g,
+

U dj + kTO
g2

[

UV

dj.

(61)

1

Also from Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13) we have

,.
(62)

I

where F; and G. are, respectively, the effective noise figure and gain of the
i-f amplifier with a signal generator of the same conductance as the
standard resistor. The quantity G, is the ratio of the power delivered
to the output meter to the available input power from the signal generator.
We now need an expression for G, in terms of U, g., and g’. The output-meter reading & is proportional to the input power,
So = ug2e~.

With an i-f signal generator of conductance g. and short-circuit
il, the available power from the signal generator is
s, = *,.

(63)

current

(64)
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7’,S

to the input

terminals

the input

J1_.

.

(65)

Q. + gz
Combining

Eqs. (63), (64), and (65) >VCobtain

4g,g2
92)’”

A!so

‘“ = R
The substitution

of Eq.

(66)

= ‘(% +

(66) in Kq.

No, = IWCTO

(62)

gives

$:~~
[

u dj.

8

(67)

Combining Eqs. (60), (61), and (67) we obtain

1-=:=:
OS
If the susccptance

@’+g’)(g’+g’J’-:–
b’]

1

If; { ga[(g, + g,)’ +

I

+1.

b is tuned out for each measurement,
Iated from

2,4

2.2 –

J1.

If the r-f terminals

are

terminated

tal
out

of the mixer
the

signal
from

is small

and

approximately

same

and

the variation

susceptance

crystal

of Y and

with

at

frequencies,

1,8 –

t can be calcu-

measurements

impedance
2,0 –

(68)

image
in crys-

crystal

can

to

be tuned

with

a

fixed

adjustment.

z

To investigate

~ 1.6

ation

A

in crystal

Y-factor,

the eff ect of variconductance

let us write

on the

Eq.

(68)

in

simplified form by putting gl = pg.
Assuming b = O,
and gz = mg,.
1.2 –

we obtain

1.0 –

Y=p

1
.

I
1.0

0.8
0.5

FIG. 71 1.—Y-factor as a function of
crystal conductance, with the crystal
coupled directly to the amplifier, for various
values of t.
Figure
Y is plotted

7.11

presents

as a function

Eq.

(69)

+

m)(l

(p +

+

m)z

m)’

1
— m—l

2.0

Crystal conductance in units of standard
conductance PCgl/gg

(tp

[

1

+1.

(69)

If the crystal conductance is equal
to the standard conductance, then
P = 1 and Eq.

(69) reduces to Eq.

(52).
graphically

for

different

of p for values of p from 0.5 to 2.

values

of t;

Values of

IIII

1’
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F; = 4 (6 db) and m = 1 were used in plotting the graph.

An inspection
of Fig. 7.11 gives an idea of the errors to be encountered if the dependence
of Y-factor on crystal conductance is ignored.
For example, a crystal
with a noise temperature of 2 and a conductance of 0.5g, has a larger
Y-factor than a crystal with a noise temperature of 3 and a conductance of
2g.. The range from 0.5g, to 2g8 plotted in Fig. 7.11 is sufficient to cover
the distribution of i-f resistance in commercial rectifiers.
7.6. The Roberts Coupling Circuit.-A
nondissipative coupling circuit
designed by Robertsl makes the Y-factor independent of crystal impedance to a first approximation, provided that (1) variations in crystal
susceptance are small enough to permit the susceptance to be tuned out
with a fixed adjustment, and (2) the bandwidth of the i-f amplifier is sufficiently
The coupling network also serves
a
useful function as an impedance transD-*
::,er
former which matches the crystal to the
Crvstal
..

Ampllfier

FIG. 712.-Block
diagram of
input coupling network for noisetemperature measurements.

The

coupling

network

is shown

in block

diagram in Fig. 7.12.
The crystal conductante g; is connected
to the input terminals

of the coupling network; the input terminals of the amplifier, having a
conductance gz, are connected to the output terminals of the network.
The admittance presented by the output terminals of the network is
gl + jb, in accordance with the notation of the preceding section.
Considering gl and b as the only variables in Eq. (68), we may write

.

(70)
If Y is to have a stationary value for g{ = g,, then it is necessary that

()

dY
—t
dgl 0’,-0.

,

We see from Eq. (68) that d Y/db = O when b = O.

()
dg,

@

O’l=g.

(71)

= o.

If, also,

= o,

it is evident from Eq. (70) that the condition of Eq. (71) is satisfied.
The two conditions that the network must satisfy, therefore, are (1)
b=o

when g{ = ga,

1S. Roberts, “ Theory of Noise Measurements on Crystals w Frequency Converters,” RL Report No. 61-11, Jan. 30, 1943.
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% ~,,
=
=.,
()
o.

dg,

Both these conditions can be obtained
with a simple II-network, such as that
shown in Fig. 7“ 13; the network also
serves as an impedance transformer for
matching the crystal to the amplifier.
Let us express the admittances of the
elements of the network in units of .o,. as

-tiu,

m
FIG. 713.-Input
coupling network
for a narrowband amplifier,

shown

in Fig. 7.13, and let n be the im-

pedance

stepup

ratio

of the

network.
I

Then

~l=$=g,

P?42
p’

+

(g

–

(72)

z)”

and
Zy(y

b=g,
[

— z) — pzy

P2+(Y–

Z)2

+2”

(73)

1

From Eq. (73) we see that b = O for g! = g. (or p = 1), when
(74)
The second

condition

of the preceding

is satisfied

when

(-)
dg,
dp

or

paragraph

,=1

(y – z)’

= o,

= 1.

(75)

Combining Eqs. (75) and (72) and setting p = 1, we obtain
(76)
Then,
Z=y+l,
Z=yk+yz.

Substituting

(77)
}

Eqs. (76) and (77) into Eqs. (72) and (73), we obtain

(78)

}

i.
..
NARROWBAND
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For the circuit of Fig. 7.12 and for a stepup ratio of n, Eq. (68) becomes

I

(tgl + 92)

Y=;,
8

:

()
:

2

+ 92

[(91 + 92)2 + ~zl

gtn
.——

“

1

+1.

(79)

1

Substituting the values for g, and b from Eq. (78), and assuming the
standard conductance matched to the amplifier (gz = g./n), we obtain

4(%+’)

‘=+(P%+
’)+(W”2
1‘1’ ’80)
[

where p = g~/g,. When p = 1, Eq. (80) reduces to Eq. (52).
Figure
7.14 shows graphically the relation
between Y and p for values of p from
0.5 to 2, for an amplifier for which
F: = 4 times.
If the crystal conductance is in the range 0.5g. < g; < 2g,,
the greatest error that can result from
using Eq. (52) is about 11 per cent of
.! – 1 for the particular amplifier constants chosen in Fig. 7“14. Thus for
a noise temperature of 2, the maximum error is approximately 0.1, about
the same as the experimental error of
measurement.
The method is therefore an excellent one for routine testing and has been used in the standard
t.1
1.0
test equipment described in Chap. 9.
0.5
1.0
2.0
7.7. Narrowband
Coupling CirP
cuit.-It
can be shown by a similar
FIQ. 7.14.—Graph of Y as a function
of crystal conductance for the coupling
analysis that Y can be made indepencircuit of Fig. 7.13. p = ~, where L?,
dent of p to a good approximation
is the standard conductance and g’, is
through the use of an input circuit
the crystal conductance.
with a bandwidth narrow com~ared
with that of the amplifier.
Th~ analysis shows that, for the narrowband
coupling circuit, gz must be very large compared with g.. Sherwood and
Glnzton’ have used this method, employing as a coupling circuit a high-Q
parallel-tuned circuit with the crystal connected to a tap on the inductance coil. For such a circuit, it can be shown that the product of band-

‘“’——l———l

1E. Sherwood and E. Ginztcm, “Techniques for Testing Radar Crystal Convertem and Sane Results,” SpsrryGyroscopeCo. Report 522V106, Mar 6, 1943.
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width and i-f crystal resistance is constant; the crystal noise voltage
applied to the grid is therefore independent of the crystal conductance,
provided the crystal conductance is not so large that the bandwidth of
the input circuit exceeds that of the amplifier.
Circuits designed by
Sherwood and Ginzton were suitable for a range of i-f resistance from
about 250 to 2000 ohms. The method has not been used extensively for
crystal-testing, hence further details will not be given here.
7.8. Use of the Noise Diode in Noise-temperature Measurements.—
It was pointed out in Chap. 6 that the mean-square noise current generated in a temperature-limited diode is given by
~ = 2eI Af,

(81)

in the frequency band f to f + A~, where e is the electronic charge and I
is the diode current.
If the diode is connected to a load resistance R, the
mean-square noise voltage across the resistor arising from the diode noise
is
~ = 2eIR2 Af.

(82)

The mean-square noise voltage arising from Johnson noise is
~

= 4kTOR Af;

“
(83)

hence the total mean-square noise voltage across the resistor is
(84)
The available noise power from the resistor is

‘=4R

~
‘kTOA’(l
+%)”

-

(85)

It is clear, then, that the effect of the diode current is to make the
resistor noisier by an amount that can be calculated from a measurement
of the diode current.
The noise temperature of the “noisy” resistor is
-+1=20ZR
t = 2/cTO

+1,

(86)

when TO = 290°K, and 1 is the diode current expressed in amperes.
The noise diode thus provides a source of variable, known noise
temperature or a means of adding known amounts of available noise
power to the input circuit of an amplifier.
Its use for absolute measurement is applicable to intermediate frequencies, where R can be accurately
determined.
It has been used with some success, however, as an r-f
noise source for relative noise-figure measurements.
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An example of the application of the noise diode is the calibration
of noise-temperature apparatus such as the standard sets described in
Chap. 9. In this application the standard resistor is inserted in the equipment and the noise diode is connected.
The output meter can then be
calibrated directly in terms of noise temperature by means of Eq. (86).
A second application of the noise diode is the measurement of noise
figures of i-f amplifiers, accomplished as follows.
With the noise diode
off and a resistor connected to the input terminals of the amplifier, the
output noise power is given [see Eq. (2.15)] by
= kToF[.$li.~ Aj,

N.

(87)

where F{.f is the effective noise figure and Gi.f is, as usual, the ratio of the
power measured by the output meter to the available input power.
With the noise diode on, the available input-noise power from the
diode current is, from Eq. (82),
(88)

P=&,

so that
kTO Aj = 201RkT,

*

p = 2kT0

Af.

(89)

The total amplifier output power is then
N =

k!f’dli-f

Af (F{-, +

201R).

(90)

From Eqs. (88) and (90),
201R

N
~o=~+F(+’

(91)

whence
201R

F[~ = ~.

——
No
It is customary

(92)
1

practice to adjust I so as to make N = 2No; then
F{.f = 2011R,

(93)

where II is the diode current required to double the noise output.
Diode noise generators are included in the standard test equipment
described in Chap. 9, and details of construction will be given there.
MEASUREMENT OF LOSS, NOISE, AND RECEIVER NOISE FIGURE
7.9. The Measurement of Receiver Noise Figure.-It
has been shown
in Eq. (2.15) that the effective noise figure of a network is given by
N.
(94)
“

= kT,BG”
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and

G’ is the power

gain of the network-meter
combination
at the maximum
The bandwidth
B is defined by the
of the gain-frequency
characteristic.

relation
B=~”GdJ
G’

“

(95)

Applying these equations to a microwave receiver, we see that, with
no signal input, the output-noise power is given by Eq. (94).
If a signal
generator of available power N’ is connected to the input terminals of the
receiver, the output-noise power of the receiver is
N,

= F’kToBG’

+ N’G’,

(96)

whence

N’

N,

x
from

= 1 + F’k T,B’

(!)7)

which

(98)

If the available noise power of the signal generator is adjusted so as to
double the output-noise power,

~, -

N’
kT,B”

(99)

If a c-w signal generator is used, the determination of noise figure by
means of Eq. (99) involves a measurement of only N’ and B.
The effective bandwidth B can be determined by measuring the
frequency-response curve of the i-f amplifier if the latter’s bandwidth is
less than that of the mixer, as it is in receivers employing the usual
crystal mixer. For this purpose a variable i-f generator is used with an
internal impedance equal to the i-f impedance of the crystal mixer.
The input power N’ is supplied by a signal generator provided with a
variable attenuator.
The noise figure that is measured is the noise figure
for the particular generator impedance used in the measurement.
Since the noise figure of a good receiver may be as low as 7 or 8 db,
it is necessary to measure input powers as low as 10–14 watt for a bandwidth of 1 Me/see.
The smallest microwave power that can be measured
with good laboratory apparatus to an accuracy of a few tenths of a decibel
is about 1 pw. Hence a c-w signal generator must be equipped with a
calibrated attenuator of about 80-db maximum attenuation.
Such
equipment can be built, but it is difficult to maintain and is not practical
for general use.
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(loo)

(98) then becomes
“

tr.f
= N,
—— ~“
N.

The ratio NZ/NO can be conveniently
meter connected to the terminals of
a crystal operated in the square-law
For a more complete discussion
reader is referred to Vols. 1S and 23
;\

FIGURE

A noise generator employing the 417A klystron as a diode has been
developed for use in the I&cm band by Waltz and Kuper. 1 In this
application the reflector is connected to the cavity to prevent oscillations,
and the tube is operated at a high voltage to insure saturation and low
transit time. The output-noise power is proportional to the cathode
current, but Eq. (81) does not apply because of transititime effects.
Since
the !oad conductance is not known with any certainty, calibration is
required for absolute measurements.
The range of available power is
sufficient to measure noise figures up to about 30 db, and the bandwidth
is approximately 2.5 Me/see.
With a cavit y voltage of about 1500 volts,
the output power is constant to about 1 db when the cavity is tuned over
the range from 9 to 11.5 cm. This device is found to hold its calibration
over long periods of time and is suitable for general field use; a correction
must be made, however, when the bandwidth of the receiver being
measured is greater than that of the noise source.
In the 3-cm range similar noise sources have been constructed, using
the type 723A tube.
Since the output noise is a critical function of
voltage and frequency, such use is restricted to the laboratory, where
they may be calibrated in situ by a method such as that described in
Sec. 6.5. For a more detailed account of noise sources the reader is
referred to Vol. 11 of the Radiation Laboratory Series.
Another useful r-f noise generator is a crystal excited by d-c bias in
the back direction, as discussed in Sec. 6.5. The crystal can be calibrated
for a given d-c bias by the methods described in that section.
This noise
source has the advantage that the output-noise power is independent
of the frequent y and proportional to the bandwidth; the bandwidth
therefore cancels out in the noise-figure measurement.
If L is the r-f
noise temperature of the crystal for a given d-c bias, then the available
noise power is
Equation

\

NOISE

(101)

measured with a square-law output
the receiver, such as a bolometer or
region.
of noise-figure measurements the
of the Series.

1 M. C. Waltz and J. H. B. Kuper, “Simplified
tivities, ” RL Report No, 443, Sept. 17, 1943.
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7.10. The Measurement
of Mixer-crystal
Properties.-It
is often
desirable in the course of crystal development to measure the various
A convenient
mixer-crystal quantities under very general conditions.
method is to use a crystal as an r-f noise source and a noise diode as an
i-f noise source with the apparatus shown in Fig. 6.11. With such
equipment it is possible to measure the i-f resistance, loss, and noise
temperature of the receiver crystal, the i-f noise figure, and the over-all
receiver noise figure. The method is applicable to receivers for which
the output power is a function of the i-f resistance at the input terminals.
The input circuit of such an i-f amplifier is shown in Fig. 7.15. The diode
noise source is connected through a
Tomixer
blocking condenser to the crystal
Noisedmde
T
mixer. It functions as a constantcurrent noise generator with the conductance of the crystal or the standard
resistance cartridge used for calibration, as the case may be. The singletuned circuit of resistance Rl can be
I:IG. 7.15.—Input circuit for the
tuned to resonance with the variable
laboratory measurementof mixer crystal
condenser C; this is done with each
properties.
measurement,
ance is a pure resistance.

hence

The input conductance

the input

of the amplifier

impedcan be

Filters, represented by LZ and L~, serve
to decouple the power supply and the d-c terminal of the mixer at intermediate frequency.
Measurement
of Crystal I-f Resistance.-For
this measurement the r-f
noise source is turned off. Let PI and PZ be the available input noise
power with the i-f noise source turned off and on, and with a resistor
cartridge of resistance R in the mixer. Then, from Eq. (85),
adjusted

with

the resistance

P,

Rz.

– P,

= 201RlcT,

Af.

(lo2)

The difference in output noise power of the amplifier with the noise diode
on and off is
N, _ NI = AN = 201RkT~G,.,

Af = F(R).

(103)

The gain Gi.~is the ratio of the power measured by the output meter to the
Equation
(88)
available input power, and is therefore a function of R.
also applies when the resistor is replaced by a crystal, R in this case being
the i-f crystal resistance.
To determine the i-f resistance of the crystal,
the output meter is calibrated by measuring AN for a series of resistor
cartridges with various values of R, keeping 1 constant at a predetermined
value.
With the crystal inserted, AN is read for the given value Of I,
and R determined from the calibration curve.
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Mea.surenwnt
of Receiver Nm”se F@re.-The
receiver noise figure is
measured by means of the r-f noise source, as described in the previous
section.
Measurenumt
of Conversion Loss.—The conversion loss of the crystal
is calculated from noise-diode measurements and the known values of R
and FL.
With the noise diode off and the crystal in the mixer, the outputnoise power is

N, = kT&t3k

Af = kT&i-GzFL.

Af,

(104)

where G= is the conversion gain of the crystal.
With the noise diode on, the outpubnoise power is
N~ I

Ns + 201R$c T~Gi., Af,

(105)

where R= is the i-f resistance of the crystaL

Combining

Eqs. (104) and (105), we obtain
(106)

whence

(107)
Measurenwnt
of Noise Temperature.—Once
the receiver noise figure,
conversion loss, and noise figure of the i-f amplifier are known, the noise
temperature can be calculated from the relation
F:m = LJF(.,

+

t –

1).

(108)

The noise figure of the i-f amplifier F[~ depends on the input conductance;
it can be measured as a function of R by means of the noise diode and the
standard resistor cartridges.
With a resistor cartridge in place and the
noise diode off, the noise output of the amplifier is
N1 = k T~G,_~F{-~Af.

(109)

Combining Eqs. (109) and (103) we obtain

201R
‘:-f

= ——
N2
N,

~“

(111)
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By means of Eq. (111) F[.f may be evaluated as a function
noise temperature t is then calculated from Eq. (106):
t = >

– (F:.f – 1).

[SEC.7.11

of R.

The

(112)

7.11. Loss and Noise Temperature as a Function of R-f Tuning.-The
conversion loss was seen in Chap. 5 to depend on the internal impedance
of the signal source at signal and image frequencies, and, to a lesser
extent, at harmonic frequencies.
Moreover, the theory shows that the
i-f conductance depends strongly on the
R-f noise
relative phase at the crystal of the waves
Filter
LO.
source
of these frequencies which have been reflected at the r-f terminals.
The effect
723-A
of r-f terminating impedance on noise
temperature is also of practical imporTunable
tance. An experimental investigation has
cavity C2
been made by E. R. Beringerl at the
Shorting
plunger
Radiation Laboratory in which the conLine stretcher
version loss, i-f resistance, and noise temperature were measured in an apparatus
U
Mixer
so designed that the impedance of the
FIQ. 7.16.—Apparatus for meaasource at signal and image frequency could
uring crystal properties aa a function of image and simml source
be controlled independently over a range
impedance. –
of values.
The data for typical 1N23B
rectifiers are given in this section.
A similar investigation in the weldedcontact germanium rectifiers is discussed in Chap. 13.
The methods used in the measurement of these quantities are in
general those described in the preceding section.
A diagram of the
apparatus is shown in Fig. 7.16. The local oscillator and r-f noise
source are connected to opposite arms of a magic T, connected as shown
to a second magic T. The filter cavity removes the noise sidebands of
the local oscillator at signal and image frequencies.
The r-f noise source
is a 723A tube connected as a diode, with the cavity tuned to signal
frequency.
The resistance-strip attenuators in the arms of the magic T
have sufficient attenuation to terminate them approximately with the
characteristic line impedance.
The second magic T functions as a
The tunable cavity is tuned to
rejection filter at the image frequency.
the image frequent y. By adjusting the tuning plunger in the opposite
arm, approximately 75 per cent reflection was obtained at the image
frequency, with essentially no reflection at signal or local-oscillator
frequencies.
The phase of the reflected wave can be varied by means
of the line stretcher L. In addition, the tuning screw may be used to

7?

1Unpublished.
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tune the signal independently.
The amplifier input circuit was that
shown in Fig. 7.15.
Results for a randornl y selected sample of 1N23B crystals are shown
in Table 7.1. These data were taken with a signal frequent y of 9423
Me/see and an image frequency of 9363 Me/see.
The tuning screw S
was not used; hence the impedance of the source at signal frequency was
All measurements were taken with 0.90 ma of
the line impedance.
The first and third row,
rectified current and no d-c bias on the crystal.
T.mnx 7.1.—EFFECT
ONCRYSTAL
PROPERTIES
OFTHEPEASEOFREFLECTED
WAVE
AT IMAGEFreqUenCy
For each crystal, the data in the firstand third rows are for the phaseswhich give
maximumand minimum i-f resistance,resr)ectivelv:the second row is for a match at
both signal and image frequencies
Crystal No.

R

1

455

t

L,

db

t/R

.

330
210

1.5
1.9
!.5

6.8
6,6
7.6

0.0034
0.0058
0.0072

2

560
325
185

1.4
1.3
1.2

5.6
6.0
6.8

0.0025
0,0040
0.0065

3

610
415
270

2.1
1.9
2.0

5.8
6.4
7.0

0.0034
0.0046
0.0074

4

520
325
218

1.9
1.8
1.4

6.5
7.0
7.5

0.0037
0.0055
0.0064

5

390
282
180

1.6
1,4
1,3

6,6
6.9

0.0041
0.0050
0.0072

8,0

for each crystal, give the data when the image phases are such that the
i-f resistance is a maximum and minimum, respectively; the second row
gives the results when there is a match at both image and signal frequencies.
The variation in conversion loss is about 1 db for variations
in R of more than a factor of 2. The noise-temperature variation, however, is less than 25 per cent; in some cases there is no significant change.
If we consider the crystal as a noise generator of shunt resistance R, then,

k7’ot
Af = ~.

(113)

It can readily be seen that with changes in image
from which ~’ = t/R.
phase the silicon crystals are much more like a source of constant noise

1,
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temperature than of constant noise current. This is also true when
both the mage and signal frequencies are mismatched, aa shown by the
data in Table 7“2. These data were taken by replacing the second
magic T (that is, with cavity) of Fig. 7“16 with a sliding tuning screw

I

TABLE 7.2.—NoIsE TEMPEBATUaEAS A FUNCTIONOF SIGNAL
ANDIMAGEREFLECTION

Measurementswere made with the phaae adjusted for maximam and minimum
i-f reaiatanceand the power-reflectioncoefficientapproximately0.5.
CrystalNo.

R

t

1

530
230

1.7
1.7

2

610
190

1.7
1.3

3

790
268

2.4
2.2

595
220

2.3
2.0

460
195

1,6
1,6

4
I

5

J

having a power-reflection coefficient of approximately 0.5; with this
arrangement both signal and image frequencies are reflected.
The two
sets of values in the table are for maximum and minimum values of R.

v

I

%

I

0.2

0.4

I

I

A

%

)

1’

-h

1/

Ii-

o

-L

E

0.6 0.8 .1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.~
Relativepositionof cavity

FIQ. 7 17.—Noise temperature, conversion loss, and i-f resistance of a 1N23 rectifier
as a function of image phase. The phase is varied by changing the line length between
the mixer and reflecting cavity.

Figure 7.17 shows the i-f resistance, noise temperature, and conversion
loss for a 1N23 rectifier as a function of image phase. The crystal was
matched at signal frequency, and a crystal current of 0.5 ma was used,
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with self-bias from the d-c meter resistance (about 100 ohms).
The phase
was varied by means of the line stretcher; the abscissa is the relative
position of the cavity as the effective line length is changed.
The distance from cavity to crystal increases as the abscissa increases, and the
range covers approximately a complete cycle of image phase at the
crystal.

I

I

I

CHAPTER

8

BURNOUT
8.1. General Considerations.—Contrary
to widely held opinion, the
modern crystal rectifier has been perfected to a point where, handled
with reasonable care, it has remarkable endurance and stability, both
mechanical and electrical.
The precautions to be observed in handling
crystals have been discussed in Sec. 2“2.
The present chapter will treat the phenomenon known as “burnout,”
which may be defined as a change in the rectifying and converting properties
of crystal rectijias
as the result of excessive electm”cal overloads.
One type
of burnout is that caused by accidental static electrical shocks, discussed
in Sec. 2.2 also. Here we are primarily concerned with overloads
These overloads may occur
encountered in microwave radar receivers.
as a result of
1. Poor shielding of the crystal output leads, that is, the leads to the
amplifier or to the crystal-current meter. A little care in design
can eliminate this defect.
2. Failure of the TR switch to protect the crystal in a duplex system.
(Duplexing involves using the same antenna and transmission line
for pulse radar transmission and reception.)
Such’ failures may
result from
This is probably the
a. Deterioration of the TR tube itself.
most prevalent cause of crystal burnout.
A discussion of
TR-tube deterioration may be found in Vol. 14 of the Radiation Laboratory Series. Although it is possible to monitor
TR-tube performance so that the tube can be replaced before
damage is done to the crystal, it is common practice to wait
for crystal failure before changing tubes, since it is simpler to
change crystals than TR tubes.
The danger is that the noise
figure of the receiver may rise by a considerable amount
before the damage is suspected.
b. Failure of the voltage supply for the TR-tube “ keep-alive”
(a weak discharge, maintained by a high-impedance
d-c
source, to accelerate ignition).
c. Occasional generation by the transmitter of considerable
power at harmonic frequencies.
Some harmonics are not
sufficiently. attenuated by TR switches and consequently
severely overload the crystal.
236
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reception of signals of abnormal power by receivers
not protected by TR switches, such as a crystal-video receiver.
This case is often unavoidable.
Some protection is afforded by
the use of electrical shutters in the r-f line which may be closed
when the set is not in operation.

3. Accidental

The type of electrical overload most frequently encountered arises
from Item 2 above.
The voltage consists of pulses of electromagnetic
These pulses are often about
energy usually at microwave frequencies.
1 ~sec in duration, but they are considerably distorted in shape by transmission through a TR switch.
The TR switch consists of a gas-filled
tube in a tuned cavity resonator; it attenuates the transmitted power by
virtue of the detuning action of a gaseous discharge which is ignited by
the leading edge of the transmitted pulse, but normally the echo is of
low power and fails to cause breakdown.
Because of time lag in the
ignition, a considerable amount of power is transmitted through the
TR cavity for a time of perhaps 2 to 3 X 10-9 sec at the start of the pulse.
Thereafter the attenuation becomes large and the power dissipated in the
crystal for the remainder of the transmitted pulse is rarely more than
50 mw, which is insufficient to damage a crystal.
The transmitted pulse,
seen at the crystal, therefore consists of a high short pulse called a
“spike,” followed immediately by a low long pulse called a “flat.”
The
duration of the spike is uncertain, but the transmitted energy in the
spike has been measured and is normally in the range of 0.01 to 1.0 erg
(0.01 to 1.0 X 10-7 joule) but may sometimes become larger, especially
if the “ keep-alive” is not operating well.
Considerable illumination was thrown on the relative importance of
the so-called “spike” and “flat” by the work of McMillan and Wiesner. 1
They measured the total pulse energy with a bolometer and compared it
with that computed from the height and width of the pulse as viewed on
an oscilloscope.
The actual energy content of the pulse was found often
to be much larger by the bolometric method.
Later measurements, in
which the flat part of the pulse was cancelled by an out-of-phase pulse
bypassing the TR switch, revealed the energy difference to be accounted
for by the failure to observe the true spike power because of insufficient
bandwidth in the video circuits in the oscilloscope.
The observed spike
energies were compared with d-c pulses of comparable duration and of
requisite energy to damage crystals; it was found that TR switches not
giving sufficient protection were passing spikes with energy sufficient
for burnout although the flat portion of the pulse was still as small as
that of a proper TR switch.
The experiments conclusively demonstrated that the spikes were the
primary cause of burnout.
The question, whether burnout depends
] F. L. McMillan and J. B. Wiesner,RL Report No, 5%24, July 3, 1943.
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on the shape of the spike or merely on its energy content, still remains.
This question has not yet been conclusively answered, although the
energy of the spike is believed to be the important factor and its shape
relatively unimportant.
The basis of this belief is the theory of burnout
by short pulses, as outlined in Sec. 83, and certain experiments reported
in Sec. 84.
Both theory and experiment agree in assigning to an average
crystal a thermal relaxation time of about 10–* sec. For shorter pulses
the heat developed does not have time appreciably to diffuse away from
its point of origin; the temperature reached is determined entirely by
the energy developed per unit volume in the semiconductor and by the
thermal capacity per unit volume of the semiconductor.
If, then, the
spikes are shorter than 10–s see, their energy content and not their shape
should determine the temperature reached in the crystal and thus,
presumably, the extent of burnout.
Burnout caused by harmonic leakage through the TR switch and in
systems with no TR-switch protection is produced by pulses of the order
of 1 psec in length.
In this case the shape of the pulse is certainly of
importance, and if the pulse is flat, the temperature attained in the semiconductor is proportional to the pulse power rather than to the pulse
energy, as will be shown in Sec. 8.2.
Burnout in radar receivers is sometimes observed to consist of a sudden
Often, however, it consists of a
change in the properties of the crystal.
gradual deterioration which may take place over several hundred hours
of operation.
Why this occurs is not known, but it is reasonable to
ascribe it to some process such as diffusion of impurities in the semiconSuch processes,
ductor or a chemical reaction at or near the contact.
consuming a great deal of time at room temperatures, would be accelerated by the high temperatures attained during a pulse. It has not yet
been definitely determined whether the spike or the flat is responsible
for this type of burnout, but the spike seems the more likely.
Some
experiments’ have shown that moderate pulse powers in the flat region
at normal repetition rates are sufficient to cause a gradual long-time
These powers (1 or 2 watts), however,
deterioration in some crystals.
are considerably in excess of those which crystals protected by a TR
switch normally have to handle.
Considerable effort has gone into devising adequate burnout tests
for crystals.
A type of sieve that would reject all but high-burnout
crystals would be desirable.
Unfortunately we have no way of telling
how much power or energy a crystal can withstand without actually
applying power to the point of burnout.
The information obtained in
this way is of only academic interest since the crystal is destroyed in the
1H. B. Huntington, “Crystal Life Test Under Flat Pukes,” RL Report No. 543,
Apr. 7, 1944.
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If all crystals of identical type and identical manufacture could
process.
be presumed to have identical burnout properties, the problem could be
Unfortunately this is
easily solved by factory tests of small samples.
not the case. There appear to be wide differences in burnout properties
in a sample of crystals otherwise (that is, in loss and noise temperature)
nearly identical.
The following expedient is nevertheless adopted.
Converter crystals
are now usually tested by applying to each unit in the forward direction
a single d-c pulse of duration 2.5 X 10–9 sec. This pulse is generated
by the discharge of a coaxial-line condenser and is applied before any
measurements of loss and noise. The energy of the pulse is adjusted so
that crystals especially susceptible to burnout will deteriorate to the point
where they will fail the other acceptance tests; whereas less susceptible
units will not suffer much, if any, deterioration.
The obvious limitation
of such a test is that it is useless if too weak and, if too strong, it will
deteriorate the product and lower rates of production.
The technical
details of the coaxial-line proof test are given in Sec. 9.7.
For crystals not protected by TR switches, such as video detectors, a
different burnout-testing
procedure is used. Overloads commonly
encountered here consist of microsecond pulses of microwave power.
The
crystals are tested by applying to them in the forward direction a d-c
pulse of l-psec duration generated by the discharge of an artificial
(lumped-constant)
transmission line or pulse-forming network.
In the
case of video detectors, this is used as a design test and not as a proof
test because of the burnout properties peculiar to the video-detector
crystal.
Specifications for video detectors usually require the video
impedance to fall within a certain range and a crystal is deemed “burned
out” if, as a result of application of power, its impedance does not fall
in this range. Now it happens that video crystals can be manufactured
with impedances outside this range and the impedances then brought
within the desired range by the application of power. Since this involves
a major change in the properties of the crystal it is not thought wise to
accept such crystals even though they meet production tests, for a
subsequent application of power of the same magnitude might possibly
again change the impedance perhaps by enough to take it out of the
specified range. Accordingly, such crystals are not proof-tested, but
small samples, deemed representative of a large production lot, are
exposed to pulsed power and a certain fraction are required not to change
their impedance by more than a specified amount as a result of such
In addition it is required that the “ figure of merit” of the same
power.
fraction shall not decrease below a specified limit.
Introduction.-A
number of hypotheses have
8.2. Burnout Theory.
been made concerning the physical cause of burnout.
In general these
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may be grouped under two heads, (1) voltage breakdown and (2) temperature effects.
The voltage-breakdown hypothesis, advanced by F. Seitz, 1 assumes
that electrons are accelerated by intense fields to the point where they
The secondaries in turn produce
produce secondaries by collision.
tertiaries, and so on, with the result that an avalanche of high-energy
electrons rips through a portion of the semiconductor and causes intense
local heating.
This hypothesis, however, leads to conclusions that are in
contradiction to the facts.
Higher field intensities exist in the blocking
direction than in the conducting direction for the same applied voltage
because the voltage is applied mainly across the thin barrier region in the
former case and mainly across the relatively thick spreading resistance
in the latter.
Thus the voltage-breakdown
hypothesis would predict
the onset of burnout at lower voltage in the blocking direction than in
the conducting direction.
Since exactly the reverse of this is observed,
it seems doubtful that voltage breakdown is an important effect in
burnout.
The other suggested cause of burnout is the effect of high temperatures
produced by joule heat in the spreading resistance or by dissipation of
There are a
energy gained by electrons in passing over the barrier.
number of possible effects of this type.
For example, the diffusion of
impurities near the surface will be accelerated by high temperatures, or
metal atoms from the cat whisker
\
,’
\
may diffuse into the barrier region,
\
f’
\
or chemical reactions between semi\
//
\
\
conductor or metal with impurities
/1
\
\\
on the contact may take place.
/1
\\
,’
Sufficiently
high temperatures will
)“
melt the semiconductor
(silicon
melts at 1420”C, germanium at
960”C) and at lower temperatures
Silicon
strains set up by intense temperaFIG. 8.1.—Profile of the surface of a
ture gradients may cause rupture
silicon wafer after severe burnout. The
cat whisker (normrdly as shown by the
or splintering of the semiconductor.
broken line) has been removed.
Since a crystal rectifier is delicately
adjusted in assembly to near-optimum performance, any change in th-e
properties or configuration of the contact region may be expected to
produce deterioration of the rectifying and conversion actions.
It has not as yet been ascertained which of these possibilities is most
important.
It is at least certain that melting or splintering occurs in
severely burned-out units. W. G. Pfann,’ working at the Bell Telephone
Laboratories, disassembled severely burned-out silicon rectifiers and
1Private communication.
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examined microscopically the silicon surface in the region of the former
He found that in the case of crystals burned out by short
contact.
pulses (1 ~sec or less), a ridge is built up just outside the periphery of the
co~tact surface and is often accompanied by a noticeable trough or
Figure 8.1 shows a profile of such
depression just inside the periphery.
a tvpical surface.
The appearance of this profile strongly suggests that silicon has been
removed from the region just inside the contact periphery and deposited
It is reasonable to suppose that this occurs
just outside the contact.
because of whisker pressure on molten silicon near the edge of the contact,
and hence the cause of deterioration is correlated with high temperatures.
The duration of the electrical dkturbance, however, must also play a
role, for one would not suppose that the same temperatures would proMoreover, if
duce the same effects regardless of the exposure time.
burnout is at all associated with
diffusion effects,the time of exposure
is certainly of importance.
The problem of calculating the
Metalcat whisker
contact temperature is conveniently
divided in two parts. If a constant
amount of electric power is steadily
applied beginning at time t = O,
the temperature will first rise and
finally approach a limiting steadystate value.
The first and simpler
part of the problem is to find this
The more
steady-state solution.
difficult time-dependent
case is
treated in Sec. 8“3.
The Steady-state Solution.—Let us
consider a rectifier of conventional
design as illustrated in Fig. 8“2.
The contact is assumed to be circular
and of radius a; the half-angle of
the cone forming the tip of the cat
FIG. S.2.—Geometry of a typical contact
whisker will be denoted by IJ. The
rectifier.
subscripts m ands refer to quantities
characteristic of the metal and semiconductor respectively.
The case of a static voltage applied across the rectifier is considered
first. The thermal-continuity equation for either metal or-semiconductor
is
V. W+Q=C$

(1)

1

‘ f.
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where e is the temperature above ambient
appropriate

thermal

respectively,

and

ohmic

conductivity

Q is the
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power

dissipated

k and C are the

temperature,

and thermal

capacity
per unit

per unit volume,
volume.

For

an

~‘

resistance,
Q = UIVV12,

where a is the electrical
The equation
by putting

and V the potential.

conductivity

appropriate

(2)

to the steady

state is obtained

from

Eq.

(1)

dO/&! = O. Thus
v

o kve + u{V~12 = O.

(~)

..

It is convenient to regard the temperature as the sum of two quantities O, and o,, where 01 is the temperature produced by heat ‘generated
in the barrier only and 9Zthe temperature produced by dissipation in the
spreading resistance.
Let us first find &. From Eq. (3) it follows that
V.kvOl=O
outside the barrier region.

(4)

If j is the thermal current density,

j = –A-vt!llj

(5)
.

and from Eq. (4)
V.j

=().

(6)

It is convenient to draw an analogy to the case of the flow of electric
Thus, if i is the electric current density, we have
current.

i =

—~v~

(7)

and
V.i=O.

(8)

The last two equations may be used to find the electrical resistance,

between two equipotential surfaces of potential difference AV where I
is the electric current.
Similarly, the thermal resistance between isothermal surfaces with temperature difference AO is
(lo)
where J is the total thermal current. Now the contact is nearly an
equipotential surface since the electrical conductivity
of the metal
whisker is large compared with that of the semiconductor.
If we assume
that the contact is an isothermal surface, the two problems, electrical
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and thermal, are formally identical and
(11)

uR~W = krn,h.ru,.

By conservation of energy, the heat current J must be just equal
to the power P 1 dissipated in the barrier. Let 0,, be the contact temperatureresulting from barrier dissipation only. Then,
(12)

0,0 = 61*ermP,.

The thermal resistance ~,,.,~includesthe
thermal resistances @, of the
semiconductor and & of the whisker. Since these arein parallel,
(13)
We now find the contact temperature 620caused only by dissipation
in the spreading resistance.
We must go back to Eq. (3) which is
satisfied by L92
in the semiconductor,
V . k,Vi3z+ U,IVV12 = O.
To solve this equation,
exactly

correct

a simplifying

but probably

a good

assumption

approximation.

(14)
is made which
It is assumed

is not
that

ez depends on the coordinates only through an explicit dependence on the
potential V. Thus,
e,

Combining

=

(15)

e2(v).

Eqs. (7), (8), (14), and (15), it is easily shown that
d
~d~’
d~ ()u dV

+1=0,

(16)

which integrates to
o,=

Av+B–

~ V dV,

(17)

/
L

where A and B are integration constants.
If these constants can be
adjusted to fit the boundary conditions on 02, the assumption of Eq. (15)
is exact.
This may be shown to be true in the limit as the thermal
conductivity km of the metal whisker approaches either O or ~.
For
finite km it is only approximately the case. For boundary conditions we
take
02=0
V=o

1

at a distance remote from the contact

(18a)

V=vcl

.,

1

~ ae
=km~
“i% *

11
m

at the contact.

(18b)
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Here n is a unit vector normal to the contact surface and the last condition expresses the continuity of heat flow across the contact.
In Eq. (17)
we integrate from V = O to V = Vo and assume u/k independent of
temperature and hence of potential.
From Eqs. (17) and (18), B = O
and
020= Avo – ;V;,

(19)

where oZ, is the contact temperature due only to dissipation in the
spreading resistance.
It may be shown that Eq. (18b) for detailed continuity of heat flow
across the contact is not strictly compatible with our assumption, Eq.
(15), that & is, a function of the potential only.
If, however, the boundary condition is expressed as an integral over the contact surface, the
result is compatible with Eq. (15).
We get
(20)
~’%ls’~=
Now,

WHm’~

on the left side of Eq. (2o), we put
(21)

and we note that the right side of Eq. (20) is just the heat current J~
flowing through the metal.
By Eq. (10)
(22)
Thus, substituting

Eqs. (21) and (22) in Eq. (20) and putting
(23)

for the electric current when R, is the (electrical) spreading resistance of
the semiconductor, we obtain
k,
;

()
do,

27

-*,

v,

“ ii

920

= T.”

(24)

From Eq. (19), it follows that

()
de,

d—V _-

Substituting

=A–;

,

vo.

(25)

Eq. (25) in Eq. (24) and solving for A, we get
(26)
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Substituting this value of A in Eq. (19), we find

Now
a.R,/k.

V~/R.

is the power P. dissipated in the spreading resistance and
by Eq. (11).

= C% is the thermal resistance of the semiconductor,

Thus
ezo = iPLRtherm,

(28)

where 6t,b_~ is the total thermal resis~ance given by Eq. (13).
The contact temperature 00 due to heat developed both in the barrier
and in the spreading resistance is 01, + 02,, or from Eqs. (12) and (28),
Oo=

LRtherm(wa
+ P,).

(29)

Our work so far has been restricted to the case of a static voltage
applied across the rectifier. If this voltage is applied in the forward
direction, P,>> P 1 at voltages required for burnout; hence
do = @h.,u.P,

(forward

direction)

(30)

In the blocking
direction,
P, is
where P is the total power dissipated.
larger than P,.
If burnout is caused by high-frequency alternating currents, our
result for the static case may be taken over directly since skin effect in
the semiconductor is negligible even at the contact.
This is proved in
Appendix B. In this case, however, barrier dissipation plays only a
minor role. In the forward direction Eq. (30) still applies, and in the
reverse direction the barrier capacitance shunts most of the current
Thus, Eq. (3o) applies
around the barrier into the spreading resistance.
to burnout by microwave power.
The thermal resistance of the semiconductor is obtained directly from
Eq. (4.34) by substituting the thermal conductivity k, for the electrical
conductivity u. We get
1
(31)
“ = 4k,a’

where a is the contact radius. The thermal resistance (R~ of the cat
The calculation of temperature
whkker is more difficult to estimate.
has so far been based on the assumption of a steady state, and the time
from the beginning of power application to the point where a steady
state is nearly attained has not yet been estimated.
It will appear later
that the contact of average dimensions will reach a nearly steady temperature after a time of about one microsecond.
At this time, heat from
the contact has not yet penetrated appreciably into the cylindrical part
of the whisker stem; hence as far as the contact temperature is concerned
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the whisker is properly treated as an infinite cone. In this case, its
resistance maybe estimated by approximating its surface by a one-sheet
hyperbola of revolution asymptotic to the cone. Its resistance then
turns out to be
1
R. =
(32)
4k~a tan $/2’
where ~ is the half-angle of the cone (see Fig. 8.1).
For times of 10-4 sec or longer, the resistance of the cylindrical stem
of the cone must be added.
This will be
am]...

= —

1

(33)

uq2k~’

if no wax surrounds the whisker and

otherwise.
Here q is the radius of the stem, p the radius of the wax coating, k. the
thermal conduction of the wax, and 1 the length of the stem. Equation
(34) was first derived by Gant’ under the assumption that the heat
conducted by the metal wire to its support is small compared with the
heat conducted away from the surface of the wire by the wax filler.
Although for very long times (several seconds) the effect of other
parts of the cartridge must also be considered, the discussion will for the
most part, be restricted to times of the order of 1 psec or less.
The
steady-state
given

solution

by Eqs.

(13),

is then
(31),

given

by

Eq.

(29)

or Eq.

(30)

with

R,b,,~

and (32),

1
@~h.rm= 4a(k, + k- tan #/2)”

(35)

h’owz
k, = 0.2

cal
sec-°C-cm

for silicon

or germanium

and
km = 0.4

cal
sec-°C-cm

If we take # = 30° and a =

00

F
and is proportionally

for tungsten.

10-3 cm,

= ~ (R = 100°C/watt

larger for s,maller radii.

1D. H. T. Gant, ADRDE Research Report No. 226, July 9, 1943.
2 This value of k. was determined by measurements made by K. Lark-Horovitz
(private communication).
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In
A circular contact has been assumed in these calculations.
Appendix C, it is proved that the semiconductor resistance offered by an
elliptical contact of semiaxes a and b(a > b) is
K
“

= 2uk.a’

(36)

where K is the complete ehiptic integral of the first kind with modulus
k=~~.

Ifa>>b,

Kzlnk?
b

(37)

If the cat whisker in this case is assumed to have the shape of a wedge
of half-angle ~, its resistance can be shown to be about
K
~

= 2uk.a

tan $/2”

(38)

The total thermal resistance can then be made very small by making
a large. On the other hand, the rectifying properties of such a contact
should be comparable to those of a circular contact of radius equal to the
short semiaxis b. In Chap. 4 rectification and conversion efficiency were
found to depend on the product uCR., where u is 2T X frequency, C is the
barrier capacitance, and R. is the electrical spreading resistance.
The
area of the elliptical contact is Tab and so its capacitance [see Eq. (4.17)] is
c’ =

~!

where D is the thickness of the barrier layer and c the permittivity
semiconductor.
Thus, for a long thin contact,

(39)
of the

(40)
. and for a circular contact of radius b,
(41)
These quantities are of the same order for the same b even for fairly
large ratios of a to b. Thus a long thin contact has the desirable property
of being able to withstand larger power dissipation, yet still give good
performance as a rectifier or converter.
Unfortunately it has not yet
been possible to manufacture crystals with such contacts.
The difficulty
arises from the fact that the eccentricity of the contact ellipse must be
very large for the effect to be pronounced.
As an example let us con-
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capacity
sider the elliptical contact with twice the power-handling
of a circular contact of radius d. The supposition is that the two contacts
are equally good rectifiers, hence uCR, is the same for each. The result
is that the elliptical contact must have its long semiaxis a = 6.66 and
its short semiaxis b = 0.3ci and thus a/b = 22. Such a contact is
difficult to construct.
An alternative is to construct a rectifier with a number N of small
rectifying contayts.
If the separation of neighboring contacts is large
compared with the diameter of a contact, the product wCRS for the whole
rectifier is just the same as for an individual contact.
On the other
hand, the thermal resistance 6iti_ will decrease inversely with N. An
improvement in burnout of a factor of 2 could be achieved with only two
parallel contacts.
This is perhaps easier to construct than a single very
long thin contact.
Contact Temperature
as a Function of Tirne.—
8.3. Burnout Theory.
The theory in the preceding section applies to the steady-state solution
As will appear later, this solution is
of the thermal-continuity equation.
not valid if the time elapsed since the application of power is less than
10@ or 10–7 sec. Since burnout is now believed to be usually the result
of very short pulses of the order of 10–9 or 10–8 sec in duration, it is
obviously important to examine the solution for these cases.
If the time is so short that no heat has appreciably diffused away
from the locality where it was generated, the temperature is given by the
amount of heat generated per unit volume divided by the thermal capacity C per unit volume, or
1’
‘=E

/~

Q dt,

(42)

where Q is the rate of generation of heat per unit volume.
This result
can be directly obtained from the thermal-continuity equation [Eq. ( 1)]
by suppressing the conduction term v . lcvO. Difficulties arise, however,
if an attempt is made to apply Eq. (42) to the usual contact between the
metal cat whisker and the semiconductor.
It turns out that Q becomes
infinite at the periphery of the contact because of the crowding of lines of
current flow; Eq. (42) would then predict an infinite temperature there,
which is, of course, absurd.
The trouble is that it is not right to suppress the conduction term in
Eq. (1) near a singularity in Q. At the periphery of the contact there
Equation (42)
is no time t so short that conduction can be neglected.
should hold well, however, at distances from the edge large compared with
the radius of the contact.
Clearly a separate investigation of the temperature near the periphery is necessary.
To do this we must first find
out how Q, the heat generated per unit volume, depends on position,
especially near the periphery.
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The potential distribution inthe semiconductor must first be found.
The contact area, circular inshape, will reassumed equipotential.
It is
convenient to introduce spheroidal coordinatesin the following way.
Figure 8.3 shows a section through the center of the contact containing the axis of symmetry.
The origin of rectangular coordinates (z,y,z)
is taken at the center of the contact; the plane z = O is coincident with
the contact surface and the positive x-direction is into the semiconductor.
Spheroidal coordinates & f and Q
~P=(v2+,2)’f4
are defined in such a way that Q
‘.
is the longitude angle;
+,

+

‘2
az(l + ~z)
0.6

and

0.8
–~+

az~z

az(l

‘2

–

<2)

= 1

(44)

define ~ and ~. Here pz = yz + Z2.
Equation (44) is the equation of a
family of one-sheet hyperboloids
of revolution

and

Eq.

(43) is the

I
It=l
I

;
x
FIG. S.3.—Section through the contact showing coordinate systems used.

equation of an orthogonal family of oblate spheroids, a particular member of which, ~ = O, is a flat disk of radius a coincident with the contact
surface.
Since the contact surface is equipotential, the potential V will
be assumed to depend only on {. Laplace’s equation for V isl then
;(l+{’):;
Integrating,

=O.

(45)

~ + B,

(46)

we obtain
V = A tan-’

where A and B are integration
constants.
Ifwetake
and V = O at the contact ({ = O), we obtain

V=

V = VO~ tan–l {.

VOat~=~

(47)

To find Q we must find vV, which is2 given by

1See, for example, W. R. Smythe, Static and Dynamic Electricity,
Hill, 1939, Sec. 5.27.
Z Ibid., Sees. 33 and 5.27.

1st ed,, h’IcGraw-
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and from Eq. (2), the heat generated per unit volume is
1

4v&l

Q=— rzaz (1 + {2) (~2 + ~z)
P

(49)

= 7%3(1 + (*)($* + P)’

where P is the total power VO/R, dissipated in the spreading resistance;
R, = l/4ua.
As an auxiliary coordinate r is introduced as the distance
from the periphery to some point (x,P) in the semiconductor.
Evidently,
rz = X2 + (p — a)z.

(50)

Solving Eqs. (43) and (44) for z and p, substituting in Eq. (50) and using
the approximation, { = O and ~ = O, we find

f = ; (rz + t’).
For ( =Oandf

(51)

= O, we find from Eqs. (49) and (51)
P
Q = 27r2a2r”

(52)

Thus Q is observed to approach

)

cc as r approaches zero.
With thk expression for Q we
may now solve the thermal-continuity equation for points near the
periphery (r << a). In this region
Metal cat whisker
the curvature cf the periphery may
be neglected and the edge of the
contact may be ta!:en as a straight
Surfaceof
line. Our coordinates are r and ~,
eemi.conductor
the polar angle, as illustrated in
Fig. 8.4. The surface of the metal
cone makes an angle 00 with the
extension of the surf~ce cf the
\,/
semiconductor.
FIQ. S.4.—Polar coordinates (r, d) of a
generic point (p) near the edge of the
If it is assumed that k is indecontact.
pendent of position, the thermalcontinuity equation now becomes
“

kV20+Q=C$

(53)

where
Q=o

in the metal (m < @ < 40),

Q.L
2r2a2r
and the Laplacian

in the semiconductor

(O < + < m),
(54)

v2=:2+;

;+l_a_2.
1
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The pulse power P is assumed constant (flat pulse) and dissipation in the
barrier layer neglected.
The results should apply then either to d-c power
in the forward (conducting) direction or to microwave power.
Since only
order of magnitude is desired, k and C are, for simplicity, assumed to be
the same in metal and semiconductor and are independent of temperature,
and +0 is assumed to equal 27.
These approximations
introduce little error. The final result is
expressed as the ratio of the temperature at some point on the contact
to the equilibrium value of this temperature.
This ratio depends only
on the thermal diffusitivity, K = k/C, which is about the same in silicon
and tungsten.
Also the assumption 00 = 2m is not far from the truth,
since the whisker tends to mushroom out at the edge of the contact.
The solution of Eq. (53) is desired that satisfies the. boundary conditions:
at~=Oor2ir,
atr=~,
att=O,

ae
—=0;
a~
0=0;
0=0.

(55)
I

The “required solution may be found by the usual methods.
For points on the contact surface (O = r) the solution reduces to

‘=p&[49
-El’
where

K =

(56)

k/C is the thermal dMfusivity, and

In(x) is the modified Bessel function of order n, that is, In(z) = j-”.J.(jz).
For T2/8K~ <<1,
(58)
and for r2/8d >> 1,
e

1 Pt .
——
= C 4u2a2r

(59)

This last result is exactly that given by Eq. (42), since by Eq. (52)
is one-half the rate of evolution of heat per unit volume in the
semiconductor at a distance r from the contact edge. The factor + is
explained by the fact that the temperature has been evaluated on the
contact surface. Since no heat is generated in the metal and an amount
Q per unit volume is generated in the semiconductor, the average value
H is effective on the surface.
The general character of the temperature-time relation is now evident.
For any point near the edge, but not actually on it, the temperature is
proportional to the energy dissipated, namely, W = Pt, for sufficiently

P/(4u2a2r)

[SEC. 83
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short times. As the time increases, the temperature rises less swiftly,
eventually becoming proportional to the square root of the time. According to the present solution the temperature should continue to increase
without limit.
The reason this catastrophe does not occur is that this
solution holds only provided the heat evolved in the semiconductor has
not had time to diffuse over a distance comparable with the contact
dimensions.
For longer times (t > U2/K) the neglect of the curvature of
The general qualitative result
the contact periphery is no longer valid.
is then
Oapt=w

t <<:,

(60)
(61)
(62)

In the last case o is given by Eq. (30) fort = 1 psec.
In Fig. 8.5 the temperature is plotted in units of the steady-state
temperature, Eq. (30), as a function of the time for a number of values
of

r.

Equation

(35)

used for (R,he_ in Eq.
accordance

w ith

has
(30)

our

been

and, in
present

k = ka = k% and

assumption,

~ = 90°. This
gives,
for the
steady-state temperature,

In plotting these curves a has been
put equal to 10-3 cm, which [is
appropriate to a fairly large contact, about that used for highburnout crystals designed for the
10-cm band.
It should be noted
that 0/80 is proportional to I/a.
Also, K has been taken eaual to

t (see)

L

FIC. 8.5.—Contact temperature 6 at a
point near the periphery as a functim of the
time since power was applied.
(. = 0.46 cm2/see).
K =

The

k/C, hence separate
The dashed

time relation

ratio
values

0.54
of
(K

the
=

0/00 depends

values

of the contact.

which
of

0.62 cm’/sec)

is the mean

K for

tungsten

and for silicon

on k and C only through

need not be assumed

line in Fig. 8.5 is a plot

at the center

cmz/see,

for them.

of 13q. (59) for the temperatureThis

equation

holds

only for
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Y

but it has been extrapolated

a2/K),

to the equilibrium

temperature.
These curves

should

in our example)
solution

apply

up to times of the order of a2/K ( = 10-6 sec

or, equivalently,

for longer

they

times is probably

Fig. 8.5. The t~mperature ~hould
reach an equilibrium
value at
about 5 X 10–6 sec for a contact
of this size (10–6 cm radius).
For
a contact of average size the time
required for the steady state is
closer to 1 X 10-o sec.
An interesting result of this
analysis is that at first the temperature rises much more rapidly
at the edge than near the center
of the contact.
In Fig. 8.6 the
temperature is given as a function of the distance r from the
edge of the contact for a number
of time intervals.
For any time
interval the temperature is a maximum

at the

edge

as T increases.
creases,
fairly

As

the

constant

These

Sec.

the edge

whereas

are

and

The

due to skin effect
differential

between

for short

Tendency

to edge

the

because
of

of excitation

(see Sec. 3.1).

the

increase

contact,

and

an increase

Since

and

it starts

with

the

the

from

resulting

of

(up to 10–6 sec duration),

ciurat,ion)
made

the whole

that

edge

center

caused

by

rapidly

of the contact

of the edge relative

that

with

area

may

be

that the
effect
finds

is
the

at above

temperature

to the conduction

will be reached
in

skin

Pfann

by the fact

the filled band

increase

contact

burnout

B it is shown

first at the edge

conductivity

near the edge relative

all parts

of

pulses

increases

temperatures

observations
deterioration

observed

is aggravated

of electrons
These

of r, is

to drop off.

F’farm

Furthermore
(up to 10–6 see).

of silicon

in condtictivity

and, as a function
which

but in Appendix

edge

burnout

The
line in

1

frequencies.

the flow of current

of the contact.

seconds

d-c pulses

conductivity

why

has been

at all microwave

same effects
700”C

(several

at the contact,

heating

negligible

beyond

for short

suggestion

I
~o-,

in accord

explain

of the contact

I

I
~o-,

increases

fi,

qualitatively

8.1)

for long pulses

is affected.

in-

r =

0/00 <<1.

FXG. 8.6.—Contact temperature O near
the periphery as a function of distance r from
periphery.

at any point

Up to about

results

(see

band

time

provided

‘“’~o-’

decreases

the temperature

Pfann
only

and

apply

like that given by the broken

to that

are effectively

there

will

at the center
in parallel,

to the rest of the contact

~
i.
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lead to a relative increase in power dissipation and hence to an
increase in temperature at the edge.
It is evident from Fig. 8“6 that pulses of duration 10–8 sec or less
(such as TR-switch spikes) will cause large temperature differentials
between edge and center of the contact.
The conventional geometry
of the contact is therefore most unfavorable from the point of view of
burnout by short pulses. An ideal
contact geometry completely eliminating this difficulty is that of a
hemisphere of metal whisker embedded in the semiconductor
as
illustrated in Fig. 8.7. Such a contact might be formed by passing
large currents through the rectifier at
assembly, thus melting the semiconductor around the whisker tip.
Further research is required to learn
whether such a process will be successful for silicon.
Contacts of this
nature have been made by H. Q.
FIG. S.7.—Ideal contact geometry
from the point of view of burnout by
North in the case of platinum-gershort pulses.
manium contacts (see Chap. 13), but
it has not yet been determined whether the expected improvement in
short-pulse burnout actually results.
Abnormal heating, such asoccurs near the edge of the contact, may
also occur at other points if the whkker does not make firm electrical
contact over the whole surface or if there are surface irregularities where
It has, in fact, been proved that a
current-flow lines tend to concentrate.
smooth, highly polished semiconductor surface is superior to a rough
surface with regard to burnout.
Thermal Relaxation
Time.—For any point in the semiconductor,
except right at the edge of the contact, there always exists a time r such
that for t <<7 the temperature is proportional to the total dissipated
energy W. Also for sufficiently long intervals after application of continuous power, t>> T, the temperature is proportional to the power P
(assumed constant).
The validity of test specifications for burnout in
crystals and for leakage energy and power in TR tubes is uncertain unless
the order of magnitude of r is known.
Obtaining an estimate of this
quantity is therefore of great importance.
The definition of the relaxation timer can be made precise by taking r
to be the time required to reach the steady-state
temperature if the
temperature were to continue to rise at its initial rate. For a point near
the periphery we obtain from Eqs. (59) and (63)
will

‘

,
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(64)
I

where

we have

of the contact

taken

~ = 90°.

we have,

from

On the other
Eqs.

(42)

and

hand

for the center

point

(49),

since { = O and ~ = 1

(t << T).

(65)

at the center,’
Pt
00 = 27r2asC

With Eq. (63) this gives for rat

the center,
(66)

Evidently,

()

Tn = 2TC ~
a

(r<< a).

(67)

The relaxation time is seen to depend linearly on the distance r from the
edge of the contact.
What effective value of r should be used to obtain a value of, appropriate to the whole contact is difficult to decide.
As a guess let us take
10-s cm < r < 10–4 cm. Then, if a = 10–a cm and K = 0.54 cm2/see,
TC= 2.3 X 10–C see,

(68)

and
4.6 X 10_8 sec < 7P <4.6

;b

X 10–7 sec.

(69)

It should be noted that r, is proportional to the first power, and r. to the
square, of the contact radius.
The predominant cause of crystal burnout in practice is believed
to be the TR-switch spike, which has a duration of about 2 to 3 x 10-0
sec. Since this period is shorter than our lowest estimate or ~p it is
probably the energy of the spike rather than its peak power that is effective in burnout.
However, this reasoning applies to a contact of large
dimensions (a = 10-8 cm), appropriate to high-burnout 10-cm band
rectifiers.
For a l-cm band rectifier a = 10–4 cm and Tp may be smaller
than the spike duration.
At present, it is ahnost universal practice to assess the protection
offered by TR tubes by the amount of leakage spike energy.
The preceding considerations indicate that this protection may not be adequate
for crystals of small contact dimensions.
Our estimate of r, is, however,
In the next
only a guess since the effective value of r is unknown.
1 The factor 2 in the denominatorof Eq. (65) is requiredbecause 130
is the contact
temperature. In the metal whiskerno heat is developed; in the semiconductorthe
heat-developedQ is given by Eq. (49); at the contact the meanvalue Q/2 applies.
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section some experiments are described which indicate that the effective
relaxation time for 1N21 rectifiers (contact radius 2 or 3 X 10–4 cm) is
about 10-s sec.
In the case of crystals designed for use as video detectors, no TR
switch is used; burnout is caused by pulses of the order of 10-o see;
hence the theory of the steady-state temperature applies, and it is the
power rather than the energy of the pulse that is important.
8.4. Experiments on Burnout.-In
this section some experiments are
described which throw light on the nature of burnout and make possible
an estimation of some of the constants involved in the theory outlined in
Sees. 8.2 and 8.3.
Burnout by Continuous D-c Power.—In 1942 some careful work was
done by Lawson and his collaborators at the University of Pennsylvania’
on burnout as a result of the application of continuous d-c power under
carefully controlled conditions.
A silicon cube about 5 mm on a side cut from an ingot obtained from
the Bell Telephone Laboratories was plated with iron on one side and
mounted on a lead matrix with the plated side in contact with the lead.
Next, the surface opposite the plated side was ground and polished to a
mirror finish, then etched with hot NaOH solution before each burnout
test. Following this, the cube of silicon with its mounting was placed
A short straight piece of 7-roil tungsten wire
inside a bell jar on a table.
was carefully

pointed

to press the point
surface.

No

and mounted

with

tapping

a controlled
was

used.

in a pin vise and arrangements
and known
The

d-c

force

against

characteristic,

made

the silicon

especially

in

found to be remarkably reproducible when
different points were pressed with the same force on different parts of the
surface.
Furthermore, it was found that the area of the contact surface,
as determined by microscopic measurements of the diameter of the
squashed point after removal, was definitely related to the force with
which the point had been pressed against the surface.
The radius of the
point could then be ascertained from a knowledge of this force and of
the force-area relationship.
A fairly definite although rather artificial criterion for burnout was
established.
It was discovered that the resistance R1 of the rectifier
at 1 volt in the reverse direction depended on the amount of overload
This resistance RI at
power P previously applied in either direction.
first increased with the overload, reached a maximum, and thereafter
decreased sharply.
A contact was deemed “burned out” when this final
sharp decrease occurred.
It was later established that the conversion

the

forward

direction,

was

1A. W. Lawson et al., “DC Burnout Temperaturein Silicon Rectifiers,” NDRC
14-113, Univ. of Penn., Nov. 1, 1942.
&
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efficiencies of cartridge rectifiers that had been “burned
were definitely deteriorated.
Three
burnout.

methods
In the

thermojunction

were used
first

welded

to find the temperature

method
to

the

the

temperature

cat whisker

about

was

out” in this way
at the contact
measured

1 mm

from

with

at
a

the con-

tact.
This device dld not directly measure the temperature at the
contact and had to be calibrated by heating the whole cube of silicon up
to a known temperature and comparing this temperature with the emf
These measurements indicated that the temperaof the thermocouple.
ture at burnout was 500° ~ 100”C.
In the second method the amount of overload power recwired to reach
the burnout point was measured as a function of the base temperature
of the silicon block.
After each measurement the probe was removed,
the silicon surface etched, and a new contact of the same dimensions was
formed and tested at a higher base temperature in the forward direction.
The power required for burnout was found to decrease linearly with the
base temperature of the block (which was raised as high as 300”C).
By
extrapolation of this straight line it was found that, at a temperature of
490”C, no power would be required for burnout.
The presumption is
then that 490°C is the burnout temperature of the contact.
The third method made use of the results of the theory of Sec. 82.
According to Eqs. (29) and (35) the steady-state contact temperature is
given by
*P, + PI
(70)
0 = 4a(lrl + k, tan ~/2)’
where P. is the power dissipated in the spreading resistance, PI the power
dissipated in the barrier, a the radius of the contact, kl and k, the thermal
conductivities of the semiconductor and whisker, and # the half-angle of
the conical whisker tip. This equation was applied to burnout by power
applied in the forward direction; here P1 = O and P, = IZR,, where I is
the electric current.
The equation was also applied to the case of power
in the reverse direction, where P 1 = 12R 1 and P. = 12R, and R 1 is the
barrier resistance.
The spreading resistance R, was measured from the
forward current-voltage
characteristic and the barrier resistance in
the back direction RI was taken to be the difference between the total
resistance and R,. When proper account was taken of Peltier heat
(which is abnormally large in semiconductors) the temperature at burnout given by Eq. (70) was found to be the same, within experimental
error, irrespective of the direction of the applied overload voltage; it was
equal to 470° + 40”C.
The Peltier heat accounted for an increase of
30°C in the calculated temperature for forward burnout and a decrease
The final result is in good
of the same amount for back burnout.
This agreeaccord with the directly measured burnout temperature.
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ment, however, is somewhat marred by the fact that two errors were made
in the calculation.
These errors are in opposite directions and it is not
One error involved using a value of
unlikely that they almost cancel.
k, one-half the presently accepted value (0.84 watts/cm-°C),
and the
other error resulted from neglect of the thermal resistance of the cylindrical whisker stem. As shown in Sec. 8.2 this neglect is valid for pulses
of 1 psec duration or less, but in the present case of continuous power the
It can be shown that the two errors
stem resistance cannot be neglected.
would cancel if the stem of the probe had a length of 3.3 mm.
The
actual length was somewhat longer than this but, if radiation effects are
allowed for, the effective length might well have been about 3 or 4 mm.
Some general features of the theory were confirmed in these investigations.
For example, from Eq. (27) it is noted that for the same applied
forward voltage VOthe contact temperature is independent of the contact
radius. Lawson et al. found that burnout occurred at the same forward
voltage, 6.6 + 0.7 volts, regardless of the force pressing the whisker
against the silicon and consequently regardless of the contact radius.
In the reverse direction, the voltage required for burnout depended on
the applied force, as is to be expected, considering the effect of the barrier
layer, but the burnout temperature according to Eq. (70) was found to
be ,approximately independent of the force and hence of the contact
radius.
Burnout
by Short D-c Pulses. —According
to the theory of Sec. 83
there should exist a time ~ such that, for pulse durations small compared
with T, the contact temperature is proportional to the energy W of the
pulse and does not depend explicitly on its duration.
On the other hand
uniform pulses of duration long compared with 7 should result in a contact temperature proportional to the power P of the pulse. In Sec. 8.3
we defined r to be the time required to attain the steady-state temperature if the temperature continued to rise at its initial rate. An alternative
definition is obtained on the following basis:
for pulse duration t<<T,
O = AW = APt,

(71)

and for t>> T
~=

Bp_BW,

(72)

t

Let us plot the energy W
where A and B are proportionality constants.
required to produce a certain definite deterioration of the rectifier
against the pulse duration t. The resulting curve should have the general appearance of the solid curve of Fig. 8.8. The required pulse energy
W should be constant for small t and proportional to t for long t. The
intersection

of these

two

asymptotes

of the curve

defines

a time r which
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It is easily seen that
can be called the relaxation time of the contact.
the two definitions of r are equivalent provided the amount of deterioration is determined by the contact temperature and not by the time.
In order to measure r according to this second definition the following
experiment was performed, using an apparatus shown schematically in
Fig. 9.35. A coaxial-line condenser of adjustable length 1 and characteristic impedance ZO was charged by a d-c supply to a known voltage V.
By means of the switch S the condenser could be quickly connected
to the terminals of a crystal rectifier, which would then terminate
the coaxial line. If the impedance
of the rectifier matches the line impedance 20, a single pulse of magnitude V/2 and duration 21/c, where
1/
I
c is the velocity of light, is applied

/

I

/
to the rectifier.
The energy dis0
T
t—
sipated in the rectifier is equal to
Pulseduration
the potential energy W = &CV2 of
FIG. S.S.—Pulse energy W required for
a given deterioration as a function of pulse
the condenser before discharge.
duration t.
Here C is the capacitance of the
coaxial line. If the rectifier resistance R does not match the line imped.
ante, a succession of pulses each of duration 21/c and of decreasing
amplitude results; but if
~Zo < R < 2Z0,
90 per cent or more of the total available energy +CVX will be dissipated
in the first pulse.
The experimental procedure was as follows:
1. A number of silicon rectifiers of standard type, all made by the
same manufacturer, were collected and divided arbitrarily into
groups of 10. The loss and noise temperature of each crystal was
measured and the noise figure F of a receiver with an amplifier of
5 db noise figure was calculated from these data for each crystal.
The mean value of F was found for each group of 10 crystals.
2. The coaxial line charged to a given energy and adjusted to a given
length was discharged into one group. After remeasurement of F,
the same group was exposed to a pulse of higher ener~ and again
remeasured.
This procedure was continued until the average
deterioration in F was more than 6 db.
3. The process outlined in (2) was applied to a second group of units
with the sole difference that the line length was increased by a
factor of approximately 2.
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4. The process was repeated ~~ith the other groups successively,
increasing the line length and therefore the pulse duration by a
factor of about 2.
A large amount of data was recorded, but the general result, is well
represented by the data giving the amounts of energy and power required
to produce an average deterioration in F of 3 db. These data are given
in Table 8.1.
TABLE 8,1.—PuLsE ENERGY H’ AND POWERF’ REQUIREDFOR 3-DB DETERIOIIATION
IN NOISE FIGURE AS A FUNCTIONOF PULSE DURATION~
T (see X 10-’)

2.3

3.9

7.0

W (ergs)
P (watts)

0.76

0.81

0.61
8.7

33

21

13.0
0.50
3,8

26.0

1.49
5.7

As is evident from the table, the energy required for 3-db deterioration
for short pulses is nearly independent of pulse duration but increases
sharply at t = 2.6 X 10–s sec. On the other hand the required pulse
power P decreases with pulse duration at first and becomes roughly
constant after t = 1.3 X 10-8 sec. The relaxation time appears, therefore, to be about 1 or 2 X 10-s sec.
In this experiment, the impedance of the coaxial line was 50 ohms,
its capacitance per centimeter of length was about 1 ppf, and a pulse
energy of 1 erg corresponded to a charging voltage of 90 volts for the
shortest length used. The voltage was applied to the crystal in the
forward direction; it may be assumed that, at the high voltages used,
the resistance of the crystal is the spreading resistance of the semiconductor, which for the crystals used was between 25 and 50 ohms.
In these experiments only one pulse was applied at each power level.
It is known that smaller energies and powers are required for the same
deterioration when multiple pulsing is used, but the available data bearAccording to reports from England,
ing on this point are not extensive.
the energy per pulse required for a given deterioration is less by a factor
of 3 to 5 for 106 pulses than for a single pulse. The pulse repetition
frequency in this work was 100 pps.
It was established at the Radiation Laboratory that after one pulse
causing appreciable deterioration the effect of a similar additional pulse
is negligible, but that 109 additional pulses of the same energy almost
doubles the deterioration of the fist.
After this, still further pulses
(104) of the same energy may either produce stiU more deterioration or
may have little additional effect, depending on the unit tested.
8.5. Burnout Lfitations
of Standsrd Crystal Units.-The
following
estimates of burnout limitations of standard crystal units must be
regarded as crude. As mentioned above, there is a decided lack of
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TABLE 82.-BUMWOUT PULSE I?NEELCIES
FOR STANDARD CRYSTAL TYPES
— —

I

Type

Band, cln

1>’28
IX21B
IN23B

10
10
3.2

Table

8.3
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deterioration

I
I

I

specifically

for
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about

times

1 psec
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0.5-1

2

0.1

0.2
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5
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TABLE 8,3.—BURNOUT PULSE POWER

FOR STANDARDCRYSTAL TYFES
1
Band, cm Pulse power, watts

Type
1N25

30

1N28

10

1N21B

10

1N23B
1N26

It is interesting
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burnout

whereas
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data
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1N21B
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1N28

more
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second
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pulse power
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energy
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0.5

of the wavelength.
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requirements
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to observe

the short-pulse

applying

5
2,5
1.5

3,2
1,25

is roughly

to the square

15

of burnout

of Sees.
power

level on wavelength

8“2 and

required

8“3.

for

According

a given

is j ust that predicted
to Eq.

contact

(63) the micro-

temperature

is pro-

tiCR,
determining the conversion loss is proportional to the ratio of contact
radius to wavelength [Eq. (4”69)]. Thus for constant conversion loss we
should expect the observed proportionality bet\veen burnout power level
and wavelength for the several types of rectifiers. Also according to
Eq. (59) the short pulse energy required for a given contact temperature
at a distance r from the contact periphery is proportional to the square
of the contact radius and to r. Now the effective value of r should not
depend very strongly on the contact radius ~vith the result that, by arguments similar to the above, we expect the observed proportionality
between short-pulse burnout energy and the square of the wavelength
for the several crystal types.
The relaxation times ,, for the various crystal types, may be found
by dividing the short-pulse energy by the long-pulse power required for
burnout.
In this way we get the results of Table 8.4.
The relaxation time r is observed to be about proportional to the
appropriate wavelengths (again excluding the 1N21B) in accordance with
Eq. (64).
portional

to the contact

radius.

On the other

hand,

the product
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checker is discussed in Sec. 9.10.
The power-handling limitations of video crystal detectors have been
determined by measurements at the University of Pennsylvania.
The
1N32 unit, designed for use in the 10-cm band, begins to deteriorate in
figure of merit at about 10 watts available power. There is probably
some self-protection in this case, however.
The crystals were matched
to the microwave power at very low level (about 1 pw) and the available
power was then increased to the point of burnout.
Since the r-f impedance of the crystals is dependent on the power level, the power is mismatched at the high level. The amount of mismatch was not determined,
hence all one can say is that the absorbed pulse power required for burnout is less than 10 watts.
The 1N31 unit, a video detector designed for use in the 3-cm band,
begins to deteriorate in figure of merit and to change appreciably in video
impedance at absorbed powers in the range of 0.1 to 0.5 watt, depending
on the crystal tested.
In this case the amount of self-protection was
determined.
In the present standard crystal holder (see Chap. 11) a
power of 0.5 watt was absorbed when the available power was 1.0 watt
for crystals of one manufacturer and 2.5 watts for those of another.
The absorbed power for burnout is about the same in each case.
The d-c crystal
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With the advent of large-scale production of crystal rectifiers an
urgent need arose for the development of standard test sets both for
acceptance testing by the manufacturer and for the correlation of data
obtained in the various laboratories engaged in crystal development.
The Radiation Laboratory instituted a program for the design and
development of standard sets for measuring crystal conversion loss and
The following
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noise temperature for 1-, 3-, and 10-cm bands.
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where m is the modulation coefficient referred to the available power of
the oscillator [Eq. (7”45)], P is the available power from the r-f oscillator,
gbis the load conductance at modulation frequency, EP is the rms modulation voltage across the load, and n is the ratio of the load conductance
to the i-f conductance of the particular crystal being tested.
To avoid measurement of gp, the factor 4n/ (1 + n) 2 is assumed to be
unity, Eq. (7.51) becoming
m2p

(1)

LO=—
gbq”

It has already been pointed out that the error introduced by this approximation is less than 0.5 db if g6/2 < gb < 2g8; this error is in such a direction as to make the unit with extreme conductance seem worse than it
really is. Actually most crystals are well within these limits; hence the
average error is substantial y less than 0,5 db. In any event the approximate value is an upper limit for conversion loss and in acceptance testing
the approximation tends to reject borderline units whose i-f conductance
differs widely from the mean.
Similarly the fixed tuning at radio frequency discriminates against
those crystals that are poorly matched, since the available r-f power is
The use of fixed tuning at both radio and interused for P in Eq. (l).
mediate frequencies therefore tends to select crystals uniform in both
The
r-f and i-f characteristics and greatly simplifies the test procedure.
r-f tuning must be carefully standardized, however, so that mixers used
at the various test stations are tuned accurately alike and do not favor
the characteristics of the product of some particular laboratory.
For this
purpose standard r-f impedances have been developed at the Radiation
Laboratory; these can be inserted in the mixer in place of the crystal.
The mixer is then tuned for a match at local-oscillator frequency and the
tuning adjustments sealed. The Radiation Laboratory served initially
as the standardization laboratory, but this function has since been taken
over by the laboratories maintained by the Armed Services.
9.1. The Conversion-loss Set for the 3-cm Band.—The conversion10SSset for the 3-cm band, designed by Roberts,’ was the first of the
standard sets to be built. z A photograph of the set is shown in Fig. 9.1,
and a block diagram in Fig. 9.2. The lower panel carries the r-f oscillator, crystal holder, and circuits for amplitude-modulating
the oscillator
and for filtering the output of the crystal.
The upper panel contains a
regulated power supply for the r-f oscillator with a meter for measuring
] S. Roberts, “Conversion
Band,” RL Report No. 5&28,
7368,” RL Report No. M-171,
e
z A limited number of sets
St,, New York, N. Y.

Loss
Aug.
June
were

Measuring Apparatus for Crystals in the 3-cm
3, 1943; also, “ 1N23 Loss Measuring Set Type
27, 1944.
manufactured by J. C. Fonda, Inc., 333 Fourth
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the rectified crystal current. The voltage across the load conductance is
measured with the hIodel 300A Ballantine voltmeter shown at the right
in Fig. 9.1. In routine testing the set is calibrated with standard crystals
which have in turn been calibrated by the Service Laboratories just
.
.— —
——–-

Lo

inches

12
——

FIG. 9.1,—The conversion-loss set for the 3-cm hand.
mentioned.
However,
the equipment
may also be used for absolute
calibration by the incremental method, or alternatively, the crystals may
be calibrated with a mechanical modulator as described in Sec. 9.4.
r-f components
are mounted
on the front of
R-j Components.—The
the lower

panel as shown

in Fig. 9.3.

The 723A oscillator

is mounted

for

convenience in an inverted position.
The injector flap and ejector button
Power
Ballantine
indicated on the photograph are desupply
voltmeter
vices that facilitate insertion and
ejection of the crystal into the fairly
The
stiff fingers of the crystal holder.
Modulation
output
ejector is a lever arrangement that
circuit
circuit
8
8
pushes a plunger against the end of
the cartridge pin. These devices are
an aid in rapid routine testing.
A cross section of the oscillator
mount is shown in Fig. 9.4. The
F1~, 9.2,—Block diagram of the 3-cm
tube socket is mounted on one side
conversion-loss set,
of a section of waveguide with an
adjusting nut for varying the penetration of the oscillator output antenna
A choke-type connector is soldered to
through a hole in the waveguide.
one end of the waveguide and there is a metal plug in the other end. A
resistance strip is inserted parallel to the electric field in the guide
through a slot near the closed end of the waveguide and is held by a
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clamp.
The resistance strip is adjusted in such a way that the oscillator
mount matches the characteristic impedance of the waveguide with the
When the oscillator antenna penetrates
oscillator antenna withdrawn.
the waveguide for a small dktance, the oscillator is loosely coupled and
will deliver the desired 1 mw of power with only a small change in the
impedance presented at the waveguide coupling.
It can be seen that a
tube with low power output will have to be more strongly coupled to give

L_____----- .
FIG. 93.-lLf

nut -

“nut .—

components of the 3-cm converbiomloss

J

set.

the desired amount of power; hence the output impedance will be affected
to a greater extent. Because the accuracy of the equipment depends on
holding close impedance tolerances it is clear that a tube which oscillates
weakly should not bc used.
The crystal holder is shown in cross section in Fig. 9.5. The crystal
cartridge is mounted across the waveguide and is held by spring contact
fingers at each end. The contact at the pin end is insulated and provides
a terminal for the d-c output of the crystal; an r-f choke and bypass
condenser prevent the r-f po~vcr from leaking out at this terminal.
The
crystal holder is interchangeable \~ith the one on the noise measuring
set, and for the latter. application the capacitance bet\veen the output
terminal and ground should be 14 f 1 p~f.

I
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The tuning-. adjustments consist of a tuning screw, which may be
inserted in either of two positions in front of the crystal, and an adjustable plunger in back of the crystal.
These adjustments are set by the
standards laboratory at the prescribed
, Output antenna
T Resistor
fixed tuning and sealed once and for
all.
Circuit Deiails.-The
power supply
is a conventional, electronically regulated supply that applies – 200 to
– 300 volts to the cathode of the oscillator, and a reflector voltage from – 60
to – 150 volts with respect to the
cathode.
The cavity of the oscillator
is connected to ground.
The modulation circuit, a regulator for the modulator voltage, and the
crystal-output circuit are all mounted
on the r-f panel. The modulation circuit, shown in its most elementary
form in Fig. 9.6, is connected between
the oscillator tube and power supply.
FIG, 94.-Oscillator
mount.
A 60-cps voltage e, is applied to the
choke

L, which

of this voltage
to the reflector

also carries

the normal

d-c cathode

eJ is obtained

by means

of a voltage

through

a filter

(C1,~6).

current.
divider

By choosing

.4 fraction
and is applied

the proper

ratio

Mc. 9.5.—Crystal hol[lcr.
of el to ez amplitude
frequency

modulation

can

be provided

~vith a minimum

of

modulation.

A regulator

for

nonlinear

volt-ampere

purpose.

As current

the

modulator
characteristic

through

voltage

is shown

of a thermistor

the thermistor

in Fig.
is utilized

is increased,

97.

The

for this

the voltage

at
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first increases until it reaches a maximum and then, as the current is
increased still further, the voltage becomes smaller. If the thermistor
is operated at its maximum voltage, it is a good voltage regulator because
The
a small change in current causes a negligible change in voltage.
voltage at the maximum for the D162046 thermistor is about 3 volts.
Changes in ambient temperature may be expected to change the voltage
Grid.
E

Refl.

~

%

c1

3

~
g
.—
0

Cath.

z‘:1

3V 60 CpS
J
~IG. $~6-Modulation

circuit.

across the thermistor but this has never caused any noticeable difficulty.
The modulation voltage applied to the oscillator is adjusted by means of
the rheostat at the output terminals.
The crystal-output circuit is shown in Fig. 9.8. The load consists
of a magnetically shielded choke Ll, condenser C, and resistors RI and Rz.
The circuit is resonant at the modulation frequency of 60 cps at low

/’w?st3r

+
FIG. 9.7.—Regulator for modulator
voltage.

=

FIG. 9.8.—Crystal output

+
circuit.

The load is designed to have a d-c resistance of
level (small currents).
100 ohms and an impedance of 400 + j O ohms at the modulation
frequency.
Adjustment of R-f Components.-The
adjustment of the r-f components is made in the standards laboratory by means of standing-wave
measurements with a precision slotted section and a movable probe
detector (i.e., a standing-wave machine).
A type 723A oscillator is
connected to a T-section, on which is mounted a wavemeter.
The

I

,
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T-section is connected to a waveguide attenuator, ~vhich is in turn conThe mixer or oscillator mount to be tuned
nected to the slotted section.
The
is connected directly to the flange coupling on the slotted section.
oscillator is tuned to the standard frequency corresponding to 3.200 cm,
and the tuning devices on the r-f component arc adj ustecl for a stancfingWith precision equipment and carewave ratio as near unity as possible.
ful adjustment the voltage stancfing-~vave ratio can be made 1.01 or less,
Such accuracy is needed because small differences in the mixer tuning
make appreciable differences in values obtained for the conversion loss of
crystals which are at the cxtrcmcs of the impedance distribution.
‘l’he
inside dimensions of the wavcguidc for the slotted section, as well as for
the other r-f components, should bc uniform and accurate.
The standard fixed tuning is established by tuning a standard mixer
tomatch tothecharacteristic
a{lmittanccof the~vaveguicle crystals \rith
an r-f impedance at the center of the impedance distribution.
Once
-Ceramic

~Solder~

FIG. 9.9.—Standard-impedance

Adjustlngd
screw
cartridge for the 3-cnl band,

such a standard mixer is established, a standard-impedance
cartridge
that matches in the standard mixer is used for tuning other mixers.
The standard-impedance cartridge used for the 3-cm band is sho~rn
in Fig. 9.9. It consists of athermistor mounted ina Sylvania Company
ceramic cartridge and is constructed in the follo\ving way.
One of the
leads of an unmounted thermistor bead (Western Electric D-163903) is
soldered to the screw that normally carries the silicon crystal.
The
screw is then inserted in the cartridge and the pin end of the cartridge
heated with the result that, as the screw is advanced, the wire on the
other end of the thermistor bead dips into the molten solder inside the
cartridge on the pin end. The screw is advanced until the bead is
centered in the hole in the ceramic.
The desired impedance is obtained
by adjusting the amount of solder at the two ends of the cartridge and by
adjusting the resistance of the thermistor.
The resistance is adjusted
by connecting the cartridge in one arm of a bridge and adjusting the
bridge current.
Once the desired combination of these variables k found,
a specification of the resistance determines uniquely the impedance of the
cartridge.
The d-c resistance required to match the various cartridges to
the standard 3-cm mixer is in the range of 30 to 50 ohms. The impedance
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in the mixer;

be specified.

in the waveguide,

there-

The

when

1.25 + ~ 0.5 times

standard

is also

power

standard
impedance

so as to be identical

impedance

the constancy

of r-f

the primary

of the standard

other mixers

of a stable

of checking

measurements

3-CM

of the cartridge

resistance
of about

function

of tuning

use

THE

3-cm

referred

the character-

of the waveguide.

be emphasized

means

FOR

has an admittance

The essential
The

means

and

of the cartridge,

ist ic admit tance
mixer.

the orientation

orientation

standard

to the plane

SET

standard,

equally

useful

for

the

is to provide
provides

a

combination.

as a bolometer
absolute

a

with the stand-

moreover,

of the mixer-impedance

required

is the standard

for

measurement

the
of

loss.

Adjustment
and Calibration
of the A’et.-A
wavemeter, mounted on a
T-section, is inserted between the oscillator mount and the mixer for
adjusting the frequency of the oscillator to the standard value corresponding to 3.200 cm. The equipment is sufficiently stable to require only an
Calibration of the equipment is accomoccasional check on frequency.
plished with secondary-standard
crystals provided by the standard:
laboratory, for which the conversion loss and rectified current are known.
The power-level adjustment is made by means of the large adjusting nut
on the oscillator mount, and is locked by means of the small locking llLlt
(see Fig. 93).
This adjustment controls the distance that the output
antenna penetrates into the waveguide, thereby varying the coupling of
The power level is so adjusted that the
the oscillator to the waveguide.
value of the rectified current for a given crystal is that in the specifications, 1 mw of available power being obtained by this adjustment.
From Eq. (I) it is seen that the conversion loss of the crystal, in
decibels, is given by

L(db)
#

1

= 10 logl,

()
m2P
—
gb

– 20 Ioglci EP.

(2)

The decibel scale on the Ballantine voltmeter gives 20 log10 E; directly.
The other constants in Eq. (2) are known, except for m, which is difficult
to measure for the modulation method used in the equipment.
Accordingly, the conversion loss of the standard crystals are used for calibration.
The voltmeter is set on the O.01-volt full-scale range, and the modulation
voltage adjusted so that the term 10 loglo (m2P/gb) is equal to 20.0. For
this setting the output-voltmeter
reading on the decibel scale is 20.o
minus the value of conversion loss specified for the standard crystal.
This corresponds to a value m of of 1.58 per cent for P = 1 mw and
g&,= & rnho. The conversion loss of an unknown crystal in decibels is
then just 20.0 minus the reading of the output meter in decibels.
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It is desirable to use a set of several standard crystals for the calibration in order to detect any deterioration of an individual unit through
handling.
To avoid damaging crystals the equipment should be connected to a good ground.
The operator should place his hand on the
equipment just prior to inserting the crystal cartridge and while he is
inserting it in order to avoid burning out the crystal by the discharge of
static electricity that may have accumulated on his body.
The Calibration oj Standard Crystals.—The standard crystals can be
calibrated by the incremental method or by the amplitude-modulation
The latter
method.
Both of these methods are discussed in Sec. 7.4.
method utilizes a mechanical modulator for which the modulation coefficient can be accurately measured; this is discussed in detail in Sec. 9.4.
For the incremental method, it was shown in Sec. 7.4 that the conversion
loss is given by
L=

‘b
2P,

,,

(3)

~+
()

where gL,is the standard load conductance and AZ is the increment of rectified current in the load resistance rz of Fig. 7.7b when the available power
The quantity Po is the average power,
is increased from P to P + AP.
P + ~ AP. These quantities can all be measured on the conversion-loss
set. For the power measurements a micrometer attenuator, such as is
used on the noise set (see Fig. 9.24), is inserted between the oscillator
mount and the crystal holder. The attenuator can be calibrated by
using the standard-impedance cartridge as a bolometer in one arm of a
bridge.
The measurement of the current increment AI is accomplished
The r-f panel of the loss set is provided
with the circuit of Fig. 7.7b.
with a switch that connects the output terminal of the mixer either
to the usual load circuit or to a terminal to which the calibrating circuit
In making the measurement
at the standard
of Fig. 7.7b is connected.
power

level

available
out.

of 1 mw

power

and

The attenuator

the

calibrated

the current

is then shifted

AI through the meter noted.
conversion loss is given by

attenuator

through

is first

the output

to the 1. l-row

set for

meter

0.9 mw

is balanced

level and the current

For a load resistance of 400 ohms the

(4)

where A is 20/ma2 when AI is expressed in milliamperes.
With precision
equipment, an accuracy of 0.1 db can be obtained.
For this accuracy
an attenuator that matches the waveguide accurately must be used.
9.2. The Conversion-loss Set for the 10-cm Band.-The
development
of the conversion-loss set for the lo-cm band followed chronological y
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that for the 3-cm band and is similar to it in many respects; the differences
A photograph
of the set, developed
are chiefly in the r-f components.
)

at the Radiation

Laboratory

a block

in Fig. 9.11.

diagram

for the type
circuit

707B

oscillator;

and the crystal-output

bj- Huntington,
1 is shown in Fig. 9.10, and
The top panel contains the po~ver supply
the middle
circuit;

panel

contains

the bottom

panel

the modulation
supports

the r-f

*

I

.

FIG. 9.10.—The conversion-loss set for the 10-cm band.
oscillator,
measured,

‘l’he output
modulation
attenuator,
and mixer.
as in the 3-cm set, with a Ballantine
voltmeter.

voltage

is

R-f Components.—The r-f oscillator and mixer are mounted on the
back of the panel, as shown in Fig. 9.12. The oscillator is mounted in a
broadband cavity, designed for a shielded wideband signal generator;
it is used here because of its sturdy construction and the ease with which
it is mounted and tuned. The ca~-ity has two tuning plungers, one for
gross and the other for fine adjustment.
The tuning knob for the latter
I

I H. B. Huntington, “ 1X21 Loss Tester Type 7556, ” RL Report No. LI-177, Aug.
21, 1944. The set was manufactured in limited quantities by Photoswitcb, Inc., 77
Broadway, Cambridge, Mass.
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is accessible
by two
lossy

from the f rent of the panel.

coupling

cable

Power
supply

loops,

one of which

to the waveguidc

is taken

is connected

attenuator

Modulator
(to grid)

Power

[SEC.92
from the cavity

by means

on the front

of 50-ohm

of the panel

Model 300
voltmeter

ancl

output
circuit

~,,
1
50.ohm
Type 707 B
+)
oscil!.ator
Lossy cable

Waveg;ide
F

attenuator

Trans.
former

(

70.ohm
h

I

r.;}xer

Lossy cable

/

I:lG. 9. Il.—Block diagram of the conversion-loss set for the 10-cm ba,,d.
r-’-

.

I
[

Tuning plu’nger(gross ad)ust,nent,

Specl; lly matched Holmdel lack

FIG. 9.12.—Resu view of the lo-cm conversion-loss

set.

supplies the r-f power for the mixer; the other loop is connected to an
outlet on the panel and is used for monitoring the frequency, specified
for the 1N21 types as 3060 ilfc/sec.
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The micrometer attenuator is a scaled-up model of the one used in
the 3-cm noise set. A resistance strip is mounted in the guide parallel
to the electric field so that it can be moved across the guide by a micrometer screw. When it is so moved the attenuator increases to a maximum
at the center of the guide \vhere the field is strongest.
The total range
of attenuator is from O to 20 db. The transitions from coaxial line to
waveguide are made by probes inserted near the ends of the guide. The
output coupling is fitted with a “ Holmdel” plug, which matches KS 8086
70-ohm cable with a voltage standing-wave ratio of not more than about
1.07. This mismatch is not serious, since the cable that connects the
r--i

\

FIG. 9.13.—Crystal holder for the lCLcm band.

.

attenuator to the mixer supplies about 15 db of attenuation between the
two components.
The impedance of the r-f source at the input terminals
of the mixer is then the characteristic impedance of the KS 8086 cable,
approximately 70 ohms. To standardize the impedance accurately, the
Holmdel jack that terminates the cable must be especially “ tailored”
for a match.
This “tailoring” consists of inserting a small tuning screw
in the outer conductor of the jack, which is then connected to a 70-ohrn
coaxial-slotted section; the other end of the cable is terminated in a
matched load and the tuning screw is adjusted for a match and then
soldered in place.
(The use of both 50-ohm and 70-ohm cable in the
equipment was necessary in order to adapt to this equipment r-f components already designed for other purposes.)
The mixer used in the equipment and shown in Fig. 9c13 was originally
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designed by Sharplessl at the Bell Telephone Laboratories i or conversion10SSmeasurements by the heterodyne method.
It was adapted to the
amplitude-modulation method by removing the Holmdel plug that carries
the capacity coupling for the local oscillator.
A brass plug closes the
hole through which this coupling was made.
The crystal terminates one end of a coaxial line, the other end being
connected to the i-f output plug. A quarter-wave choke in this plug
and a bypass condenser prevent the r-f power from leaking out at this
terminal.
The capacity seen looklng into the i-f terminals is adjusted to
the specified value of 15 ppf by adding or removing mica washers in the
bypass condenser.
The r-f input line is connected to the crystal by a
capacity coupling.
The two tuning adjustments are the capacitance
of this coupling and the length of line between the crystal and the r-f
short circuit in the i-f plug. The crystal is held in the crystal receptacle
of the coaxial line.
by spring fingers on the inner and outer conductors
Circuit
those

for

Details.—The
the

3-cm

voltage

is applied

voltage

is regulated

circuit

is the same

set

circuit
except

to the grid

details
that

of the type

by the thermistor
as that

are similar

the

in Fig.

9.8;

60-cps
707B

circuit

in every

tube.
of Fig.

the load

respect

to

amplitude-modulation
The
9.7.

impedance

modulation
The

output

at 60 cps is

400 + j O ohms.
Adjustment
of R-f Components.—The
mixer is tuned by means of a
standing-wave machine fitted wit h a 70-ohm Holmde! jack, into which
the mixer is plugged.
The standard impedance is a thermistor cartridge
which differs from that shown in Fig. 9.9 in the following respects.
(1) .4
thi~ ~ylindrical metal sleeve, 0.180 in. long, is placed around the ceramic
on the pin end of the cartridge; this sleeve is flush with the end of the
ceramic on the pin end and is soldered to the brass fitting on that end.
(2) Solder is added to the connections inside the cartridge until there is
barely enough space for the thermistor bead between the two balls of
solder that are formed.
(3) With the above variables properly adjusted,
the desired impedance is obtained for thermistor resistances varying from
100 to 110 ohms.
Calitn-ation of the Set.—The calibration of the set is the same as that
described in Sec. 9“1. The specified available power is 0.5 mw, and the
load resistance at 60 cps is 400 ohms. The constant A in Eq. (4) is
therefore 10.0/ma2 when AP is 0.2 mw.
9.3. The Conversion-loss
Set for the l-cm Band.—The conversion10SSset for the l-cm band was developed at the Radiation Laboratory’
1W. >1. Sharpless, ‘ ‘Lfanufacturing Electrical Testing Requirements—lN21
Crystal Rectifier,” BTL Report llilI-43-160-167, Ott. 14, 1943.
z C. A. Whitmer, “A Conversion-Loss Set for Testing K-band Crystal Rectifiers,”
RL Report No. 668, Jan. 16, 1945.
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toward the end of the crystal-development
work and did not go into
production.
A block diagram of the set is shown in Fig. 9“14. A
mechanical modulator produces the amplitude modulation, and the output circuit is designed for measuring both the i-f resistance and the
conversion loss. The set operates at the specified test wavelength of
1.250 cm, and the r-f components, except the modulator and crystal
holder, are standard test equipment, described in detail in Vol. 11 of the
Radiation Laboratory Series.
R-j Components.—A
type 2K33 oscillator, or its equivalent, with a
minimum r-f power output of 20 mw is required for the equipment.
This provides 1 mw of available power to the crystal and at the same time
makes possible the use of at least 6 db of attenuation on each side of the
mechanical modulator.
The r-f admittance of the modulator differs
slightly from that of the waveguide and varies with the rotation of the
modulator; for certain orientations of the modulator disk, the modulator
may be mismatched to the waveguide by as much as 1.1 in voltage
h

‘-/

Power
supply

t

t

I

I

I

l-=J-@J

[

tI

2K.33
oscdlator

Crystal
holder

FIG, 9.14.—Block

standing-wave

ratio (see Sec. 9.4).

lator and oscillator
modulate
there
that

the

should

diagram of the conversion-loss

The attenuation between the modu-

is used so that this variation

oscillator
be ample

the characteristic

output

by

attenuation
admittance

I

set for the l-cm band.

in load impedance

an unpredicted
between

amount.

the oscillator

of the waveguide

will not
Similarly,

and mixer

is always

so

presented

to the mixer.
The attenuators are “vane” attenuators, varied by varying the proj ection of a resistance strip through a slot into the waveguide parallel
to the electric field.
The mechanical modulator is similar to that described in Sec. 9.4
for the 3-cm waveguide.
The attenuating disk, 1 in. in diameter, is
rotated by a small motor mounted rigidly to the waveguide.
The
eccentricity of the disk is set to give a modulation coefficient of about
10 per cent.
This value gives a convenient
range on the output meter
with the specified

L

r-f power

and 1oad resist ante.

55 rps.
Synchronous
speed is to
be avoided so as to prevent a fixed-phase relation between the modulation
voltage produced by the mechanical modulator and that produced by
any ripple that may be present in the power supply.
The latter should,
The motor

is run at a speed of about
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of course, be reduced to a minimum to avoid fluctuations in the output
voltage.
Stray magnetic fields from the motor may produce an undesirable 60-CPS modulation of the type 2K33 oscillator, but its effect can be
minimized by shielding the motor with sheet iron. By means of a stop,
the modulator disk may be quickly set in a rest position at which the same
rectified current is obtained as with the modulator running.
~n’ngTrewJcV’ta~~~~~u”~e’

Insulating washer and
bypass condenser
olystyrene plug

FIG. 9,15.—Crystd holder for the l-cm test equipment.

The waveguide crystal holder is shown in cross section in Fig. 9.15.
The outer conductor of the coaxial cartridge is set against the shoulder
in the crystal receptacle; the inner conductor is held by spring fingers
on the end of the post that couples the crystal to the waveguide.
This
post is insulated and provides a terminal for the d-c output of the mixer.

60 Cps
~Lc;. 91[;.-0utr,ut

cimu; t.

An r-f choke and bypass condenser prevent leakage of r-f po~~er at this

terminal.
The tuning adjustment consists of a tuning scre\v in f rent
of the crystal and an adjustable choke plunger behind the crystal.
A
spring device, not shown in Fig. 9.15, is used for seating the cartridge
Crmly

in the crystal

Circuit

receptacle.

Detail; .—The

vides the specified

‘+16.

It pro-

d-c load of 100 ohms and a-c load of 500 ohms,

output

circuit

is shown

in Fig.
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provides for the measurement of crystal resistance at 60 CPS. The circuit
is operated in the following way. The switches SI and Sz are ganged in
such a way that S2 is closed when S 1 is open. With Sz closed, the
potentiometer RI is adjusted for zero current in the galvanometers G.
Under this condition, current from the power supply balances out the
rectified current from the crystal in G; the d-c load is then 100 ohms and
the a-c load 500 ohms. The rectified current is read on the milliammeter
and the a-c volt age is read by c1osing switch S to position 2.
The circuit provides a variable 60-cps voltage that may be connected
to the crystal in series with a resistance of 100,000 ohms by closing
switch S,. Since the i-f resistance of the crystal is in the range from
300 to 600 ohms, essentially a constant-current source is thus provided.
The i-f resistance can then be determined by reading the voltage across
the crystal with the output meter. With some 2K33 tubes the 60-cps
heater supply will produce a 60-CPS modulation in the r-f power, which
will then introduce an error in the resistance measurement.
This situation can be avoided by using an insulated storage battery for the heater
supply.
Either the Ballantine model 300 voltmeter or the Hewlett-Packard
model 400A voltmeter may be used for measuring the output voltage.
The former has a logarithmic meter that can be read more accurately
than the Hewlett-Packard in the range needed under actual operating
conditions and is therefore preferred for absolute calibration.
The
Hewlett-Packard meter is perhaps to be preferred once the equipment is
calibrated and standard crystals are available.
The gain of the meter
can be changed in such a way that the indication is in the most sensitive
part of the scale for crystals in the acceptable range. A variable gain
control makes it possible to set the meter for direct reading of the conversion loss.
Adjustment of R-f Components.—The adjustment of the mechanical
modulator is described in Sec. 9.4.
The standard mixer is tuned to match the waveguide when a 65-ohm
termination is plugged into the crystal receptacle.
The 65-ohm termination for tuning the standard mixer is a coaxial line terminated by a
resistance cloth wound around the center conductor in the form of a cone.
If the cone is shaped so as to terminate the line in its characteristic impedance, then, for an arbitrary tuning of the mixer, a change in the position
of the cone along the line will not shift the position of the minimum of the
Once this condition is achieved
standing wave in the slotted section.
the standard mixer can be fixed-tuned for a standing-~}-ave ratio of unity.
The termination just described is not stable enough for a standard
The standard
impedance
used for tuning mixers to match
impedance.
the standard

L

CON VERSION-LOSS

one is shown

in Fig. 9“ 17.

It consists

of a short

section

of
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coaxial line of 65-ohm characteristic impedance; one end of it is identical
with the pin end of the cartridge for the l-cm band, the other end is
short-circuited.
The outer conductor is slotted longitudinal y and rectangular strips of resistance card are inserted on each side so that they
make contact with the inner conductor. This device can be matched
to the standard mixer by sliding
M,, the strips along the slots. Once the
strips are clamped in the slots and
surface. Such a termination has
‘:::;:h:’::’::
the required stability and rugged-

a
FIG. 9,17.—Standard 65-ohm termination.

ensures

its having

The

procedure

described

the required
for

ness, and the adjustment

procedure

impedance.

fixing

the

tuning

of

mixers

is similar

to

that

for the other bands.

Cal&at~On
method

of the ~et.—The

described

in Sec.

Eq. (2) can be calculated.
is replaced
calibration

Wollaston

crystals

may

for

modulator

m is known,

is calibrated
the constant

the available
it may

as described

by the
term

in

power 1’0, the mixer

wire or thermistor

is available,

of the equipment

If the set is used
modulator

Once

To measure

by a matched

a set of standard

mechanical

9.4.

bolometer.

Once

be used for checking

the

in Sec. 9.1.

the measurement
of conversion
The measurement

be run continuously.

loss only, the
then involves

the potentiometer
RI (Fig. 9.16) for a null reading of the galvanometers and reading the out put voltmeter.
To measure the i-f resistance, the modulator is stopped at the fiducial
position and S1 is closed. The output voltmeter is then read with s
closed first to position 1, then to position 2. For readings V, and Vz,
the i-f resistance is given by

setting

(5)
With VI fixed at a suitable
reading
9.4.
lator
tioned

of the output
The

Mechanical

for absolute
in Sec. 7.4.

band is shown
attenuator

value,

Modulator.—The

conversion-loss
The

from

a single

use of the mechanical

modu-

by

measurements

modulator

in the photograph

driven

the resistance

is obtained

meter.

a motor,

developed

of Fig. 9.18.
the

attenuation

has already
by Robertsl

been

men-

for the 3-cm

It is essentially
c onse(luentl

a variable
y

varying

1S. Roberts, “ .L Nlechanical hfodu]:,tor :lnd I’rccisc \.IcLIIod
Of calibration
Crystal Conversion Loss Standardization, ” I{L Group Report 53, Jan, 5, 1945.
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periodically at a frequency slightly less than 60 cps. The attenuator
consists of a thin insulating circular disk, 2+ in. in diameter, which has a
uniform resistance coating on one surface and penetrates a slot on the
top side of a section of waveguide.
The disk introduces more or less
attenuation depending on how far it penetrates the waveguide.
It is
mounted eccentrically on the shaft of the motor, the attenuation therefore varying periodically as the shaft rotates.
The mounting hole in
the disk is eccentric with respect to the outer edge, and the bushing
on which it is mounted is also eccentric.
As a result, the eccentricity
of the outer edge of the disk with respect to the motor shaft can be
adjusted smoothly by rotating the disk on the mounting bushing.
By
this means the modulation coefficient of the modulator can be set at the
Resistance. coated disk

r

Set screw (2)

Li

— ...

—

-—

I’1~. 91S.-Mcchanical
mcdulator
3-cm equipment,

desired

value.

The

for the

construction

Set screw (3)

I
FIG. 9.19.—Mounting
the modulator

of the

bushing

and

bushing
disk.

resistor

for

disk

is

showm in Fig. 9“19.
The

average

critical.
because
I

of irregularities

On the other
is nearly

hand,

sinusoidal,

seen on looking
tion
varies

in the resistance

one side of the modulator

side is not the

variation

characteristic

as has been pointed
of the modulator.

to compensate
on

each

in power

side

for
of

transmission

tends,

with

that

the waveform

is, the impedance
a matched

impedance

termina-

of the wave-

out in Sec. 9.3, this impedance
It is preferable

the impedance

the

is rather

to be nonsinusoidal.

is so adjusted

in such a way that the modulation

and

attenuators

coating,

is affected-that

Furthermore,

possible

the waveguide
of the modulation

if the penetration

with the rot ation

penetration

of the disk inside

too far, the waveform

the r-f impedance

into

on the other

guide.

L

penetration

If it penetrates

modulator.
as a function

is as nearly
mismatch
Figure

to adjust
sinusoidal

the
as

by the use of
9.20

of angle

for

shows

the

a typical
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modulator.
Figure 9.21 shows the standing-wave ratio as a function of
angle.
With constant incident power the power transmitted by the modulator
is a periodic function of the angular position 6 and may be represented
by the Fourier series,
P=

PJl+a~cos

(f3+f#m)+a2cos(20+

42)+””

The modu-

where PI is the average power and ai and & are constants.

0.20,/.
zz
.E
z
0.1635
g
.
s
~ 0.15

o

(6)

-+1,

/

90

1s0

270

Onentatlonof modulatord!sk in degrees
FIG. 9.20.—Transmission

characteristic

360
o

of a mechanical

90

modulator.

.$ 1.15:
3 1.10
y
<
p
g 1.05
i%
s
3 1.00
0

0

0

0
--z

90

I&o

270

Orientation of modulator disk in degrees
FIG. 9.21 .—Standing-wave

ratio of mechanical

360
0

90

modulator.

later is adjusted to minimize a,, a,, etc., the resultant power, to a good
approximation, being given therefore by
P = P,(I

+

2m cos 0),

(7)

where the modulation coefficient m = ~a 1.
The value of m may be determined by a Fourier analysis of the transmission characteristic given in Fig. 9.20. Instead of integrating to find
the coefficients of the fundamental-frequency
components, accurate
results can be obtained by summations with finite intervals of 30°.
Expressed in terms of summations over equally spaced values of Oin the
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range from 0° to 360°, the modulation coefficient is
~ = ~(ZP

cos 0)’ + (ZI’sin

0)2

(8)

2P
The

modulation

means

of Eq.

coefficient

calculated

STANDARD
Standard
the

3-cm

noise

and

10-cm

bands.

curve

of Fig.

done at present
holder

testing

Inches

standiwd noise-mr:lsuring

}vit,h the s-cm

\vhich makes

noise

it possible

into the holder.

Both

circuit

in Sec. 7.6; in both,

described

at the Radiation

Acceptance

o

by comparing

the

9.20

by

NOISE TEST SETS

sets were developed

-.
ICI(;.922. -TI1c

crystal

from

(8) is 0.100.

of the standarcl

the noise power

output

Laboratory

in the

l-cm

band

for
is

12
set for the 3-cm h IL

set, using

an aclaptcr

to plug the l-cm
sets employ
the noise

cartridge

the Roberts

coupling

temperature

of the crystal

on the 3-cm

coaxial

is measured

]vith that of a stand-

ard resistor.
9.6. The Noise Measuring
Set for the 3-cm Band.—The set for
measuring noise temperature in the 3-cm band JVaSdeveloped by Rob-

1
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erts. 1 A photograph of the equipment is shown in Fig. 9.22, and a block
diagram in Fig. 9.23. The bottom panel includes the r-f components,
input coupling circuit, diode noise source, and preamplifier.
The second
panel carries a regulated power supply for the preamplifier, and an output

9F

1

1

Type 723 A/B
oscillator

1

Halllcrafter
S.36 recewe~

Preamphfler

Coupling
circuit and
noise diode

R.f filter

Micrometer
attenuator

crystal
holder

1f
I
Vane
attenuator
1:

FIG. 923.-Block diagramof the noise-measuring
set for the 3-cm band

..
Vane type
~

‘:~~n~r

I

1

~Clamp
$

.

~!ut

\

attenuator
/

Micrometer
attenuator
Filter
I

clamp\

--nut” 0

~~d~~

Injector
fpp

Adjusting
nut

Oscillator

.-. .

I

.

—d

IJIG.924.-IL-1 panelof the 3-r]nnoiseset.
meter

and

louds~cakcr

panel is a power
meters

for measuring

of the oscillator.
VR-307

voltage

1S, Roberts,

for

the

Hallicraftcr

~uppl y for the r-f oscillator;
the re~i,iiicd

crystal

S-36

current

The top panel is a Hallicraftcr
regulator

mounted

receiver.

on this panel

on the bottom

The

third

are mounted

and the beam
S-36 receiver.
of the cabinet

current
A type
in the

“ 1N23 Noise Nfcasui-ing Set, ‘rypc 7438,” RI, Report No. NI-190,
I)ec, 21, 1944.
‘rhis set was manufactured in limited quantities by J. C, Fonda, Inc.,
New York, N. Y.
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rear provides stabilized a-c voltage for the receiver, preamplifier power
supply, and the oscillator cathode heater.
R-f Components.—A photograph of the r-f panel is shown in Fig. 9“24.
The oscillator and crystal holder are identical with those used in the
conversion loss set.
A description of the micrometer
attenuator was given in Sec. 9“2. The
ends of the resistance strip in the atten-

\

uator

are tapered;

teristic
on
I

looking

purpose
sent

\

hence

waveguide
in

at

of this

the

either

is seen

end.

attenuator

characteristic

the waveguide

the charac-

impedance

The

is to

pre-

impedance

of

to the crystal

holder at

signal and image frequencies
as well as
at local-oscillator
frequency;
it is

I

I

adjusted

to

a

of

minimum

5-db

attenuation.
The
ates

vane-type

by

moving

attenuator

operFIci. 9.25.—R-f

a resistance-coated

filter.

~he electric field) through a slot
in the top of the guide. This attenuator is suitable for varying the
It is not used
attenuation rapidly when a calibration is not required.
in the standard procedure for 3-cm testing but is useful in testing 1N26
rectifiers, where the r-f power level is adjusted for a minimum rectified
current of 0.5 ma.
The r-f filter shown in cross section in Fig. 9.25 is a waveguide resonator with iris coupling and a choke-type
tuning screw. The Q of this filter is about
(X-6030) 1000, and its transmission loss somewhat
less than 2 db. It is tuned to the standard
test frequency of 9375 Me/see, the tuning
‘#&}~ 2 45-v
screvisthensealed.
Thepuposeofhe
fuse
ban.
filter
is to
reject
the noise sidebands
card

I

I
I

into

the

waveguide

FIG. 926.-Diode
the indicated

used

venient

\

to

generated

by the

is appreciably

oscillator.

higher

Without

it,

than the true noise

of the crystal.
Details.—The

in the

provides

Power SUPPIY.

noise temperature

temperature
Circuit

(parallel

3-cm

a regulated
power

oscillator

conversion

supply

is sho~vn in Fig. 9.26.

voltage

loss

power
set.

of 105 volts

for the noise diode

supply

The

is identical

preamplifier

for the

preamplifier.

(not included

with

power

that

supply
A con-

in the equipment)

It is completely shielded.
The input coupling circuit is the Roberts circuit discussed in Sec. 7.6.

I
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coupling

circuit
circuit,

noise

diode

couples

comparison

the capacitances

C2, Cs, and Cl in the three arms of the coupling

As was explained
parameters

match

of the

RI) to the preamplifier,

in Sec. 7.6, the circuit
can

be

standard

adjusted

is so clesignecl

for the following

resistance

to

the

is shown

the

(or the standard

tuning

resistor

and
~vhich

that

by

network.
these

conditions:

preamplifier

crystal

is tuned

input

1

three
(1) a

resistance,

(2) zero susceptance Iookingin at the output terminals of the network,
(3) an output meter reading nearly independent of the input resistance
of the crystal.
La

I

I

To crystal
holder ~

‘a30

D.ccrystal
current

L3

‘
Pre~nm~ffier

=

o

C5

L
(75
1

c, = 1.57ppf
c, = $Zoppf
c,, c, = 3-13ppf
c,, c, =O,oolpf
FIG.

~j ~ ~~~r~ #28 wireon ~-in.coil f.rm
}
L, = resonantchokeat 30 Mc/sec
9.27.—inputcouplingcircuit.

One of the features of the input circuit istheprovision
for switching
from thecrystal directly tothestandard
resistance R1. The capacitance
C,is tuned in such a way that with a300-ohm resistor cartridge in the
crystal holder there is no change in output meter reading when switch
S is thrown from RES to X’TAL. The combination R,CI then has the
same atilttance
S.

The

as the circuit

conductance

is that

connected
of

the

to the X’TAL terminal
standard

resistance

RI,

1

of switch
and

the

capacitative susceptance together with that of CZ makes up the total
susceptance of the input arm of the coupling network.
The tuning of the coupling circuit is accomplished by using as a
signal generator a 300-ohm resistor cartridge in the crystal holder, made
“noisy” by current from the diode.
The condensers Cs and C4 are then
adjusted for maximum noise output.
This matches the 300-ohm resistor
The 300-ohm
cartridge to the input resistance of the preamplifier.

I

I
1
I

I
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cartridge is then replaced by cartridges of 150 and 600 ohms and, with
the diode off, C2 is so adjusted that in either case there is essential y no
change in output meter reading when switch S is thrown from RES to
X’TAL. As a final fine adjustment, cartridges
%-wan
Erieresistor
of 150 to 600 ohms are used in the crystal
holder
that

with

times
FIG. 9,2S.—Resktor cartridge.

a diode

the noise
[see

Eq.

then adjusted,
ing the

same

current

temperature
(7-86)].
making

in each

Capacitance

the output

for the two

case such

is, for example,
meter

resistor

Ci

.5
is

read-

cartridges.

With proper adjustment, the variation of Y-factor with input resistance
is like that shown in Fig. 7.14.
The resistor cartridges used in the calibration are shown in Fig. 928.
These are made from Erie &watt resistors, to the ends of which are
soldered a base and pin of the same dimensions as the crystal cartridge.
The noise diode is a Sylvania type X6030 tube.
It consists of a
It is connected
single tungsten-wire cathode inside a cylindrical anode.
240
105V ~

I

t

!

I

1

+6,3”~
FIG. 9.29.—Preamplifier circuit.

I

to the crystal-holder terminals through the bypass condensers C,, and
the power supply is decoupled by the chokes Ls, which are resonant at
30 Me/see.
When the diode is used, the terminal for d-c crystal current
is connected to ground by a short-circuiting plug; this connects the plate
of the diode to ground for the d-c component.
A schematic diagram of the preamplifier circuit is shown in Fig. 9.29.
When used with the coupling network just described, the noise figure
of the preamplifier is about 6 db.
The output-meter circuit is built into the Hallicrafter receiver as
indicated in Fig. 9.30. The 6SK7 tube indicated in the figure is the
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third i-f amplifier of the receiver. This circuit utilizes a crystal rectifier
The
as a detector, giving indications nearly proportional to power.
rectifier connected in parallel with the 200 ppf condenser serves as a d-c
return for the output circuit.
The output meter is a 200-pa 400-ohm
meter. The bandwidth of the equipment is limited by that of the Halli103uh
Plate
of ~~”f 1N21cV?$l
crafter
with
6K~m0”$’
S+Ierm, FIG. 9.30.—Output-meter circuit.
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free from drafts
This precaution
the

consequent

filter.
10-cm

noise

Band.—Like

temperature

the con-

in the

10-cm

Pr;pared jack

FIG. 931 .–-Noise-memur] Ir.g set for the lo-cm

band.

band was developed after the 3-cm set; it is therefore in many respects
similar in design to the 3-cm set, It was developed by Huntington. 1 A
photograph of the equipment is sho\vn in Fig. 9.31; the block diagram is
the same as that of Fig. 9.23, except that a type 707B oscillator is used.
The bottom panel includes the r-f oscillator, crystal holder, input coupling
Tbe second panel contains a po\ver
circuit, noise diode, and preamplifier.
supply for the preamplifier, a lolldspeaker, and the output meter. The
1H. B. Huntington, “ 1X21 Noise Tester, ‘~~-pe 11OM,” RL Report No. kf-191,
Jan. 9, 1945. The set was manufactured by Photoswitch, Inc., Cambridge, Mass.
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current.
r-f filter

The

top

is mounted

and includes
panel

a meter

is a Model

on the bottom

S-36
of the

in the rear.

R-f Components.—A photograph of the r-f panel is shown in Fig.
9.32. The type 707B oscillator tube, mounted in a broadband cavity as
described in Sec. 92, can be seen in the lower part of the photograph.
,.
Cableto crystal

L----FIG. 9.32.—R-f

.panel of the lo-cm noise set.

1

The output coupling loop from the cavity is connected to the r-f iilter
with about 3 f t of 50-ohm 1ossy cable. The filter is a 721A TR switch.
It is tuned to the test frequency of 3060 lIc/sec and has a 0.7-db insertion
10SS,with about 15 Me/see between half-power points.
The output 100P
of the titer is connected to the crystal holder by about 10 ft of 70-ohm
10SSYcable, which provides about 12 db of attenuation between the filter
and crystal holder. As in the loss sets, the cable jack that is connected
to the crystal holder is so adjusted that the characteristic impedance of
the 70-ohm line is presented at the terminals.
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The crystal holder is identical with that used in the con~ersion-loss set.
Circud Details.—The power supply for the r-f oscillator is the same
as that used in the conversion-loss set. The power output is controlled
within limits by a variable resistor between the grid and the cavity of
the 707B tube. The power output can be roughly adjusted by means
of the coupling loop in the oscillator cavity.
The power supplies for the
preamplifier and the noise diode are the same as those used in the 3-cm
set.
The input coupling circuit is mounted on the r-f panel, as shown in
Fig. 9.32. A schematic diagram of the circuit is shown in Fig. 9.33.
The circuit is essentially the same as that used in the 3-cm equipment,
To crystal holder
Preamplifier
input
L4

C4

DC crystal
current
~*

.L5

L5

()

i

c1

qc5

~

To diode power
0

~ =

supply

C5

,

4

L

To standard resistor –
c,, c, = .%20ppf

c,, c, = 3-13 ##f
c,, c, = 0.001/Lf

FIG. 9.33.—Input

~~ ~ 2; ~n~ ~2? wire
L = 11 turns ) ,-m. coil

0.
forms

L, = resonant choke at 30 Me/see
coupling circuit for the 10-cm noise set.

except that the standard resist or R 1 in the latter is replaced by a resistor
holder into which the various resistors used in adjustment and calibration
The noise diode is connected to the resistor holder as
are plugged.
shown in Fig. 9.33. As in the 3-cm set, capacitance C, is tuned so that
the output-meter reading does not change when switch S is thrown from
the crystal holder to the resistor. The equipment is so designed that the
transmission line from the crystal to the switch has nearly the same
electrical length at 30 Me/see as that from the resistor to the switch.
The adjustment of Cl can therefore be made without resistor cartridges
in the crystal and resistor holder.
The preamplifier is, with two exceptions, the same as that shown in
Fig. 9.29: the grid resistor is 3000 instead of 2000 ohms, and there is a
feedback resistor of 22,000 ohms between the plate and control grid of
the first tube. The feedback feature is used to compensate for a rela-
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tively large variation in capacitative susceptance from crystal to crystal
as seen at the 30-Mc/sec terminals of the crystal ho] cler. This variation
may be as large as 2.5 p~f and is transformed by the coupling network
to an increase in impedance at the grid. The inverse feedback tends to
compensate for this effect by decreasing the gain of the first stage as the
The effect is attributed to
impedance presented to the grid increases.
reflections in the crystal holder at image and signal frequencies.
The output-meter circuit is the same as that shown in Fig. 9.30.
The calibration and operation of the 3-cm set, discussed in Sec. 9.5,
applies to the 10-cm set, except that the standard resistance is 400 ohms,
and the available r-f power is set at 0.5 mw.
9.7. Noise-temperature Measurement of l-cm Rectifiers.-The
JAN
specifications for testing the 13’26 rectifier specify that noise-temperat ure
measurements shall be made as specified for the 3-cm rectifier types.
They can be made in the standard test set by using an adapter in the
crystal receptacle of the crystal holder into which the coaxial cartridge
can be plugged.
The design of the adapter must be such that it matches
the crystal to the 3-cm fixed-tuned crystal holder.
It turns out that an
adapter which matches one brand of rectifier does not in general match
other brands.
This is not a surprisInner fingers
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indicated noise temperature by about 0.2 units for a 400-ohm crystal in
ap adapter which introduces 2 ppf capacitance.
The specifications stipulate an r-f power level giving a rectified crystal
current of at least 0.5 ma. This adjustment of power level can be
conveniently made with the vane attenuator used on the 3-cm equipment.
BURNOUT
9.8. Spike Test.—Most
of the standard crystal types d~signed for
mixer use are proof-tested for bu mout in the process of manufacture.
After assembly, but before any acceptance tests are made, every unit is
required to withstand a single d-c pulse generated by the discharge of a
coaxial-line condenser.
The pulse, of duration about 2.6 X 10–g sac, is
designed to simulate a TR-switch “spike,” such as is encountered by
crystals in duplex receivers (see Sec. 8“1).
A schematic diagram of the electrical circuit is shown in Fig. 9.35.
With the switch S open, the coaxial condenser is charged to some voltage
V through the l-megohm resistor which
—l—
terminates the line at the open end. With
c---the crystal inserted at X as shown, the
1.0 M
--- 2
switch is quickly closed, the condenser
Sx
discharging into the crystal.
The pulse
received

by the

potential
the
and
from

decay,

condenser
no

is not

as wouid

inductance.

It

impedance

case

if

may

be

the

coaxial

‘A
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in trans-
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----

of ex-
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of propagation
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of the crystal

one

be the

had a lumped

the theory

mission

crystal

line,

a single

1]1[11

h?
~IG.

-=

~

9.35.—Circuitfor the coaxL:Il
lineburnouttest.

pulse results—of uniform amplitude equal
to V/2 and duration LOequal to t\vice the line length divided by the
velocity of light c,

to= :.

(10)

The energy dissipated in the crystal is thus
U@:,

(11)

where 20 is the line impedance, and may easily be shown to equal the
potential energy of the condenser before discharge.
If the crystal impedance Z does not match the line impedance Z,, a
If Z is real, each
succession of pulses of decreasing amplitude occurs.
pulse is flat, but if Z has an imaginary part, the pulses are distorted.
If,
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however, capacitance and inductance of the crystal are small compared
with the capacitance and inductance of the line respectively, the distortion is negligible.
This is almost certainly the case. Thus we can
confine our attention to the case of real Z. Let the ratio of Z, considered
real, to Zo be denoted by p. Then the amplitude V. of the first few pulses
—
will be given by

VI = ~

v,,

P+l
P(P –

1). Vo,

(12)

v2=—

(P +
V3

1)’

P(P – 1)2
(p + 1)’ ‘0’

=

and the amplitude of the nth pulse will be
I

Vn = P(P –

1)”-1

(p + 1)”
Thus

if p is greater

initial

pulse

successive
t!lan

than

unity,

has a larger

pulses

all pulses

amplitude

alternate

(13)

‘0”

than

have
VO/2.

the same

sign

and

If p is less than

the

unity,

in sign and the initial pulse has less amplitude

VO/2.

It is easily
crystal

shown

from

Eq.

(13) that the energy

load in the first n pulses is given

JVn absorbed

by the

by

‘v”
=‘v+

(14)

-t+)’”]

For example,
where W’ is t!le potential energy cf the charged condenser.
if p = 2 cr ~, then W1 = $WO, W, = *$ W,, etc., whereas if p = 5 or
~, WI = ~Wo, WZ = 0.765W0, WS = 0.912W0, etc.
Thus even for a
considerable mismatch most of the energy is dissipated in a time of the
order of t,. The importance of dissipating most of the available energy
in a time less than the thermal relaxation time of the crystal contact has
been stressed in Sec. 8,4.
An assembly drawing of the coaxial line as used in these tests is
shown in Fig. 9.36. The diameter of the inner conductor is ~ in. and
the inner diameter of the outer conductor is 0.436 in. The resulting line
impedance

20 is 50.5

ohms.

In operation

tively

charged and the initial pulse is applied
At the high charging
voltages
direction.
barrier

plays

no role in the forward

direction

the inner

conductor

is nega-

to the crystal in the forward
used, 30 to 200 volts, the
and the crystal

impedance

is given by its spreading resistance, which for the various units tested
varies from 10 to 70 ohms. The line is terminated at its open end by a

----
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l-megohm resistor encased in a phenol-fiber jacket to take up mechanical
shock.
Theinstrument isoperated as follows.
Asolenoid acting on the steel
rod (1) lifts the inner conductor, which slides smoothly and with little
friction in the fiber guides (2). The solenoid is then deactivated,
dropping the inner conductor about two inches. The charged inner
conductor strikes a cap (3) attached to the crystal pin, thus quickly
forming electrical connection to the crystal.
The crystal and cap are
incidentally ejected from the line by the force of this blow.
The electrical connection between the inr,er conductor and the crystal cap is
formed by contact between a round surface (4) and a flat surface (5)
of a very hard and brightly polished osmium-rhodium alloy.
The hardness is required in order to resist the impact, and the polishing is necessary to reduce field emission before physical contact.
There is some question M to whether a good electrical connection can
be formed between these contact surfaces ina time of ordert, (3 X 10-’

I

FIG. 9.36.—Coaxial

line burnout tester.

see). If there were some straggling at the contact because of field
emission, some of the energy would be dissipated at the contact.
Experiments conducted in England, however, have indicated that all the
available energy is actually dissipated in the load in a device of this type.
Another possibility is that a partial electrical connection may be formed
between the surfaces prior to physical contact by virtue of the capacitance
between

the contact

surfaces.

An elementary

calculation

reveals,

how-

ever, that this effect should not appreciably slow contact formation
beyond the time to of the fundamental pulse. There is some evidence, on
the other hand, that the atmospheric humidity may reduce the effectiveness of the device.
This maybe due to a bypass of the condenser charge
through defective insulation or to a faulty formation of the electrical
It is desirable, if possible, to operate the device in a rdativcly
contact.
dry atmosphere.
The capacitance of the standard coaxial line is about 25 uuf and the
charging

voltage,

proof-test

energies

Appendix

D.

which

gives

1 erg of stored

for the various

crystal

energy,

types

is 90 volts.

are given

in Table

The
D 1,
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Pulse Tests.—A few crystal types, notably the
9.9. Microsecond
video detectors 1N32 and 1N27, are tested for burnout by microsecond
“d-c pulses” designed to simulate the microwave electrical overloads
commonly encountered in their use. The microsecond d-c pulses are
formed by the discharge of a pulse-forming network (the lumped constant
A detailed discussion of such netequivalent of a transmission line).
works will be found in Vol. 5 of the Radiation Laboratory Series. It
will suffice here to remark that, like a transmission line, they have a
characteristic impedance 20 and an effective electrical length 1. The
analysis of the coaxial-line pulses of the preceding section applies to a
pulse-f orming network.
In burnout testing with “spikes,” the shape of the pulses is not of
great importance, since it is the energy of a pulse rather than its power
10h

1P sec line of

50-ohm impedance
charged to+ 220 v

5Y36

,,
FIG. 9.37.—Circuit

used in burnout testing with microsecond

d-c pulses.

that is effective in burnout.
For burnout testing with microsecond
pulses, on the other hand, it is important to ensure that the pulses are
flat, so that the pulse power is uniform over the pulse duration.
The
pulse-forming network must be designed with care to eliminate nonuniformities in the pulse, particularly overshoots near the leading edge.
Figure 9.37 shows the circuit used for testing video detectors.
The
50-ohm, l-psec pulse-forming network is charged through a 10,000-ohm
resistance to about 220 volts.
A positive pulse of about 10 volts is
coupled to the grid of the thyratron, causing the pulse-forming network
to discharge into the 25-ohm resistance and thyratron in series. This
series combination matches the impedance of the artificial line. A tap
cm the 25-ohm resistor leads to a resistance R in series with the crystal
rectifier.

The

of the line into
independent
amplitude
crystal

F.._

advantage
the crystal

of the crystal
results.

may

of this

arrangement

is that
impedance;

The resistance

be approximate

.— ___

over

the termination

discharge

hence only a single pulse of known

R is chosen

y matched

a direct

of the line is nearly

to be 25 ohms

to the circuit.

—

so that the
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One advantage of a thyratron over a mechanical switch is that
multiple pulses may be used with ease. The pulse-repetition frequency
is, as indicated, 800 to 1000 pps, and exposure times of 1 min are used
in the test.
In the case of video detectors these tests are used as design rather
than as proof tests. A similar test employing a l-psec pulse is used
as a proof test, however, for the 1N25 rectifier, a high-burnout mixer
crystal for the 30-cm band.
Although the 1N25 rectifier is protected
in use by a TR tube and is therefore subject to “spike”
burnout, a
l-psec pulse test is used for it since there is some reason to believe that
the coaxial-line tester fails to operate correctly at the high voltages
f;
required for this crystal.
,.~,
FIELD TESTING
(1
9.10. D-c Tests.—It was observed in Sec. 8.4 that a deterioration in
f!
the conversion loss and noise temperature of a mixer crystal as a result E.
1
of burnout or mishandling is almost always accompanied by a decrease in’Extensive
tests
have
shown
that
a
(
)
the back resistance of the rectifier.
simple field test can thus be prot~
19
~.l
0
vided which will distinguish with
0
0
,a
J
0
0
little error between those crystals
18
0 00
3
0
[.4
()
$
0
0
that have not deteriorated since
~
D
17
0
passing the manufacturer’s acceptd
00
~o 0
ance tests and those that have
i
0.:.
16 ~
0
deteriorated to the extent that the
I
A
e
0
.s 15
receiver noise figure has increased
&
k
b ;0
~: c, ~ ~e
by more than 1 or 2 db.
14
Accordingly, a simple
“d-c
checker” has been developed, consisting of a small box with a dry
12
cell and a few resistors, which
. . I
measures the back resistance of
11
the rectifier at 1 volt.
It has been
0
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.1
1 in ma
found that a somewhat more comFIG. 9.35.—D-c
crystal checker.
Caliplete separation of “ good” from
bration chart for 1N21 B units; noise figure
of
receiver
(assuming
5-db
amplifier)
vs.
“bad”
units may be made if
back current at 1.0 volt.
limits are provided also for forward

resist&ce

ventional

and

ohmmeter.

incorporated
calibration

in Fig. 9“38.
The

noise

“ back-to-front

The

checker,

in it to measure

As an example
the

for

of the utility

these

figure

as measured
has a simple

mixer

each crystal

of a crystal-mixer

by a conohmmeter

quantities.

of the test of back

data for the 1N21B
In this chart

ratio,”
therefore,

crystal

tested

receiver

resistance

(lO-cm

is represented
with

at 1 volt,

band)

a fi-db

is shown

as a point.
amplifier

is
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plotted vertically, and the reverse current at 1 volt k
zont ally.
The crystals represented here were deliberately
sufficient number of microsecond d-c pulses to deteriorate
A horizontal line A is drawn at the
ably, on the average.
fication

limit

corresponding

to the acceptance

limits

910

plotted horisubjected to a
them appreci1N21B

speci-

on loss and

noise,

acceptance
limit plus 1 db, a tolerance that is always applied according to specifications on remeasurements.
The vertical line C at 0.125 ma was selected as the test limit for
the crystal checker on the basis of these data for the 1N21B rectifier.
Although the points are well scattered on the chart, it is apparent that
and a second

horizontal

line B is drawn to indicate the above

FIG. 9,39.—Circuit

diagram of the d-c crystal checker.

the crystals accepted on the basis of the checker limit (i.e., the crystals
to the left of line C) are almost all less in noise figure than the specification plus tolerance limit (line B).
Also the crystals rejected (points
to the right of line C) are almost all greater in noise figure than the limit
indicated by line B.
Actually the separation is even better than indicated, for, out of 200 1N21B units tested, only 139 are on the chart; the
remaining 61 were rejected both by the checker and by noise-figure te~ts
but were too high in reverse current or in noise figure to fall on the chart.
Furthermore, it must be remembered that the units represented here
had all been partially destroyed in order to provide calibration data.
Before these crystals were burned they had been tested both by the
All were less in noise
checker and by noise and loss measurements.
figure than the acceptance limit plus 1.0 db tolerance and all but 2 were
correctly indicated as “ good” by the check limit of 0.125 ma.
It has been
Certain limitations of the checker must be recognized.
found to give a reliable test only for units that have at one time passed
the test specification limits on loss and noise; hence it cannot be used as a
Also, separate calibration of the checker is
substitute for these tests.

,.

necessary

for each crystal
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type and the fact that a unit of one type

passes

the check limit for a second type does not, of course, imply that the
unit is an acceptable substitute for units of the second type.
Theelectric circuit of thechecker isshownin Fig. 9”39. In positions
1, 2, and 3 of the ganged five-position switch, the checker is used as an
ohmmeter.
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results
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types
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9.2.

TABLE 9.1.—AGCEPTANCEI, IMITSON BACK CURRENTAT 1.0 VOLT
Acccptancc Limit, ma
Type
1N21
0,40
1N21A
0.175
1N21B
0.125
1N23
0.40
IN23A
0.30
1N231t
0.175

[SEC. 9.10
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TABLE 92.-DATA

INDICATINGRELIABILITYOF THE CRYSTAL CHECKER*
.ift er burnout

Number tested
False acceptances, Yd, . .
False rejections, Ye . . . . . . . . . .
..
Mean error in noise figure of false acceptances, db.
Maximum error iu noise figure of false acceptances,
db . . . . . .

600
2.2
12.6
0.8
2.1

* This tableincludescrystaltypes 1N21A,1N21B,1N23,1N23A,and 1N23B.

Before burnout
Ooo
0
1,0
0
0

f!
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OF THE SEMICONDUCTOR

10.1. Purification of the Semiconductor.-Because
the rectif ying
property of the semiconductor is affected by minute quantities of impurities, the first step in the manufacture of rectifiers is the purification of the
semiconductor.
The degree of purification required depends to some
extent on the method of preparing the ingot.
The process of preparing
silicon ingots developed by the Bell Telephone Laboratories (described in
Sec. 10.3) uses commercial Electromet silicon, with a purity of 99.8 per
cent. The method is such that the upper part of the melt has the
required rectifying properties.
The lower portion is discarded.
Other
manufacturers, however, have been able to utilize the whole ingot by
using the high-purity duPont silicon.
Purification
of Silicon.—The
method developed at duPont produces
high-purity silicon, excellent for crystal rectifiers, and uniform from
lot to lot. The purity is estimated from spectroscopic tests to be not
less than 99.9 per cent. Other impurities not detectable by spectroscopic means may be present, but if so they appear to have no adverse
301
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In the early stages of
effect on the quality or uniformity of the silicon.
development one lot of silicon was found that produced inferior rectifiers.
This inferior performance was found to be due to the presence of small
quantities of silica. When the silica was dissolved with hydrofluoric
acid, the silicon regained its usual excellence.
The process developed by duPont is essentially the reduction of
silicon tetrachloride with zinc. The reaction takes place at a temperature (950°C) well below the melting point of silicon but well above the
boiling point of zinc, zinc chloride, and silicon tetrachloride.
The zinc
chloride formed in the reaction and any excess zinc or silicon tetrachloride
The silicon is deposited on the bottom of the
are carried off as a vapor.
reactor chamber in the form of needle-shaped crystals.
A sketch of the general layout of the equipment is shown in Fig. 10.1.
The main reactor chamber is a fused silica tube 6 ft long and 8 in. in

Asbestos
pecking

To condenser

*
Zn boir

M,
(

SiC14 boiler

SiC14preheating tube

FIG. 10.1.—Reactor chamber for preparing high-purity silicon.

diameter one end of which is fused over and carries two input pipes for
introducing the silicon tetrachloride and zinc vapor.
A silica plate is
clamped to the other end. This plate carries an outlet pipe that feeds
Zinc chloride and excess zinc settle out in the
a silica pot collector.
collector and the excess silicon tetrachloride passes through an outlet
near the top to a condenser.
The reactor is heated by ‘‘ globar” heaters
(not shown in Fig. 10.1). The whole apparatus is thermally lagged with
diatomaceous earth. The joints are packed with a paste made from
asbestos mixed to a stiff dough with water.
The zinc, at least 99.9 per cent pure, is bought in slab form.
When
it is melted in a silica beaker, any oxide present forms a skin on the
surface.
The molten zinc is poured from beneath this skin into the
boiler, from which the zinc vapor is fed to the reactor tube. Because
of its low boiling point the silicon tetrachloride is preheated before entering the reactor.
This is accomplished by feeding it through long quartz
tubes lying within the main heating chamber.
The silicon tetrachloride
is bought already distilled from an external supplier.
Redistillation is
unnecessary.
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Prior to a run the reactor is heated for 5 hours to a temperature of
9500C; after this the zinc and silicon tetrachloride vapors are introduced.
iSince these substances enter the reactor with considerable velocity,
baffles are inserted to break up the vapor stream.
There are two baffles,
each of which is a silica disk fused to a silica base. One disk has a 2-in.
hole near its top and the other an identical hole near its bottom.
One
run takes 24 hr and yields 7 to 8 lb.
During the reaction some silicon is deposited in the outlet pipe. To
prevent clogging this silicon is removed at intervals by pushkg a silica
rod through a hole in the collector and into the outlet pipe.
At the end of a run the end plate is taken off and the silicon removed,
the portion near the end plate being discarded.
The silicon is washed in
HC1 and, finally, in distilled water.
The British General Electric Company employs the following procedural for purifying silicon used in the General Electric Company
The steps of the procedure outlined
“red-dot”
high-burnout crystal.
below follow ~he method of Tucker.2
1. Commercial silicon powder about 98 per cent pure is crushed so
that it will pass through a 200-mesh screen. Then 750 g of the
powder are covered with water and HC1 is added.
2. After the first violent reaction an excess of HC1 is added along
with some HNTOS. The mixture is digested for 24 hr.
3. The mixture is diluted, filtered, and washed thoroughly with
distilled water.
4. The powder is placed in a platinum pail and a liter of distilled
water is added.
5. To the mixture is added about 300 cc of H. SO, and about 200 cc
of concentrated HF (about 40 per cent).
The HF is added slowly.
The mixture is then warmed for 4 hr, and further similar quantities
of H&301 and concentrated HF are added.
6. The mixture is evaporated to fuming; the residue is washed thoroughly with distilled water and then filtered.
7. The material is treated with 700 cc of concentrated HF and left
standing for 12 hr.
8. It is then filtered, washed thoroughly, and dried. .4fter undergoing this purification process, the ~li~on is analyzed and found to
be almost spectroscopically pure.
To the authors’ knowledge no tests have been made of the comparative
excellence of silicon made by this method and the duPont silicon.
1This procedure, reported in a memorandum written by H. Guy ford Stever on a
visit to the GE Co., is the process used as of March 1943.
‘ “Alloys of Iron Research,” Part 7, J. Iron Steel Inst. (London), 116, 412 (1927).
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Germanium.—Two methods have been employed successfully in the
production of pure germanium for rectifier use. The first of these
At the
methods is the reduction of germanium oxide with hydrogen.
suggestion of Dr. Karl Lark-Horovitz,
the Eagle-Picher Company at
Joplin, Mo. developed a method for producing germanium oxide from
their standard ore residue. This source of supply made possible the
development work on germanium at Purdue University, General Electric
Company, and Bell Telephone Laboratories.
The same company also
supplied germanium tetrachloride for the second method of preparing
pure germanium described later.
The procedures used by the various laboratories for the reduction
of the oxide are essentially the same. The details of the Bell Telephone
Laboratories procedural are as follows.
The reduction takes place in a
furnace consisting of a 4-in. silica tube 3 ft long which is closed at one end.
The other end is sealed to a metal head closed by means of a metal cover
that uses a lead gasket. The furnace head carries hydrogen inlet and outlet
tubes through which a continuous flovTof hydrogen is maintained during
the reduction process.
The reactor tube is heated by a resistance furnace.
A charge of 50 g of germanium oxide is placed in a quartz boat 5 in. long,
1: in. wide, and 1 in. deep, and the boat placed in a silica shield tube.
The furnace tube is then sealed, flushed ~vith hydrogen, and heated at a
temperature of 650°C for 3 hr; this is followed by a period of 45 min at
850°C.
During the heating cycle the hydrogen flow is maintained at a
rate of 5 liters per sec. By this method the germanium dioxide is
reduced to germanium with an actual yield of 95 per cent of the theoretical
yield.
Since some loss probably occurs because of the evaporation
of GeO, the yield of 95 per cent probably represents complete
reduction.
It has become common practice to test the purity of the product by
resistivity measurements on samples taken from various parts of an ingot
made from the pure germanium, the resistivity in general increasing
with the purity of the sample.
Theuerer and Staff report that the
resistivity of germanium made from various lots of Eagle-Picher oxides
varies from 4 to 12 ohm-cm.
North’ reports similar measurements on bulk resistivity with values
ranging from 0.5 to 20 ohm-cm.
The procedure used by North for
reducing the oxide is as follows.
The oxide is placed in a fused silica
boat within a closed thin-walled iron sleeve which is inserted in an
Alundum-tube
hydrogen furnace.
The iron sleeve is supplied with
I H. C. Theuerer and J. H. 8caff, “Development of High Back Voltage Germanium
Rectifiers,” NDRC Interim Report No. 1, Contract OEMS1-1408, NOV. 21, 1944.
2 H. Q. North, “K-band Germanium Crystale, ” NDRC 14-328, GE Co., Mar. 26,
1945.
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hydrogen which is carefully dried and purified by passing it through
activated alumina, a copper purifier, phosphorous pentoxide, and a
liquid-air trap.
The reduction process is carried out in 15 hr at a temperature of 65o”C; after this, melts of the germanium are made in a graphite
boat in the same furnace by heating to a temperature of 10150C for
20 min.
North’s
of germanium

I
~

results
fused

may

be summarized

in a hydrogen

as follows.

atmosphere

The

is critically

bulk

resistivity

dependent

on

If the dew point is as high as 30”F,
the amount of water vapor present.
resistivities as high as 40 ohm-cm are obtained.
Moreover, vacuum
melts made in the presence of water vapor have yielded resistivities as
high as 40 ohm-cm.
Regardless of the dryness of the reducing hydrogen,
germanium fused in pure dry hydrogen yields bulk resistivities of 2
ohm-cm and below.
Remelting in moist hydrogen raises the resistivity
to the range of 10 to 20 ohm-cm.
In the development work at General
Electric, North found that germanium of a bulk resistivity of 5 to
30 ohm-cm was satisfactory for rectifier use.
In the second method, developed by duPont, 1high-purity germanium
is produced from the tetrachloride in an oxygen-free atmosphere with
zinc vapor as the reducing agent. This is similar to their method of
producing high-purity silicon.
The g&marrium tetrachloride is obtained
from the Eagle-Picher Company.
For this second method the reactor is a 4~-in. silica tube 3 ft long
housed in a furnace of insulating brick and heated by means of “ globars. ”
The germanium tetrachloride is preheated by passing it through 14 ft of
silica tubing, housed within the furnace, before it enters the reactor.
Zinc vapor from a silica flask boiler enters the reactor through a jet
adj scent to the germanium tetrachl oriole jet, both of them mounted in
one end of the reactor tube parallel to the axis of the tube.
During a
run the reactor temperature is maintained at 930”C, approximately
midway between the boiling point of zinc and the melting point of
germanium.
Germanium prepared by this method alloys with zinc at the temperature of the reactor, and the product recovered from the reactor may contain as high as 40 per cent zinc. Most of this residual zinc can be
removed by continuing the heating and passing inert gas through the
reactor after the reaction has been completed.
The product is then
broken up by gently hammering it between two blocks of pure zinc and
treating it with hydrochloric acid until chemical reaction has ceased.
This removes all but about 0.2 per cent zinc, which can be removed by
1C. E. Rick and T. D. McKinley, “ Sintering or Melting of Boron and Preparation
of Hyperpure Germanium,” OSRD progress Report NWP-P-W3K,
Contract OEMsr
1139, Aug. 1 to Sept. 1, 1944.
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mixer crystals that have been manufactured in quantity to date have used either aluminum or boron as an
addition agent; in some cases beryllium is also added.
Either of these
when added to silicon produces a p-type crystal.
Addition

Agent-s for Silicon.—The

1 H. C. Theuerer and J. H. Staff, BTL Interim Report No. 2, Contract OEMsr1408, Dec. 16, 1944.
2op. @“t.
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Aluminum was used as a doping agent by the British General Electric
In this company’s
Company in the manufacture of red-dot crystals.
procedure 0.25 per cent by weight of aluminum powder and 0.2 per cent
by weight of beryllium are added to the silicon.
Fox, Pearsall, and
Powelll found that the amount of aluminum and beryllium added is
not too critical.
They found that good high-burnout crystals could
be made by adding about 0.4 per cent of aluminum and 0.1 per cent of
Both of these addition agents are
beryllium to the duPont silicon.
of the highest purity and are thoroughly mixed in a finely divided state
With the Radiation Laboratory procedure of preparing
with the silicon.
the ingot, the beryllium serves to give a very solid ingot free from cracks
and seems to contribute little else of perceptible advantage.
On the
other hand, Angello2, reports a method of preparing the melt without the
use of beryllium in which nearly all of the melt is useful. Angello used
the duPont silicon with 0.5 per cent by weight of 99.9 per cent pure
aluminum.
In 1942, during the early days of crystal research, an experimental
stud y of the effect of various doping agents was made by the University
of Pennsylvania group.3 Because of the more recent advances in the
melting techniques and in making high-purity silicon, the results of these
experiments are now to be regarded as mainly of qualitative interest.
Many elements were found which produced good current-voltage characteristics, but the r-f performance was not reported.
The Pennsylvania
study reported that the addition of 1 per cent of boron to silicon gave the
exceptionally high conductivity of 2000 mho/cm, but that no rectification
was observed.
Theuerer4 later discovered that the addition of boron to
pure silicon in as small a quantity as 0.0005 per cent produces an ingot
that is remarkably uniform and excellent for mixer crystals.
Because of
its excellent properties, combining high burnout and low conversion loss,
boron-doped silicon has largely superseded aluminum-doped silicon.
The amount of boron used is not critical and varies with different
The Bell Telephone Laboratories have found the range
manufacturers.
of 0.0015 to 0.005 per cent by weight satisfactory; the Radiation Laboratory procedure uses 0.003 to 0.006 per cent of boron and 0.02 per cent of
beryllium, both added in powdered form.
To add such small amounts
of boron, a master alloy containing 1.0 per cent boron is first made.
1Marvin Fox, C. S. Pearsall,and Viginia Powell, “ Manufacturing Procedure for
the Radiation Laboratory High Burnout Crystals,” RL Report No. 501, Dec. 21, 1943.
2 S. J. Angello, “ Westinghouse Crystal Detector Pilot Shop,” Research Report
SR-176, Apr. 21, 1943.
3 F. Seitz, “The Electrical Conductivityy of Silicon and Germanium,” NDRC
14-110, Univ. of Penn., Nov. 3, 1942.
4 H. C. Theuerer, “ Preparation and Rectification Characteristics of Boro-Siicon
Alloys,”
BTL Memorandum MM-43-120-75, NOV. 2, 1943.
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This alloy is then used in the appropriate quantity for the doping material.
Experiments by C. S. Pearsall at the Radiation Laboratory (unpublished)
indicate that gallium in quantities of 0.1 per cent or less is promising as a
doping agent. Time did not permit a definitive comparison of rectifier
performance with that of boron-doped silicon.
No complete systematic investigation of doping materials in which
the best techniques available have been used has as yet been made,
and it is possible that such an investigation would uncover other alloys
With the present state of
at least as good as the boron-doped silicon.
knowledge such an investigation is a laborious empirical procedure
involving not only the preparation of melts under a variety of experimental conditions but also a statistical analysis of the conversion loss,
noise temperature, and burnout characteristics of representative rectifiers
made from the melt.
AaWtion Agents for Germanium. -Investigations
of a large number of
doping agents for germanium mixer crystals have been made by the Purdue group.
Among the elements investigated were nitrogen, phosphorus,
vanadium, arsenic, columbium, antimony, tantalum, bismuth, tin, iron,
and nickel.
Germanium doped with these elements results in an n-type
However, r-f
semiconductor
which shows good d-c characteristics.
measurements made by the Purdue group in the 10-cm band showed that
man y of these are inferior, both in conversion loss and noise temperature.
Among those doping agents which yield low conversion loss crystals, the
most promising ones are antimony and phosphorus.
Extensive development work by North’ has been carried out with
antimony as doping agent.
Melts made with 0.2 to 0.5 atomic per cent
These melts exhibit resistiviof antimony have been found satisfactory.
ties in the range from 0.003 to 0.01 ohm-cm.
The best rectifiers made
with these crystals in the 3. ‘2-cm band showed conversion losses as low as
3.8 db with optimum r-f and i-f matching conditions, a typical sampling
averaged about 6.5 db. The best noise temperature measured was 1.4,
but the average was around four times, at a rectified current of 0.6 ma and
with zero d-c bias.
North has also made melts using phosphorus as doping agent.
He
reports that no better performance has been achieved than with antimony-doped germanium, and that the phosphorus-doped units appear
to be more susceptible to burnout.
10s3. Preparation of the Ingot.—The crystals used in the rectifier
cartridge are wafers cut from an ingot made by the fusion and recrystallization of a mixture of the pure semiconductor and the appropriate
quantity of the doping agent. A good ingot is solid, free from cracks, and
1H. Q. North, “K-band GermaniumCrystals,” NDRG 14-328,GE Co., Mar. 26,
1945.
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characterized by uniformity of the required electrical properties, or by a
uniform controlled variation of these properties, throughout the ingot.
The procedures used in the preparation of the ingot by I’arious manufacturers differ in the following essential respects:
1. The mechanical details of the furnace.
2. The heating cycle used during the melting and solidification.
3. The atmosphere in which the melt is made.
Both vacuum furnaces
and furnaces in which a flow of selected gas is maintained are used.
4. The nature of the cooling process.
The melt may be cooled in
place or may be progressively cooled from top to bottom or vice
versa.
5. The crucible material used.

\

~

I

1

1

One or two typical procedures that have proved successful will be
described.
The furnace used by Fox and Pearsall at the Radiation
Laboratory is a vacuum furnace of the resistance type (see Fig. 10.2).
The furnace is evacuated with a glass oil-diffusion pump (1) and a
mechanical pump (2) that are capable of maintaining a pressure of 10–4
to 10–5 mm of Hg throughout the melting operation.
The heating unit
(11) is a Norton Company Alundum electric-furnace core No. 8871 cut
to a length of 6 in. and wound with about 22 ft of 0.060-in. molybdenum
wire. This unit appears also at (7) mounted inside the radiation shield
(6) which is a Norton Alundurn core of larger size. The beryllia and
opaque quartz beakers which are shown at (5) have been superseded, since
this photograph was taken, by a beaker made of clear quartz; it is believed
that the latter is less likely than the opaque quartz to contain impurities
such as TiOz. These beakers are l; in. in diameter, 2* in. in length, and
The brass portion of the system (12)
hold about 50 g of du Pent silicon.
connecting the diffusion pump to the heating chamber contains a baffle
and a liquid-air trap (3). The entire brass portion of the system is
water-cooled by means of copper tubing wound on the outside.
The
heating chamber is divided into two parts, and the photograph shows one
part (8) swung open on a hinge. Thk portion carries a pyrex window (9)
through which the progress of melt can be observed.
The thermocouple
temperature is read on a microammeter (4) and the pressure in the
system can be measured on a h!IcLeod gauge (10).
During the evacuation process, the power in the heating coil is
gradually increased until after about l+ hr the melting temperature is
reached.
The maximum power input is about 1.5 kw at 55 volts.
The
temperature resulting from this input is somewhat higher than the melting point of silicon.
From this point the procedure varies with the
doping.
For the aluminum-beryllium-doped
silicon, the temperature is
held constant until the charge is completely molten.
The power is then
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reduced to about 1 kw at 40 volts and the temperature drops gradually
toward the solidification point.
With some experience the operator can
readily distinguish by visual observation when a further small decrease
in temperature will cause solidification.
}Vhen this point is reached the
po~ver is cut off and the freezing takes place \vithin a few minutes.
The successor theprocedure depends critically on the correct control of
the temperature in the neighborhood of the melting point.
This is a

I

I
I

FIG. 10.2.—Vacuum furnace for melting silicon.
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The time required for the controlled part of the cooling process requires
about l+ hr.
The ingot obtained by the above process is very solid and free from
cracks.
Unlike the aluminum-doped ingots, there is no separation of
boron or beryllium along the grain boundaries.
The slow cooling
produces large crystals throughout the ingot.
The size of the crystals
in a typical ingot can be seen in Fig. 10”3 in which the wafers are cross
Wafer (b)
sections of a typical ingot of boron-beryllium-doped
silicon.
is unetched; wafer (c) is etched to bring out the grain-structure pattern.

(a)

I

I

(b)

(c)

i

(CO_
. .__—
J
FIG. 10.3.—The processing of silicon, (a) Crystals of DuPont silicon. (b) Wafer
cut from an ingot of boron-beryllium-doped silicon. (.) Etched wafer from the same
ingot as (b). (d) A polished wafer from the ingot.
L..

I

Wafer (d) has been polished to a mirror surface with no trace of grain
These wafers illustrate a further step in the manufacturing
structure.
procedure that will be discussed later. A sample of the pure duPont
silicon crystals is shown at (a) in Fig. 10.3.
The procedure used at the Bell Telephone Laboratories for preparing
ingots of silicon involves melting the charge in an induction furnace in an
atmosphere of helium.
The cooling is accomplished by slowly with1H c, Theuerer i‘ MethOdof Producing Large Silicon Ingots Suitable fOr Use in

I

the Manufacture of D-162836, D-163366, and D-164389 Rectifiers, ” BTL Memorandum MM-43-120-21, Mar. 1, 1943; also, “ The Preparation and Rectification Characteristics of Boro-silicon Alloys, ” BTL Mhf-43-120-75, Nov. 2, 1943.
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FIG. 10.4.—Variation

in melting practice and its effect on the physical characteristics
silicon ingot.

of the

layer of No. 38 Alundum grain and is surrounded by an Alundum radiation shield. A silica feeding funnel rests in the top of the crucible,
because the powdered silicon has a larger volume than the liquid metal.
The furnace head carries a silica poker to facilitate feeding the silica
powder into the crucible.
The poker is inserted through a tubular hole
in the head and sealed gas-tight by means of flexible rubber tubing.
After the charge is inserted, approximately 55 min are required to
melt the charge and bring the temperature up to 1600°C.
The furnace
is then raised until the top of the crucible is level with the top of the highfrequency coil. After a period of about three minutes in this position
the tube is raised ~ in. at l-rein intervals until it is 7 in. above the starting
position.
After this process the temperature of the ingot has reached
700°C.
It is then allowed to cool to room temperature.
It is equally
satisfactory to raise the furnace continuous y at the rate of ~ in. /rein by
means of the mechanical drive.
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The ingots produced by the above process are solid and entirely free
from cracks.
An etched vertical section through a typical ingot is
shown in Fig. 10.4a. The fanlike columnar crystal structure results
from the temperature gradient established within the melt in the cooling
process. The tapering cross section and rounded bottom of the ingot
are a result of the expansion of the melt during the freezing process.
During the last stages of the process the bottom of the crucible bulges
Experiments indicate
and the crucibles observed to rise in the furnace.
that it is important, for the method described, that the melting time be
sufficiently long for devitrification of the silica crucible to take place.
Stress relief on freezing then occurs in the crucible rather than in the
ingot.
With proper choice of the dimensions of the crucible and control
of its devitrification, the ingot breaks free of the crucible walls, and a
solid ingot free from cracks ~s obtained.
Figure 10.4b shows a fractured ingot obtained at Bell Telephone
Laboratories when a melt was cooled by decreasing the power input
gradually with the crucible in place in the furnace.
It should be noted
that fractures of this type have been successfully avoided in using the
Radiation Laboratory techniques, but it is not clear which differences in
techniques are responsible for the different results obtained in the two
laboratories.
The ingots made by the progressive cooling process are 4+ in. tall
with a mean diameter of Ii in. Performance tests show that the upper
2+ in. of these melts are satisfactory for rectifier units. In the lower
part of the melt the impedance of the silicon increases and the r-f performance is inferior.
About 2500 rectifier units are obtainable from each
melt.
The method used by Northl for making ingots of antimony-doped
germanium is as follows.
A quartz crucible ~ in. in diameter and 8 in.
long is supported vertically in a quartz furnace tube which is evacuated.
A liquid-air trap is used and the pressure kept below 10–5 mm Hg during
the melting and solidification process.
The pure germanium charge is
placed in the crucible and the antimony is added after the germanium is
molten.
This is accomplished by means of a small cup containing the
antimony which is supported above the crucible in a flexible manner by a
sylphon bellows.
After the germanium is molten the antimony is shaken
into the melt, which is then slowly cooled.
Average resistivities of the
melts are in the range of 0.003 to 0.1 ohm-cm.
In this range the r-f
performance is not critically dependent upon resistivity.
Higher resistivities increase the spreading resistance and cause higher conversion
losses; lower resistivities cause low back resistances and higher losses.
‘ H. Q. North, “K-band
1945.

Germanium Crystals,” NDRC 14-328, GE Co., Jfar. 26,
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10.4. Polishing, Heat-treatment,
and Etching.-The
processing of
the semiconductor, following the preparation of the ingot, involves a
controlled procedure of polishlng, heat-treatment, and etchhg of the
crystal wafer used in the rectifier cartridge.
Our present understanding
of the effects of these processes, in so far as they are understood at all, has
been presented in Chap. 4; the purpose of this section is to describe in
detail typical procedures for both silicon and germanium ”which have
been developed as a result of the collective experience of the various
laboratories engaged in crystal development.
Theprocedures for silicon
arethose for boron-doped silicon, developed by Fox, Pearsall, and Powelll
at the Radiation Laboratory; some of the procedures are direct copies or
The processing of
modifications of those used by other laboratories.
germanium to be described is that used by Northz at the General Electric
Research Laboratories.
Silicon.—The cylindrical ingot is first cut into thin circular wafers
about 1 mm thick by means of a Rlmlock copper disk whose periphery
has a series of closely spaced slots filled with diamond dust. Water is
used as a cooling agent. The saw marks are removed by grinding both
surfaces of the wafer with No. 600 Carborundum on a rotating copperlapping table wet down with water.
The next step is to polish the side of the wafer that is to be used for the
rectifying contact.
The polishing process is similar to that used at the
Bell Telephone Laboratories by Treuting.3
Before the polishing operation begins, the wafer is cemented to a copper block with cellulose cement
so that it can be held easily.
The polishing is done dry on 000 emery
paper on a lap rotating at a speed of about 600 rpm. The polishing lap
is “worked in” with a steel block and a mixture of light machine oil and
kerosene. The polishing starts with a small amount of the oil-kerosene
mixture, and as it proceeds, the paper becomes dry. This operation
requires from 10 to 15 min. When finished, the polished surface is an
extremely good mirror with absolutely no trace of grain-structure pattern.
(See Fig. 10.3d.) This polishing process differs from earlier techniques
where the wet metallographic methods used preserved the grain-structure
pattern.
Here the intention is to produce a flow layer which erases all
evidence of grain structure.
After polishing, the oil is removed by washing the wafer in trichloroethylene.
The cellulose cement used to cement the wafer to the
metal block is removed from the wafer by immersion in hot concentrated
I Marvin Fox, C. S. Pearsall, and Virgima Powell, “Manufacturing Procedure for
the Radiation Laboratory High Burnout Crystals, ” RL Report No. 501, Dec. 21, 1943.
z H. Q. North, “I{-band Germanium Crystals,” NDRC 14-328, GE Co., Mar. 26,
1945.
3 R. C. Treuting, “ Preliminary Development of Improved Burnout Silicon Contact
Rectifiers,” BTL Report MM-43-12(L53, May 18, 1943.
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sulfuric acid, and the wafer is afterwards thoroughly washed in distilled
water.
After the wafer is cleaned, it is treated by heating in air for about
half an hour at a temperature of 900° to 950°C; it is then removed from
the furnace and air-quenched.
The oxide layer thereby produced on
the surface is removed by etching the wafer in 24 per cent hydrofluoric
acid for about 30 sec. Experiments by M. Fox at the Radiation Laboratory show that the atmosphere in which the baking takes place need not
be air or oxygen.
Controlled experiments, using identical techniques,
show that the same rectifier performance can be obtained when using
atmospheres of COZ, Hz, He, 02, or Nz for the heat treatment of the
silicon.
The next step is the plating of the unpolished side of the wafer so
that it can be soldered to the mounting in the cartridge.
For this
purpose nickel-plating done according to the method used by Angellol
is satisfactory.
The unpolished surface is prepared for plating by
swabbing it with a mixture of 10 per cent concentrated
nitric
acid and 90 per cent of 48 per cent hydrofluoric acid applied with a
platinum loop.
The strength of this solution is adjusted so that the
surface reaction proceeds very slowly while the grain-structure pattern
becomes more and more sharply defined.
If the reaction proceeds too
rapidly or for too long an interval, a dark-blue surface layer is formed
If the etching operation is
which interferes with the plating operation.
stopped when small bubbles begin to form all over the surface, a satisfactory etch is obtained.
To obtain optimum adhesion of the nickel
plate the wafer should be washed and the back surface plated before it
dries. In the plating operation the wafer is held in a clamp with bakelite
jaws so that only the unpolished side is in contact with the surface of the
plating bath.
Electrical connection to the wafer is made by a spring
The plating bath is:
contact to the polished surface.
1. Ammonium
2. Ammonium
3. Bone acid

nickel sulphate
chloride

105 g per liter of water
15 g per liter of water
15 g per liter of water

A current density of 8- to 10-ma/cmz produces an adequate plate in about
5 min at room temperature.
Proper plating of the wafer is important.
Poor contact of the crystal
with the cartridge may cause excessive noisiness and erratic performance
in the rectifier.
After the plated wafer is washed and dried, it is placed on a flat
cardboard surface and broken with a knife blade into small pieces of
1

1

S. J.

Angello,

“Westinghouse

SF&176, Apr. 21, 1943.

Crystal Detector Pilot Shop,”

Research Report

.:
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suitable size for soldering to the cartridge component.
It breaks up
The
easily along the grain boundaries; with very little waste material.
advantages of this procedure over that of sawing the wafer into small
squares are
1. The resulting pieces are almost free from grain boundaries because
the breaks occur along these boundaries.
2. The waste of materials is considerably reduced.
With this procedure one obtains 15 to 18 pieces large enough to use per square
centimeter of wafer.
The pieces of crystal obtained are now soft-soldered to the cartridge
stud or screw by means of a suitable soldering jig. A suitable flUX is
stainless-steel Soldering Flux N’o. 6.1 After the soldering process, the
silicon pieces are ground down to the diameter of the stud with a diamond
grinding wheel.
The crystal is given a final etch immediately before insertion into the
cartridge.
Thestuds onwhicht hecrystalsa remounted
are placed ona
platinum screen and immersed in 48 per cent hydrofluoric acid for 5 to
10 sec. This produces a mild electrolytic action.
After the studs are
washed they are ready for insertion into the cartridge.
Gemzanium,-In
the procedure used by North’ for antimony-doped
germanium, the ingot is cut into wafers 0.020 in. thick and these are ground
with 600-mesh Alundum under water on a glass lap. The wafers are
then plated ~vith rhodium and cut into squares 0.070 in. on a side. These
are soldered to the cartridge studs, which are then mounted, 20 at a time,
.4 wet polishing wheel is used. There are three
on a jig for polishing.
steps to the polishing process: first, the crystals are ground on a fine stone
to bring all the surfaces in the same plane; they are then polished with
600-mesh Alundum on cloth; and, finally, \vith fine magnesium oxide on
cloth to give a high polish.
Heatitreatment
and etching appear to be unsuited to antimonydoped germanium.
Experiments by N’orth show that heat treatment in
air, followed by an etch to remove the oxide, produces a germanium
surface which when probed showed almost shor~circuit characteristics.
THE CAT WHISKER
10.5. Whisker Materials. —Properties to be considered in the choice
of \vhisker materia! are its work function and its mechanical properties.
It should be a hard metal so that the point is not excessively flattened
by the pressure required for good rectifying characteristics; it must be a
metal that can be fabricated in wire form and crimped to the desired
1Obtainedfrom the Colonial Alloys Co. of Philadelphia,Pa.
2Lot, ant.
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whisker shape; and it should have sufficient elasticity to g!vc mechanical
stability for feasible wire sizes.
The work function of the metal is onc of the quantities that dr+wninc
the nature of the barrier at the metal-semiconductor
contact, as wcs
explained in Chap. 4. There wesa\v that, forrectification to occur, the
work function of the metal must be less than that of a p-type semiconductor; for n-type semiconductors the reverse is true. Moreover, the
height of the barrier in the semiconductor depends on the difference in
work function between the metal and semiconductor.
In the case of silicon, J. A. Becker’ reports that characteristic voltampere curves obtained from various metal-to-silicon point contacts in
air do not exhibit differences that can be readily associated \vith differences in the work functions of the various metals as determined by
This is not surprising, for it is well
vacuum thermionic measurements.
known that work functions are strongly dependent on the presence of
It is only when metal
absorbed gases or other surface contaminations.
contacts are evaporated in vacuum that any reasonable correlation is
found between rectification characteristics and metal ~vork function.
In
the light of present knowledge the ~~hisker material does not play as
important a role in the rectification picture as one would expect from
theoretical considerations.
For these reasons the choice of whisker material has been an empirical
one. For silicon rectifiers, tungsten has been almost universally used.
The British-Thomson-Houston
Company prefers molybdenum-tungsten, which they have found to be more consistent in quality than pure
split-free tungsten.
Other manufacturers have found commercial tungsten satisfactory.
The mechanical properties of tungsten are well
suited to whisker fabrication.
Platinum-ruthenium
whiskers have been found to give somewhat
higher back resistances than tungsten ones in germanium mixer crystals.z
The platinum is alloyed with 10 per cent ruthenium, to increase the
hardness.
The choice of whisker-wire size is determined largely by the force
required on the contact point.
In the 10-cm band, where relatively large
contact areas are desired and relatively large forces are consequently
necessary, 8-roil wires have been used for high-burnout rectifiers.
Commercial low-conversion-loss
units with good burnout properties are
ordkrarily made with 5-roil wire in the ceramic cartridge for 10- and 3-cm
use. In the coaxial cartridge, where the whisker space is very small
and the contact force small, wires 2 roils in diameter have been found
satisfactory.
I Privatecommunicationto the RadiationLaboratory,Nov. 9, 1942.
t Private communicationfrom H. Q. North.
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1006. Fabrication of the Whisker.-The
fabrication of the whisker
involves three processes: (1) forming the whisker point, (2) crimping
the wire to the desired shape, and (3) soldering or welding the whisker
to the metal cartridge component.
In actual practice, the order of
operations varies from one manufacturer to another.
For mechanically
formed points, the pointing is usually done before the crimping.
Forming
the Whisker
Point. —Conical points are now almost universally used in commercial rectifiers.
At one time wedge-shaped points
were thought to contribute to the high-burnout property, but experiments
by Fox and Pearsall at the Radiation Laboratory
have shown that for equal areas of contact nothing
is to be gained from a knife-edge ccntact.
The conical point may be formed either by
grinding mechanically
on a stone or by an
electrolytic method. 1
In the mechanical method the wire is held
(a)
against the grinding wheel at an appropriate angle
by a rotating pin vise, the axis of rotation being
in a plane perpendicular to that of the grinding
stone. The included angle of the cone is not
critical; an appropriate value is in the neighborhood of 70° to 80°. The diameter of the point of
the cone is usually less than 0.0001 in. The contact area will be larger than this, for the point
(b)
flattens when it is pressed against the silicon.
A
FIG. 10.5.—Effect of
electrolytic polishing on
projection microscope can conveniently be used to
contour of ground tunginspect the point for flaws.
sten points.
(a) Ground
point.
(b) Ground and
In some instances large values of noise temperaelectrolytically
polished
ture
have been correlated
with microscopic
point.
irregularities in the geometry of the tungsten
Doint contact.
The grinding process may leave irregularities in the
~orm of grinding mark; or bu~rs at the point.
.kn electrolytic polishing
process has been used by the Western Electric Company to remove these

A
A

irregularities.
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1J. R. Woodyard, ‘( Notes on Crystal Detectors,” Sperry Research Laboratories
Report 5220-110, Apr. 6, 1943; W. G. Pfann, “Electrolytic Pointing of Tungsten
Contact Wire in Silicon Rectifiers,” BTL Report MM-43-120-73, June 29, 1943.
2 W. G. Pfann, “Electrolytic Polishing of Tungsten Points in Silicon Rectifiers,”
BTL Report, Case 24026, Dec. 3, 1942.
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the points

are washed

in a

water and dried. Figure 105 shows a typical point
Figure 10.6
obtained by Pfann before and after the polishing process.
shows electron microscope photographs taken by the University of Pennsylvania crystal group.
Figure 10.6a shows a point ground with a
stream

of

hot

Carborundum wheel, but not polished.
Figure 10.6b shows a ground
point which has been electrolytically polished.
Figure 10%c shows a
ground and polished point after it has been pressed with a load of 3 g

(a)

(b)

FIQ. 10.6.—Electron
microscope photographs of tungsten points.
(a) Ground point,
unpolished; (b) ground point, electrolytically polished; (c) ground and polished point after
it was pressed with a load of 3 gm against a silicon surface.

The angle of the cone of Fig. 10.6b
against a polished silicon surface.
and c is smaller than usual, but points with larger angles exhibit the
same general features.
Pfann’ has also developed a process for eliminating the mechanical
forming of the point by electrolytic pointing as well as polishing.
The electrolyte used for the pointing operation is an aqueous solution
containing 25 per cent potassium hydroxide by weight with about
0.01 per cent or more of copper in solution.
The cathode is a copper
gauze that has remained in the electrolyte long enough for a film of
oxide to form.
The pointing operation is accomplished by placing
the whisker wires in a vertical position with their lower ends in the
1Lot, d.
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Metal.cartridge
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imz of the whisker assemblies in the holder
\
isker
of the electrolytic cell.
The Whisker
Shape.—The whisker is
bent to the desired shape by means of a
crimping
jig. The general shape of
~rhisker commonly used for the ceramic
cartridge is shown in Fig. 10.8. Details
on size and curvature of the loops and the FIc. 10.S.—lvhisker assemblyfor
the ceramiccartridge.
over-all length of ,the whisker, together
with the internal geometry of the cartridge, affect the r-f impedance of
the unit in a complicated way; the details of the design have therefore
been worked out empirically by the individual manufacturer.
The over-

1
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all whisker length used by various manufacturers lies in the range from
about 0.1 to 0.15 in. and in production this length is, of course, kept as
nearly constant as possible for a given cartridge design. The doubleloop structure serves as a spring whose compression provides the contact
force; it also provides mechanical stability by maintaining the contact
force perpendicular
to the crystal surface when the spring is
compressed.
The whisker assembly for the Radiation Laboratory coaxial cartridge
is shown in Fig. 10,9. The single-loop whisker is commonly used for
this type of cartridge, in which it is desirable to keep the whisker size
The effects of internal geometry of the cartridge on r-f
to a minimum.
impedance is pronounced in this type of cartridge; the dimensions of
the Radiation Laboratory whisker
o,o1oassembly are therefore included in
0.015“
Fig. 10.9, and those of the remainder
of the cartridge in Fig. 10.13. As
was mentioned in Sec. 10.5, 2-roil
km
~
tungsten wire is used for the
whisker. Stability of the contact is
achieved by making one arm of the
Spotweld
loop longer than the other, as shown
in Fig. 10.9. This whisker design is
Center
conductor
similar, except for some modificaofcartridge
tion
in
dimensions,
to
that
developed earlier at the Bell Telephone Laboratories.
Mountinu . the Whisker.—In the
FTQ. 10.9. —l17hisker assembly for the Radiceramic cartridge it is standard
tion Laboratory coaxial cartridge.
practice to solder the whisker to the
Both Bell Telephone Laboratories and Westingcartridge component.
house Research Laboratories’ have successfully used a hot-dip method
in which the tungsten wire is coated with an alloy of 69 per cent gold, 6
per cent platinum, and 25 per cent silver. The wires are readily wetted by
the alloy, which forms a thin adherent coating that can be easily soldered.
Nickel-plating the tungsten has also been found satisfactory.
The shank of the whisker is soldered into a hole in the metal end piece
of the cartridge (see Figs. 2“2 and 10.10), alignment being maintained
during the process by suitable jigs. After soldering, the assembly is
inspected for alignment of the whisker axis with the axis of the cartridge.
With the excellent crystals now available, “hunting” for a sensitive point
is no longer considered good practice.
In the Radiation Laboratory coaxial cartridge, the whisker is spot1S. J. Angello, WestinghouseResearchReport SR-176, Apr. 21, 1943.
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welded to the center conductor of the cartridge, a 10-mil nickel wire
being used as shown in Fig. 10.9. The nickel wire serves also to separate
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the whisker from the end of the center conductor so that space is provided
for the deflection of the spring.
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ASSEMBLY AND ADJUSTMENT OF THE CARTRIDGE
10.7. The Ceramic Cartridge.-Cartridge
parts for representative
ceramic cartridges are shown in the top three rows of Fig. 10.10. The
Radiation Laboratory ceramic cartridge shown at the top is similar to
that developed and manufactured by the Westinghouse Electric Corporation. 1 The other two cartridges shown in the figure are manufactured by
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc. and the Western Electric Company as
indicated.
All these cartridges meet the JAN specifications on external
dimensions but differ in structure because of the different mechanisms
used for adjustment of the contact point.
Cross sections of assembled
cartridges were shown in Figs. 2.2 and 2.4, Sec. 2.1.
The properties required of the cartridge case are, in addition to
insulation of the terminals, low loss at microwave frequencies and
mechanical strength and rigidity
To horizontalplates
of oscilloscope
over the temperature range from
about —40° to + 100”C.
It must
also be made of a material that can
be fabricated with the close dimensional tolerances required (see Fig.
D. 1). Ceramic
materials
meet
F]c. 10.11.—Circuit used for viewing the
rectifier characteristic on an oscilloscope.
these requirements and are now
universally used for the purpose.
Specifically, steatite ceramics such as
Alsimaga 196 or 211 are excellent ceramics for thk purpose.
The JAN specifications require that the metal parts, usually made of
brass, be plated with silver or gold.
The cartridge is assembled by screwing the head and pin tightly into
the ceramic case, which is threaded on the inside. A cement such M
orange shellac is applied to the parts to make the joint tight.
The adjustment of the Radiation Laboratory cartridge is as follows.
After the final etch, the crystal stud is inserted in the cartridge and
clamped lightly with the set screw in the side of the cartridge head.
The cartridge is then placed in a clamping device where the pressure
from a micrometer screw advances the stud toward the whisker point
against the mechanical resistance of the set screw. Electrical connectio=
are made to the head and pins of the cartridge so that either the bac~
or the front resistance can be measured in the neighborhood of 1 volt,
For the latter
or the characteristic curve observed on an oscilloscope.
purpose a circuit similar to that shown in Fig. 10.11 is used. A 60-cycle
a-c voltage (about 0.5 volt rms) is applied to the primary terminals of a
transformer (or Variac), whose voltage output is connected to the recti1S. J. Angello, WestinghouseResearchReport SR-176, Apr. 21, 1943.
2Obtainedfrom the AmericanLava Corp., Chattanooga,Term.
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A suitable value of R is 10-to 20
ohms.
Once contact is established, the pressure is increased until a predetermined characteristic is observed on the oscilloscope.
In this stage
the front resistance, measured at a few tenths of a volt, is between 300
and 400 ohms, and the back resistance is about 10,000 ohms. The
cartridge is then “ tapped”1 lightly.
Judicious tapping causes the front
resistance to drop to between 200 to 300 ohms and the back resistance to
increase to between 20,000 to 100,000 ohms.
(These values are for an
applied potential of a few tenths of a volt. ) Before tapping, the oscillo-

fier C in series with the resistor R.

(b)

(a)
FIG. 1O.12.—D-C

curve as seen o,n an oscilloscope. (a) Before tapping;
(b) after tapping.
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presentation appears as in Fig. 10.12 at (a). The sloping portion
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1 ‘‘ Tappirrg” means producing mechanical shock by blows of a light mallet.
z A. W. Lawson, P. H. Miller, L. I. Schti, and W. E. Stephens, “Effect of Tapping
on Barrier Capacitance,” hTDRC 14-181, Univ. of Penn., Sept. 1, 1943.
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one or more loading cycles, and measurements
of capaciwere made during the process.
They observed
that this process
in general does not increase the capacitance
of the rectifying
contact
and may even decrease it; from this it is inferred that the net effect of the
tapping on contact
areas is small.
On the basis of the foregoing
facts
it is difficult to formulate
an adequate picture of what happens during
point
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the tapping
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The wax can be introduced

in liquid form through the hole in the side
impregnation
or by injection with an
electrically heated syringe; the hole in the ceramic is sealed by some
manufacturers, left open by others. The rectifiers are now ready for r-f
performance tests.
of the ceramic

either

by vacuum

The general procedure for assembling and adjusting the commercial
rectifiers shown in Fig. 10.10 is similar to that just described, although
the adjustment process varies in the amount of tapping, spring deflection
of the whisker, and the properties of the d-c characteristic used as the
The commercial cartridges shown in
criterion of proper adjustment.
Fig. 10.10 obviously differ in adjusting mechanism.
In the Sylvania
cartridge one end of the crystal stud is threaded so as to fit tightly the
threaded coaxial hole in the cartridge head. The crystal is advanced
toward the whisker by turning the screw and, upon final adjustment, is
In the Western Electric cartridge, the
sealed with a touch of lacquer.
crystal is soldered to the cartridge head and is therefore fixed in position.
The whisker is mounted on a movable stud which makes a sliding fit in
an axial hole in the pin piece. It is advanced toward the crystal without
rotation by a screw in the threaded outer end of the hole. After adjust1Paratac can be obtained from Stanco Distributors,
N, Y,, and Opal wax from du Pent.

28 Broadway, New York,
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ment the stud is clamped by two set screws in the flange of the pin, and
the adjusting screw is backed off.
Bell Telephone Laboratories has established the practice of standardizing the whisker adjustment in terms of spring deflection-that
is, the
distance the spring is compressed after initial contact is made. The
spring deflection is measured by an adjusting device, developed by
Theuerer, 1 which utilizes a micrometer caliper for advancing the whisker
stud. The relationship between burnout and spring deflection is typified
These data show that, as the spring
by data reported by Treuting.2
deflection is increased, the burnout power increases—that is, the r-f power
This result can be predicted
required for a given impairment increases.
from correlations between burnout and apparent point-contact area, the
latter increasing with increasing spring deflection.
Treuting also found
that, as the burnout power increases, the difference between conversion
loss at 10 and 3 cm increases, again an effect to be expected from correlations with contact area. From these experiments, Treuting listed the
following specifications on spring deflections to be used with boron-doped
silicon.
A 5-roil whisker with a spring deflection of 2 roils or less yields a
rectifier of superior performance in the 3-cm band, with a mean
conversion loss between 6 and 8 db. Mean values of conversion
loss of 5.5 db were obtained by using very low resistance boronsilicon (obtained with larger boron additions and a higher temperature heat treatment).
2. A 5-roil whisker with a spring deflection of 4 roils yields a unit
of superior performance in the 10-cm band, with a mean conversion loss in the neighborhood of 5.5 db and improved burnout
characteristics.
3. A 5-mil whisker with a spring deflection of 6 to 8 roils yields a
high-burnout unit with an average conversion loss of 6 db under
optimum r-f matching conditions, but with marginal values of
conversion loss in the fixed-tuned standard mixer.
1

1008. The Coaxial Cartridge.-The
parts of the Radiation Laboratory
coaxial cartridge are shown in Fig. 10.10, and a cross section of the
cartridge with dimensions and tolerances, in Fig. 1013.
The metal parts
are silver-plated brass. The dimensions of the parts are such that the
r-f impedance distribution centers about the standard value of 65 + jo”
ohms, when boron-doped silicon processed according to the procedure
described in the preceding sections is used. This impedance is the
1H. C. Theuerer, “A hlethod of Controlling the Contact Area of Silicon Point
contact Rectifiers,” BTL Report hIM-43-120-94, Oct. 30, 1943.
z R. G. Treuting, “Use of Heat-Treated Boro-Silicon in CQ~taCtRectifiers,” f3TL
Report, MM-43-120-95, Sept. 18, 1943.
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characteristic impedance of a coaxial line with the same dimensions as
the pin end of the cartridge.
To achieve mechanical stability ~vith temperature change, the insulating bead carrying the center conductor and whisker must have the same
expansion coefficient as the brass case. In addition it must be a material
that can be fabricated accurately
0.218-~:~:
to the desired shape, a material
tam”
that is rigid and does not shrink,
0,15 -.COOJ’
and that has a low dielectric loss
tt
J
at frequencies as high as 30,000
Me/see.
A material that meets
(
all these requirements is Polyglas
D+,
developed
during the war
by von Hippel, Kingsbury, and
Wessonl at the M.1.T. Laboratory
for
Insulation
Research.
This
material was manufactured during
the war in production quantities
by the Monsanto Chemical Company and is supplied in the form of a
N
molding powder. It contains a filler
of low-thermal-expansion
glass of
about 96 per cent silica, a binder
of pol y-2, 5-dichlorost yrene, and a
moistureproofing agent.
A bead of thk material is
molded onto the center conductor at
a temperature of around 200”C and .
a pressure of about 4000 lb/in. 2
The whisker is then spot-welded to
~0.187;~
the center conductor and the assemFIG. 10,13.—Cross
section
of
the
bly pressed into place against the
Radiation
Laboratory
coaxial
cartridge
showing
the
dimensions
of
the
parts.
shoulder in the outer conductor.
The size of the bead is such as to make a tight press fit in the outer
conductor.
This part of the assembly is completed by crimping the outer
conductor at the outer face of the bead, as shown in Fig. 10.13. Prior to
insertion of the plug carrying the crystal, the whkker is covered with filler
wax. When the plug is inserted any excess of wax is forced out through a
channel in the cylindrical face of the plug.
The plug makes a force fit in the outer conductor and is pressed in
by a micrometer screw device similar to that previously described.
The

T3

1A. von Hippel, S. M. Kingsbury, and L. G. Wesson, NDRC Report X, Contract
OEMsr-191, October 1945.
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For
adjustment procedure is similar to that for the ceramic cartridge.
l-cm use the contact area must be kept small, and hence very light
contact pressures are used, corresponding to spring deflections of 1 mil
or less.
The cartridge designed by Northl for antimony-doped
germanium
is shown in cross section in Fig. 10.14. The bead is made of low-loss
glass (GE No. 1076) which matches the coefficient of expansion of the
silver-plated steel outer and inner conductor.
The bead is fused to both
outer and inner conductor and the
crystal plug is sealed to the outer
conductor with low-melting solder
or Glyptol.
The unit is therefore
hermetically sealed and is mechanically stable without the use of filler.
For use in the l-cm region, a
spring deflection of 0.5 mil is used
with a 1.5-roil platinum-ruthenium
whisker; this produces a contact
force of about 0.4 g. The r-f impedance of these units is such that no
matching transformer is needed in
the pin end of the cartridge.
The
polarity of the cartridge is the
reverse of that of a silicon rectifier,
since antimony-doped germanium is
an n-type semiconductor.

.

SOME DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
AFFECTING ELECTRICAL
PERFORMANCE

1009. R-f Impedance .-The
r-f
impedance of the crystal cartridge is
FIG. 1O.14.—GE crystal cartridge for
a complicated function of semicongermanium crystals.
ductor composition, whisker pressure, and cartridge geometry. The first two quantities affect the impedance
of the rectifying junction which, together with the impedance of the
cartridge parts, make up the network that represents the cartridge as a
whole. The whisker pressure and semiconductor are chosen to give best
conversion loss and burnout; the external geometry of the cartridge and
the tuning of the crystal mixer were standardized early in the developAs a
ment to permit the standardization of r-f radar components.
result, the designer, in adjusting r-f impedance to a predetermined value,
).i78”~

1 H. Q. North, “K-band
1945.

Germanium Crystals,” NDRC 14-427, GE Co., Mar. 25,
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has been limited to changes in whisker geometry, internal geometry of
the cartridge, and minor changes in whisker pressure that do not appreciably affect loss and burnout.
In the case of the ceramic cartridge, a
rectifier for the 10-cm band with improved burnout and at the same time
good conversion loss when matched at radio frequency can be made by
using boron-doped silicon and relatively large contact area. This unit,
the 1N28 type, has not been widely used in wartime radars, however,
because the r-f mismatch in standard fixed-tuned mixers is too great.
The improved burnout obtained with this type makes it highly desirable
to choose its r-f impedance as a standard for future applications in this
band.
The situation in the coaxial cartridge is a more fortunate one, in that
limited final adjustments of r-f impedance can be made by inserting a
quarter-wave transformer in the pin end of the cartridge, either as a
sleeve on the inner conductor or as a ring pressed into the outer conductor.
However, in this case the designer is limited in the transformation
obtainable by the space available between inner and outer conductor
and by the frequency sensitivity introduced by the transformer.
Furthermore, large standing waves in the bead, which would introduce an
appreciable loss, are to be avoided if possible.
In the Radiation Laboratory coaxial cartridge the bead is a half-wave nontransforming element
and the desired r-f impedance is obtained by choosing the geometry
of the cartridge as shown in Fig. 10.13. At present writing, the control
of r-f impedance is a difficult problem, one which calls for the utmost
ingenuity and experience on the part of the cartridge designer.
10.10. Conversion Loss and Burnout.-The
attainment of low conversion loss, as we have seen, depends on the nature of the semiconductor
and the contact area, the conversion loss for a given semiconductor
and given frequency decreasing as the area of contact is decreased; on the
other hand we have seen that higher burnout is attained by increasing
the contact area. Furthermore, for a given contact the conversion loss
increases with increasing frequency.
It is at once evident from these
facts that a practical compromise between burnout and sensitivity must
be arrived at in the design of a rectifier for a given application.
With an
increase in radio frequency the conversion loss, for a given crystal material, can be maintained only at the expense of burnout, by decreasing
contact area. Improvement in both burnout and sensitivity has therefore been attained by improvements in the processing of the semiconductor. 1 As these improvements were made new crystal types were
specified, which might well be condensed now to, at most, two types for
each frequency band.
1The special case of the welded-contact rectifier is discussed in Chap. 13.
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At present, extensive measurements of rectifier properties in the
microwave region have been confined to wavelengths in the regions
at 25-, 10-, 3-, and l-cm wavelength.
On the basis of present knowl.
edge it seems likely that types designed for mixer applications at these
wavelengths will also give satisfactory performance at intermediate
wavelengths.
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CHAPTER
LOW-LEVEL

11

DETECTION

The crystal rectifier has been extensively employed as a low-level
detector in the crystal-video receiver used in connection with microwave
beacons (see Chap. 1). There are many additional applications of
crystals as rectifying elements at low power levels in probes and monitors.
Here, we shall be ls,rgely concerned with their use in the receiver, \vhich
must have a minimum sensitivity of about 10–8 watt for pulses of l-psec
duration.
This sensitivity has been achieved for microwave frequencies
as high as 10,000 Me/see.
An analysis of low-level detection involves different properties from
those encountered in describing mixer performance.
The first part of
this discussion is therefore devoted to rectification characteristics of
crystals at low r-f power levels, and their relation to the physical parameters of the rectifier.
Crystal-video receiver application is treated next
and methods of measuring the physical quantities of interest in this
application described.
Finally, there is an account of the special manufacturing techniques developed for video crystals.
PROPERTIES OF CRYSTAL RECTIFIERS AT LOW LEVELS
11.1. Rectification at Low Levels.—When the rectifier is used as a
detector, the output terminals are connected to a d-c circuit, or, for the
detection of r-f pulses, to the input stage of a video amplifier.
Consider,
for example, a d-c circuit consisting of a load resistance and a current
meter in series. With r-f po\ver applied, a small change in the d-c
circuit resistance causes a small change in the voltage across the crystal
The ratio of the voltage change
and a small change in circuit current.
to the current change defines a dynamic output resistance for the crystal,
which will be called the “ d-c crystal impedance, ” or “ video resistance. ”
We have seen in Chap. 2 that the d-c impedance for an r-f power input
in the neighborhood of 1 mw is several hundred ohms (see Fig. 2.27).
As the r-f power is lowered toward the microwatt level, the d-c impedance
rises to a fixed value of several thousand ohms; this impedance is just
the reciprocal of the slope of the current-voltage characteristic at the
operating point.
In this region of constant d-c impedance the rectified
current becomes rigorously proportional to r-f power-that
is, the crystal
is square law in its response.
It is in this square-law region that the
rectifier operates in crystal-video receivers.
333
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These facts are illustrated in Fig. 11.1 from data obtained by Beringer. 1 In Fig. 11.1 is plotted on a logarithmic scale the short-circuit
current and open-circuit voltage at the output terminals of the rectifier
as a function of r-f input power for powers up to about one milliwatt.
The variation in d-c impedance is also shown.
It can be seen that the
square-law behavior breaks down as the power is increased above the
~o.3
>
I

I II
I xl
I

!

10

I I II

r

/ “
f

R.f power in watts
~lG.

11.1.—Rectification properties of a silicon crystal rectifier.
3300 Me/see.

The radio frequen

microwatt region; the exact point at which this occurs varies from crystal
to crystal but lies in the range from 2 to 10 ~w.
Because of the possibility of overloading the crystal it is necessary
to apply corrections in the use of the crystal detector as a monitor of r-f
power. The correction clearly depends on the indicating circuit used
with the detector.
For example, the open-circuit voltage and shortcircuit current show opposite deviations from linearity at high power

;
,.

1 E. R. Beringer, “ Crystal Detectors and the Crystal-video Receiver,”
No. 638, Nov. 16, 1944,
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level. For this reason crystal probes and monitors must be calibrated
for applications beyond the square-law region.
In the microwatt region the characteristics of a crystal rectifier can
be represented by a current generator shunted by a resistance equal to
the d-c impedance.
As the r-f power input is increased, the generator
As the power level is raised beyond the
current increases in proportion.
square-law region, the current increase is more rapid than linear, and the
These two features are characteristic of
resistance begins to decrease.
crystal rectifiers in general, but the relative magnitudes of the effects
vary from crystal to crystal.
The current sensitivity is defined as the ratio of short-circuit rectified
current to absorbed r-f power-that
is, it is the slope of the corresponding
curve of Fig. 11.1 in the linear region. This quantity, together with the
d-c impedance, is suficient to determine the performance of the crystal
rectifier as a low-level detector as we shall see in Sec. 11.5.
In the 10-cm region, the current sensitivity of production-line crystals
(The curve plotted in Fig. 11.1
ranges from 0.5 to 3.0 pamp/pwatt.
is not typical in this respect. ) The d-c impedances show a wide distribution of values—from 1000 to 20,000 ohms. The specification limits on d-c
impedance are given for the various video-crystal types in Appendix D. 1.
In the 3-cm region the current sensitivity ranges from 0.5 to about
1.5 pamp/pwatt, when the best manufacturing techniques are used; d-c
impedances range as high as 30 to 40 kilohms.
Because of the smaller contact area, good video crystals are in general
more susceptible to burnout than mixer crystals.
Operational requirements, however, are not so stringent, because the crystal-video receiver
is not ordinarily used in applications that require a TR switch for proThey must have high enough burnout, however, not to be
tection.
damaged by stray radiation to which they are exposed.
The burnout
design tests listed in Appendix D for the various video-crystal types are
an indication of the amount of energy (or power, as the case may be)
that they will dissipate without appreciable impairment.
Current
Sensitivity.—An
expres11.2. Equivalent-circuit
Theory.
sion for the current sensitivity, defined in Sec. 11”1, in terms of measurable
physical characteristics of the rectifying contact has been derived by
Beringerl and by Lawson, Miller, Schiff, and Stephens.z
The predictions
of the theory agree only qualitatively with experiment; it has nevertheless proved useful in video-crystal design and will undoubtedly be useful
as a basis for a more successful theory as our fundamental understanding
of the phenomenon of rectification increases.
1Lot. cit.
A, W. Lawson, P. H. Miller, L. I. Schiff, and W. E. Stephens, “ Behavior of Silicon
Crystals at Low Level Powers,” NDRC 14-182, Univ. of Penn., Sept. 1, 1943.
z

—
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The derivation is based on the equivalent circuit of the crystal
rectifier shown in Fig. 2.10. The quantity R is the barrier resistance
of the rectifying contact, which at the low levels considered here is to a
good approximation
the d-c impedance of the rectifier.
The term
r is the spreading resistance in the semiconductor, and C, the barrier
capacitance.
The rectifier at low level will be assumed to be a four-terminal net~~ork
of linear impedances with the r-f signal applied to one pair of terminals
and the rectified output appearing at the other pair as shown in Fig. 11.2.
Because of the low rectification efficiency in the square-law region, the
input and output terminals are
effectively independent of the loading at the opposite terminal pair.
,i:~al”m+$:~
FIG.11.2.—Networkrepresentationof the The only connection between the
detectorcrystal.
terminal pairs is the phenomenon
of rectification occurring when r-f power is absorbed at the r-f terminals.
It will be assumed further that power losses, such as dielectric losses
and skin-effect. loss in the whisker, are negligible and that the crystal is
matched to the r-f generator.
The r-f power absorbed by the crystal is
then given by
(1)
where

V is the peak amplitude

and Z is the input

of the voltage

impedance

of the equivalen~

applied
circuit

to the r-f terminals

,;I

.
)

of the rectifier,

Substituting Eq. (2) in Eq. (1), we obtain
“!

(3)

The voltage
expression

vb across the barrier resistance R is related to V by the
J72

v; =

(4)
1+ ~

2+

u2C2r2’

()

so that
(5)

P
‘w’

+$+”’c’rl”
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To obtain the current sensitivity we now need an expression for the
rectified current in terms of V,). This expression may be obtained from
the Taylor expansion of the characteristic curve at zero bias. [See Eq.
(1.1).]
The short-circuit rectified current is given by
‘i = ;
where Y’(O)
origin.

is the second

The second

V: f’’(o) — iL

(6)

R

derivative

of the characteristic

term of the right-hand

member

curve

at the

of Eq. (6) is included

to take into account the resistance r in series with the rectifying contact.
We have seen that the d-c impedance is the reciprocal of the slope of the
characteristic curve,

(7)

R ‘ j’k’
so that we can write

Eq.

(6) in the form,
V2
~ = Q ._ l._
f!).
4 (ft + r) j’(o)

.>

(8)

In Chap. 4 [Eq. (4”27)] w-e derived the expression for the characteristic curve of a rectifier:
i = G(e”v — 1),
(9)
from which it is seen that
~’(o)
(lo)
~~
= ~.
We then obtain from Eqs. (10) and (8)
~=fl

V’

a

(11)

4R+r”

The current sensitivity P is obtained by dividing Eq. (11) by Eq. (5):

~=;=

a

2

,

1
.
(J2C=TR=

l+;l+R+r
()

(12)

The current sensitivity at zero or very low frequency is obtained by
setting w equal to zero:
(13)

whence
‘

p=po

l+—

u2c ’rR2
It+r

(14)
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Acheckby
Beringer onthevalidityof
Eq. (12) showson
lyqualitative
agreement bet\\-een measured and calculated values of D. Beringer’s
results for a good, a medium, and a poor microwave detector crystal arc
shown in Fig. 113.
Thecurvcss howthec alculatedvariation
of ~with
frequency,

and the points

of 600, 3300,

plotted

and 9300 l~cjsec.

are the measured

valuesat

IIeasured

of /3 at frequencies

values

frequencies
of

6.0
4.0
2.0

0.1
.008
.006
2
FIG. 11.3. —T-ariation

4

68103
2
4 68104
Frequency In Me/see

2

of current sensiti~.ity with frequency,
The points
values; the cm yes :,, e mlculatrd f, on> Eq. (12).

art?measured

2 kc/see, 1 JIc/see, and 10 31c/scc \vere identical and served to give the
value of PO. The values of R, r, and C for the three crystals are given in
Table 11.1.
‘rABLE

111.-(7ONTACT

P.4RAMETEFWOF THE ‘rHREE

(’RYST.41S

~sEl)

Fon

I;IG. ] 1.3

Crystal XO.

R, ohms

r, ohms

(’, jlpf

KF 3987
KH 1290
KD 7053

4160
1770
1700

45,5
27.6
40.2

0.75
0,58
0.25

The d-c impedance R was measured by the method described in
Sec. 11.9. The barrier capacity C was measured at 10 lIc/sec with a
twin-T circuit similar to that used in the General Radio 821-.4 Bridge. 1
The experimental procedure involved a measurement of over-all cartridge
capacity and an auxiliary measurement of the residual capacity when
the whisker has been backed off from the contact.
At zero d-c bias tkc
barrier capacity is very nearly the difference between these two readings.
The spreading resistance r was measured by biasing the crystal to a volt
or so in the positive direction (to the linear portion of the characteristic)
and measuring the clifferential resistance at that point with an a-c sourer.
1D. B. Sinciair, ‘(The Twin T—A New Type of A“ull Instrument for h~eas(i]il ~
Impedance at Frequencies up to 30 Lfegacycles, ” P,O,. I. R. E., 28 (~0, 7), 310 (1940).
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Figure 11.3 shows that both the calculated and measured values of ~
decrease with increasing frequency, but that the former decrease more
rapidly.
This discrepancy may be due to a decrease in the effective
barrier capacity at microwave frequencies from its low-frequency value.
Such an effect would be expected if the time required to ionize the donator
levels in the semiconductor were long compared with the period of the
applied voltage.
This theory has been discussed in Chap. 4 for the case
of high-level rectification, but quantitative results for the low-level case
have not yet been worked out.
At zero d-c bias, R>> r, so that Eq. (12) reduces to the approximate
relation
1
p = ; i-+

.

.’Cm’

(15)

It is evident from Eq. (15) that o can be increased by increasing a and
IXow C is proportional
to the area of contact;
R
decreasing C, r, and R.
is inversely proportional to the area of contact, and r is inversely proThe product G’zRr is therefore proportional to the radius of contact.
The value of P can therefore be
portional to the radius of contact.
improved by decreasing contact area through the use of light contact
pressures. There are two limitations on how far one can go in this direction. The first limitation is mechanical stability.
Both the d-c resistante and the current sensitivity are very sensitive to slight changes in
contact pressure, and with light pressures mechanical stability is difficult
to achieve.
On this score the coaxial cartridge design appears to be
definitely superior to the ceramic one. The second limitation is an upper
limit onR which arises from considerations of receiver design.1 Further
improvement can be achieved if C can be decreased by some means other
than decreasing the contact area, but must await further research on the
physics of the barrier layer.
We have seen in Chap. 4 that experimental values of a are always less
than the theoretical value of 40 volts.–l.
It was further pointed out
there that this discrepancy may be ascribed to fluctuations in barrier
space charge or contamination of the contact surfaces producing local
fluctuations in the work function over the contact area. The validity
of the linear relation between B and a, predicted by Eq. (15), has been
investigated by h’leyerhof and Stephens.z They measured a and P for a
group of good video crystals designed for the 3-cm band.
The values of P
were bet\veen 1 and 2 ~amp/~watt; the value of a ranged from 2 to
13 volts–i.
This discrepancy did not appear to be explicable in terms of
differences in capacity and resistance of the crystals.
Whether it is due
1See Radar Beacons, Vol. 3, Radiation Laboratory Series.
s W. E. Meyerhof and W. E. Stephens, “X-band Video Crystals, ” N-DRC 14-274,
Univ. of Penn,, hfay 20, 1944.
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D-c

Impedance.—As

we have seen, the d-c, or video, impedance

is just the reciprocal of the
With zero d-c
slope of the characteristic curve at the operating point.
bias the values range from about 2000 to 40,000 ohms for silicon crystals
and are of the order of 106 ohms for germanium welded-contact crystals.
At a forward bias of about 0.2 or 0.3 volt the values are reduced to the
neighborhood of 100 ohms for silicon and 104 ohms for germanium.
The
latter is a useful vayue in the crystalvideo receiver application, but a forL
r
R
ward bias of more than about a tenth
11
of a volt in the case of the silicon
crystal reduces the lower limit of the
c’
,
•f!
video impedance range below a useful value.
Capacitance.-1t
was pointed out
FIG, 11.4.—Equivalent
circuit of a
in
Chap.
4
that,
in
general, t~vo
rectifier cartridge used for determining
capacitance.
L—whisker
inbarrier
methods have been used to measure
ductance:
R—barrier
resistance;
C—
the barrier capacitance.
One of these
barrier capacitance;
r—spreading
resistance; C’—residual capacitance of the
is the direct measurement of the
cartridge.
impedance
of the rectifier with a
suitable impedance bridge at a low frequency ( = 10 31c/see).
This
method has been used by Beringer, as outlined in the preceding section,
and by the Pennsylvania Crystal Group.’
The model of the rectifier assumed by Lawson e~ al. is shown in
Fig. 11.4. This model differs from that previously used only in the
addition of the whisker inductance L and the residual capacitance of
the cartridge C“. The latter is the capacitance of the cartridge with the
whisker just removed from the crystal and is approximate ely constant
from cartridge to cartridge, having a value in the neighborhood of 0.35
ypf. The whisker inductance L is determined by a measurement of the
impedance of a cartridge in which the crystal is replaced by a piece of
metal of ,similar geometry.
It has a value in the neighborhood of
0.01 gh. The resistances R and T are determined by an anaiysis of the
d-c characteristic curve.
Having determined these constants, one can
calculate the capacitance C from the measured impedance of the cartridge.
1A. W. Lawson, P. H. hfiller, L. I. Schiff, and W. E. Stephens, “Barrier Capacity
in Silicon Cartridge Rectifiers,” NDRC 14-140, Univ. of Penn., hlay 1, 1943.
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value

values

the

r-f

is brought

discussed

capacitance

(14)

assume

of L? and the values

of capacitance

with frequency

use of Eq.

we must

about

in the previous

in terms

of measured

R and
r. Meyerhof, Serin, and Vought, 1using this method, made measurements
With silicon crystals at a positive
on silicon and germanium rectifiers.
bias of 0.2 volt, the r-f capacitance increases to not more than twice its
value at zero bias. With germanium crystals the effect is greater; at a
forward bias of 0.4 volt the capacitance is about 10 times as great as at
zero bias. Like the bridge method, this one is inherently inaccurate
because of large errors in the calculated values introduced by errors in
measuring the crystal parameters.
values

of @ at low and at microwave

I W. E. 31eycrhof,
with

Bias, ” IiDRC

B. %-in,

frequencies

and R. H. Vought,

and the quantities

“X-band

14-505, Univ. of Penn., July 6, 1945.
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Current
Sens-itivitv.—The effect of forward bias on current sensitivity
has been investigated by Meyerhof, Serin, and Vought’ for type 1X3~
silicon rectifiers and for the germanium welded-contact rectifiers at a
Typical results are shown in Fig. 11.5.
radio frequency of 10,000 Me/see.
The current sensitivity rises to a maximum at 0.1 to 0.2 volts for silicon
The maximum for silicon has a
and 0.3 to 0.4 volts for germanium.
value several times that at zero bias; the current sensitivity for germanium rises from a very small value to a value at the maximum comparable to the maximum value for silicon.
The rapid initial rise for
germanium may be attributed to the
rapid decrease in R, which at zero
bias has a value of the order of 10s
ohms. It is clear that the current
sensitivity becomes zero when the
forward d-c bias voltage is greater
than the contact difference of potential; in this case the barrier resistance
and a become zero and the operating
point is on the linear part of the d-c
characteristic.
o
0.1
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
11.4. Variation
of
Low-1evel
Forward bias in volts
Properties
with Temperature.—A
FIG. 11 .5.—Current sensitivity as a
variation of R and P with temperature
function of forward bias for a silicon
and a welded-contact germanium crystal.
is to be expected on theoretical
grounds.
We have seen in Chap. 4 [Eq. (4.33)] that the theoretical
expression fcr t!le current density through the barrier is

i = A’e

.+, ev
—-—
‘~(em

–

1),

(16)

where A! k a constant depending on the conductivity of the semiconductor, @O k the effective contact potential difference, V k the potential
The low-level
applied to the barrier, and T is the absolute temperature.
resistance is the reciprocal of the derivative of i with respect to V.
With
no d-c bias (V = O) this is
~ = g
ee+o,k=
(17)
eA’
“
Over the temperature range of interest in video-crystal applications
( –50° to +70°C),
we see that Eq. (17) predicts an approximately
Figure 11.6 shows a typical
exponential increase in R as 1’ decreases.
plot of observed values, obtained by the University of Pennsylvania
1
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group;1 R/T is plotted on a logarithmic scale as a function of l/T for an
unfilled silicon video crystal over the temperature range from about
–30”C to +70”C.
The expected linear behavior is clearly confirmed.
The main effect of temperature on current sensitivity is probably
caused by the change of R with temperature [see Eq. (15)].
Figure 11.7
shows the theoretical variation in R and in P as a function of temperature

1
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FIG. 119.-Effect
of temperature
cycling on current sensitivity for an unimpregnated silicon cartridge.

for a crystal having a video resistance of about 6000 ohms at room temperature.
In general the observed values of 6 rise with increasing temperature although there are cases where the observed ~ falls off at higher
temperatures, in disagreement with the theory.
Figures 11.8 and 11.9 show observed values of R and /3 taken around
a cycle

from

— 40”C

to +70°C

by Smith

et al.2

These

data

are for an

I A. H. Smith, B. Serin, W. E. Meyerhof, and W. E. Stephens, “Temperature
Variation of Low Level Crystal Performance,” NDRC 14-308, Univ. of Penn., Aug. 17,
1944.
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t refilled crystal rectifier at a radio frequency
of 10,000 Me/see.
The
crystal holder was fixed-tuned to match at room temperature] and the
available r-f power was held constant during the experiment.
The
temperature variation was obtained by enclosing the crystal holder in a
thermally insulated box which held either hot water or dry ice in alcohol.
The temperature was measured by means of a thermocouple.
A temperature cycle required several hours to run for a maximum rate of change
of temperature of about 2°C/min.
In general, filled cartridges show a hysteresis effect that in some cases
is pronounced at low temperatures.
Also some crystals are found to be
erratic in performance.
These either do not return to the original values
after temperature cycling, or the repetition of the cycle does not reproduce the first curves.
The hysteresis effect is probably largely attributable to a thermal lag in the filler material, because the effect is much
smaller in unfilled crystals.
The erratic effects also appear to be largely
due to the filler. The differential expansion of the cartridge parts has
been measured by the Pennsylvania group and does not appear to be
large enough to change the spring deflection more than 0.2 mil for 100”C
temperature change.
The effect of temperature changes of the filler
may be a disturbance of the adjustment (the pressure is small for good
video crystals) either by nonisotropic expansion of the filler or by a
Whatever
viscous longitudinal force exerted by the filler on the whisker.
the cause, the erratic effects are most pronounced below room temperature. The temperature-cycling tests outlined in the JAN specifications
are sufficient to insure fairly stable video units but do not appear sufficient
to insure that the crystal operate in a stable fashion at temperatures much
below O“C. We must remember that even in the absence of erratic or
hysteresis effects, there exist the variations of R and (3with temperature
which appear to be inherent in the rectifying contact.
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termina!s (a coaxial line or waveguide) into \rhich r-f po\ver is coupled,
and video terminals from which the output video signal is obtained.
The crystal detector and video input circuit of the video amplifier may be
represented by the circuit of Fig. 11.10. The crystal is represented by a
current generator shunted by the video resistance Ii of the crystal, the
current being a linear function of the r-f power absorbed by the crystal.
The quantity C is the combined capacity of the choke system of the
crystal holder and the first amplifier
tube.
The rectified current i is given by
,18, w
i = (3P,

J

I
(

I
/

FIG. 11 .10. —Equivalent
of the crystal -v]deo

I

where @ is the current sensitivity and
P k the absorbed r-f power.
Disregarding
signals,

one obtains

for the signal

voltage

the effect

input circuit
receiver.

of G on transient

e on the grid

I

The output signal voltage from the amplifier is then

(20)

E = 13PRG,
I

I

\
I

where G is the voltage gain of the amplifier.
The output noise of the receiver originates in both the crystal and
the receiver.

In the absence

L13. R. Beringer, ‘ ‘@-stal
No. 638, Nov. 16, 1944.

L

of feedback

and

transit-time

effects,

the

receiver noise contribution is often represented by an equivalent noisegenerating resistance RA in series with the grid circuit of the input stage;
this resistance does not load the circuit but generates a mean-square
noise voltage of 4kTBRA.
The magnitude of R. can be deduced from
theory; for a high-mu pentode such as the 6AC7, it is about 800 ohms.
It can also be measured by a simple procedure, which consists in placing
various resistors Rx between the m-id and cathode of the first tube and
The output noise power is proporobserving the output noise power.
tional to RA + Rx.
For some particular value of Rx the output noise
power is just double that with the grid connected directly to the cathode;
this resistance is then numerically equal to RA. Values of RA of 1000 to
1200 ohms have been obtained by Beringerl for a typical video amplifier
employing a 6AC7 tube in the first stage. In this measurement noise
components from the entire pass band of the amplifier contribute to the
output noise power, including microphonics and flicker noise in the lowfrequency range; consequently R. will be somewhat higher than the
theoretical shot-effect value.
In the JAN video-crystal specifications a
value of 1200 ohms has been chosen for RA.
Detectors

and the crystal-video

Receiver, ” RL Report

#
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In the absence of d-c bias the noise generated by a crystal in the
microwatt range of r-f power is almost entirely the Johnson noise of a
resistance equal to the d-c impedance of the crystal.
The total output
rms noise voltage ~ of the crystal-video receiver, with nod-c bias, is then
given by
+ R.),
N = G ~4kTB(li?
(21)
where G is the voltage gain of the receiver, and B, the effective noise
bandwidth, is defined as in Eq. (2.14).
The output signal-to-noise voltage ratio of the receiver is obtained by
combining Eqs. (20) and (21):
E

/3PR

N = d4kTB(R

I

[

I

Equation

(22) may be written in the form

The quantity M, which contains all the crystal parameters appearing in
Eq. (23), is a criterion of excellence of the video crystal, since all good
Pulsed
signal
generator

~

(2’2)

+ R.)-

FIG. 11.11 .—Block

15 db of
Iossy cable
diagram of apparatus

Synchr@
scope
for measuring the sensitivity
receiver.

of a crystal-video

video amplifiers have essentially the same value of RA.
The term M is
called the “figure of merit” of the video crystal.
The sensitivity of a crystal-video receiver has been computed by
Beringer by means of Eq. (23) and compared with that measured directly
by the application of pulsed r-f signals of frequency 3300 Me/see to the
receiver.
A block diagram of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 11 ~11.
The pulsed
signal generator is of the ‘‘ off-pulsing” type: it is pulsed out of oscillation
for 1 ~sec at a repetition frequency of 1 kc/see.
This type of signal
generator is advantageous for precision work, since the pulse power is
The
very nearly equal to the average power measured with a bolometer.
receiver had an integrated bandwidth of 3 Me/see.
The results of the calculation and measurements for several crystals
are shown in Table
11.2.
The first column
gives the figure of merit
of the crystal.
Column 2 lists the absorbed r-f pulse power calculated by

i

-r
I
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means of Eq. (23) for E/~ = 1. Column 3 gives the pulse power for
“minimum detectable signal’ ‘—that is, the smallest immediately seen
Column 4
on an A-scope when its position along the trace is unknown.
iists the puise power for the “tangential signal’ ‘—that is, the signal
which raises the noise by its own width.
Both the minimum detectable
signal and the tangential signai are somewhat vague in an absolute sense;
the iatter is of some practicai importance, for it is this signai which is
commoniy regarded as necessary to trigger an electronic switch with a
negligible number of spurious events from noise fluctuations.
It appears
that the minimum detectable signal is about that for which the signal
voltage is equai to the rms noise voltage.

I

TABLE11.2.—A COMFARISON
OFCALCULATED
ANDillEASURED
VALUES
OFCEYSTALVIDEORECEIVER
SENSITIVITY

I

Figure
of merit

Calculated P
for E/~ = 1, watts

110
59
115
50
95

2.0 x 10-’
3.7
1.9
4.4
2,3

11.6.

Effect

of D-c

Bias

only

For
Johnson

bias is used.
crystai

into

this reason,
noise

Instead,

of Merit.—The
of the preceding

in the detector,

one introduces

the expression

5.3 x 10-’
11.0
5.0
10.0
6.2
converted

6 to be very iarge in the video

the analysis

was assumed

Tangential
signal, watts

2.0 x 10-’
3.7
2.9
3.0
2.6

on Figure

from d-c bias was seen in Chap.
range.

Minimum detectable signal, watts

the video

for the figure

section,

is not

valid

in which
when

noise temperature

of merit

[Eq.

(24)],

noise

f requency

which

d-c

of the
now

becomes

M=

1

,i

~Rt

‘R
•i- R.’

(25)

where t is the noise temperature of the biased crystai for a given video
amplifier.
Since the noise output varies inversely with the video frequency, t wiil increase rapidly as the iow-frequent y cutoff of the amplifier
is decreased and is therefore a function of the amplifier pass band.
As
the positive bias is increased from zero, R decreases rapidly, j3goes through
a maximum, and t increases.
The net effect on M has been investigated experimentally by Meyerhof, Serin, and Vought,’ using apparatus similar to that shown in Fig.
11.11. The input and biasing circuits are shown in Fig. 1112.
The
output of the signal generator consisted of 2-psec pulses at a repetition
frequency of 800 pps, and radio frequency of 10,000 Me/see.
The pass
1

La. cit.

,

I

~
,{
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band of the video amplifier was from about 20 kc/see to 2.8 Me/see
Two methods were used to obtain the figure of merit.
In the first
method, the signal level was decreased until the signal was just equal to
noise; the r-f power level was then not ed. The figure of merit can then
be calculated by means of Eq. (23).
In the second method, the signal

1

.
FIG.. 11.12.—Input

and

biasing

circuit used for
performance.

measuring

video-crystal

receiver

noise deflection were observed for a standard
deflection and “average”
r-f power input.
The two methods correlated on the average with an
average difference of about 10 per cent. Typical results for a weldedcontact germanium crystal and a 1N31 silicon unit are shown in Fig.
11.13, in which the figure of merit is plotted as a function of bias. The
initial rise in M for a welded-contact unit is probably largely accounted
for

by

the

(see Fig.

large

11.5).

at the optimum
that

for

indicated
bias

initial
The

increase
figure

in d

of merit

bias is comparable

to

silicon

video

crystals.

in the

figure,

the optimum

is from

germanium

0.2

to

0.3

volt

welded-contact

As

for

unit,

the
and

zero for silicon.
11.7.

The

Variation

on

Effect

Performance.-The
figure

o

0.2 0.3 0.4
bias in volts
Forward

0.1

0.5

arises

of
from

of

Temperature

Crystal-video

merit
the

Receiver

variation
with
variation

of

the

temperature
of

video

resistance and current sensitivity disFIG. 11.13. —Figure of merit as a
cussed in Sec. 11.14. As the temfunction of d-c bias: Avl N31 silicon
rectifier; B—welded-contact
germanium
perature is decreased, (3 decreases and
rectifier.
I? increases, so that the two effects
tend to cancel each other so far as the figure of merit is concerned.
Figure 11.14 shows the variation of the figure of merit over a
temperature cycle from – 40° to + 70”C for the same crystal with
which the data of Figs. 11.8 and 11.9 were taken. The figure of merit
may also increase with increasing temperature, or it may experience
little

change.
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The variation in receiver performance caused by changes in crystal
temperature is undesirable in beacon applications.
The variations of
input signal voltage and input rms noise voltage with temperature has
been calculated by Smith et al., 1 for a typical crystal with a figure of
merit of 60, a video resistance of 10,000 ohms at room temperature, and
The input signal voltage
typical variations of R and Q with temperature.
e is just the product @PR and was calculated for an r-f power of 10–s watt.
The rms noise voltage fi was calculated by means of Eq. (21) by the
relation

iv
~=—.

(26)

G

The results of the calculations are shown in Table 11.3 for temperatures
of —40°, +27°, and +70”C.
The first two columns of the table list
the values of R and @ used in the calculations.
It can be seen that the
signal voltage at 70°C is approximately the same as the noise voltage at —40”C.
This means that,
if the receiver is set to actuate an
electronic triggering circuit for a
signal of 10–8 watt at high temper-40 -20
0
+20 +40 +60 +80
ature, it may actuate it from noise
Temperature
in ‘C
-‘It is advisat low temperatures.
FrG. 11.14.—Effect
of temperature
able, therefore, to control the amcycling on the figure of merit of an unimbient temperature at which the pregnatedsiliconcrystalrectifier.
video crystal operates so that it does not go below about O°C in nonadjustable installations where the set is required to operate over a wide
range of temperatures.

Im

‘TABLE 11.3.—EFFEcT
OF TEMPERATURE VARIATION ON CRYSTAL-VIDEO RECEIVER
PERFORMANCE FOR A TYPICAL VIDEO CRYSTAL

Temperature, “C

– 40
+27
+70

R,
ohms

40-000
10400
5-000

b,
#rL//.lw

0.3
0.6
0.7

n,

e,
e/ii

pv

pv

34
19
15

120
00
35

3.5
3,1
2.3

MEASUREMENTS
We have seen that the performance of a crystal-video receiver can be
expressed quantitatively in terms of the figure of merit, which in turn
The following
is a function of current sensitivity and video resistance.
:,

I A. H. Smith, B. Serin, W. E. Tvleyerhof,and W. E. Stephens, “ Tempera+.i,u
Variationof LowLevel CrystalPerformance,”NDRC 14-308,Univ. of Penn., Aug. 17,
1944.
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Measurements.—To
should

the antenna

is connected

reduce

be matched
is usually

to the crystal

holder;

reflection

to the r-f source.

matched

In

to the r-f line

the crystal

holder

then

employs matching transformers which match it to the line. In test
equipment an r-f signal generator is connected to the line by an attenuator
which can be adjusted to provide r-f power to the line at a power level
of a few microwatt.
R-j Equipment jor the 10-cm Band. -h’early
all the measurements in
the 10-cm band have been made at an r-f wavelength of 9.1 cm, in
accordance with the JAN specifications for testing in this band.
A
klystron connected to the crystal holder with about 20 db of lossy cable
is a suitable signal generator.
The crystal is matched to the coaxial line
from the signal generator by incorporating into the crystal holder suitable
transformers, such as parallel stubs and quarter-wave lines in series.
These may be either tunable or fixed-tuned.
Like mixer crystals, video crystals have a distribution in r-f impedance.
This distribution is such that for the 1N27 type an approximate
match can be obtained by means of a single tuning stub. Such a crystal
holder is specified in the JAN specifications.
It is shown in cross section
in Fig. 11.15. The stub is tuned for maximum rectified current by means
of a sliding short-circuiting plug which makes a spring-finger contact
The pin of the cartridge fits into
\rith the inner and outer conductors.
spring fingers on the center conductor, and the head of the cartridge is
held by a copolystyrene washer. The video or d-c connections are made
through an r-f choke which makes spring contact with the head of the
cartridge.
Recently a fixed-tuned holder has been designed by Beringer to
A cross section of this holder is shown in
replace the one just described.
Fig. 11.16. The crystal cartridge is held by spring fingers at both the
head and pin. The cartridge is much easier to insert and remove than
in the preceding design, a feature of importance in production testing.
The stub is short-circuited for r-f power by the quarter-wave choke
mounted on the center conductor of the stub; the video connection to the
The center-conductor
crystal is made through the center conductor.
assembly is insulated by means of the copolystyrene nut on the stub
1E. R. Beringer, “Crystal Detectors and the Crystal-video Receiver,” RL Report
X-o, 638, X“ov. 16, 1944; “Operating Instructions for the Radiation Laboratory X-band
Crystal Detector Test Set,” Internal Group Report 61, Aug. 10, 1944.
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and the copolystyrene sleeve and beads near the r-f input terminals.
The sleeve on the center conductor provides essentially an open circuit
for video and d-c frequencies and a negligible impedance for r-f frequencies.

I

I

FIG. 11. 15.—Tunable

crystal holder for video-crystal

testing at a wavelength

of 9.1 cm.

The tuning is fixed at the center of the r-f impedance distribution.
The center is determined by a measurement of the r-f impedance distriVideo ttrminals

A

k

Copolymerstyrene
nut

NH

%rin~ fingers

R.f

terminal

FIG. 11 .16.—Fixed-tuned

I Crvstal cartridges ~
‘Copolymerstyrene
insulators
crystal holder for video-crystal testing at a wavelength

of 9.1 cm.

bution of a representative sample of rectifier units.
Such measurements
are made with a standing-wave detector which is inserted between the
attm”uator and crystal, the method being similar to that described in
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Sec. 2.7 for mixer crystals.
The power picked up by the probe is so
small, however, that a heterodyne standing-wave detector must be used.
The r-f impedance is independent of rectified current in the square-law
region. The distribution of r-f impedances of Sylvania 1A-27 units is
such that, in the fixed-tuned holder, about 70 per cent have a reflection
loss of 2 db or less, and 95 per cent have a reflection loss of 3 db or less.
The use of the fixed-tuned holder in production testing tends to eliminate
borderline units that are poorly matched and hence reflect an appreciable
fraction of the available r-f power.
for lhe 3-cm Band.—.i
txt sot designed by Eeringer
R-j Equipment
for the production testing of video crystals in the 3-cm band is showm in

FIQ. 11, 17.—Test equipment for the production testing of video crystals in the 3-cm
hand.
(1) Waveguide switch; (2) cartridge injector; (3) S W3, (4) d-c output terminals;
(5) SW1; (6) cartridge ejector; (7) SW2, (S) R,; (9) variable waveguide attenuator.

Fig. 11.17. Power at 3 cm is provided by a 723-A oscillator tube mounted
in the shield can at the left of Fig. 11.17. The waveguide mount for the
tube includes a fixed attenuator of approximately 20 db consisting of a
tapered piece of IRC resistance strip across the center of the waveguide.
The variable attenuator [see (9) Fig. 11. 17] has a maximum attenuation
of 10 db. It consists of a resistance strip mounted parallel to the narrow
side of the waveguide; the position of the strip can be varied from the
side to the center of the guide by means of the micrometer screw. The
attenuator is connected to the crystal holder with a choke-flange joint.
A brass shim, which can be slid across the waveguide between the choke
and flange, serves as a wave guide switch (1). A bolomet er, not shown
in the figure, may be substituted for the crystal holder for measuring the
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It is convenient in routine testing
available r-f power in absolute units.
to calibrate a set of crystals for checking the power level.
The crystal holder is a variable-tuned holder designed for use with
It is shown in outline in Fig. 11“18. Two
the type 1.N30 video crystal.
tuning devices are used: the short-circuiting plunger which terminates
the waveguide behind the crystal, and the tuning screw inserted in one
In practice the crystal is
or the other of the two screw positions.
matched to the guide by alternately adjusting the tuning of the plunger
The required transformaand the screw for maximum rectified current.
tion ratios are extremely high for some of the best video crystals in the
3-cm band, and the distribution in r-f impedance is so large that fixed~

Tuning screw

I

Shortingplunger

I

---------

-J- ,,—- _+__

+ ———-—-_—
-— -=—-—7——————
T-+n
r—-r,

I

Polystyreneplug

ut-=---

Holiowcenter Dost

1(’I@-.11.18.—Variable-tunecl crystal hol&r for video-crystal testing in the 3-cm

band.

tuning without considerable reflection 10SS in the marginal units is difficult
to achieve; the large transformation ratios required make the matching
structures fairly frequenc y-sensitive.
However, a satisfactory holder
with a single tuning adjustment for Sylvania 1NT30units was designed
by Beringer.
This holder, shown in Fig. 11.19, is similar to that of
Fig. 11 18 except that the variable tuning screw is replaced by a fixed one,
and a cylinder structure, coaxial with a cartridge, extends from the bottom
of the guide about a third of the distance across the guide. With proper
choice of dimensions of these tuning devices (and position of the tuning
“screw”)
the admittance distribution is transformed largely into a
susceptance spread which can be approximately matched by adjustment
of the short-circuiting plunger.
A typical frequency-response curve for
this holder is shown in Fig. 11.20. All of the holders described heretofore
are for the ceramic cartridge.
With the advent of the coaxial cartridge
it was discovered that additional stability in the high-sensitivity video
crystals could be achieved by using the coaxial cartridge.
The type num-
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ber 1N31 was assigned to this unit; a crystal holder, shown in Fig. 1I 21,
was consequently designed for it by Beringer and modified by the
Pennsylvania group.
This holder is fixed-tuned and provides a coaxial
zCrystal cartridge

FIG. 11. 19.—Video-cryste.l

holder with single tuning adjustment

for 1N30 rectifiers,

receptacle for the cartridge; it is coupled to the waveguide by extending
the center conductor across the guide. This center conductor also provides the d-c connection to the crystal; it is d-c insulated with a poly-

1.6
nu
.: 1.2
;
= 0.8 0
.=
2

%
a

0.4
0{
3.16

\
\
3.18
3.20
3.22
Wavelengthin cm

FIG..1l.20.– -T ypical frequency-response

3.24

curve for a type 1N30 crystal and holder.

styrene washer and bead.
The r-f choke and polystyrene washer
provide an r-f short circuit at the surface of the waveguide.
In all of these holders the spring fingers must make good contact
with the pin of the cartridge and maintain their stiffness after many
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cartridge insertions;
this is achieved by using beryllium copper machined
to close tolerances and heat-treated.
In rapid routine testing the insertion and removal of the cartridge is facilitated by the cartridge injector
(2) and ejector (6) in Fig. 11.17. The injector guides the cartridge into the
finger structure; the ejector is a cam-driven rod that pushes up against the
end of the cartridge pin through the hollow center post of the d-c terminals.
11.9. Equipment and Methods for Measuring Current Sensitivity,
Video Resistance, and Figure of Merit.-The
circuits for measuring—current

sensitivity,

video

resistance,

and figure of merit are the same for

both the 3- and 10-cm bands; in the
equipment shown in Fig. 11.17 it is
contained in the black box at the
right of the figure, all except the
current meter.
A schematic diagram of the circuit is shown in Fig.
11.22. The current meter M is a
low-resistance meter with a maximum full-scale sensitivity of about
1 microampere.
A galvanometers

N-l-N

l’Io.

Video terminals
11.21.—Video-crystal
holder for the
type 1N31 rectifier.

Fm. 1i2.2.—D-c
circuit for vide~
crystal test equipment.

may be used for this purpose, or a d-c photocell-galvanometer
amplifier.
A circuit diagram of the latter, designed by S. Roberts and modified by R.
Beringer, is given in Vol. 18, Chap. 12 of the Radiation Laboratory Series.
It has the advantage of extremely low input impedance (about 5 ohms),
fast response, and absolute fixed calibration (it is also useful for measuring
crystal-probe currents).
Current Sentiti@.-The
current sensitivity is measured by adjusting
the r-f power level to a preassigned value in the square-law region (1 to
5 ~w) and measuring the rectified current by turning S1 to position B.
Alternatively, a calibrated crystal may be used. For a fixed r-f power
level the current sensitivity of the crystal being tested is given by
B=

Be:,

(27)
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where /3, and i, are the current sensitivity and observed rectified current
for the standard crystal.
Video Resi.skznce.-For
the measurement of the video resistance the
waveguide s\vitch is closed and SI is turned to position A. The circuit
provides a lo\v-impedance voltage source in series with the crystal, which
may be adjusted by means of the variable resistance Ra. It is calibrated
by means of a dummv cartridge in which the ceramic case and the crystal
are replaced by a resistor.
(See Fig. 928 for details of dummy cartridge. )
The video resistance of the crystal is then given by
R=

(28)

R,:)

where R. and i, arc the resistance and current for the dummy cartridge
If the applied voltage is
and i is the observed current for the crystal.
kept below about 5 mv the currents obtained in the for\vard and back
directions are approximately the same; this can be checked by using
reversing switch SS. For acceptance testing;
Rx+ 1200
R
a voltage of 5 mv for the 5-ohm source
is prescribed by the JAAT specifications.
Figure
of Merit. —Once the video resistance
and current sensitivity are known, the figure of
merit can be calculated.
In routine testing,
however,
it
is
advantageous
to be able to obtain
FIG. 1123. -Cmcult
for
the d]rect measurement of t;ic
the figure of merit directly from the meter readfigure of merit.
ing. A method devised by Beringer makes
it possible to do this to a good approximation if the units be~ng tested
have known limits of resistance (resistance limits are specified for the
various video-crystal types).
Let the equivalent circuit of the crystal, operating at a power level P,
be represented by a voltage generator E in series with the crystal resistance R, as shown in Fig. 11.23. If R, + 1200 is the total circuit resistance
of the measuring circuit then the current flowing is

u

i=p

/9R
R + R= + 1200”

(29)

Let

R + 1200 = R,(1 + 6).
Then
P~R
i = RJ2

+

6)’

(30)

which may be written in the form

(31)
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or
(32)
Let RI and R, be the resistance

limits

of the crystals

being

tested,

and let

R= be fixed at the value
Rz=

~(R,

+1200)

(R, +1200).

(33)

It can be seen then that the rectified current is proportional to the figure
of merit multiplied by a correction factor ~6/(1
+ *6), which
depends on the individual crystal resistance.
In actual practice the
correction factor is always nearly unity, so that a good approximation is
i=

PM
2N’Z

(34)
“

For example, if R, and R, are 30,000 and 10,000 ohms, the value of the
correction factor varies from 0.97 to 1.0 over the entire range of values
of R.
SPECIAL MANUFACTURING TECHNIQUES

I

L

The first video-crystal type was the 1N27 rectifier, designed for a
crystal-video receiver in a 10-cm beacon.
The upper limit on video
resistance was placed at 4000 ohms so that the beacon-triggering circuit
would be tripped by 2-ysec interrogation pulses without being tripped by
strong l-psec search pulses. A lower limit of 60 for the figure of merit
gave a satisfactory sensitivity for this particular application.
It was
found that rectifiers of this type could be selected from the 1N21 mixercrystal production, with the distribution of figure of merit running from
the minimum of 60 to about 100, and with video resistances from about
1000 ohms to the maximum of 4000 ohms. Representative samples
from the Sylvania 1N21B units showed somewhat higher figure of merit
and r&istance, the former ranging from about 60 to 200, with video
resistances from about 1000 to 15,000. A considerable fraction of these
meet the specifications for the lh’32 type, which is a video crystal for the
10-cm band for applications not requiring pulse discrimination.
For this
type a lower limit of 100 for the figure of merit and a video resistance in
the range from 5000 to 20,000 ohms are specified.
In the 3-cm band the sensitivity of the various mixer-crystal types
was insufficient for beacon applications, nearly all of the rectifiers having
a figure of merit less than 30. With the development of 3-cm portable
beacons an extensive program of research and development was undertaken on video-crystal manufacture, much of it by the University of
Pennsylvania group.
The fundamental aspects of this work have been
In the following sections are prediscussed in the preceding sections.
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sented the techniques developed at the University of Pennsylvania’ for
making the 1N30 type, a high-sensitivity video crystal in the ceramic
cartridge. Improvements to date have been achieved largely by using light
contact pressures, together with a processing of the silicon and a procedure
for adjustment of the contact established largely by empirical methods.
11.10. Stability Considerations.-It
was evident from the beginning
of video-crystal development for the 3-cm band that improvement in
current sensitivity can be obtained by using light contact pressure at the
rectifying contact.
A spring deflection of about 1 mil is required for
good performance in the 3-cm band.
With such a light pressure the
achievement of mechanical stability has been difficult.
This instability
is manifested by a change in video resistance and/or current sensitivity
(a) after mechanical shock, such asthe drop test of JAN specifications,
(b) after temperature cycling, and (c) after filling the cartridge.
The stability of the coaxial cartridge is definitely better than that
achieved with light pressures in the ceramic cartridge design, and consequently the 1N31 type, utilizing the coaxial cartridge, was specified in
the latter stages of the development work. Meyerhof found that the
stability of the ceramic cartridge was affected by the size of the crimp
in the whisker, a transverse dimension of about 0.065 in. in a3.5-mil wire
being preferable to a smaller loop.
The instability observed during the temperature cycling and the
change in characteristics upon filling led to an extensive investigation of
various cartridge-filling materials by the University of Pennsylvania
~roup.2 Among the materials investigated were the silicone greases,
vinylite dibutyl pthalate, Paratac mixed with magnesium oxide, beeswax or Acrawax, and polystyrene in various nonvolatile solvents.
None
of these was found to be as satisfactory as the mixture of Paratac and
Opalwax commonly used (see Sec. 10.7) for mixer crystals.
11.11. Processing the Silicon.-The
processing of the silicon for video
crystals follows the same general procedure as that for mixer crystals.
The best units made by the Pennsylvania group used duPont silicon,
doped with either of the following:
1. 0.1 per cent Al, 0.015 per cent B, and 0.02 per cent Be.
2. 0.002 to 0.006 per cent B and 0.02 Be.

The percentage of boron is not critical in the range specified.
As is the
case with mixer crystals, no exhaustive systematic investigation of the
relative merits of various doping agents has as yet been made.
1 W. E. Nfeyerhof and W. E. Stephens, “X-band Video Crystals, ” NDRC 14-274,
Univ. of Penn., May 20, 1944; W. E. Meyerhof, “ Development Research on X-band
Video Crystals, ” NDRC 14-501, Univ. of Penn., Sept. 10, 1945.
~ * H Smith, ,J~Tse of Different
Ffllerg
in
Crystal Rectifiers, ” hTDRC 14_561>
Univ. of Penn,, Oct. 18, 1945.
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After the ingot is made, it is cut into slices and one surface is drypolished on 0000 emery paper. The low-level characteristics are found
to vary somewhat with temperature and time of heat-treatment.
Heating in air at a temperature of 975°C for 2hr appears to yield the highest figure of merit. The polished surface isthen etched in 10 percent
hydrofluoric acid, and the back surface then plated for soldering to the
cartridge stud. The final electrolytic etch used in the Radiation Laboratory procedure for mixer crystals reduces the figure of merit and is
therefore omitted.
11.12. Fabrication of the Whisker.-The
shape of the whisker wire
and its size influence both the stability and the figure of merit of the
video crystal.
Experiments by Meyerhof showed that, with 3.5-roil
wire, increasing the transverse dimension across the loop from approximately 0.035 to 0.065 in. improves the figure of merit by approximately a

%
o
FIG. 11.24.—Outline

--+

1--0,040”

of whisker-forming

die for video crystals.

factor of 2. The largest crimp was also the most satisfactory from the
viewpoint of crystal stability.
The dimensions of the die for making
this crimp in 3.5-roil wire are given in Fig. 11.24.
The conical whisker point is ground on Arkansas stone to make the
included angle of the cone between 70° and 90° and the point diameter
less than 0.1 roil. Stability is difficult to achieve in the double-loop
structure for wires smaller than about 3.5 roils.
11013. Adjustment of the Rectifying Contact.—The rectifying contact is adjusted in a device that advances the whisker toward the crystal
with a micrometer screw, and that is connected to a circuit for measuring
the video resistance, similar to that of Fig. 11.22. The contact pressure
is increased until the spring deflection is about 1 mil; at this stage the
low-level resistance should be less than 2000 ohms. The cartridge is then
tapped until the resistance is between 10,000 and 20,000 ohms.
Occasional y the resist ante is observed to drift immediate y after adjustment.
Stabilization can sometimes be achieved by additional tapping; otherwise
the unit is discarded.
After adjustment the units are impregnated with a Paratac-Opal wax
filler by the conventional vacuum-impregnation
method.
The filling
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should take place slowly, since rapid motion of the wax may alter the
contact.
As an example of what can be achieved by using these techniques in
the laboratory, of the 80 units assembled by Meyerhof, 54 were adjustable, 40 of them meeting the specifications for type 1N30 units—that is,
figure of merit greater than 55 in the tunable mixer, and video resistance
between the limits of 7000 and 21,000 ohms.
Some of these units were subjected to the JAN design tests, consisting
of a 10-in. drop test and a temperature cycle consisting Gf 2 hr at a
Of 22 units tested,
temperature of – 55°C followed by ~ hr at +70°C.
5 went outside the limits of 5000 to 25,000 ohms, and an additional
6 units shifted more than 40 per cent in resistance during the test. There
is still much to be desired therefore in the way of stability even with the
best techniques now available.
It has been pointed out that the coaxial
cartridge is preferable on this score; beyond that, hope for further
improvement probably lies in t!le possibility of discovering new techniques whereby the required small barrier capacitance can be obtained
by some means other than the reduction of contact area.
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The second

remarkable feature is the high resistance exhibited in the back direction
for a large range of applied voltages.
At the same time, conductance
in the forward direction are comparable with other rectifier types, corresponding to currents of 10 to 20 ma at 1 volt.
The peak back voltage
of the crystal,
shown in Fig. 12.1, has been
greatly
exceeded
since Benzer’s
original
work.
A curve typical of
crystals made later at Purdue is shown in Fig. 2.8. In the latter curve
the current scale is expanded and the curve has not been extended in the
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FIG. 12. 1.—Characteristic

-200 ~
curve of a high-inverse-voltage germanium rectifier.

forward direction to the negative-characteristic
region.
In the most
recent work reported by Staff and Theuerer 1 at the Bell Telephone
Laboratories, a process for making these rectifiers is reported ~vhich
yields rectifiers with a median value of 7.o ma forward current at I volt,
median reverse currents at 1 and 30 volts of 0.002 and 0.036 ma, and a
median peak inverse voltage of 200 volts.
Occasionally rectifiers have
been made with peak inverse voltages as high as 400 volts.
The negative-resistance region in the back direction has been used by
Benzer to produce oscillations at frequencies as high as 100 kc/see.
The
chief interest up to the present, however, has been in applications requiring the high back voltage and high resist ante in the back direction.
A
more detailed discussion of the properties will be given in the follo~~ing
sections.
L J,
I’oltage

H. Staff

“ Final Report on Preparation
of High
and H. C. Theuerer,
Germanium
Rectifiers, ” NDRC 14-555. BTL, Oct. 24, 1945,
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Though most of the work has been done with germanium, investigations at the University of Pennsylvania show that the high-inversevoltage property can be obtained with properly doped silicon.
The
results obtained will be discussed in Sec. 12.6.
Follo\ving Benzer’s discovery, extensive developmental
work was
carried out on germanium both at Purdue University and at Bell Telephone Laboratories, andseveral types areno~v manufactured.
Tentative
manufacturing specifications are listed in Appendix D; recent improvementsin manufacturing techniques already make feasible more stringent
specifications.
At present, it appears that the It”estern Electric Type
D171561 can be used to advantage in place of vacuum-tube diodes in
wideband receivers, and in receivers having a logarithmic response or
incorporating d-c feedback loops around individual i-f stages to prevent
overloading.
In the latter applications detectors are required at the
plates of several i-f stages. ‘The relatively large interelectrode capacity
of tubes reduces the gain-bandwidth product and makes the design of
In such cases the use of crystal detectors
wideband receivers difficult.
greatly simplifies the design problem.
The high-inverse-voltage rectifiers have also shown great promise in
the laboratory for applications in video circuits as clamping diodes, d-c
restorers, diode modulators, s\vitching circuits, etc. These applications,
in general, require very high back resistance up to at least 5 volts and,
depending on the application, up to as high as 50 volts, as \vellas stability
in the current-voltage characteristic under operating conditions.
The
advantages which the crystal rectifier has over the tube diode in these
applications include the following:
1. No filament voltage is required; consequently there is no need for a
heater po\ver supply or for the attendant sensitivity of the circuit
to fluctuations in heater voltage.
2. There is a relatively high forward conductance.
3. The current-voltage curve passes through the origin.
4. Tests in a diode modulator circuit indicate that the properties of
crystals drift less with time when under use than do the properties
of diodes.
.kmong the disadvantages of the crystal in some of these applications
are the sensitivity of the current voltage characteristic to temperature
and the variation in the characteristics from one crystal to another.
The high-back-voltage
crystals also have useful applications as lowfrequency rectifiers.
The 1A”34 “diode,”
manufactured by Sylvania
Electric Products Company, is rated for use at a maximum peak inverse
voltage of 50 volts, a peak anode current (sine-wave) of 60 ma maximum,
and an average anode current of 22.5 ma. This type is also recom-

7
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mended by Sylvania for use as a second detector or frequency discriminator up to frequencies as high as 100 lIc/sec.
Extensive developmental
programs ha~-e been carried out under
X DRC contracts, first at Purdue University’ and later at the Bell Tele phone Laboratories, z to investigate methods for impro~’ing the rectifying
characteristics and increasing the stability and uniformity of the product,
and to develop techniques for the quantity production of the units. As
in the case of mixer crystals, no attempt ~vill be made to describe the
procedures in detail but rather to describe typical procedures that represent the state of the art at present.
12.1. Preparation of the Ingot.—The germanium used at both Purdue
and Bell Telephone Laboratories is prepared from pure germanium
dioxide obtained from the Eagle-Pichcr Company and reduced in hydrogen by the method described in Sec. 101.
The ingots are made by melting the pure germanium with a specified
amount of the desired doping material, either in a high-vacuum furnace
at pressures of the order of 10–5 mm Hgj or in an atmosphere of helium.
After the charge is liquefied, a temperature gradient is established in the
crucible by raising the induction furnace coil at the rate of about ~ in. /min.
The ingot then solidifies from the bottom up\vard. Crucibles of quartz or
porcelain ha~’e been commonly used. Exceptionally good crystals have
been made also at the Bell Telephone Laboratories,3 by using pure
graphite crucible and omitting the addition of an impurity.
This
procedure will be discussed in detail later in this chapter.
Doping

Materials

and

Their

Effects

on

Rectification

Characieristics.—

An extensive investigation of various doping materials has been made
A-early all the metallic elements
by the group at Purdue University.
with the exception of the alkali metals and some of the rare elements,
have been tried. Alsoj some compounds have been tried as \vell as
The results of
mixtures of two or more elements in varying quantities.
this exploratory investigation on single elements may be classified as
follows:
1. Elements producing good high-inverse-~-oltage rectifiers: N, Sn, Ca,
Ni, Cuj Sr, Pd, Bi.
1 See R. M. Whaley and Paul Pickar, ‘‘ Preparation of High Voltage Germanium
Crystals, ” NDRC
14-341, Purdue Univ., A-ov. 1, 1944; R. M, V’haley,
“Further
Developments
in the Preparation
and Heat Treatment
of Germanium
Alloy s,”
XDRC
14-576, Purdue Univ., Oct. 31, 1945; and L. Boyarsky,
P. B. Pickar, A W.
McDonald,
R, iX. Smith, R. M. Whaley, and H. J. Yearian, “ Production and Perform-

ance of Germanium High Back Yoltage, High Back Resistance Crystal Rectifiers, ”
A’DRC 14-577, Purdue Univ., Oct. 31, 1945,
z See J. H. Staff and H, C. Theurer, lor. ciL
3Staff and Theuerer, op. cit.
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The Effect of Heat Treatment of the Ingot. —Interesting effects of heat
treatment of the ingot on the rectifying properties have been observed by
Staff and Theuerer.’
They found it possible to convert, reversibly, pto n-type germanium by the proper control of the time and temperature
of the heat treatment.
If an ingot is heated to 800°C and rapidly cooled,
the rectifying characteristics are practically destroyed as a consequence
of the conversion of the strongly rectifying n-type to the poorly rectifying

1Lot. cit.
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p-type.
Typical characteristic curves for the two types are shown for
comparison in Fig. 12.2. By a subsequent treatment of the rapidly
cooled ingot at 500”C for, let us say, 20 hr, or by slow cooling from 800°C,
the p-type germanium is entirely transformed to n-type, and all but the
upper one-third of the ingot exhibits peak inverse voltages above 50 volts.
Moreover, the shell material converted from p-to n-type exhibits superior
The treatment is therefore desirable
peak voltages and back resistance.
from the standpoint both of quality and quantity,
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Some of the conclusions reached by Staff after a detailed study of the
effect are as follows:
1. Since the heat treatment is reversible, the effect cannot be ascribed

to chemical change or to the diffusion of impurities.
This conclusion is further supported by the fact that the variation in peak
inverse voltage from the top to the bottom of the melt, ascribed to
variation in impurity in the melt, is not altered after heat cycling.
2. The concentration of impurities in the bottom of the ingot, which
is first to solidlfy and presumably is the purest region, is sufficient
for the conversion effect to occur.
On the other hand, there
appears to be an upper limit to the impurity concentration, as
evidenced by the fact that the topmost part of the ingot, which is
richest in impurities, is not altered by rapid cooling from 800”C.
3. The rate of conversion from p- to n-type germanium depends on
the temperature and appears to be a maximum at about 500”C.
4. Equi-valent results are obtained if the heat treatments are conducted in either a vacuum or helium atmosphere.
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5. Ingots prepared by fusing pure germanium in a graphite crllcih]e
without the addition of tin are n-type, with exceptionally high peak
voltages and back resistances.
Heat-treating effects in this material are completely analogous to those observed with tin-doped
germanium.
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Further experiments at Purdue University’ have yielded additional
interesting results. In these experiments, nitrogen ~vas added as an
impurity and graphite crucibles \verc used. The crucible and germanium
charge were given a preliminary outgassing at 700°C before nitrogen was
admitted, and the furnace region Ivas evacuated to a pressure of approximately 10–5 mm Hg. Similar results w-ere obtained with commercial
nitrogen and with nitrogen purified by passing it (1) through a P20s
drying tube, (2) over hot fresh copper turnings to remore oxygen, and
finally (3) through a liquid-air trap to remove ~vater vapor and carbon
dioxide.
Nitrogen was admitted to the vacuum system during the
melting operation.
Various pressures were tried and it was found that
the rectification characteristics were independent of pressure in the range
from 2 mm to 1 atmosphere; a pressure of about 0.1 mm was found
insufficient to produce usable alloys.
During the melting of the germanium powder a copious amount of brown smoke ~vas produced ~rhich
ceased after the germanium melted to form a regulus. Spectroscopic
analysis of powder condensed from the smoke showed the presence of
germanium only; hence the smoke may have been either an oxide or a
nitride.
Rectifiers made from the nitrogen-germanium ingots exhibited peak
back voltages from 100 to 200 volts, forward currents at 1 volt from 5 to
20 ma, and back resistances at 4 volts from about 50,000 to 400,000 ohms.
Ingots of nitrogen-germanium made in quartz or porcelain crucibles
had p-t ype high-resistance regions in the portions adjacent to the bottom
and sides of the crucible where solidification first takes place.
This
phenomenon was never observed when graphite crucibles were used.
It was found that nitrogen-germanium ingots made in graphite crucibles
respond to heat-treatment in a manner similar to that reported by Staff.
Heating the ingot either in vacuum or in an atmosphere of nitrogen
at a temperature of 650”C converted some of the n-type region to p-type
material, whereas subsequent treatment at 5000C reconverted it to n-type.
In further experiments on heat treatment, Whaley2 found that
germanium-tin alloys prepared in vacuum and subjected to heat-treatment at the same temperature and for the same lengths of time as those
used in the Bell Telephone Laboratories experiments showed no changes
resulting from the treatment.
With ingots prepared in an atmosphere
of helium, however, the results obtained duplicated those reported by
Staff, both for the germanium-tin alloy and for pure germanium melted
in a graphite crucible.
These experiments suggest that an acceptor
impurity present in the helium may be taken up by the germanium in the
I R. M. Whaley, “ Further Developments in the Preparation and Heat Treatment
of Germanium Alloy s,” NDRC 14-576, Purdue Univ., Oct. 31, 1945.
z Lot. cii.
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As far as can be ascertained no further work has been
melting process.
reported that will definitely establish a theory of the role of impurities in
the rectifying properties of germanium.
12.2. Etching and Surface Treatment.—The ingot is cut into wafers;
one side of each is copper-plated for soldering to the cartridge mounting
stud. The rectifying face is ground to a smooth surface on glass charged
with water and 600 aloxite or alumina.
The polishing procedure used
with mixer crystals is not necessary and has been omitted in both the
Purdue and the Bell Telephone Laboratories procedures.
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difference in d-c characteristics produced by the following:
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mounted on knurled brass studs which are forced into the collars until
the desired contact is made; they are then soldered in place with a lowmelting-point solder. The unit is hermetically sealed and hence requires
no wax filler for protection from moisture; if a filler is used to increase
mechanical stability, a filling hole, as shown, can be provided for introducing it.
No significant difference in rectification characteristics has been found
when different whisker materials are used; consequently, as in mixer
crystals, tungsten is commonly used.
The adjustment of the rectifying contact is made by the techniques
already described; a spring deflection of 2 roils is satisfactory.
As a final step the rectifier is given a stabilizing power treatment.
Such a treatment was suggested by observations of Benzer,’ who discovered that the d-c characteristic in the back direction exhibits a hysteresis
effect when traversed for the first time-that
is, the characteristic is
different for increasing and decreasing voltages; repeated traversals, however, are identical provided the initial maximum voltage is not exceeded.
The change of the characteristic results, in general, in higher back
It was further foundz that relatively high back resistances
resistances.
were not stable when measured before and after the application of
The resistance measured
voltages approaching the peak back voltage.
immediately afterward was frequently as low as one-tenth the initial
value, partially or completely recovering to the initial value after standing for about one minute.
Further experimentation3 showed that the application of power overloads in the form of pulses of about one-second duration are very effective
This power treatment can
in raising and stabilizing the back resistance.
be effected with either direct or alternating current.
If direct current is
used in the back direction, the pulses are applied to the peak of the
characteristic or beyond; in the forward direction, optimum currents
range from 0.2 to 0.8 amp. With alternating current, the peak forward
current will usually lie somewhere in the range from 0.2 to 1.0 amp. By
gradually increasing the applied voltage between pulses an optimum
value can be found for a given rectifying contact.
Scaff4 has found
1S. 13enzer, “The High Voltage Germanium Rectifier,” N’DRC 14342, Purdue
Univ., Nov. 1, 1944.
1L. L. Boyarzky, R. N. Smith, and H. J. Yearian, “Properties of Germanium HighBack Voltage Rectifier Units,” NDRC 14-413, Purdue Univ., Mar. 19, 1945.
~L. L. Boyarsky, P. B. Picker, A. W. McDonald, R. N. Smith, R. ~1. Whaley, and
H. J. Yearian, “ Production and Performance of Germanium High Back Voltage,
High Back Resistance Crystal Rectifiers, ” h-DRC 14-577, Purdue Univ., Oct. 31,
1945.
4J. H. Staff and H. C. Theuerer, “Final Report on Preparation of High Back
Voltage Germanium Rec~ifiers,” NDRC 14-555, BTL, Ott, 24, 1945,
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..
that the a-c treatment is preferable to d-c treatment in its stabilizaticm
effect. ‘l’he a-c stabilization method adopted at Bell Telephone Laborat mies consists of applying 30-volt a-c pulses 0.8 sec long at a frequency
of 60 cps.
This voltage is applied to the crystal in series with a 50-ohm
The process is repeated until the back resistance measured
resistance.
at 5 volts remains unchanged after the application of 50 volts in the back
direction.
The effects of the power treatment may be summarized as follows:
1. Back resistances are increased on the average by an order of magnitude.
This increase is general up to voltages of one-half or
two-thirds the peak voltage; the resistance in the neighborhood
of the peak is not increased by more than a factor of 2.
2. Power-treated units show negligible hysteresis after application
of the peak back voltage.
3. Experiments at Purdue with germanium-tin and germanium-nitrogen crystals indicate that forward conductance are usually decreased
somewhat by the power treatment; high initial values are decreased
by amounts up to 50 per cent while lower values are little changed.
Although thk effect is undesirable, the change is not a serious one.
Experiments at Bell Telephone Laboratories with pure germanium
melted in graphite crucibles show that the forward current at 1 volt
is somewhat increased by the power treatment (see Fig. 12.4).
1. Power-treated units show somewhat better over-all performance
Moreover, poweras second detectors than untreated units.
treated units do not show a decrease in peak back voltage in going
from direct current to 30 Me/see; such a decrease is observed with
untreated units.
5. The peak back voltage is, on the average, increased somewhat
with germanium-nitrogen materials.
With the germanium fused
in graphite the change is not significant.
After adjustment and power treatment the cartridges are impregnated with wax. The Paratac-Opalwax mixture used in mixer crystals
melts at a temperature less than 90”C, a temperature at which the
germanium crystal might be required to operate in some applications.
The Bell Telephone Laboratories have used as filler, therefore, a mixture
This wax melts between 95°C and
of 20 per cent Acrawax C in Paratac.
100”C and does not damage the rectifiers at temperatures as low as
– 50”C.
It appears to be somewhat inferior to the Paratac-Opalwax
mixture in shock protection.
This is not a serious disadvantage in view
of the fact that vibration tests at the Radiation Laboratory indicate that
unwaxed cartridges withstand vibration tests required of components
permanently wired into actual sets, The ckief function of the wax is,
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therefore, to protect the unit against moisture.
Experiments at Bell
Telephone Laboratories with the Paratac-Acrawax mixture show some
change in d-c characteristics after prolonged exposure to 100 per cent
relative humidity at 90”C.
This is not thought to be serious, however,
since ordinarily storage at 43°C and 95 per cent relative humidity is
considered to be an accelerated tropical test, supplying a water content
about twice that of “ normal” tropical conditions.
The condition of
100 per cent relative humidity at 90”C provides approximately 15 times
the water content of the “ normal” tropical condition.
Extensive investigations have been made by the group at Purduel
in an attempt to improve the protection of the crystal against high
humidities at high temperature.
They found that, in general, impregnation with wax had the deleterious effect of tending to restore the
hysteresis that had been removed by the power treatment.
It is to be
recalled that this hysteresis is a decrease in back resistance after the
application of high back voltage, followed by a gradual return to higher
values.
It was found that with Paratac-Acrawax filler the hysteresis at
50 volts is negligible, whereas the peak hysteresis in some cases involved
resistance changes as large as a factor of 10, followed by restoration
usually to the initial value in a matter of a minute or less. Thus, the
effect of waxing alone should not impair performance in circuits where
the maximum inverse voltage does not approach the peak, or where the
maintenance of constant high back resistance is not required.
The Purdue group reports the following as unsatisfactory for moisture
protection: coating the surface of the crystal with Pliobond, butyl
methacrylate, or silicone.
External coating of the cartridge with F125
cement, Pliobond, polystyrene cement, and glyptal were tried.
Of these,
the F125 cement showed most promise, although it did not always protect
against 100 per cent humidity at 90”C.
These experiments appear to
show that the most satisfactory solution of the problem is likely to be an
unimpregnated, hermetical y sealed cartridge, such as the one shown in
Fig. 12.3.
12.4. Low-frequency Properties.-The
properties of interest in the
low-frequency application of germanium rectifiers are the peak back
voltage, the back resistances at voltages as high as 50 volts, the forward
conductance at voltages under 1 volt, and the constancy of these properties under typical operating conditions.
These characteristics, at the
present stage of development, are best illustrated by a series of distribution curves representing data taken on a large number of rectifiers made
in the laboratory by Staff and Theuerer2 during the development work
‘ Boyarsky et al., 10C.cit. (See footnote 3, page 370.)
z J. H. Staff and H. C. Theuerer, “Final Report on Preparation of High Back
Voltage Germanium Rectifiers,” NDRC 14-555, BTL, Oct. 24, 1945.
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12.4
on germanium rectifiers at Bell Telephone Laboratories.
shows the cumulative distribution curves for the forward conductance in
Curves 1 and 2 are for tin-doped
four different manufacturing processes.
germanium and show that the effect of heat treatment tends to decrease
the forward conductance; however, the magnitude of the decrease is not
serious. Curves 3 and 4 for germanium fused in graphite show a still
smaller conductance, which is somewhat improved by the a-c power
treatment, as shown by Curve 4. The improvement in other properties
for this type of germanium, however, is rather marked, as can be seen
in the following curves.
100
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28

32

D+forwardcurrentat onevoltin ma
FIG. 12.4.—CumuIative
distribution curves of forward conductance obtained at Bell
Telephone Laboratories from various germanium ingots.
(1) 50-gm germanium + 1 per
cent tin ingots.
(2) 50-gm germanium + 1 per cent tin ingots, heat-treated.
(3) 50-gm
germanium ingots, fused in graphite and heat-treated.
(4) 50-gm germanium ingots, fused
in graphite, heat-treated, and a-c stabilized.

Figures 12.5 and 12.6 show the cumulative distribution curves of
back current at 1 volt and 30 volts, respectively, for the same manufacturing processes used in obtaining the data of Fig. 12.4. The superiorityy in
high back resistance obtained by the heat treatment and a-c stabilization
of pure germanium fused in graphite is evident from Curve 4, which shows
that about 50 per cent of the rectifiers made by this process have back
resistances of 0.5 megohm or more for back voltages as large as 30 volts.
Figure 12.7 shows the distribution of peak inverse voltages.
It is
evident again that the germanium fused in graphite is superior in this
property, 50 per cent of the units having peak inverse voltages of 200
volts or greater; some units have been measured with peak inverse
voltages of 425 volts.
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Temperature
E~ects.—The d-c characteristic of the germanium rectifier is a function of temperature.
This is an intrinsic property to be
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FIG. 12.5.—Cumulative
distribution curves of back current at 1 volt obtained at
Bell Telephone Laboratories for rectifiers from various ingots.
(1) 50-gm germanium
+ 0.1 per cent tin ingots.
(2) 50-gm germanium + 0.1 per cent tin ingots, heat-treated.
(3) 50-gm germanium ingots fwsed in graphite, heat-treated, and a-c stabilized.
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FIG. 12.6.—Cumulative
distribution curves of back current at 30
Bell Telephone Laboratories for rectifiers from various ingots.
(1) 50-gm
per cent tin ingots.
(2) 50-gm germanium + 0.1 per cent tin ingots,
50-gm germanium ingots fused in graphite and heat-treated.
(4) 50-gm
fused io graphite, heat-treated, and a-c stabilized.

1.6

1.8

2.0

volts obtained at
germanium + 0.1
heat-treated.
(3)
germanium ingots

expected on the basis of the theory of contact rectification discussed in
Chaps. 3 and 4; and it is an effect of considerable practical importance
in applications where a constant high back resistance at several volts is
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required.
The nature of the temperature variation can be seen from
Fig. 12.8, where the forward andreverse parts of the characteristic curve
of a typical germanium rectifier are plotted for four temperatures ranging
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FIG. 12.7.—Cumulative
distribution curves of the peak inverse voltage obta,ned at
Bell Telephone Laboratories for rectifiers from various germanium ingots.
(1) 50-gm
@) 50-gm germanium + 0.1 per cent tin ingots,
germanium + 0.1 per cent tin ingots.
heat-treated.
(3) 50-gm germanium ingots fused in graphite and heat-treated.
(4) 50-gm
germanium ingots fused in graphite, heat-treated, and a-c stabilized.
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from – 40° to +95”C.
It is seen that in the forward direction the variation of resistance is small in the vicinity of 1 volt; at a few tenths of
a volt, in the exponential region of the characteristic, the forward
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FIG. 12,8.—Effect

of temperature

on the d-c characteristics
inverse-voltage rectifier.

of a typi’cal germanium

high-

resistance decreases rapidly with increasing temperature; at a voltage
of 0.1 volt the resistance at 95°C is an order of magnitude less than that
at 25”C.
Similarly, in the back direction the resistance at voltages of a

i.
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few volts decreases rapidly as the temperature increases, wherer.+ at 30
or 40 volts the change is much less.
Benzer’ has made a detailed study of the d-c cllara{tcristic from
30 volts in the back direction to 1 volt for\vard o\-er the temperature
range from — 180° to + 145°C, for germanium doped \rith various impurities such as nitrogen, tin, nickel, and bismuth.
Benzer’s results indicate that in the back direction the temperature
variation is small for units with low back resistance.
For crystals of
high back resistance, however, large variations were observed.
In general, the back characteristic can be resolved into three current compo-
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FIG. 12.9.—Back
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I-lG. 12.10.—Forward
of a germanium rectifier as a function of
temperature.

nents whose relative magnitudes ~-ary from crystal to crystal.
One
component is exponential, rising to a saturation value at a fraction of a
volt. The saturation current tails off into the second component, which
is essentially linear. The third component rises more rapidly than
linearly as the voltage is increased.
The saturation- and linear-current
components decrease rapidly with temperature; the third component
does not. Figure 129 shows the back characteristic as a function of
temperature for a rectifier in which the exponential and linear components
predominate.
At a temperature of – 170”C (not shown on the graph)
the third component is predominant and shows very little variation up to
– 78°C.
The saturation current varies with temperature according to
simple diode theory—that is, a plot of log i vs. 1/T is linear.
1S. Benzer, “Temperature Dependence of High Voltage Germanium Rectifier
D-C Characteristics,” hTDRC 14-579, Purdue Univ., Oct. 31, 1945.
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A plot of the forward characteristic as a function of temperature is
shown in Fig. 12”10. Benzer has measured as a function of temperature
the constant a in the equation for the f orward characteristic (see Sec. 4.4):
I = A[tw’” -“)

–

1],

where V. k the potential applied to the rectifier, r is the spreading
resistance, and A and a are constants, the latter having the theoretical
value of e/kZ’.
Asinths case of mixer crystals, themeasured value of a
at room temperature is less than the theoretical value of about 40 volt–l.
With mixer crystals Yearianl found that in some cases a was independent
of temperature, and for others was approximately proportional to 1/7’
as the temperature was in creased. For the high-back-voltage germanium
crystals, Benzer found that a decreases even more rapidly than I/T’ as T
k increased.
For example a rectifier for which a = 27 at 300”K has a
value of a = 6 at 425”K.
Life Tests.—Varied life tests have been run on germanium rectifiers
at both room and elevated temperatures, with the applied power in the
form of d-c pulses, continuous d-c, and both low- and high-frequency a-c
power.
Tests were conducted by the Purdue group2 on representative crystals
that were connected to a 45-volt d-c source for periods up to 120 hr at a
temperature of 90”C.
Back resistance, peak back voltage, and forward
current were measured before, during, and after the test. These measurements reflect the general changes with temperature already discussed: namely, at high temperatures the back resistance is decreased,
more at low voltage than at high, and the forward current is increased.
The changes during the test were not great and showed no particular
trend up or down; this is also true of the initial and final room-temperature values of resistance.
Tests were also conducted on a number of power-treated units, using
in the back direction 50-volt d-c pulses of various shapes ranging from
a square pulse 500 psec long to pulses decaying exponentially with time
constants up to several thousand microseconds.
In all cases, the pulse
is followed by a pulse in the forward direction giving rise to a maximum
forward current of from-a fraction of a milliampere to 80 ma. The pulses
were applied with the crystal at 90”C.
The tests were designed to
simulate conditions met in d-c restorer and clamping diode circuits.
In
‘ H. J, Yearian, “Investigation of Crystal Rectifier D-C Characteristics, ” N’DRC
14-115, Purdue Univ., Dec. 3, 1942.
z L. Boyamky, P. B. Picker, A. W. hIcDonald, R. h’. Smith, R. M. Whaley, and
H. J. Yearian, “ Production and Performance of Germanium High Back Voltage,
High Back Resistance Crystal Rectifiers,” NDRC 14-577, Purdue Univ., Oct. 31,
1945.
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general, the pulses produced no serious changesin crystal characteristics
over extended periods of time; none of the units on test failed, and several
showed no significant change in their d-c characteristics; most of the
units changed by less than 35 per cent in back resistance, the results
varying somewhat with the nature of the pulse.
Tests have been conducted at Bell Telephone Laboratories
with a
group of 100 germanium rectifiers, some unfilled, and others filled with
the Paratac-Opalwax or the Paratac-Acrawax mixture.
The test consisted in the application of 2-volt a-c power at 60 cps for a period of
2000 hr, with the crystals at 90°C.
During the course of the test the
units were periodically brought to room temperature and the d-c characteristics measured.
The data show that only minor changes in the
characteristics were found.
In some cases deterioration in back resistance was observed; in others the back resistance was higher than the
initial values after 2000 hr. Some of the waxed units exhibited hysteresis
effects after an initial period of the treatment; these disappeared after
600 hr of treatment.
12.6. High-frequency Properties.-Because
of the interest in the use
of high-inverse-voltage rectifiers as second detectors in radar receivers,
the investigation of high-frequency properties has been confined for the
most part to frequencies of 60 Me/see or less. Most of the work has
been done at 30 Me/see, but enough semiquantitative experiments have
been done at higher frequencies in the neighborhood at 60 Me/see to
indicate that second-detector performance at this frequency is not much
In addition, test methods have been
inferior to that at 30 hIc/sec.
developed and test equipment has been designed by the Purdue group
for the measurement of rectification efficiency, over-all detector performance, and i-f impedance in a wideband detector circuit at 30 hfc/sec.
Forward Conductance
as a Function
of Frequency.—An
investigation
of the variation in forward conductance as a function of frequency has
The method consists essentially of a measurebeen made by Yearian.2
ment of the rectified current obtained when a sinusoidal voltage wave is
applied to the crystal under conditions such that there is no d-c bias.
The applied voltage is then symmetrical about the origin of the crystal
characteristic and, since the back resistance of the crystals is usually very
high, the average’ value of the current (as read by a d-c meter in series
with the crystal) will depend almost entirely on the forward conductance
at the applied voltage.
Suitable precautions were taken to insure that
1J. H. Staff and H. C. Theuerer, “ Final Report on Preparationof High Back
Voltage GermaniumRectifiers,” NDRC 14-555, BTL, Oct. 24, 1945.
gH. J. Yearian, “Dependence of Forward Conductance and Back Resistanceof
High Back Voltage Germaniumon Voltage and Frequency,” ATDRC14581, Purdue
Univ., Oct. 31, 1945.
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the applied a-c voltage was maintained sinusoidal and that the d-c bias
was negligible.
Using thk arrangement, the rectified current was mess.
ured for a-c voltages up to 2 volts at frequencies up to 60 Me/see.
Figure 1211 shows the ratio of the rectified current at an applied
rms voltage of 0.8 volt to that for a
1.0
60-cps voltage of 0.8 volt as a function of frequency
for a typical
~ 0.8
g
germanium rectifier.
This ratio is
~ 0.6
unity at 1000 cps but begins to fall
off at higher frequencies, with a $0.4
value of about 0.5at3014c/sec.
A >02
linear plot of the same data shows
0 B
that at low frequencies the current
Owl
0.01 0.1
1
10
lco
Frequency in Mc\sec
ratio decreases more rapidly with
FIG. 12.11.—Rectified
current as a
frequency than at high frequencies;
function of frequency for a typical gerthe logarithmic plot of Fig. 12.11,
manium high-inverse-voltage
rectifier.
however, indicates that the ratio
does not approach
a lower limit in the frequency region investigated.
..
The ratio does not, nevertheless, become zero at around 1000 Me/see,
as is indicated by an extrapolation of the curve; rectification, although
very small, is still observed at 3000 Me/see.
1.0\
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100Kc,~sec
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1.0
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1,4

Applied rms voltage in volts
FIG. 12.12.—-4

comparison of the rectification at various frequencies as a function of

applied voltage.
The ratio of the rectified current at a specified frequency to that at
60 cps is not independent of the applied voltage as can be seen from
Fig. 12.12, where this ratio is plotted as a function of applied voltage
for the various frequencies.
It can be seen that the ratio is much larger
at lower voltages than at high, approaching unity at zero voltage and
decreasing to a constant minimum value for voltages greater than about

1
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0.6 ~’olt rms. In this constant range the data may be represented by the
empirical relation
I(f)

(1)

= 1(60) *W,

\vhere I(j) is the rectified current at the frequency ~ and a is a constant
For the crystal of Fig. 12.11, a has the value of
for a particular crystal.
0.2 (3fc/see)-~’.
Yearian has interpreted these results to mean that the frequency
sensitivity of the rectifier lies in the spreading resistance in series with the
rectifying barrier. This conclusion is suggested by the fact that the
decrease of rectified current with increasing frequency is much smaller
at low voltages where the spreading resistance has little effect on the
current; as the applied voltage is increased the voltage s~~ing reaches the
linear portion of the characteristic where the effect of the spreading
resistance
is predominant.
To
explain the existence of the frequency effect at voltages below 0.2
volt rms, where the main spreading
O~Oill$y
resistance should have little effect
on the current, Yearian assumes the
rnulticontact model of the barrier
with local spreading resistances in
FIG.
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the entire back characteristic
by properly adjusting the tube plate
current and the input signal.
For the measu;emen; of peak back voltages at 30 Me/see the circuit
of Fig. 12”14a has been used by the Purdue group. 1 A 30-Mc/sec source
The
of power is connected to the crystal in series with a large condenser.
distribution of voltage over the current-voltage characteristic is shown in
Fig. 12. 14b. The voltage swings slightly positive for a short time
sufficient to replace the charge that leaks off through the back resistance
Since the back resistance is in genduring the remainder of the cycle.
eral very large compared with the forward resistance, the inverse voltage
applied to the crystal ~,.f -1- ~& is approximately equal to twice the
value of Vd-c. The peak inverse voltage is measured by increasing the
power from the 30-Mc/sec source until both V,., and V+. decrease or at

o

L

L

o

FIG. 12.14 (a). —Circuit
for the measurement of peak
inverse voltage at 30 MC/sec.

FIG. 12.14(b) .—Voltage
distribution over the crystal characteristic.

least no longer increase.
Provided the source of power is sufficiently
stable, this will occur when the peak inverse voltage is exceeded and the
back resistance suddenly decreases.
Measurements by this method on a large number of germanium rectifiers made without power treatment showed that a majority withstood
definitely lower peak inverse voltages at 30 Me/see than at direct current,
most of them having values of from 40 to 80 per cent of the d-c value.
Measurements made at 55 Me/see showed a further reduction from the
30-Mc/sec value, although not as much as that from direct current to
30 Me/see.
At 10 Me/see, values were obtained intermediate between
the d-c and 30-hlc/sec values.
It was found that the results reported in the preceding paragraphs
could be altered by modifying the circuit in such a way that conduction
in the forward direction was eliminated during any part of the cycle.
This modification was accomplished by connecting to the condenser
terminals a d-c voltage, and adjusting it so that Vd.c is maintained equal
With this modification, the peak inverse
to or slightly greater than V,.,.
voltages observed with rectifiers not power-treated are always greater
1L. L. Boyarsky, R. N. Smith, and H, J. Yearian, “Properties of Germanium High
Back Voltage Rectifier TJnits,” NDRC 14-413, Purdue Univ., Mar. 19, 1945.
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than those observed when forward current is observed, and sometimes
greater than the d-c peak.
These effects are-not observed with germanium rectifiers that have
been subjected to the power treatment described in Sec. 12.3. The
power-treated units exhibit substantially the same peak inverse voltage
at 30 Me/see asthe d-c value.
The Crystal Z-f Impedance at 30 Me/see —In the application of crystal
rectifiers as second detectors, the i-f impedance of the crystal is of importance because of the loading of thearnplifie
rstagewhich is connected to
the detector circuit.
Thelowerthe
i-f impedance of the detector circuit,
the less will be the i-f voltage across it, because of the effect of the internal
impedance of the i-f source.
Test equipment has been designed by Smith and Yearianl for measuring second-detector properties, including the impedance at 30 Me/see.
In this method the crystal in series with a condenser is connected to a
high-Q sinusoidal source of r-f voltage of about 600 ohms internal resistance, as shown in Fig. 12.14. No load resistor is used. The applied
voltage is measured by an r-f voltmeter.
The crystal impedance is
measured by comparing the decrease in voltage from the open circuit
value with the crystal in the circuit to that with a carbon resistor in the
circuit,
In general, the i-f impedance measured by the method just described
decreases as the measuring voltage is increased, but the way in which
the impedance changes as the applied voltage is increased varies widely
from crystal to crystal.
For a peak applied voltage of 10 volts, the i-f
impedance of a representative sample of germanium rectifiers ranged
from about 1000 ohms to more that 18,000 ohms, the limit of the measuring equipment.
Measurements made at Bell Telephone Laboratories on
high-back resistance rectifiers gave values all above the range of the
measuring equipment—namely,
18,000 ohms.
The i-f impedance depends on the d-c back resistance of the rectifier,
but it is difficult to correlate these quantities quantitatively with measured values of the back resistance because of the nonlinearity of the back
characteristic.
If a perfect diode (that is, one for which the forward
conductance and back resistance are infinite) is assumed, it can readily be
shownz that the i-f resistance is one-half the load resistance connected
By means of a Fourier analysis,
to the terminals of the condenser.
Yearian3 has calculated the i-f resistance for various idealized characteristic curves.
For example, assuming no load resistor, infinite forward
1R. N. Smith and H. J. Yearian, “Test Equipment for Germanium Second Detector Units,’ NDRC 14=394, Purdue Univ., Jan. 25, 1945.
2See Microwave Receivers, Vol. 23, %. 7.1, Radiation Laboratory Series.
1 Loc . m“f
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conductance, and constant back resistance, the i-f resistance is one-third
the back resistance.
With finite forward conductance the expression
for the i-f resistance becomes, to a close approximation,
(2)

where Rb is the constant back resistance and ~ is the rectification efficiency, which in this case will be very nearly equal to unity.
As we have
seen, the actual crystal rectifier is ordinarily far from linear in the back
direction and varies greatly from crystal to crystal.
Yearian concludes
from his analysis that where the back characteristic has a very rapid
loowf
3

60 Cpsto
rectifier
FICI. 12. 15.—Impedance

tester for measuring the impedance
at 30 Me/see.

of crystal second

detectors

increase, or “ tail,’’—as, for example, the region where the peak inverse
voltage is approached—the i-f resistance may be as low as one-eighth of
the average back resistance obtained by taking the time average over the
i-f cycle of the conductance in the back direction.
Figure 12.15 shows the circuit details for an impedance tester designed
by the Purdue group for routine testing of i-f impedance at 30 Me/see.
The detector circuit is the same as that shown in Fig. 12.14. A 6J5 oscillator. drives the 6AG7, which supplies the sinusoidal 30-Mc/sec voltage
across the 600-ohm resistor. This voltage is measured by a vacuum-tube
voltmeter employing a 955 tube, with a high-impedance d-c meter to
measure its output.
Standard voltages are chosen as 20 and 10 volts
peak with no crystal in place; these are adjusted by the HI and LO controls. The equipment is calibrated by means of standard carbon resistors
ranging from 20,000 to 500 ohms. The output inductance on the 6AG7

I
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tube is adjusted on open circuit to maximize the output and should be
checked periodically, in consequence of the fairly high Q of the circuit.
Second-detector
Performance.—In
order to investigate the behavior of
germanium crystals as second detectors two types of testing equipment
have been used. 1 The first of these is designed to simulate the conditions
of operation that would be encountered in the second detector of an
actual wideband receiver.
The second set was designed for measuring the
rectification efficiency of a wideband detector circuit.
The output stage and detector circuit used in the set for measuring
over-all performance are shown in Fig. 12.16. It consists of a 30-Mc/sec
wideband output stage employing an 807 tube and having a voltage
amplification with the detector removed of about, 5.2. A load resistor of
1000 ohms and a bypass condenser
E+
of 10 ppf is used, which gives a time
constant of 0.01 ~sec. The induct------ante is tuned to resonate with the
RFC
I.f Input
total
capacity
to
ground at a
Detector
voltage
10
output
frequency of 30 Me/see.
1000 ,Oltage
f
p!-1
The behavior of representative
germanium rectifiers in this circuit is
i-f output and
rlG, 1216.—Wi[lehand
second detector
cmc llt for Illeaau] mg overshown in Fig. 12.17, where the rectiall detector perform ~llce.
fied output voltage ~d.. is plotted as
a function of t’le peak voltage applied to the grid of the tube.
Two
properties exhibited by the curves are of interest, namely, the sensitivityy,
or slope of the curve, and the range of linearity, which is defined by the
upper and lower limit of applied i-f voltage beyond which the sensitivity
It is seen from the curves that the slope
decreases below a useful value.
is nearly constant over a range from about 0.5 to 5 volts, depending on
.kt higher voltages the sensitivity decreases because the
the crystal.
back resistance becomes low enough to decrease the efficiency of rectification and at low voltages the forward resistance becomes comparable
to the load resistance, which also decreases the rectification efficiency.
The maximum slope is obtained by measurements at medium input
grid voltages (about 3 volts).
At thk level the rectification efficiency
of the best crystals approaches that of a perfect diode, since the back
resistances me very high at this voltage and the peak voltage in the forward direction is high enough to be in the region of very low forward
Afeasurements made on a large number of units established
resistance.
maximum slope of 1.2 for the circuit of Fig. 12.16.

I

mlrn
1L. L. 130yarsky,

R. N. Smith, and H. J. Yearian,

“ Properties

of Germanium

High

Back Voltage Rectifier Units, ” NDRC
14-413, Purdue Univ., hfar. 19, 1945; and
for Germar.ium Second Detector
R. N. Smith and H. J. Yearian, “Test Equipment
Llnits, ” NDRC
14-394, Purdue Univ., Jan. 23, 1945.
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In defining the range of linearity, a standard allowable variation in
sensitivity has been arbitrarily chosen to be a factor of 2, the maximum
sensitivity being taken as the maximum slope (in this case, 1.2), and the
minimum sensitivity being one-half this value.
Using this criterion,
valuw of 0.1 and 10.0 peak volts applied to the grid have been established
by measurements on a large number of rectifiers as an approximate average of the upper and lower limits of the range of linearity.
Once these
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rectifiers in the circuit

levels are established, a measurement of the slope at these two levels
gives an indication of the performance as a second detector.
If the
slope exceeds onehalf the maximum sensitivityy, then the range of linearity will be greater than the standard range, and the sensitivity of the
unit will be greater than this half-value throughout the standard range.
The sensitivity at the high and low levels can be measured by modulating
the 30-Mc/sec carrier at a low frequency, let us say, 00 cps, and measuring the detector output at the modulation frequency.
Figure 12.18 shows the circuit details of the Type B test set designed
by the Purdue University group for the routine testing of over-all performance, as outlined in the preceding paragraphs.
It was designed
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for the purpose of establishing standard levels at which to make measurements and to establish standards of performance at these levels; the
tentative specifications listed in Table D-3 of Appendix D are written
for this equipment.
The set consists of a 6J5 30-Mc/sec oscillator followed by a 6AG7, which decouples the oscillator from the following
output stage and provides a variable attenuation for the low-level
measurement and a 60-cps modulation for the sensitivityy measurement.
The output stage and rectifier circuit is that of Fig. 12.16.
The 955 tube serves as an r-f voltmeter which is used to set the output
volt age at standard values of HI and LO of 24.7 volts and 0.5 volt respecR+

I
f

DC A<
Dc AC
to voltmeters

FIG, 12, 18.—Type

B test aet for meaeuring over-all performance of crystal second detectors
for an intermediate frequency of 30 Mc/6ec.

tively, corresponding to the limits of 10 volts and 0.1 volt previously
established for the peak voltages applied to the grid of the output stage.
Provision is also made for measurements at a medium voltage of 7.2 volts.
The r-f voltmeter does not read the true 30-Mc/sec voltage with a crystal
in the detector circuit because of the distortion introduced by the crystal.
The levels are therefore set with a 600-ohm carbon resistor in the crystal
holder. The 955 tube with a load of 500,000 ohms serves also for measuring the amount of modulation.
With a 500,000-ohm load the time
constant is short enough so as not to attenuate the 60-cps rectified
modulation.
The modulation voltage is standardized at 0.92 peak volt
for a reading of 24.7 volts at 30 Me/see.
For the measurement of these
voltages high-impedance a-c and d-c voltmeters are connected to the

I
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The same
appropriate out put terminals of the 955 detector circuit.
meters are switched to the crystal output terminals for the test measurements.
The variable inductance in the output circuit of the 807 is
tuned to give maximum output voltage with a GoO-ohm resistor in the
crystal holder.
This corresponds closely to the adjustment for maximum
output with a good germanium detector in place.
The modulation method is satisfactory for measuring sensitivity at
high and medium levels but is impractical at low level. At low level,
experiments show good correlation between sensitivity and d-c output
voltage for a given type of rectifier; at the standard low-level input,
35 mv d-c output corresponds to a slope of about one-half the maximum
value at medium levels. To calibrate the output of the 807 for the
low-level test, standard crystals are used which have been checked
against primary standards maintained at the standards laboratory; the
955 voltmeter is inadequate at this voltage level. The crystal output
voltage is measured with a 20,000-ohm millivoltmeter.
Measurements have been made at Purdue University 1 on representative samples of power-treated units having very high back resistances; these units had been made at Purdue and at the Bell Telephone
Laboratories.
With the high-level 30-Mc/sec input (24.7 volts) the d-c
output voltages average about 10 volts, with variations of not more
than a volt or so from crystal to crystal.
The 60-cps modulation output
With the low-level 30-Mc/sec
voltage varies from about 0.3 to 0.4 volt.
input voltage, the d-c output voltage is more than 40 mv for the Bell
Telephone Laboratories units and somewhat lower for the Purdue units.
A comparison of these results with those for rectifiers that have not been
subjected to power treatment shows that the power treatment causes an
increase in the high-level output voltage of the detector, especially in the
a-c output voltage where the increase is by a factor of about two. This
fact implies that the range of linearity of the response has been extended
to considerably higher input levels by the power treatment.
At low
level the Bell Telephone Laboratories power treatment also causes a
significant increase in the a-c output voltage, but the somewhat more
drastic power treatment used in manufacturing the Purdue crystals causes
a small decrease of sensitivity at this level. Results obtained with a
sample of germanium crystals made by Sylvania Electrical Products
Company are comparable to those obtained for the Purdue heat-treated
units.
It is evident from these results that the power treatment, which
improves the d-c properties, also improves second-detector performance.
I L. Boyarsky, P. B. Picker, A. W. McDonald, R. N. Smith, R. M. Whaley, and
H. J. Yearian, “Production and Performance of Germanium High Back Voltage, High
Back Resistance Crystal Rectifiers, ” NDRC 14577, Purdue Univ., Oct. 31, 1945.
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Experiments have been performed by Boyarsky and Smithl on the
effect of bias and detector load on over-all performance, using a set
similar to the Type B set but modified so that positive d-c bias could be
With a detector load of 1000 ohms, an
applied to the crystal detector.
optimum bias of about 0.12 volt decreases the lower limit of linearity from
about 0.1 volt on the grid of the input stage to about 0.07 volt; for a
larger detector load resistance the effect was smaller.
Without bias, the effect of increasing load resistance is to increase
both the sensitivity and range of linearity, as would be expected.
Rectification
E$ciency.—For
routine testing of second-detector crystals the system of measurements just described for the Type B test set is

i

FIG. 12. 19.—Type

C test set for measuring rectification
tectors.

efficiency

of crystal second de-

undesirable because it measures over-all performance in a particular kind
of a set. Since rectification efficiency is the predominant factor controlling performance in a wideband second-detector circuit, it is preferable
to use a test set for measuring this quantity for acceptance testing.
Rectification efficiency is defined as the ratio of the d-c output voltage
to the peak value of the sinusoidal input voltage.
The modulation
rectification efficiency, corresponding to the sensitivity measurement of the
Type B test set, is defined as the ratio of the rectifier output voltage at the
modulation frequency to the peak value of the input modulation voltage. The detailed circuit diagram of the Type C test set designed by the
Purdue group’ for measuring these quantities is shown in Fig. 12”19.
IL. L. Boyarsky and R. N. Smith, “Dependence of Performance of Germanium
Second Detector Units on Bias and Video Load,” NDRC 14-416, Purdue Univ.,
Mar. 28, 1945.
s Lot. cit.
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The 6J5 and 6AG7 tubes serve the same purpose as in the Type B test set.
A push-pull amplifier employing an 829B tube delivers 30-volt peak
sinusoidal voltage at a frequency of 30 Me/see to the 100-ohm load Rs.
The transformers T, and Ts are critically coupled, tuned-primary and
The internal impedance of the r-f source
tuned-secondary transformers.
across Ri is 50 ohms. The detector output circuit consists of a 10-p~f
condenser and a 1000-ohm load resistor as in the previously described set.
The 955 r-f voltmeter is the same as that in the Type B test set except
that a load resistor of 600,000 ohms is used instead of one of 500,000 ohms.
For high-level measurements, the HI control is adjusted for a reading
of 29.1 volts on the d-c meter of the r-f voltmeter, with a 750-ohm carbon
The 60-cps modulation voltage is adjusted
resistor in the crystal holder.
for a reading of 0.50 volt on a high-impedance a-c meter connected to the
The carbon resistor is now replaced
a-c terminals of the r-f voltmeter
by the crystal to be tested and the a-c and d-c voltmeters switched to the
The d-c output voltage divided by 29.1 gives the
“X”
terminals
rectification efficiency and the a-c output voltage multiplied by 2 gives
the modulation rectification efficiency.
The r-f peak voltage for “medium level” is standardized at 9.o
volts, and the low level is set by means of standard crystals as in the
Type B test set.
The theoretical maximum value for the modulation rectification
efficiency is about 41 per cent for both the high and medium levels; the
value corresponding to one-half maximum sensitivity in the over-all
measurement is about 25 per cent. .4 value of 35 mv for the low-level
output voltage corresponds to about one-half maximum sensitivityy.
12.6. Silicon High-inverse-voltage
Rectifiers.-Following
the discovery of the high-inverse-voltage property in appropriately doped germanium an exploratory investigation was carried out on silicon by the
crystal group at the University of Pennsylvania. 1
Ingots were prepared from high-purity du Pent silicon, to which were
added small known amounts of various impurities.
The ingots were
made in a vacuum furnace in quartz crucibles.
As in the case of mixer
crystals, the addition of 0.02 per cent of beryllium insured a solid ingot
free from cracks. The beryllium did not appear to have much effect
on the electrical properties of the silicon.
The preparation of the surface was similar to that used for silicon
mixer crystals.
The ingot is sawed into wafers about 1 mm thick.
One
side is nickel-plated for soldering to the cartridge stud, and the other side
is first wet-ground with 600 Carborundum, then polished to a high gloss
on 0000 emery paper wet with kerosene.
It is then heat-treated in air
1 M. N. Lewis, J. H. Taylor, R. J. Gibson, Jr., and W. E. Stephens, “High Back
Voltage Silicon,” NDRC 14-453, Univ. of Penn., June 28, 1945.
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105O”C
for about two hours. The wafer is then broken into small
pieces, which are soldered to the cartridge studs. Just before assembly
the polished oxidized surface is washed in 24 per cent hydrofluoric acid
until theoxide is dissolved off. Omission of thepolishing or heat treatThewhiskers were made of
ment was found to yield inferior rectifiers.
tungsten and were of conventional design.
For high peak back voltage
and low forward currents the contact force is made as small as is consistent with stability.
Increasing the load increases the forward current
In none of the samples tested have
but decreases the peak back voltage.
both high back voltage and high forward conductance, comparable with
the germanium rectifiers, been simultaneous y attained.
at

TABLE12.1.—RECTIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS
OFSOMESAMPLES
OFHIaH-INVERSEVOLTAGE SILICON RECTIFIERS

Typical performance

Doping agent

Amount
added,
per cent

Beryllium
added,
per cent

Peak back
voltages,
volts

Nickel
Nickel
Tin
Germanium
Germanium
Germanium
Germanium and nickel
Bismuth
Calcium hydroxide
Aluminum
. one
Y

0.16
0.6
0.4
0.5
0.75
1,0
0.3,0.06
0.02
0.1
0.006

0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0,02
0.02

0.01
0.02
0.02

45
40
60
60
40
30
70
40
so
5
90

lack resistForward
ance at
current
15 v,
it 1 v, ma
ohms
30 x 103
10
10
10
5
2
lIM
3
50
.
30

2
5
0.05
0.25
1
2
0.2
1
0.1
10
0,1

Table 12.1 lists the peak back voltage, the back resistance at 15 volts,
and forward current, obtained using typical units made with silicon
c Ontaining various. impurities.
It is to be noted that tin, nickel, calcium,
and bismuth, which are good doping agents for germanium, also produce
the high-back-voltage
property in silicon.
Also, like germanium, the
impurities that produce good mixer crystals are inferior for producing
the high-back-voltage property.
High peak back voltages are observed
with pure silicon, but tl,e forward conductance is very low. A typical
d-c characteristic curve of a silicon high-inverse-voltage rectifier is shown
in Fig. 12.20.
Voltages much greater than the peak back voltage, or sometimes
slightly less than that value, may burn out the crystal; if burnout does
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not occur, the application of the peak back voltage tends to reduce
hysteresis effects.
Ingeneral, thehigh-back-voltage
silicon made by the
Pennsylvania group is not comparable with germanium in ability to
withstand power dissipation.
Tests made of the second-detector properties of a typical group of
rectifiers showed that they will pass all the requirements of the tentative
specifications listed in Appendix D, except the low-level rectification;
however, they arealso inferior to the germanium rectifier in high-level
It must be remembered, however, that
rectification and sensitivity.
much less work has been done on high-back-voltage
silicon than on
germanium and it is possible that a comparable amount of research on
silicon may alter this situation.
Forthehigh-back-voltage
silicon rectifiers, measurements weremade
of the rectified current as a function of frequency, similar to the experiments on germanium.
In these experiments the short-circuited rectified
current was measured for 1 volt rms applied to the crystal at frequencies

-“4°

FII& 12.20.—Typical characteristic curve of a silicon high-inverse-voltage rectifier.

of 60 cps and 30 Me/see.
The rectified currents for the samples tested
were relatively small, ranging from 0.1 to 0.7 ma, but the decrease in
rectified current over the frequency range from 60 cps to 30 Me/see was
less than 10 per cent. It can be seen, by reference to Fig. 12”11, that the
high-back-voltage
silicon units are much less frequency-sensitive
than
the germanium rectifiers.
12.7. Theory of the Negative-resistance Characteristics.-There
is as
yet no satisfactory theory of the high inverse voltages and negativeresistance characteristics displayed by the crystals discussed in this
chapter.
A theory has been developed by Benzerl that attempts to account
for the existence of voltage peaks and negative resistance on the basis
of the onset of intrinsic conduction at the high contact temperatures that
must exist at the peak voltage and in the negative-resistance part of the
Although there is little doubt that temperature effects
characteristic.
are responsible and that intrinsic conduction has a bearing on the prob-

1S. Benzer, “The High Voltage Germanium Rectifier,”
Univ., Dec. 26, 1944.

NDRC

14.375, Purdue

1,
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lem, it can be shown that Benzer’s theory is inadequate because of the
A more precise analysis, made by
incompatibility
of hls postulates.
H. C. Torrey,’ reveals that voltage peaks cannot possibly exist (in the
forward direction, at least) if the thermal conduction of the whisker is
This neglect seems very plausible,
neglected, as it is in Benzer’s theory.
however, in the case where thermal equilibrium is established after a few
seconds of continuous current flow.
Some numerical calculations by Goodman’ indicate that a voltage
peak may perhaps occur if the thermal resistance of the whisker is taken
into account, but more work needs to be done before the theory can be
considered adequate.
Perhaps the most puzzling question is how it, is possible for the barrier
to withstand the enormous field intensities that must exist at peak
voltages of 100 volts or more. Breakdown by barrier-lowering arising
from image forces and tunnel effects would be expected for a barrier of
normal thickness (10–6 or 10–5 cm) at only a few inverse volts.
W. E.
Stephens3 has postulated a barrier as thick as 10–4 cm for the high-inversevoltage rectifiers, but it is difficult to see how such a thick barrier could be
formed.
12.8. Photoelectric Effects in Silicon and Germanium.-In
the course
of research on crystal rectifiers interesting photoeffects were observed in
both silicon and germanium.
These effects are related to the rectifying
characteristics of the semiconductor and will undoubtedly contribute to
In addition they hold promise for
the understanding of semiconduction.
practical photoelectric applications.
Photoelectric
Effects in Silicon.—The
photoconductivity
of pure du
Pent silicon was observed at the Radiation Laboratory by M. Fox and
C. S. Pearsa114during the development work on mixer crystals reported in
Chap. 10. A detailed investigation of the effect was not made at that
time, however.
More recently Miller and Greenblatt5 have reported an
exploratory investigate on of photoeffects in pure silicon.
The samples
investigated were pure du Pent silicon needles or melts made from these
needles. Both photoconductive and photovoltaic effects were observed.
Samples were plated, soldered onto a mount, and a point contact made
with a tungsten whisker.
Whiskers of molybdenum and platinum were
also used, but the whisker material was found to have little influence on
the character of the photoeffect.
1Unpublished data.
2 Private communication from B. Goodman.
i Unpublished data.
4Unpublished data.
5P. H. Miller, Jr. and M. H. Greenblatt, “ Photoeffects in Pure Silicon, ” hTDRC
14-412, Univ. of Penn., Mar. 20, 1945,
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In the photoconductive effect the change in current upon illumination
of the contact area ~vas investigated as a function of wavelength and
Most of the samples investigated were p-type
intensity of illumination.
material, and the largest photoconductive effects were observed with the
point positive.
In the spectral-distribution
curve, the maximum
response occurs at a }vavelength of about 1.5 p, with an apparent threshold
at about 2.1 p. The wavelength at which the maximum occurs is independent of the silicon, the point material, and the bias voltage, but the
change in current upon illumination increases as the bias voltage is
increased.
Occasional time-dependent effects were observed.
After the initial
increase in current when the light is turned on, the current may continue
to increase for several seconds.
When the light is turned off, there is a
sudden decrease, which may be followed by a gradual falling-off in the
current.
Such effects are difficult to duplicate and are usually found
with mechanically unstable contacts.
No change in current as large as 0.5 per cent was observed with doped
materials, although in pure materials a change in conductivity as large
as a factor of 10 was observed.
Only the region in the neighborhood of
the point contact was photoconductive.
The increase in current produced by an increase of intensity of
illumination was investigated, an incandescent lamp being used as a light
source. For low intensities the increase in current is approximately
proportional to the light intensity; as the illumination is further increased,
the current increase is less rapid than linear.
The investigation of the photovoltaic effect in silicon showed that the
region as far as several millimeters from the point contact can be the
photosensitive element.
The shape of the spectral-distribution
curves
are similar to those obtained in the photoconductive effect, with a maximum at the same wavelength.
The current is usually in the direction of
high resistance, although occasionally currents in the opposite direction
are found.
In a typical sample with zero bias a current of 0.16 ~a was
observed for an illumination of 1.2 X 10–2 watts/cm2 at a wavelength d
1.5 p, the maximum of the spectral-distribution curve.
The silicon, when
illuminated, acts as a cell having constant internal resistance and an emf
that depends upon the wavelength and intensity of illumination.
The
internal resistance appears to be roughly three times the spreading
resistance.
All the experiments described in the preceding paragraphs were on
untreated surfaces of crystals.
P~otoeffects are still observed on polished surfaces but appear to be so complicated and difficult to reproduce
that they have not as yet been studied in detail.
Photoelectric
Effects in Germanium. —Photoeffects
in germanium high-
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back-voltage
rectifiers
were first observed
by P. R. Bell at the Radiation
Laboratory and led to a detailed study by Benzerl of photoeffects in
germanium; these studies are summarized in the following paragraphs.
Photoeffects are commonly found in high-resistivity germanium and
occur most frequently in the boundary region separating p-type and
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n-type germanium.
The photosensitivity is associated with two unusual
types of current-voltage characteristic or a combination of these two
types.
The first type, illustrated in Fig. 12.21, shows a saturation effect
in the forward current; it has been given the descriptive name of “ phot~
The second type, shown in Fig. 12.22, exhibits a voltage peak
diode.”
followed by a negative-resistance region, which becomes positive at larger
I S. Benzer, “The High Back Voltage Germanium Rectifier,” NDRC 14-342,
Purdue Univ., Nov. 1, 1944; and “Photoelectric Effects in Gernumium,” NDRC
14-5S0,PurdueUniv., Oct. 31, 1945.
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With illumination the peak voltage decreases and may be
currents.
reduced to practically zero if the illumination is sufficiently intense.
This type haa been given the name “ photopeak.”
F@e
12”23 shows the effect of various intensities of white light
upon the forward characteristic of a photodiode.
The back characteristic is little affected.
The effect is reversible and occurs for flashes as
short as 10–5 sec. It can be seen from Fig. 12”23 that the photocurrent
is almost independent of the voltage applied to the rectifying contact in
the saturation region. The photocurrent is also proportional to the
intensity of illumination over a wide range. For a good photodiode this
linear response extends up to illuminations of 1 or 2 lumens/cm2.
Spectral-distribution
curves show a
maximum response at a wavelength of about 1.3 p, with a
12 0.9 lumens/cm2
threshold of about 1.6 p. The
1.0 number
of photoelectrons
per
incident quantum at the maximum &e 0.0 0.6 lumens/ cmz
is about 0.9.
Photodiode
points are also ~ 0.6 0.3 lumens lcrn2
photovoltaic.
A given crystal 3 0.4 -:
generates an emf proportional to
02 the intensity of illumination, with
an internal resistance equal to the
0
-.
012345
slope of the characteristic curve at
Appliedvoltsgein wits
the origin. Thk resistance is,
FIQ. 1223.-Effect
of white-light illuminain general, large but, by increastion on photodiode characteristic.
ing the contact area it may be
greatly reduced without affecting the photoelectric properties.
The
polarity is such that the whisker becomes negative.
The spectraldistribution curve is the same as that for the photoconductive effect.
The saturation current of a photodiode is extremely sensitive to
temperature.
At room temperature a change of 10”C changes the saturation current by a factor of 2.
These photodiode characteristics occur in regions that may be several
square millimeters in area. Such a region may be made visible by etching the surface electrolytically.
All points within a given region have
remarkably similar characteristics.
Within this region, a change in
whkker force produces large changes in back resistance while the forward
saturation current is almost unaffected.
When voltage is applied in the
saturation direction, a large potential drop is found across the boundaries
of the region. With the applied voltage in the back direction, however,
the drop ;cross the boundary is much l&s. These effects are interpreted
by Benzer to mean that the photodiode effect is caused by a large barrier

I
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surrounding the sensitive surface element, thus limiting the forward
current for any point contact made within the region, Th6 barrier must
be a rectifying one, since the back current, with large whisker forces, far
exceeds the saturation current.
Benzer found that, if a small spot of light is moved along a line
intersecting the sensitive region, the photocurrent rises rapidly to a maximum at the boundary of the sensitive region, then passes through a
He interprets this result
shallow minimum as the region is traversed.
to mean that the barrier, even in the center of the region, lies very close
to the surface.
The “ photopeak” type of characteristic was reported by lVoodyard,’
who used the negative-resistance region to produce oscillations up to
Benzer reports2 that photopeak
frequencies as high as 1 31c/sec.
characteristics with peak voltage as high as 25 volts have been observed,
The current at the
although pea!w are usually found at 1 or 2 volts.
At currents well above 1 ma and
peak is usualljr of the order of 1 ma.
fibave the negative-characteristic region, the characteristic is determined
For very high-resistivity material, the
by the spreading resistance.
spreading resistance may be so large that the photopeak appears only
as a kink in the characteristic.
Photopeaks are usually found in border regions between p-type and
n-type material, but the photopeak region usually has a linear dimension
Unlike the photodiode, the photopeak
of only a fraction of a millimeter.
may vary greatly from one point to another, and it is very sensitive to
whisker pressure; the peak voltage decreases as the whisker load is
increased.
It has already been mentioned that the peak voltage decreases with
At low intensities of illumination the decrease in peak
illumination.
Sensitivity varies greatly from one
voltage is proportional to intensity.
unit to another; an illumination of 0.5 lumen/cm2 is sufficient to remove
completely the peak of a sensitive unit, whereas an insensitive one may
show little response.
Exploration with a small spot of light shows that
only light that falls in the immediate region of the point is effective.
A photo response may be obtained for light flashes as short as 10–5 sec.
The spectral-distribution curve has not been studied in detail, but preliminary experiments indicate that it is similar to that of the photodiode.
The photopeak rectifier has a possible application as a triggering
If it is biased positively just below the peak voltage, illumination
device.
will cause the peak to decrease so that the current jumps to a value

:

] J.
Iieport
z S.
Purdue

R. Woodyard, “ Notes on Crystal Detectors, ” Sperry Research Laboratories
5220-110, Apr. 6, 1943,
Benzer, “ The,JIigh Back Voltage Germanium Rectifier, ” NDRC 14-342,
Univ., Nov. 1, 1944,
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limited by the spreading and circuit resistances, a current large enough
to actuate a relay. Since the crystal rectifies, an a-c bias can be used;
the device then is automatically restored to operating condition when the
light is removed.
Like the photodiode, the photopeak is temperature-sensitive,
the
peak voltage decreasing with increasing temperature.
Raising the
temperature from 24° to 50°C will, in general, reduce the peak voltage by
a factor of about two. Photopeak crystals are not as rugged as photodiode crystals and may be burned out by the passage of too much current
through the contact.
The photoeffect mentioned earlier as observed in some high-inversevoltage germanium rectifiers is of a clifferent nature from those just
described.
In this effect, illumination causes changes in current at a
given applied voltage, as well as a photovoltaic effect when there is no
applied voltage.
Athlghback
voltage, time lags occur in the responses,
and the current during illumination may beless than that in the dark.
In addition to these effects, many interesting combinations of the
types just discussed have been observed.
Further research work on these
effects will undoubtedly shed further light on the theory of semiconduction and the nature of the high-back-voltage
phenomenon.
On the
practical side, the photopeak and photodiode crystals offer excellent
prospects for the development of photoelectric cells using these materials.

t
CHAPTER
WELDED-CONTACT

13

GERMANIUM

CRYSTALS

It has long been supposed that a simple contact rectifier used as a
frequency converter must always have a conversion loss greater than
unity, or, in other words, that the available output (i-f) power must
This specious
always be less than the available input (signal) power.
conjecture has no convincing theoretical argument in its favor, however.
N-orth, of the General Electric Company, has recently demonstrated’
that the conjecture is, in fact, false. North has constructed germanium
rectifiers with welded contacts that have the remarkable property (under
certain bias and r-f tuning conditions) of delivering more power at interEnergy
mediate frequency than is available from the signal source.
conservation
is of course
not violated
since the local oscillator
supplies
the
extra

I
I
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power.

It has been shown that this amplifying ability of North’s crystals is
associated (although not necessarily concomitant) with the phenomenon
of negative i-f conductance which they sometimes exhibit.
There is
convincing evidence that negative i-f conductance is a result of two
factors: (1) the variability of contact capacitance with voltage (a property
also of normal rectifiers) and (2) the abnormally low spreading resistance.
LTnfortunately, measurements have shown that, because of the great
amount of i-f noise power they generate, these remarkable crystals are,
when judged by over-all receiver noise figure, inferior to standard types
in spite of their amplifying properties.
The crystals can be used in
such a manner, however, that their i-f conductance is posithe.
In this
condition they behave as normal crystals; their loss, although small, is
greater than one and their noise is not excessively large. Used in this
way they are comparable to the best of the standard converter types.
They are superior to all standard types aa harmonic generators, especially
as generators of millimeter radiation.
13.1. Construction of Welded-ccntact
Rectifiers.
His@.—Welded
rectifying contacts appear to have been made first by the Purdue University group, z who found that passage of enough forward current through
a contact from germanium to platinum-iridium
to make the whisker
white-hot resulted in a firm bond between whisker and germanium.
The
‘ H. Q. North etal., “Welded GermaniumCrystals,” GE Final Report-Contract
OEM.m-262-Order No. DIC178554, &pt. 20, 1945.
* Progress Report, Purdue Univ. Contraot OE h&-322,
Ott. 26, 1942.
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welded contact continued to rectify and was more stable against overloads
than an unwelded unit.
Measurements showed, however, that microNot
wave performance had deteriorated as a result of the welding.
much more was done with welded contacts at Purdue.
Later, North, I in an attempt to reduce crystal noise temperature,
succeeded in welding germanium to platinum contacts with condenser
discharges.
The conversion loss of the rectifiers suffered in this process
and the work was dropped.
The new welded units, unique in the remarkable properties already
mentioned and exceptional in other respects, are made by passing large
continuous forward currents (about 0.25 amp) through contacts of small
dimensions from germanium to platinum-ruthenium.
Techniques.—The techniques of construction are similar to those of
North’s version of the 1N26 rectifier as described in Sec. 10.3. The only
Pure germanium
essential difference, in fact, is in the welding process.
is fused with 0.2 atomic per cent of antimony.
The solidified ingot is
cut into wafers about 0.03 in. thick, which are plated on one face with
This plated face is
rhodium and then sawed to size for the cartridge.
soldered to a silver plug and the opposite face is ground and polished to a
bright finish, first with 600-mesh alundum on cloth and finally with
magnesia on cloth.
Faint traces of magnesia are removed with dilute
HC1. No etch is used in any part of the process.
The 1N26 structure of Fig. 10.14 is retained.
The whisker is a
0.0015-in.-diameter
platinum-ruthenium alloy (10 per cent ruthenium).
The ruthenium is used solely to lend mechanical strength to the whisker.
The whkker tip is carefully pointed to a point radius of less than 0.00002
in. The silver plug holding the germanium is pressed into the cartridge
and advanced until electrical contact is just made.
It is then further
advanced to produce enough spring deflection to give a force on the
contact of 150 mg. At this point 250 ma of direct current are passed
through the contact in the forward direction for 5 to 10 sec. This
treatment results in a secure weld.
Antimony appears to be the only doping agent (of those usable for
microwave rectifiers) that will withstand the welding currents.
Phosphorus and arsenic, ordinarily good doping agents for germanium microwave rectifiers, are not suitable for welded-contact rectifiers.
Properties
of the Weld.-The
weld appears to be secure, requiring a
tensile force of 500 mg to break it. Microscopic examination of a broken
weld reveals that the whisker point penetrates the germanium surface
and that the resulting contact is roughly hemispherical in shape with a
diameter of about 0.0002 in. The welding current density at the contact
1H. Q. North, “Colloquium on Crystal Rectifiers,”
1943.

Columbia

Univ., May 1,
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The tensile stress sustained by the weld
is thus about 7 X 106 amp/in.2
is about 35,000 lb/in. 2 Once the weld is formed, no change in the d-c
characteristic is observed between the unstressed state of the contact
and a compressed state of 30,000 lb/in. 2 A tensile stress of this magnitude, however, causes a marked decrease in back resistance at 1 volt.
1302. Genersl Properties.-The
welded unit is mechanically extremely
stable.
It may be dropped from heights of 6 ft or more on a linoleum
floor with no adverse effects.
Since the contact has been treated with
250 ma of direct current in process of manufacture, subsequent current
overloads of this magnitude in the forward direction do not cause burnout. When 10 units were tested for short-pulse burnout with the d-c
spike tester (Sec. 9.8), 6 were unchanged in noise temperature after 5-erg
pulses and 6 were unchanged in conversion loss after 10-erg pulses.
These results may be too optimistic, however, because it is possible that
these units were not well matched to the coaxial line of the spike tester.
Typical forward d-c characteristics of these rectifiers are shown in
Curve B of Fig. 2.6 and in Fig. 2“7. The forward current-voltage characteristic is remarkable in that it is accurately exponential over nearly
five decades on a logarithmic current scale; the derivative d(ln Z)/dV is
abnormally large, generally in the range from 25 to 30 volt–l.
According
to the theory of Sec. 4“4 thk exponential property of the forward characteristic would indicate that the contact has a nearly uniform contact
potential difference.
Further evidence that this is the case is obtained
from a study of the reverse characteristic, which is also exponential up to
about 0.5 volt.
According to Eq. (4”41), the current-voltage characteristic of a contact of uniform contact potential difference should be given
by
i = A(e~&~_

~–(1–19):TV

),

‘1

.;

t
‘

i

(1)

where ~ is a parameter determined by the amount of barrier lowering
brought about by image force and tunnel effect.
In the forward direction, Eq. (1) gives approximately
e
i = Ae~~T v,

(2)

lil = Ae “-d) filvl.

(3)

‘

and in the reverse direction,

From Eqs. (2) and (3) it follows that the sum of the exponential coefficients of V in the two directions should be e/k T. This was, in fact,
observed to be the case within experimental error for one welded unit
measured at Radiation Laboratory.
It is not yet kno\vn whether it is
generally true for all welded units.
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The spreading resistance r can, as explained in Sec. 4.4, be found from
the forward characteristic in the region of departure from the exponential
curve.
The values of r thus obtained usually fall in the range from 2 to
4 ohms, which is abnormally low for a contact of small dimensions.
The
dynamic resistance of the welded rectifiers at zero bias is abnormally
large, usually in the range from 2 to 10 megohms.
At 1 volt in the
reverse direction the resistance is about 10,000 to 20,000 ohms and
decreases rapidly at higher inverse voltages.
Because their large dynamic resistance narrows the video bandwidth,
the welded units are generally not suitable for use at zero bias as video
detectors.
Their resistance falls in the desired range (about 10,000 ohms)
at an appropriate forward bias, but
their large noise output in this condition militates against their use.
13.3. Negative I-f Conductance.—
The negative i-f conductance
displayed by the welded-contact
units
under suitable conditions was first
observed by Waltzj 1 who measured
their admittance at 30 Me/see with a
bridge.
In this work the crystal was
excited with about 1 mw of power
from a microwave (3-cm) oscillator.
I
Waltz found that the i-f conductFIc. 13. 1.—Current-voltage
characance becomes negative, if the r-f teristics of welded-contact rectifiers as
affected by r-f power.
load admittance is suitably adjusted,
If a
and reaches magnitudes as high as several thousand micromhos.
tuned circuit is attached to the i-f terminals, the tuned circuit will
oscillate at its resonant frequency if the sum of its shunt conductance and
the crystal i-f conductance is zero. Oscillations of this type have been
observed over a wide range of frequencies extending up into the microwave region, but never exceeding the exciting frequency.
The negative i-f conductance can be conveniently displayed on an
oscilloscope.
The 60-cps current-voltage characteristic is presented on
the oscilloscope screen with a circuit of the type shown in Fig. 10.11.
With no r-f (microwave) power applied to the crystal the curve looks
somewhat like Curve A of Fig. 13.1. If a normal (nonwelded) crystal
is used, the application of r-f power of about 1 mw changes the shape
of the curve in such a way that it resembles Curve B of Fig. 13.1; in this
case the finite current at zero bias is, of course, rectified current. Welded
units under similar conditions may also produce a curve of type 1?, but
usually the curve looks like Curve C; there is a range of voltage near zero
] 11. C.

‘Waltz, private

communication.
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bias over which the current increases very little. If now the r-f load
admittance is correctly adjusted, for about half of the welded units as
made by North there is produced a curve of type D in which, over a
portion of the curve, the current actually decreases with increasing
Now the i-f conductance
voltage; the dynamic conductance is negative.
of the converter is, of course, just the
dynamic conductance of this characteristic
and is therefore negative.
Occasionally
two distinct regions of negative i-f conductance are observed.
Figure 13.2 shows
an actual observed characteristic with
two such regions.
Curves of type D are frequently and
easily produced if the microwave oscillations have a wavelength in the 3-cm
band.
They are found infrequently, however, with 10-cm excitation.
If the
oscillations are in the l-cm band, negative
conductance is frequently observed, but
the characteristic curve rarely has the
appearance of Curve D.
Instead, it presents a peculiar scalloped appearance, with
several narrow regions of negative conductance and abrupt transitions to wider
regions of positive conductance.
It has
been found at the General Electric Company that whenever these negative-conductance regions appear with l-cm-band
excitation they are invariably
accompanied by parasitic oscillations in the
3-cm band.
No parasitic oscillations are
observed, however, when the crystal is
driven with power in the 3-cm band.
A source of power with zero or negative
internal conductance
has an infinite
showing two regions of negative
conductance
(the left-hand
one
available power. According to the usual
occurs at negative bias).
definition then, the conversion loss of a
mixer with negative i-f conductance is zero; the conversion gain is
infinite. Actually, of course, unlimited power cannot be extracted
at intermediate frequencies because the conductance
must changa
wit h the power extracted and become positive at suficientl y high power.
Actually, the usual definition of conversion loss is not meaningful when
There is no doubt,
applied to the crystals of negative i-f conductance.
however, that these crystals amplify as well as convert.
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of Conversion
134. Loss and Noise Measurements.
Loss. —Curious results are obtained when conventional apparatus is
employed to measure the “conversion loss” of these welded rectifiers.
Tests made with the 60-CPS amplitude-modulation
method using a
3-cm oscillator have shown that considerably more 60-cps power can
be extracted from the crystal than is available in the modulation sidebands of the oscillator.
In one case the ratio of the output power to
available input power was as high as 16 db.
A number of North’s units were measured for conversion loss by the
Pound (impedance conversion loss) method (see Sec. 7.3).
It was found
that at a proper bias point the indicated conversion loss was unity.
A
remarkable consequence was that opening and closing the i-f terminals
had precisely the same effect on the amplitude of the reflected signal
wave as opening and closing the r-f shutter (Fig. 7.5).
It appeared
that there was a perfect lossless connection through the rectifier between the r----------1
r-f and i-f sections.
Noise Figure.—The loss measurealthough
interesting
ments,
and[e
are not of themselves
significant,
----- J
sufficient to determine the merit of
Equivalent crystal circuit
FIG. 13.3.—Equiva1ent input circuit of
these crystals as frequency converters.
the i-f amplifier.
In addition, data on the noise output
of

the

crystals

are

needed.

Independent

measurements

of

conver.

sion loss and noise temperature, however, are possible only when
the i-f conductance of the mixer is positive.
The significant quantity
in any case is the noise figure of the whole receiver including the mixer,
and this quantity has a definite measurable value irrespective of the sign
of the i-f conductance.
At Radiation Laboratory there was built an apparatus by Beringerl
and others especially designed to measure the noise figure of a receiver
with a welded-contact converter and to assess the relative influence on
noise figure of conversion loss (or gain) and of noise generation.
It has
already been described in Sees. 7“10 and 7.11 and illustrated in Figs.
7.15 and 7“16. Figure 133 shows an equivalent circuit of the input
to the i-f amplifier.
The crystal is represented here, by Norton’s theorem,
as a conductance gd, which may have either sign, with two parallel
constant-current
generators (at i-f); one, i., represents the converted
signal, and the other, in, the converted and generated noise of the crystal.
No i-f susceptance is shown, as any such susceptance is tuned out before
each measurement.
1E. R. Beringer, C. P. Gadsden, and hf. C. }$7altz, “X-Band Noke Figure Mess.
urements of Welded Contact Germanium Crystals, ” RL Group Report 53July 16, 1945.
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The conductance g’ is made up of two parts; one, the shunt conductance gl of the parallel tuned circuit, and the other, gz, an added
conductance which is switched in when measuring the welded units,
since otherwise the total conductance would generally be outside the
calibrated range of the amplifier noise figure. The method of measurement is described in Sec. 7.10.
(The conductance g, and g, correspond
to the resistances R 1 and R2 of Fig. 7“15.) The quantities determined
by the measurements are the over-all noise figure, the noise temperature
t, and conversion loss L of the combination of crystal and load conductance g’. Also the conductance g of the crystal and the currents i.
and i. are determined.
These data and a knowledge of the noise temperature t, of the r-f signal source give all the relevant information.
For
example, if the i-f conductance g of the crystal is positive, the conversion
loss L= and noise temperature t. of the crystal itself are given by
Lz=L~

(4)
96 + 9“

L=l+

(5)

(t–l).

1+;
()

If the i-f conductance g~ of the crystal is negative, these results do
The
not hold and, in fact, the quantities L= and t. become nugatory.
conversion and noise generation of the crystal can still be described with
Thus, for an ideal amplifier generating no noise,
the aid of i, and i..
the ratio of signal power to noise power at the amplifier output terminals
is

i

t,
(6)

The noise figure F is the noise temperature
when the output signal-to-noise ratio is unity.
for an ideal amplifier, one obtains

t, of the signal source
Thus, writing F = FO

‘0“(’-%7)”
This result, giving the lowest possible noise figure, holds, whatever the
sign of gp, provided of course that g~ + g’ is positive.
The over-all noise figure can also be computed for a nonideal amplifier
with noise figure N > 1. The result can be shown to be
F=L

(

f–l+N~

9P + g’,.) “

‘/

:.
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Beringer’ and his coworkers first “made measurements for the broadband case in which there is no discrimination between signal and image
r-f tuning.
The apparatus is that shown in Fig. 7.16 with the image
filter (magic T with cavity) removed.
It was found that the over-all
noise figure changed little as a function of the position and amount of
insertion of the screw tuner and as a function of the amount of localoscillator drive and the d-c crystal bias. Although the output noise
power changed by as much as 20 db in this adjustment, the noise figure
remained within the range of 13 to 18 db. This constancy of noise figure
suggests that the ratio of i-f noise power to i-f signal power remains about
the same, that is, independent of the i-f conductance.
Experiments
confirmed this deduction.
Table 13.1 shows measured values of i. as a
function of crystal i-f conductance, with bias voltage and crystal current
The conductance variation corresponds to different screw
constant.
insert ions.
TABLE 13.1.—CRYSTAL

I-F SOISE CURRENT

–

AS A FUNCTION OF I-FCONDUCTANCE
DIFFERENT R-F TUNING
Q8
& (arbitraryunits)
62 pmhos
1,7

-

30

8
+ 770
+1400
+3700

FOR

2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.6

It is seen that in is practically constant over wide changes in g~. Since
the noise figure is nearly constant, i. must also change little.
Thus signal and noise power increase together as the conversion loss
decreases, and no improvement in noise figure results. The suggestion
has been made that the r-f signal source is seriously mismatched when
the screw tuner is deeply inserted to give a negative i-f conductance.
If it were possible to decrease the i-f conductance by some other means
so that the signal impedance would still be at one’s disposal, the noise
Beringer et al.z found that the i-f
figure could perhaps be improved.
conductance can be made very low, even negative, by reflecting only the
image sideband.
In this work the arrangement of Fig. 7.16 was
employed.
A band-reject filter reflected the image frequency, with
reflected phase made adjustable by means of the “ line stretcher. ”
It was found that no improvement resulted from the reflected image
frequency and that the lowest noise figure was obtained with both sidebands matched.
Table
13.2 summarizes these measurements.
It
should be noted that the crystal conversion loss is negative (expressed
1Lot.
2

Cit.

Lot. tint.

-T
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TABLE 13.2.—CONVEESIONAND NOISE PARAMETERS AS A FUNCTIONOF INDEPENDENT
TUNING OF THE R-F SIDEBANDS
Crystal i-f conductance
w produced by

i“,
9p,

Slgnalfrequency
reflection
Low
High
Intermediate
(Matched
signal)
(Matched
signal)
Low
(Matched
signal)

t

in

arbitrary
units

L, db

>., db

2,0
2.3
2.2

5.1
5,9
7.0

–3.9
+4.5
+5.4

4.7
1.5

2.1
2.4

4.8
7.7

+2.7
+7.3

1.7
2.1

2.3
2.0

10.3
7.1

+9.8
+6.3

Imagefrequency
reflection

mho,

low
low
low

58
1080
880

9.9
3.9
4.2

low
high

650
4000

high
(matched
signal)

3200
1900

t=

F, for
3-db
‘o, db
ampliier, db

14.6
11.5
12.9

14.7
12.4
13.6

7.0
1.5!

11,1
8.7

11.7
11.7

1,8
2.3

12.3
9.1

14.3
10.9

79.0
4.6
5,7

in db) in the case of i-f conductance minimized by both signal- and
image-frequency reflections (first row of the table).
For another crystal
Beringer was able to produce negative i-f conductance by reflecting the
image frequency with the signal frequency matched.
The lowest noise figure obtained (if an amplifier with a 3-db noise
figure is assumed) was 10.9 db. Although this figure is well within the
limit for 1N23B rectifiers (the best 3-cm-band crystals) it is not spectacular.
In fact, the noise figures of many 1N23B crystals, with the
same amplifier, are from 8 to 10 db.
Later measurements by Northl substantiated
Beringer’s finding
that the best performance occurs with a matched signal, corresponding
to high i-f conductance.
North was able, however, by correct bias
adjustments and at relatively low local-oscillator drive, to obtain for
some crystals over-all noise figures (again with a 3-db amplifier) as low
as 6 or 7 db. These values were obtained for matched signal and image
frequencies at relatively high i-f conductance.
It must be said that not all possibilities for using the welded-contact
units as converters, under the condition of low or negative i-f conductance
have yet been exhausted.
For example, it is possible (although no;
likely) that at a higher intermediate frequency the noise output may be
considerably reduced.
13.6. Theory of Negative I-f Conductance and Conversion Amplification.-The
two anomalies of North’s crystals, conversion gain and negaI H. Q. North, et (d., “welded GermaniumCrystals,” GE Final Report, Contract
0EMsr-262—Ordn.No, DIC 178554,Sept.20, 1945,
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tive i-f conductance, are closely associated, if not concomitant.
It is
clear that a mixer with negative i-f conductance will amplify, since
in the linear approximation the available power from its i-f terminals is
unlimited.
The conversion loss of such a mixer is exactly zero. A
conversion loss of unity, however, implies no attenuation between signal
and i-f terminals, and a conversion loss in the range from zero to unity
implies amplification.
Thus it is not necessary for a mixer to have
negative i-f conductance in order for it to amplify.
For example, the
data given in the first row of Table 13.2 should be noted.
The crystal
referred to has a positive i-f conduct ante but also has 3 .9-db conversion
gain.
It can be shown by the methods of Chap. 5 that, under the condition
of weak reciprocity and provided the reciprocity factor g.P/g~. is not
less than unit y, no possibilityy of conversion amplification exists unless
the i-f conductance becomes negative at some r-f load admittance.
The
proof is somewhat tedious and will be omitted.
By methods similar
to those of Sec. 5.10 it can be shown that values of r-f load admittance
exist for which the i-f conductance is negative if, and only if,
712 >

(9)

1,

where q~ is defined in terms of the elements of the mixer matrix by
Eq. (5.73),
2g.@g~=
q2 =
(lo)
9@6(9.. + 9.7)”
Weak reciprocity is assumed in proving Eq. (10).
Measurement’
of the mixer matrices for a number of welded units showed that weak
reciprocity held for all units tested but that full reciprocity failed for all.
The data on four of the units are given in Table 13.3. The first row gives
TAZLE 133.-ADMITTANCE
Crystal

no. *

en, volts
iO, ma

P, mw

D404

D401

0.15
0.57

0.20
0.67

0.17
0.%3

1,00

0.65

0.65

8.42

10,94

1.67
13,3

9J9Q

MATRIX ELEMENTS OF WELDED-CONTACT RECTIFIERS

14,2

D405

9aa/duo

0.201
0.116

0.376
0.206

0.192
0,145

9a7/90
98P
9@19P.
7?

6.68
0.0021
1.73
1.11

7.20
0.0073
1.83
0.99

2.42
0.0052
1,32
0,99

9.0/

GO

In the fir.+ column g. is the characteristic conductance
Afl conductance,
go, o.mx, etc. are gtven in mhos.

●

I

D574
0.23
0.52

0,170

0.110
2,44
0.0024
1.55
1,07

of the r-f trsnsmimion line or waveg. ide.

By L, Apker, General Electric Company, private communication.
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r-f power from the local oscillator;

crystal

current;

the fourth

the

to eighth,

of the mixer matrix [see Eq. (5.13)]; the ninth, the reciprocityy factor g.~/gPa; and the tenth, the quantity q, of Eqs. (9) and (10).
Evidently units D404 and D574 can exhibit negative i-f conductance,
but units D401 and D405 cannot (at the particular bias and localoscillator level stated).
From the theory of Sec. 5.7 it can be seen that the conversion loss,
with equal terminations at the two r-f sidebands, can be less than unity
only if Eq. (9) holds.
Thus conversion amplification is closely associated
with negative i-f conductance and the theory of one is essentially the
theory of the other.
It will now be shownl that negative i-f conductance can result if the
rectifier is represented as a nonlinear resistance in shunt with a voltagevariable capacitance,
provided that the resistance (e.g., spreading
resistance) in series with this combination is sufficiently small.
The linear relations among the currents and voltages at signal, image,
and intermediate frequencies have been derived for a rectifier of this
type in Sec. 5.11 and are given by Eqs. (5197).
In order to simplify
the analysis it is now assumed that a time zero exists making the barrier
voltage at local-oscillator frequency an even function of the time. In
accordance with the discussion following Eqs. (5.197), this assumption
simplifies the equations to the following form:
the elements

ia =
i~ =
‘i:=

(gO + j~CJe.

+

(g, + jWCJeP +

g ~ea
(92 – @C2)a

(92 + &C2)e*,

+ goefl
+

+ gle~,

(11)

(9, – juC1)ed + (gO – .jd30)e~. 1

The above assumption about the form of the local-oscillator wave is
exactly true if harmonic voltages are zero or are correctly phased with
respect to the fundamental.
In actual fact the assumption is only
approximately true, but it is not believed that the qualitative conclusions reached will be affected by failure of the assumption.
In Eq.
(11) ia, iB, and i, are the terminal currents at signal, intermediate, and
image frequencies, respectively; and ea, e~, and e? are the corresponding
voltages.
The quantities gn and C. are, respectively, the Fourier coefficients of the dynamic conductance and capacitance of the barrier [see
Eqs. (5192) and (5193)].
Let us suppose, as an example, that the signal and image voltages are
terminated by the same load admittance ya = ga + jba, hence,
iu = —ye.,
iY =

— ymey.

1SW H. C. Torrcy, RI, Group Report 53, hlay 22, 1945.
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It can be shown that, if the i-f conductance cannot become negative
under this symmetrical sideband condition, it cannot be negative for
any possible r-f load admittance.
When i=, i,, ea, and e, are eliminated from Eqs. (11), (12), and (13)
and the equations are solved for the i-f admittance of the mixer, viz.,

~B=$
efl

(14)

= 96 + jbd,
we obtain b~ = O, and

,,=go[’a+@(@%)12

+[’’’W9121G2,2,

(ba + COCO)2+

(,5,

(ga + go)’ –

gi –

u2Ci

where

‘Z=”zr%-c,)+g’(’-s)
-(go-g,)
(gong,-%)
(16)

The task is to discover under what conditions, if any, the i-f conThe case of a constant capacitance
ductance gfl can become negative.
(C, = C, = O) is examined first. In this instance Eq. (15) reduces to

(ba+oco)’+[g~+’oo
-N+ -9’
(
)
+(90–92)

go

=

(b. + uC,)’

+

(g. + go)’ –

9.+92–:

gi

~

(17)

It is clear from an examination of Eq. (17) that both the denominator
and numerator of the fraction on the right are always greater than or
equal to zero for any Y. with positive real part, provided that
gl

s

go,

(18a)

g2

s

go,

(18b)

and

29: <

-z=

go

+

gz.

(18c)

It will now be proved that these conditions [Eqs. (18)] are always
satisfied under the assumption of a symmetrical barrier voltage, provided
that the d-c characteristic (with no r-f voltage applied) has no point
of negative dynamic conductance over the range of the local-oscillator
voltage excursion.
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of j’(e)
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according

to
(19)

The Fourier development
is the equation of the d-c characteristic.
j’(e) with the assumption of a symmetrical barrier voltage e becomes

f’(e) =90+

135

. . . +;

2glcosd+2g2cos2d+

of

(20)

hence
9.=;

+.
_r j’(e) cos

/

(21)

d(d).

nut

Let
F(e)

j’(e)

=
!

By hypothesis, j’(e),

_~ j’(e)

is greater than or equal to zero;

and so also F(e),

Also from Eq, (22),

)

(22)
o!(a.!)-

F(e)

~ O.

F(e)

d(d)=

(23)

r+.
—.

1.

(24)

Now from Eqs. (21), (22), and (24),

+.
gl =

go

and

\ —r

+.
F’(e)

cos

d

o?(d)

~

go

/ —.

+.
gz = go

F(e)

d(d)

= g,,

(25)

+.
F(e)

! -*

cos 20.! d(ut)

s gO

\ —.

F(e)

d(d)

= go.

(26)

Thus the first two inequalities [Eqs. (18a) and ( 18b) ] are demonstrated.
To prove the third, it should be noted that from Eq. (26)

+.
g2

=

go

/ —.

F(e) (2 COS’d

or

– 1) d(d),

(27)

+.
F(e) cos2 d d(d),

go + g2 = 2go [

(28)

J –T

and that, from Eq. (25),
.29:
— = 2go
go

+.
\ —.

2

F(e) cos d d(d)

1
.

(29)

Now, it is clear that

P+-

L
..-—

F(e)

cos (d)

—..——.
.—.

-.

cl(d)

r

d(d)

>0,
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since the integrand is always greater than or equal to zero.
on expansion, to
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—.

2

F(e) Cos d d(d)

+.

s

—.

1/

F(e) cos’ d d(d).

(30)

From Eqs. (28), (29), and (30) we obtain
29; <
-ii=

go +

gz~

which is the third inequality [Eq. (18c)].
It has thus been proved that the i-f conductance
under the following conditions:

(31)

is never negative

1. Constant barrier capacitance.
2. Local-oscillator voltage at the barrier is an even time function
about some time zero.
3. The d-c characteristic (with no r-f power applied) does not have a
negative slope within the local-oscillator excursion.
4. The r-f load admittance has a positive real part.
Conditions 3 and 4 apply to all measurements in which negative i-f
conductance is observed.
Thus negative i-f conductance is caused by
failure of Condition 1 or 2, or both.
It is conjectured, but not proved,
that failure of Condition 2 alone will not lead to negative i-f conductance.
Some experimental evidence in favor of this conjecture has been found
by Hahni at General Electric Company.
It will now be proved that failure of Condition 1 alone leads, under
To do this we must
certain conditions, to negative i-f conductance.
return to the general expression Eq. (15) for g~. Let us make N the
numerator of the fraction on the right-hand side of Eq. (15) and D its
Then gp is negative, if either
denominator.
N>O,

D<O,

(32)

N<O,

D>O.

(33)

or

I

I

Now the equation, N = O, is the equation of a circle in the (ga,ba)-plane
with the center at b= = —u[Co – (gl/go)Cd, and go = –go[l – (gi/g;)l.
This circle is shown as Circle A in Fig. 13.4. Its radius is G [Eq. (16)].
Since gl S go, the center falls in the negative-conductance
half of the
(ga,ba)-plane. All points for which N <0 lie within this circle. Because
of the presence of the term oz[(gl/gO)Cl — C~]2in Eq. (16) for the radius
I See H. Q. North et al., ‘(Welded Germanium Crystals,”
OEMsr-262, Order No. DIC 178554, Sept. 20, 1945.

GE Report, Contract
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it is possible for this circle to extend into the positive-conductance half
of the (g~,b~)-plane and thus for N to be negative at a physica~y realizable
value of the r-f load admittance Y.. It must be remembered, however,
that y. is the r-f load admittance presented to the terminals of the barrier,
that is, terminals .4-A of Fig. 5.18, and not that presented to the rectifier
terminals (terminals B-B of Fig. 5“18). Thus y. includes the series
spreading resistance r, whose presence restricts the physically possible
~~aluesof Y. to points within a circle on the ya-plane of radius l/2r with
This circle is represented as Circle B
center on the real axis at g. = l/2r.

G’,

I

I

I

%(1-

I

$

1~

9a -

I

]:lG.13,4.—Circle

diagram in the r-f-load admittance plane.
Negative i-f conductance
possible if either Circle A or Circle C intersects Circle B.

of Fig. 13.4. Thus N can be negative only if Circle A intersects Circle B
and only then becomes negative if y. falls within the lune common to
the two circles.
The equation D = O is the equation of a circle in the ya-plane and
bounds all values of Y. for which D <0.
The circle, D = O, represented
as Circle C of Fig. 13.4, has a radius (o3 + ti2C~)~fiand its center falls in the
negative-conductance
half of the plane at Y. = — (go + jtiCo). For
sufficiently large values of Cj, Circle C may extend into the positiveconductance half of the y.-plane and may even intersect Circle B, and
thus form a lune containing all the physically possible values of ya that
make D < 0.
Thus there are the following possibilities for negative i-f conductance gp:
1. Circle A but not Circle C intersects Circle B.
2. Circle C but not Circle A intersects Circle B.

m

.. —-—

——

‘—

---

4

i

I

1
I
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A and Circle C intersect Circle 1?, but the two Iunes
thus formed are not coincident.

3. Both Circle

I

Since it can be shown the two lunes of Condition 3 can never be
coincident, it follows that if either Circle A or Circle C or both of them
intersect Circle B, physically possible values of ya exist for which the i-f
conductance is negative.
Condition 1 corresponds to the inequality of Eq. (33).
In thk case
the negative-conductance
region of Fig. 13”4 is bounded by points of zero
conductance.
This is the case commonly observed (Curve D of Fig.
13. 1) when the local-oscillator wavelength is in the 3-cm band.
Condition 2 corresponds to the inequality of Eq. (32).
In this case
the negative-conductance
region of Fig. 13.1 is bounded by points of
infinite conductance.
Such a region has not as yet been observed.
Condition 3 includes both inequalities [Eqs. (32) and (33)].
In this
case the negative-conductance
region may be bounded by points of
zero conductance on one end and infinite conductance
on the other.
This phenomenon has been observed by Dickel for l-cm local oscillations.
As a result of this analysis it can be concluded that the qualitative
conditions necessary for negative i-f conductance are:
1. Barrier capacitance must be variable with barrier voltage.
The
variation must be strong, so that Cl or C2 is large and Circle A
or C has a large radius.
2. The spreading resistance r must be small so that Circle B has a
large radius.
3. The constant term C, in the Fourier expansion of the barrier
capacitance must not be large, since the separation of Circles A
and C from Circle B increases with CO (see Fig. 13.4).
Now it is an experimental fact that the barrier capacitance of North’s
welded-contact rectifiers is a strong function of barrier voltage, at least
as strong a function as for normal germanium rectifiers.
It is also an
experimental fact that the spreading resistance of the welded rectifier
is abnormally small for a contact radius of 0.0002 in.
The small size of
the contact is helpful in reducing the magnitude of CO. Thus it appears
that the welded-contact rectifiers meet the qualitative conditions for
negative i-f conductance to a higher degree than normal crystals.
Quantitative estimates of the values of r required to give negative
i-f conductance have been made by Torrey.z
Equation (1) was used
for j(e), and the values of g. were then computed as a function of bias
voltage by using values of the constants A and ~ appropriate to the welded
rectifiers. The barrier capacitance was assumed to vary with barrier
1R. H. Dicke, private communication.
2H. C. ‘1’orrey,unpublished.
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He discovered,
too, that the value of the whisker inductance
was
fairly critical for negative i-f conductance.
Northl later showed that
an alteration in the shape of the whisker, and therefore of its inductance,
affected

the i-f conductance.

For

certain

whisker

geometries,

negative

i-f conductance could not be obtained although all other factors were
unchanged.
It is reasonable to conclude from this work that the nonlinear capacitance of the barrier is the controlling factor in the appearance of negative
i-f conductance, although other elements of the rectifier also have some
influence.
13.6. Applications.-Although
it has been found that the weldedcontact rectifier of North, in its present form at least, cannot to advantage
replace the conventional rectifier as a converter or video detector, it
still has utility in other applications.
It has been found by D. Montgomery (see Sec. 5.16) that the welded
rectifiers are excellent harmonic generators, being superior to conventional
types (e.g., the 1N26) in the generation of second and third harmonics
of 1.25-cm waves.
Their superiority is especially marked as generators
of the third harmonic.
Later work by N’orthz confirmed this result.
He also experimented with welded contacts of still smaller areas and
found considerable improvement in the generation of 0.4-cm radiation
from a fundamental of 1.20-cm wavelength.
Beringer’ has constructed
silicon rectifiers that are perhaps not greatly inferior to North’s crystals
in harmonic generation, but are mechanically and electrically unstable
by virtue of their small contact areas. The much greater stability of
the welded contact gives it a marked advantage.
Some data in regard
to harmonic generation by welded and conventional rectifiers are given
in Sec. 5.16.
Hennelly4 has constructed germanium high-inverse-voltage rectifiers
with welded contacts.
The technique used was similar in most respects
to North’s, but with the difference that, following the lead of the Purdue
group, tin or nitrogen was used instead of antimony as a doping agent.
Hennelly found that highest inverse voltages and largest inverse resistances occurred with germanium prepared by vacuum melts with no
added donors.
The forward currents obtained in this case, however, were
low, only about 2 ma at 1 volt.
The most satisfactory rectifiers were
made with vacuum-melted germanium with 0.2 atomic per cent of tin
added.
In this case, inverse resistances of 0.5 megohms at –40 volts
1H. Q. North, 10C.cd.
‘ H. Q. North, “A Comparison of Silicon and Germanium Crystals aa Harmonic
Generators of 4 mm and 6 mm Waves, ” GE Report, Jan. 15, 1946.
a Personal communication.
4H. Q. North et al., “Welded Germanium Crystals,” GE Final Report, Contract
0EMsr-262—Ordn. No. DIC 178554, Sept. 20, 1945.
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and 0.25 megohms at —50 volts were obtained.
The current at 1 volt
forward \vas about 16 ma (at 25°C) in this case. (“characteristic curves
obtained for pure germanium melted in dry nitrogen exhibited properties intermediate bet\\-eenthose of vac~l(lm melts \vith no added impurity
and vacuum melts with 0.2 per cent tin added.
The stability gained
from welded contacts is of great value for the high-voltage type, as for
other types of rectifiers, and further work along lines initiated by Hennelly
is desirable.
The accurate exponential law obeyed by the forward characteristics
of antimony-doped
welded germanium rectifiers is useful in circuit
applications where a logarithmic or exponential response is desired.
Kallman has utilized this principle in some d-c bridge circuits.
In
particular, he designed a double-bridge circuit for indicating the ratio
of two direct voltages on a logarithmic scale.
No use has yet been made of the amplifying properties of the welded
It is possible that a lightweight receiver—
rectifiers used as converters.
with no tubes, yet capable of detecting audio modulation of a weak
microwave signal close to noise level—might be constructed by keeping
these crystals on the verge of oscillation by a suitable feedback arrangement. Some work along these lines was started by Dicke, but inconclusive results had been obtained when the war came to an end.
Northl has found that welded rectifiers, used as frequency converters
in the 3-cm band and biased outside of the negative i-f conductance
characteristic, will operate with low loss (3 to 4 db) at reduced localoscillator drive. The noise output is then comparable to that from a
conventional rectifier, and the over-all receiver noise figures obtained
are excellent (below 6 db).
1 Private

communication.
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APPENDIX
THE RECIPROCITY

A

THEOREM

OF DICKE1

matrix in the “ low
Eq. (5.6), is symmetrical about the main diagonal, provided
the following conditions are satisfied.
It will now be proved that the mixer-admittance

Q“

form,

1. Thephase
barrier

of theelectric

or barriers

2. A time

zero

strength

can

field strength

be,

and

at the barrier

3. The current-density
components

components

on their time derivatives).

The

theorem

will

is, chosen

barrier
be

such

is an even function

of the electric

of a nonlinear

isuniform

overthe

rectifying

of thernixer.
that

the

electric

field

of time.

at the barrier

depend

field intensity

(and

not,

This restriction

excludes

only on the
for example,

the possibility

capacitance.

proved

by

establishing

Relations

(5.49)

and

(5.50).
The black box of Fig. 5.3 is supposed enclosed in a region R bounded
by a surface S intersecting the terminals which for convenience arc
assumed to be coaxial.
Since the voltage applied to the terminals is
periodic in time, the field quantities in R may be expressed as a Fourier
series in the time
.

.=—’m
.

H(t)

=

z
z

Hne,wi

(1)

n=—.
.

J(t) =

J~e,nwt

.=—.
From

Maxwell’s

equations,

it follows

that

curl H. — j.oEE. = J.,
curl E. + jupH. = O,
where t and ~, the permittivity and permeability, are functions of position, and E, H, and J are, respectively, the electric field strength, the
magnetic field strength, and the electric current density.
Let us con1R. H. r.icke, ‘(A Reciprocity Theorem and its Application to the Measurement
of Gain of L!icrowave
Crystal Mixers, ” RL Report No. 16-18, Apr. 13, 1943.
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sider variations of the field quantities obtained by varying the terminal
voltages.
Let do denote a change resulting from a variation of e, holding e,
constant, and let dl denote a change resulting from a variation of eI
holding e~ constant.
Thus,
= O,

d,e,

# O,

dle~ = O,

d~,

d,e,

# O. 1

(2)

It is assumed for the whole region except the barrier that
J = uE,

(3)

At a rectifying barrier
where the conductivity y u is a function of position.
a tensor relation is assumed to exist between dJ and dll and the components of the tensor assumed to be functions of E. Thus,
~(k~ =

u(,4-,l)(E) d~t~).
z

(4)

1

The tensor will be assumed symmetric, hence
~(k,l)

The superscripts
vector identity,

signify

cartesian

dlv AX
we obtain
div (d&

x

~(l,k),

=

B=

B.curl

d,E. – d,IL

(5)

components.
A–A.

X dd3.)

Making

use of the

curl B,

= doJ~ o d,E~ – d~n s d&m

(6)

By Eq. (3), the expression on the right of Eq. (6) vanishes everywhere
except at the rectifying barrier.
Let us now apply Eq. (6) to the barrier by forming the following sum
(to being a constant):

2

ez]ti~”div (d&

x dlE.

– dlI-L x ddl~)

n

.

e2’w’(d,J. . d,E. – d,J..
z

n

Since

.
and
+:
d,E. = ~

.
/ —‘..

5----

-c

———

~

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

d, E(t)e-i”@’ dt,

d,E.).

(7)
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A

we have

z =

Using the relation

.

ei””

2rf3(a),

n-—m

where 6(u) is the Dirac &function,
a#O
~(a) = O
.
6(a) da = 1,
/ —m
we have

where we have integrated over A holding t fixed.
Substituting Eqs. (6) and (4) into Eq. (7), we find

[d@t’’(2to

Now a new time variable

–

t)d&)(t)

t’ is

–

d,l?Y)(2to

–

t)doE(’)(t)l

dt.

(9)

introduced,
t=t’+

to.

Thus the right-hand side of Eq. (9) becomes

2/:::’;
. ”(k’’’’~-t’’’d
— –
d,ll(k)(to

t’)dd’z)(to

+

t’)] dt’.

According to Condition 2 for the reciprocity theorem (see Sec. 5“5),
there exists a time zero with respect to which dE is an even function of
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time. Let tObe this time zero. The preceding
identically; from Condition 1, this result holds
Theright-hand side of Eq. (9) nowvanishes
Integrating Eq. (9) over R and converting to
by the divergence theorem we obtain

2“’””101s
(d,Hn

X

d,En – d,Hn

expression then vanishes
over the whole barrier.
over theentireregion
R.
a surface integral over S

X doEn)

. dS = O.

n

The field quantities vanish everywhere over the surface except at the
terminals.
At the d-c terminals the only term appearing is that for
n = O. At the r-f terminals the only terms appearing are for n = t 1.
The integration over the terminals is straightforward and, in terms of the
terminal voltages and currents,
2(d&dle0

–

ci,i,doe,)

Re [e2~W’O(dOi,dlel– dlildoel)l

+

= o.

From Eq. (2),
d,eO = dOe, = O;
hence,
2d&dOe0 = Re (e2@”dOi,d,el).

(lo)

The relations between the variations of the terminal currents and
Substituting
Eq. (5.24) into Eq.
voltages are given by Eq. (5.15).
(5.15), we find

Substituting

dio = gb&eO + ~yP&el

+ ~y~mde~

dil = 2y.&eO

+ y.ydc~.

+ y..de1

(11)
}

Eq. (11) into Eq. (10) we obtain
Re [(v8. – ~ape’~”’”)d,e,] = O.

Since the phase of dlel is arbitrary, we have
yfla = ya~e21@t”,

(12)

which is the first of the reciprocity relations, Eq. (5.49).
If, instead of defining d, and d, by Eq. (2), we define them instead by
d,io = doi, = O,
d,i,

# O,

d,io # O,

and foUow a similar procedure, we obtain
y&

=

ya7f#i~10,

which is the second of the reciprocityy relations, Eq. (5.50).

..

-.

(13)
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SKIN EFFECT AT A METAL-SEMICONDUCTOR

CONTACT’

The skin depth c1in a conductor of dimensions large compared with 6
is given by
(1)

where j is the frequency and p and u are, respectively, the permeability
and conductivity of the conducting material.
For tungsten we may take p = pOand u = 1,8 X 105 mho cm–l.
In
this case we have, for
j = 3
j = 1

x

10’ Cps,

6 = 2.2 X 10-4 cm;

x

10’” Cps,

6 = 1.2 X 10–4 cm;
6 = 0.65 X 10-4 cm.

j == 2.4 X 10’0 CPS,

In the case of silicon and germanium as used in rectifiers, the conductivity is less than that of tungsten by a factor of 10-3 or 10-4 and the
skin depth is thus greater by a factor of 30 to 100. Now the radius of
the rectifying contact varies from 10–3 cm to 2 X 10–4 cm. There is
thus in general an appreciable skin affect in the cat whisker and pracThe above estimations do not apply,
tically none in the semiconductor.
however, to the immediate neighborhood of the semiconductor-metal
contact.
To find the spatial distribution of current at the contact we
must solve a boundary-value
problem, taking into account the discontinuity in conductivity.
In this way it can be determined whether
the redistribution of current-flow lines from a decided skin effect in the
whisker to a negligible effect in the semiconductor (1) takes place mostly
in the metal; (2) takes place mostly in the semiconductor; or (3) is divided
about equally between them.
The solution of this problem is presented here. It will appear that
Alternative (1) is the correct one; the skin effect at the contact is therefore
in general very small.
As a simple model there will be considered two semi-infinite rightcircular cylinders, one of metal M, the other of semiconductor S having
the same diameter and connected coaxially with a nonrectifying butt
joint as shown in Fig. (B.1).
Although this model is much simplified
it will be shown that the conclusions drawn from it apply to the more
general case.
1H. C. Torrey, “Colloquium on Crystal Rectifiers,“Vacuum Tube Development
Committee Offices,New York, N. Y., June 17, 1944.
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The subscripts 1 and 2 denote quantities in the metal and semicondoctor, respectively.
Theni at z = — m,

1

(2)

where
i I = current density at radial distance p from the axis,

(3)

PI = Zrpxrlj,

iol = current density at the surface (p = a).
A similar result with subscript 2 instead of 1 holds in the semiconductor at z = + m. Then Eq. (2), with appropriate subscripts,

f

t
[

[1)Metal

I

I

I!EZ133
-m

I

—Z.

1

G!)semiconductor

z=+m

Z=o

—

FIQ. B.1.—Semi-infinite cylinders of metal and semiconductor in contact

will serve as the boundary condition on i at distances remote from the
contact.
The current density satisfies the differential equation,

~

VXv
ancl the continuity

Xi=

– jPi,

(4)

equation,
V.i=O.

Introducing

the radial and axial components
i = Lk + ippo,

(5)
of i by
(6)

where k and 90 are the unit axial and radial vectors, we obtain from
Eqs. (4) and (5) the differential equations,
(7)
(8)
I See, for example, William R. Smythe, Static and Dynamic E’lectrieity, McGrawHill, New York, 1939, Sec. 1103.

___

—

—

—
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These equations are to be solved subject to the boundary
(a)

for i.;
atz=+~,

(b)

conditions,

atz=C,
atp=O,
for i,;
atz=+m,
atp=O
era,

~z=lo(mp)

. .

1,(@

a) ‘0’

(9)

(L) 1 = (i.),;
i. is iinite;

(lo)
(11)

iQ = o;
ip = o;

(12)
(13)
(14)

The last condition ensures the continuity of the tangential component
of the electric field vector across the contact.
By standard methods we find a general solution of Eq. (8) which
satisfies Conditions (12) and (13)
In metal:
iol

B ,*J

=
2
n

()
Z.p
—e

+ v—iP, +~’.z ;

a

(15)

In semiconductor:

“2=

LB’.J’t$)e-v’p’+%”=;

where zn(n = 1, 2, . .

) are the roots of

(16)

n

J,(z)

= o,

(17)

and J l(z) is the usual Bessel function (its subscript is not to be confused
with subscripts used to distinguish metal from semiconductor).
To satisfy Eq. (14) we must have

(18)
The corresponding
(5) :
‘lz=~(p)+~Jj::$

i,.=j,(,)-~~%B.,.l,

solutions for i. are now found from Eqs. (7) and

BnlJopl:)e+i~’%.;

@.~~-~P+%z;

(19)

(20)
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where
f(P)

=

10 (mP)

~.

10 (@a)

(21)
“

As they stand, Eqs. (19) and (20) obviously satisfy Eq. (9).
only remaining boundary condition to be satisfied is Eq. (10).
condition, with Eq. (18), determines Bln and Bz..
putting (i.), = (i.)z at z = O in Eqs. (19) and (20), we get

.

The
This

(22)
where

‘“=
’2(J’*+G+$I’23
The coefficients An are now determined from Eq. (22) by use of the
The final
well-known orthonormal properties of the Bessel functions.
result for B. is

where

i. W@ “aI, (v’F
a = (jPaz

a)

+ z~)IO (WP

(25)

. a)’

and
(26)
Expressions (24), (25), and (26) are now substituted in (20). Putting
z = O, and assuming UZ<< u1 we obtain for the axial component of current
density at the contact,

.

i.

= j2(p)

+

iP2a2

z
n=l

~O(zn)

Jo
<(z:

+

()
znP
~

(27)

j~laz) (z: + jP2a2J

where z is the mean axial current density,

In (27) the root z“ = O is excluded from the summat]on.
Now the current density is entirely axial at p = O and p = a. To
estimate the magnitude of the skin effect at the contact, two quantities

APPENDIX

from Eq.

(27), will be computed,

viz.,
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=
2 and the phase shift in
.(P-a)

iCfromp=Otop=a.
These two quantities give all the relevant information.
The first
gives the magnitude of the heating effect and the second bears on the
question of the validity of one of Dicke’s conditions for reciprocity.
The magnitude of both effects will turn out to be small.
There can
then be used a jortiori arguments to show that the effects are even
smaller for the case of an actual rectifier including the nonlinearity of the
contact resistance and the different geometry.
As an example we take,
a = 1.1 x IO–3
f=3xlo9

U2 = 50

~m

Cps

mho/cm.

lVe then find
p,a’

= 1.46 X 10–Z

P@’

=

53.1.

From Eq. (27),
i. = z(1 + 1.28 X 10–3 + j5.01 X 10–3)
i. =

Z(I

–

0.959 X 10–3 – j2.43 X 10–3)

(P =
(p =

a),
o).

The phase shift over the contact is then 7.4 X 10-3 radian, or 0.42°.
If Ali12 is the difference in the square of the absolute value of the
axial currents at p = O and p = a, we have
Ali12
—
= 2(1.28 + 0.96) X 10-3

Ii]’

= 4.5 x 10–3.
The heating effect is, therefore, less than one-half of one per cent.
It is interesting to note that, although the skin effect is small at the
contact, it is still much larger there than in the body of the semiconductor,
where the clifferential heating is of the order 10–5 or O.01 per cent.
The effect at the frequency 3 X 109 cps has been computed for about
the largest contact it is practicable to use at that frequency.
The maximum size of the contact at higher frequencies will be less. The conversion loss is roughly a function of fCr (as we saw in Sec. 4.5), where C
is the barrier capacitance and r the spreading resistance.
NOW, C u a’
and r cc l/a, so the 10SSis a function of fa.
The skin effect, however,
depends on fa2. If we assume that fa (or loss) is kept constant by
decreasing a as the frequency is increased, then ja’, and hence the skin
effect, will be less at higher frequencies.
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Furthermore, the skin effect for the actual geometry of a rectifier,
in which the semiconductor is a semi-infinite cylinder of larger dimensions, will be less than for the geometry of the model assumed.
Finally,
the effect of the nonlinear resistance can only decrease the skin effect,
since the effective conductivity
will be less than that of the bulk
semiconductor.
It follows from this reasoning that the skin effect is entirely negligible
for all point-contact
rectifiers at any microwave frequency and the
current flow at the contact may be treated with the d-c approximation.

—

APPENDIX
SPREADING

RESISTANCE

C

OF AN ELLIPTICAL

The contact surface between metal
mated by an ellipse of semidiameters a,
chosen so that the x-y plane contains
dimension of the contact being along the

CONTACT

and semiconductor is approxib (a >> b) and rectangular axes
the contact surface, the long
z-axis.
Ellipsoidal coordinates

& ~, q are now defined by
j(o)

=

&e + ~+-. + ; = 1,

(1)

where 0 stands for any one of the triplet (~, f, q) and

The confocal ellipsoids, f = constant, are the equipotential surfaces
of the problem, since for ~ = O, j(~) = 1 degenerates into the elliptical
contact.
Laplace’s equation for the potential V becomes

;

[

<(t +

~’)(t +

b’)ta: 1 = O.

Thus,
3“=.4

E
/4
o

d(

(t+

a’)(t

+ b’);

(2)

where A is an integration constant.
According to Eq. (2), V = O at the whisker contact, and if V = VO
(the applied potential) at ~ = ~,

Thus Eq. (2) becomes

where

v“~sn-’(dg+
k=

and

r

1–$,

K = sn-’ (l,k)
427

(3)
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is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind with modulus k. Now
if r is the radial distance from the center of the contact, as r becomes
large, & = T2and
v

The current is thus

where o is the conductivity;

()

‘vol–lG

a

-

and the resistance is

R=~.

%sa

(4)

This result is general.
So far, the condition that a>> b has not been used. In fact, if a = b,
then K = Ir/2 and R = l/4ua, the well-known result for a circular
Thus for
contact of radius a. If a>> b, k = 1, and K = in (4a/b).
a long, thin contact,
ln4~
R=—b

:

—-==

2mra

(5)

APPENDIX
CRYSTAL-RECTIFIER

TYPES

D
AND

SPECIFICATIONS

The specifications on electrical performance of the various crystal
types as of September 1945 are listed in Tables D-l, D2, and D“3. The
mechanical tests are summarized in Sec. 2“2.
A summary of the JAN specifications for the mixer and video crystal
types is given in Tables D“ 1 and D.2 respective y. The tentative specifications on the Western Electric high-inverse-voltage types were written
jointly by the Bell Telephone Laboratories, Radiation Laboratory, and
the NDRC group at Purdue University and have not yet been incorpo-

+0.C05
0.052

.19

Silicoflcrystal

,.=
0.294

~a~e dO. 90 max.

r

E

‘“’’’S’”<

*0,0.?0
0.820
*0015
o.76a
*0.C03
0. 87 min.
I‘(i: fip

2+?’
;4,

20,015

&~

LL
~
0.005max. rad.
FIG. D] .—Mechanical

(,

{, f

0.010 max. rad.~
0,010 min. .0,046 max. rad,
design specifications

0.240

0,210 ream,
‘
r

for the ceramic cartridge.

The 1N34 rectifier was initiated by
rated in the JAN specifications.
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc. and will probably soon be available from
other manufacturers.
Test methods and equipment that meet the requirements of the JAN
specifications for testing mixer and video crystals are described in detail
Equipment for testing the high-inversein Chaps. 9 and 11 respectively.
voltage types listed in Table D.3 was described in Chap. 12.
The mechanical design specifications for the ceramic and coaxial
cartridges are shown in Figs. D.1 and D.2, respectively.
Comments on the Speci$cations.—The
wavelengths given in Column z
of Tables D” 1 and D”2 designate the approximate region for which the
various types are adapted.
Rectifiers passing the tests at a particular
I The quantities listed in Columns 4—13 are taken from the JAN specifications.
No attempt has been made to include all of the details of these specifications.
For
complete detailed information the reader is referred to the joint Army-NTavy Specificainto JAN-1A for Electron Tubes.
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radio frequency will in general be as good in conversion loss at lower
frequencies.
The converse may not, however, be true. The types
designed for higher radio frequency usually are adjusted for smaller
This at
contact area to achieve a smaller barrier shunting capacitance.
The specifications, moreover,
the same time makes for lower burnout.
which call for specified r-f and i-f matching conditions in the test equipment, tend to insure uniformity in r-f and i-f rectifier impedances.
These
considerations make it advisable to use the various types only for the
frequency band for which they were tested.
The various mixer types within each band are, with one exception,
interchangeable as far as impedance-matching
properties are concerned.

Alternate

shape permissible

for end of pin

0.012 radiusk
FIG.

;

D. Z,—Mechanical

design specifications for the coaxial cartridge.
cartridge may be omitted if desired.

The crimp in the

They differ only in sensitivity and burnout.
The one exception is type
1X28, which differs from the 1N21 types in r-f and i-f impedance.
The
distribution in i-f impedance centers around 250 ohms, compared with
400 ohms for the 1N21 types.
The r-f tuning of the test mixer is in each
case standardized at the center of the r-f impedance spread of representative samples from the various manufacturers.
Each unit is subjected to the burnout proof test and a small specified
representative fraction of the total production to the burnout design
test.
The types for which the burnout test value is listed in ergs are tested
by subjecting the rectifier to a single video pulse of short duration compared with the thermal relaxation time of the rectifier contact.
The
value listed in the table is the amount of energy dissipated in the crystal.
The types for which the burnout test value is listed in watts are tested
by subjecting the crystal to a number of video pulses of l+sec duration,
a time long compamd with the thermal relaxation time of the crystal.

:

.,

TABLE D.1.—MmEB

Band
A,cm

;.:

1N21A

9-11
%11

IN21B

9-11

1N21C

9-11

1N23

3-5

1N23A

>5

1N23B

3-5

1N21

1N25
1N25

25–30

1N26

1-1.5
9-11

1N28

Key to

P
L
t
B

Description
obsolete
medium sensitivity
low burnout
high sensitivity medium burnout
most sensitive medium burnout
low sensitivityy low
burnout
medium sensitivityy
medium burnout
high sensitivity low
burnout
high burnout
medi urn sensitivity
low burnout
medium sensitivityy
high burnout

P,
mw

Max
L, db

TYPES

Max

—.

z;.,,
ohms

t

z -,
ohms

. ...

RL,
ohms

R.,
ohms

Min

j!

I

Mc /see

......
75-1oo

&

0.4
0.4

3060

0.5
0.5

8.5
7.5

4
3

0.3 erg

0.5

6.5

2

2.0 erg

400

100

400

0.4

3060

0.5

5.5

1.5

2.Oerg

400

100

400

0.4

3033

1.0

10.0

3

0.3 erg

400

100

300

.,.

9375

1.0

8.0

2.7

1,0 erg

400

1(K)

300

9375

1.0

6.5

2.7

0.3 erg

400

100

300

9375

1,25
0,9
1.0

8.0
2.5

6.5 watt
0.1 erg

200

100
100

200
300

.,,
,,.

...

0.4

“8:5
7.0

0.4

2.5
2.0

.....

IOG400
300-600

500

5.0 erg

3060

1000
24000
9375
3ofXl

L
k
5
.?
<
c
z
e

symbols:
level, using the modulation test method
Convemion Iw
Noise temperature
Swcifimtion value for burnout mmf test
R-f power

Z;.!

Resistance

z.
RL

Load impedrmce Premn;ed
D-c load resistance

at audio freauencv

seen at the i-f terminaln

R.

Input im~dance of the i-f amplifier med i“ the noise measurements

/

Radio frequency
The intermediate

t; the i-f terminals

of the mixer

of the mixer at the modulation

med for tenting
frequency for the rmiae meawueme,,t

frequency

m seen at the terminals

of the crystal

holder

ti
is in all cases 30 Me/see.

., .. .,. ,.

.,, ,., ,,

{.
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The value listed in the table is the maximum available power in the
pulse. The test for the 1N25 unit specifies a minimum of 50 pulses. A
group burnout test at 26 watts pulse power, not listed in Table D. 1, is
~lso specified for the 1N25 unit. The IN31 and 1N32 types call for a
l-rein exposure to video pulses at a minimum pulse-repetition frequency
of 800 PPS.
TABLE D2.-VI~EO
Type
No.

Band
A, cm

1 N27

9–11

1N30
1N31

3–5
3–5

1N32

9–11

Deacriptim,

hl,n

M

E.,
ohms

CRYSTAL TYPES
Max

R.,

P, /’w

kiloh m.s

Max
E, mv

B,,
w

B,,
ergs

//
Me/me

1for pulse discriminating rece, vers
ceramic cartridg.
coaxial cartridge
mlpmved stabihty

60

1200

5

4 (max)

1

55
55

1204
1200

5
5

7–21
&23

5
5

high sensitivity

100

1200

5

>20

5

3295

,,.

0.3

9375
9375

,,.

3295

0.02
0.36
.

Kev to mmhols:

M

Fiu”re of merit

R.

F,ctitioua serlea resistance in mid circuit of input tube, whose noise contribution
is equivalent
to the amphfi.r no,se; used to calculate M.
R-f power level at which measurement is made
Video resistance (equivalent
to the d-c resistance in the forward directirm at low level)
D-c voltam used for d-c resistance measurement
Specificatmn
value for burnout design test
Specification
value for burnout proof teat

P
R.
E
Bd
B,
Radio frequency
f

used for testing.

TABLE

D.3.—HIGH-INVERSE-VOLTAGE

RECTIFIERS

(Manufacturer’s tentative specifications)
Rectification in test circuit

)etection of 6(L
modulation al

\
Low-level test

Type No.

Descrip~
tion

Input
frequency
for test

Input,
volts
(peak)

High-level test

Minimum
output,
mv d-c

Input,
volts
(peak)

24.7

w.E.
D171561

Second
detector

)0 Me/see

0.5

15

W.E.
D171612

D-c
restorer

)0 Me/see

0.5

15

W.E.
D172925

D-c
restorer

10 Me/see

0,5

15

RMA No.
IN34

Crystal
diode

60 cps

Input, v rms
30 t

Minimum
output ,
V d-c

Moduh
tion on
input,
volts
peak) z
60 cps
0.92”

Mini
mun
OutpL
volts

Minimum
~ack
voltag
v d-c

Outpu V d-c
1 t

Impedance
at 30
bfc/sec
ohms

Mini-

D-c
resistance,
megohms

mum
current
at +1
Jolt. ma

60 CI

0.1(

50

50

voltage in the modulation of the 24.7-volt (peak) 30-Mc/nec carrier.
tTmted with 300-ohm load resistance; no condenser.

*This

5

high level

50

2000

0.1
(at – 1 v)

2000

0.06
(at –50 v)
0.25
(at –5 v)

5

0.025
(at –50V)
0.2
(at –1OV)

5

Index

A
Acceptance testing, 128
Acceptors, 47
Addition agents, 67, 306-308, 364
(See ako particular addition agent)
Admittance matrix, 114-118
in terms of measurable parameters,
119-124
Admittance matrix elements of weldedcontact rectifiers, 407
Aluminum, as addition agent, 67
American Lava Corporation, 323
Amplitude-modulation
method of loss
measurement, 21$218
AngeUo, S. J., 307, 315, 321
Antimony, as addition agent, 67
Apker, L., 126, 166, 174, 175, 407
Artificial barrier, 75
.4ttenuator, micrometer, 275
vane-type, 285
B
Back current, at one volt, germanium
rectifier, 374
at 30 volts, germanium rectifier, 374
Back-to-front ratio, 297
Back voltage, peak (see Peak inverse
voltage)
Bakker, C. J., 182
Band theory, 4548
Barrier capacitance, 24
variable, effect of, 163-167
variation of, with bias, 77
Barrier layer, capacitance of, 7$77
formation aud structure of, 7w77
Barrier-layer rectification (ace Rectification, barrier-layer)
Becker, J. A., 317

Bell, P. R., 394
Bell Telephone Laboratories, 9, 22, 26,
34, 128, 207, 256, 276, 304, 306, 307,
311, 313, 314, 318, 321, 325, 326,
362-365, 367-375, 378, 382, 387,
406, 429
Benr,er, S., 361-363, 370, 376, 380, 391,
392, 394-396
Beringer, E. R., 100, 232, 334, 335, 338,
340, 344, 345, 349, 353, 354, 403,
405,406,415
Bernamont, J,, 193
Beryllium, as addition agent, 67
Bethe, H. A., 48, 65, 72-73, 82, 85, 93, 98,
414
Bias (see D-c bias)
Boron, as addition agent, 67
for use as crystal rectifiers, 7
Boyarsky, L., 364,370, 372,377,381,384,
387, 388
British red-dot crystal, 8, 91, 99
British-Thomson-Houston Company, 317
Broadband case, 128
Bulk resistance, 83
Bulk resistivity measurement, 304
Burnout, 236-263
affected by design, 329
caused by harmonic leakage, 238
causes of, 236
by continuous d-c power, 25G258
definition of, 236
edge, 253
by long pulses, theory of, 241-248
by short d-c pulsee, 25S260
by short pulses, theory of, 248-256
temperature at, 257
Burnout experiments, 256-263
Burnout limitations
of standard
units, 260
Burnout tat, using coaxial
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Burnout testing, 239, 293-300
with microsecond d-c pulses, 296
Burnout theory, 239-256
c

Capacitance,
of barrier (see Barrier
capacitance)
Cartridge, assembly and adjustment of,
323-328
crystal, present, 1$20
crystal rectifier, 16
description
germanium

of, 15-18
rectifier,

adjustment

of,

369-372

assembly of, 369–372
standard-impedance, 270
(See also Ceramic; Coaxial; Pigtail; Resistor; etc. )
Cartridge parts, crystal, 322
Cat whisker (see Whisker, cat)
Ceramic cartridge, 16,17,323-326
Characteristic, d-c, 82–90
of typical germanium rectifier, effect
of temperature on, 375
voltage-current, 2&23
Christensen, C, J., 193
Coaxial cartridge, 17, 32&328
Colonial Alloys Company, 316
Conductivity, electrical, 53-61
Contact, long thin, 247
Contact capacitance with voltage, variability of, 398
Contact geometry, ideal, from point of
view of burnout by short pulses, 254
Chtactpotential,
distributed,

51-53
183

uniform, 182
Contact temperature, as a function of
time, 248-254
Conversion, frequency,4, 111-178
phenomenological theory of, 119-152
physical theory of, 152-170
with subharmonic local oscillator, 114,
17CK173
Conversion amplification, 398
theory of, 406-415
Conversion loss, 25
affected by design, 329
in broadband case, 13&135
effect of paraaitic impedances on, 157–
163

Conversion 10ss, as function of imageimpedance, 202
as function of image tuning, 212
as function of r-f tuning, 232–235
general definition of, 128
general expression for, 13&140
image termination on, effect of, 140–
148
measurement of, 231
of network, 26
production testing methods of, 213218
range of, in production units, 32
special definitions of, 128
of welded-contact rectifier, measurement of, 403–406
Conversion loss L,, mixer matched to
local oscillator, 133
Conversion loss measurements, method
of, 198–218, 227–235
Conversion-loss test set, for l-cm band,
276-280
calibration of, 28o
for~cm band, 265-272
adjustment of, 271
calibration of, 271
for 10-cm band, 272–276
Conversion-loss test sets, standard, 264283
Ckmwell, E., 58
Cornell University, 87
Coupling circuit, 286
narrow-band, 225
Roberts, 223–225
Coupling-circuit tuning, 286
Gurant, E., 87
Crystal, as microwave noise generator,
195-197
as noise generator, 229
standard, 201
calibration of, 272
Crystal cartridge (see Cartridge; type of
cartridge)
Crystal checker, d-c, 297
limitations of, 298
reliability of, 300
Crystal holder, 267
lixed-tuned, for video-crystal testing,
351
tunable, forvideo-crystal testing, 351
variable-tune, for video-crystal testing
in *cm band. 353

INDEX

Crystal holder, waveguide, 278
Crystal-output circuit, 269
Crystal properties, effect on, of phase of
reflected wave at image frequency,
233
Crystal rectifier (s.. Rectifier, crystal)
Current sensitivity, 335-340, 342
equipment for measurement of, 349357
methods of measurement of, 349–357
D
D-c bias, effect of, on figure of merit of
video crystal, 347
on low level properties, 340–342
on noise temperature of germanium
rectifiers, 35
on silicon crystal-mixer performance,
34
D-c characteristic (see Characteristic,
d-c)
D-c crystal impedance, 333
D-c resistance, comparison of, with i-f
resistance, 41
measurement of, 40
Depletion layers, 90-97
Detection, 2–4
(S.. also Linear; Low-1evel; Squarelaw; etc.)
Detector, second (see Second detector)
Dicke, R. H., 43, 119, 124, 197, 203, 413,
416, 417
reciprocity theorem of, 417–420
Dicke method of loss measurement, 203207
Dickey, J., 174
Diffusion theory of rectification, 77–81
Diode theory of rectification, 78, 81–82
Donators, 47
Doping materials (see Addition agent)
Double layer, 53
Du Pent De Nemours Company, E. I.,
67, 305
E

.

Eagle-Picher Company, 304, 305
Electrical performance, design considerations affecting, 323330
Electrolytic pointing, 319
Electrolytic polishing process, 318

437

Electron distribution in semiconductors,
48-51
Equivalcmt circuit (see component for
which equivalent circuit is given)
Etching, 314-316, 369
Exhaustion layer, 78
F
Falkoff, D. L., 113, 170
Field testing for burnout, 297-300
Figure of merit, 239
equipment for measurement of, 35$
357
methods of measurement of, 355–357
of video crystal, 344–347
effect of d-c bias on, 347
Fixed-tuned measurements, 214
Flat, 237
and spike, relative importance of, in
burnout, 237
Fluctuation effects, 87–90
Fonda Inc., J. C,, 265, 284
Forbidden region, width of, 64
Formation, of barrier layer, 7&77
Forward conductance, as function of
frequency, 378-380
of various germanium ingots, 373
Fowler, R. H., 45, 49, 5&54
Fox, hf., 91, 99, 307, 314, 315, 318, 392
Frequency,

variation

of impedance

with,

39

Friis, H. T., 26, 128
G
Gadsden, C. P,, 403
Gain, conversion (see Conversion loss)
Gain of network, 26
Gant, D. H. T., 246
General Electric Company, 11, 21, 35,
126, 166, 173, 174, 304,308,313, 314,
398, 402, 411, 415
General Electric Company, Ltd., of
England, 91, 303, 307
General Electric crystal cartridge for
germanium crystals, 328
Generator of millimeter radiation, weldedcontact rectifier aa, 398
Germanium, addition agents for, 308
characteristic constants of, 61
photoelectric effects in, 393-397
purification of, 304-306

~
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Germanium crystul rectifier, 10
Germanium crystals, General Electric
crystul cartridge for, 328
welded-contact, 21, 398–416
Germanium etching, 316, 369
Germanium heat treatment, 316
Germanium polishing, 316
Germanium rectifiers, noise temperature,
effect of d-c hiss on, 35
Gibson, R. J., Jr,, 389
Ginzton, E., 225
Goodman, B., 392
Goudsmit, S. .\., 182
Greenblatt, M. H., 101, 193,392
Gurney, R. \V., 45, 79, 101, 103
H
Hahn, W. C.,411,414
Hall coefficient, 53-61
Hall effect, 54
Harmonic generation, 173
Harmonic generator, welded-contwct rrctifier as, 398, 415
Harmonic reinforcement, 114, 167-170
Heat treatment, 91, 314-316
of germanium ingot, effect of, 316, 365
of silicon, 314–316
Heller, G., 182
Hennelly, 415, 416
Herzfeld, K. F., 82
Heterodyne method of loss measurement,
20&202
High-burnout crystals, 8
High-frequency properties, 37S389
High-inverse-voltage
rectifier, 10, 64,
361-397
applications of, 363
as low-frequency rectifier, 363
silicon, 389-391
Holes, 48
Huntington, H. B., 34, 41, 238, 273, 289
I
I-f impedance, of crystals, 4044
effect of, on Y-factor, 220
effect of image t.ermination on, 14=152
of germanium crystal, 382–384
measurement of, 40
[-f resistance, comparison of, with d-c
resistance, 41
crystal, measurementof, 230

I-f

resistance, dependence of, nn r-f
matching conditions, 43
as function of rectified current, 42
I-f resistance spread of crystal rectifiers,,,
42
Image force, effect of, 86
Image-force lowering of barrier, 85
Image frequency, 112
Image impedance, effect of, on conversion
10ss, 202
Image

termination,
effect of, on conversion loss, 140-148

on i-f impedance, 148–153
Image tuning, effect of, on convcrsio]]

loss, 212
Impedance, variation of, with frequcucy,
39
Irupedancc conversion loss, 208
Impedance loss, 203
Impedance methods of loss measurement, 202–213
Impedance tester, 383
Impurities, diffusion of, 93-97
(See also Addition agents)
Impurity activation energies, 61
Impurity additions, effect of, M-67
Impurity atoms, with collisions, 58
Impurity level, 47
Incremental method of loss measurement,
213-215
Ingot, germanium, preparation of, 364369
preparation of, 308-313
Intermediate frequency, 112
J
JAN specifications, 264
Johnson, V. A., 55, 58, 59, 63
Jones, H., 45
K
Kallman, H., 416
King, A. P., 6
Kingsbury, S. M., 327
Klystron, 417A, as noise generator, 229
Kuper, J. B. H., 44, 229
L
Lark-Horovitz, K., 58, 59, 61, 63,91, 246,
304
Lawson, A. W., 24, 76, 93, 100, 103, 194,
256, 324, 335, 340

/

lNl)b;X
Lewis, M. N., 187, 190, 389
Life tests of germanium rectifier,

on,

Mixer crystal, 7-9, 25--44
hfixcr-crystal properties, measurement
of, 230–232
hlixing, 111-114
Mobility, 54
carrier, 62
illodulation, 174–178
mechanical, 218
Modulation circuit, 268
Modulator, mechanical, 2t?&283
hlodulator voltage, regulator for, 268
Montgomery, D., 173, 415
Mott, N. F,, 45, 78, 79, 101, 103
Mullaney, J. F., 74

for,

N

377

Linear detection, 2
Llewelyn, F, B., 15!4, 207, 217
Llewelyn
method of loss mcasurwnent,
207
Local oscillator, subharmonic,
with, 114, 170–173

conversion

Local-oscillator
level, optimum, 33
Loss, conversion (see Conversion loss)
Low-frequency
properties, 372-378
Low-level detection, 333–360
theory of, 344-349
Low-level

detectors,

measurements

349-357
special manufacturing
357-360
Lew-level
properties,
bias, 340–342
variation
of, with

techniques

dependence
temperature,

439

of, on
342–

344

Imw-Q mixer (see llixer, 10W.Q)
ifc
McDonald, A. W., 364, 370,377,387
McKinley, T. D., 305
McMillan, F, I,., 237
M
Magic T, 196
Manufacturing techniques, 301-330
special, for low-level detectors, 357–36o
Marcum, J. 1,, 203
MIT Laboratory
for Insulation Re.
search, 327
Mean free path, 63
Measurement of (see quantity to be
measured)
Mechanical modulation, 218
Mechanical modulator, 280-283
Meyerhof, W. E., 74, 339, 341-343, 347,
349, 358, 360
Microsecond pulse tests for burnout, 296
Middlebn, A. E., 61
Miller, E. P., 61
Miller, P. H., 24, 76, 101, 187, 190, 193,
194, 324, 335, 340, 392
Minimum loss, L*, in broadband case, 132
Mixer, crystal, as modulator, 148
low-Q, 115, 119
for lo-cm conversion-loss test set, 275

N-type semiconductor, 49
A’atural barrier, 75
Negative i-f conductance, 398, 401
theory of, 406415
Negative-resistance
characteristics,
theory of, 391
N’cgative-rc.sistance region in back direc.
tion, 362
Neher, H. V., 6
Noise, dependence of, on temperature,
194
intermediate frequency, 187–195
dependence of, on excitation frequency, 188
sources of, 186
video, 187–195
spectrum of, 189-194
in welded-contact rectifier, measurement of, 403406
Noise diode, 286
use of, in noise-temperature measurements, 226
Noise figure, 25-30
effective, 27
of i-f amplifiers+ measurement of, 227
receiver, measurement of, 227–235
of two networks in cascade, 2tX30
of welded-contact rectifier, 403-406
Noise generation, 179-197
theory of, 17%187
Noise generator, microwave, crystal as,
195-197
r-f, crystal aa, 229
using 417A klystron, 229
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Noise measuring set, for&m band, 283289
calibration of, 288
operation of, 288
for 10-cm band, 289-292
Noise temperature, 30, 179
dependence of, infrequency, 188-194
as function of r-f tuning, 232–235
as function of signal and image reflection, 234
measurement of, 21%235
range of, in production units, 32
h,oise-temPerature

apparatus,

calibration

of. 227

Noise-temperature dependence on ambient temperature, calculated and
observed, 195
Noise-temperature measurement, of l-cm
rectlficrs, 292
usirm noise diode. 226
Noise test sets, staridard, 283–293
Nonlinear element, 1
Nonlinear resistance of barrier, 24
Nonlinear resistance matrix, 153–157
Nordheim, L. W., 77
North, H. Q., 11, 21, 35, 128, 173, 304,
308, 313, 314, 317, 328, 398, 399,
403, 406, 411, 414-416
Nyquist, H., 181

0
oscillator mount, 266
Output circuit, of l-cm

conversion-loss
test set, 278
Output-meter circuit, 287
Output nOise ratio, 30
(See Noise temperature)
Output resistance, dynamic, 333
P

P-type semiconductor, 49
Parasitic impedances, effect of, on conversion loss, 157–163
Parasitic, 112
P~ternack, S., 75
Peak inverse voltage, 362, 375
dependence of, on frequency, 38G382
Pearsall, C. S., 91, 307, 308, 314, 318,392
Pearson, G. L., 193
Penetration of barrier, effect of, 85, 87
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l’ennsylvania, University of, 8, 24, 61, 75,
76, 93, 100, 101, 103, 187, 190, 193,
194,256, 263, 307, 319, 324, 335, 339,
340, 341, 343, 354, 357, 358, 363,
389, 391, 392
Peterson, L. C,, 159, 217
Pfann, W. G., 92, 318-320
Phenomenological theory of conversion,
119-152
Phosphorus, as addition agent, 67
Photodiode, 394
Photoelectric effects, ingermanil]m, 393397
in silicon, 392
Photopeak, 395
Photoswitch, Inc., 273, 289
Pickar, P. B.,364,370,377,387
Pigtail cartridge, 18
Polishing, 314-316
Pound, R, V.,34, 174, 178,208
Pound method of loss measurement, 20&
212
Powell, Virginia, 307, 314
Preamplifier circuit, 287
Precautions, handling, 18-20
Preparation of (see item prepared)
Production testing methods, of loss measurement, 213–218
Production units, range of conversion loss
and noise temperature in, 32
Purdue University, 10,41,55,61,80,82,
83, 87, 89, 119, 125, 135, 166, 185,
215, 304, 306, 361, 363-365, 368-372,
37&378 381-385,387,388,391,394,
396, 398, 399,429
Purification of (see item purified)
R
Radiometer, microwave, lg7
Receiver, crystal-video, 9
Reciprocity, 117, 124-128,203
experimental tests of, 125-127
full, 118, 124
weak, 118, 124, 139, 203, 216
general condition of, 124
Reciprocity factor, 203
Reciprocity theorem of Dicke, 125, 417420
Rectification, barrier-layer, 6%72
diffusion theory of, 77-81
diode theory of, 78, 81-82
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